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HEARING ON THE CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION,
ADOPTION, AND FAMILY SERVICES ACT
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1992
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., Room
2257, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Major R. Owens, Chairman, presiding.

Members present: Representatives Owens, Payne, Serrano, Bal-

lenger, Klug, Good ling, and Jones.

Staff present: Maria Cuprill, Wanser Green, Laurence Peters,

Sylvia Hacaj, Robert MacDonald, Alan Lovesee, and Sally Lovejoy.
Chairman OWENS, The Subcommittee on Select Education will
come to order.

Today's hearing on the Child Abuse Prevention, Adoption, and
Family Services Act will focus on the role of the National Center
on Child Abuse and Neglect; the role of the U.S. Adviciory Board on
Child Abuse and Neglect; expansion of child abuse, adoption, aria
family services programs; and issues of child abuse fatalities.

The General Accounting Office, in its testimony before the subcommittee on May 9, 1991, raised serious concerns about the ability
of the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect to perform its
leadership role in identifying, preventing, and treating child abuse
and neglect.
They also questioned the ability of Health and Human Services
to manage its grant workload, warning that NCCAN could repeat
past administrative failures if concrete steps were not taken to correct shortages in staffing and resources.
Although NCCAN was being reorganized into the new Adminis-

tration for Children and Families at the time, GAO advised the
subcommittee to consider either reducing its expectations for
NCCAN or providing other avenues for achieving the goals outlined in the legislation if NCCAN issues and programs were not

given priority atteuLion.

Today we want to determine the extent of the progress made by
NCCAN over the last 9 months and, based on this assessment,
make a recommendation on the length of the reauthorization for
this component.

I will return to the issues raised in my opening statement when
we resume. At this point, I'd like to yield to Mr. Payne for an opening statement.
(i)
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Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Let me commend you for calling this very important hearing this
morning to enable our subcommittee to evaluate the progress being

made under the Child Abuse Prevention, Adoption, and Family
Services Act.
During these difficult economic times, family problems often
worsen as a result of increased stress and anxiety. For this reason,
it is more important than ever that we emphasize child abuse pre-

vention and early intervention programs.
We know how serious the problem has become. Over the past 10
years, reports of child abuse and neglect have more than doubled.
The explosion of illegal drug activities have taken a heavy toll on
families, and thousands of children struggle to cope with their parents' drug abuse problems. Unfortunately, a number of newborns
now begin life with illegal drugs in their system as a result of their
mother's addiction.
As a sponsor of the bill to reauthorize the Abandoned Infants As-

sistance Act, I am grateful for the support I received from the

Chairman of the Select Education Subcommittee and my colleagues
in the last session of Congress for this important legislation which
aims to prevent the abandonment of infants and to keep families
together when it is in the best interests of the child.
Child abuse is a terrible tragedy, but it can be prevented. We
need to offer families the support they need to confront the problems that lead to violence and abuse.
Mr. Chairman, I hope this hearing today will help us build on

our efforts to give all children the stable and happy future that
they deserve.
Chairman OWENS. Thank you, Mr. Payne.

We are pleased to have with us this morning the ranking

member of the full Education and Labor Committee, who will lead
with his testimony when we resume.
We are going to have to recess for 5 to 7 minutes for a vote.
[Recess.]

Chairman OWENS. The subcommittee will come to order.
Mr. Goodling.
STATEMENT OF LESLEY D. WIMBERLY, PRESMENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF STATE VOCAL ORGANIZATIONS (NASVO),
PRESENTED BY THE HONORABLE WILLIAM F. GOODLING, REPRESENTATIVE FROM TIIE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA
4

Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate your
giving me the opportunity to read the testimony.

When I talk about case work in my district, I probably get as
many calls on this issue as anything else. Many times it's parents

who believe they have been abused. Having been an educator most
of my life, I saw thia, what I would term, first-hand parent abuse.
So many times what has happened then, the child has really suffered as they were bounced from one agency to the next agency,
then to a group home, and then eventually, at the wonderful age of
18, kicked out and left to fend for themselves.
So I think the testimony that I have to read to you is very, very
important as part of the hearing material you will study. I have a
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collage that I will also give to the members from my local newspapers about some of the issues that I will be talking about.
Mr. Chairman, this testimony is from Lesley D. Wimberly, who is
a Commissioner for the California Child Welfare Strategic Planning Commission.

"I must first apologize for my not being able to attend this hear-

ing personally. I had prior commitments to a court of law that

could not be broken. However, I have sent a representative of our
to provide your committee members with
organization in my
whatever questions you wish answered" one of those is from my
district "and so if you have any questions that you want them to
answer, they would be available to answer them.
"I have read the agenda list and noticed that those who are appearing before this subcommittee are of disciplines involved with

the child protection system. I regret that only NASVO and its

VOCAL chapters are represented here by my own testimony, and
thel'e appears no other representative of the family unit or the 'clients' of the child protection system.
"It seems inherent in government to look to those who work in
the bureaucracy for information regarding specific issues and funding, rather than those who will be most affected by any actions or
recourse taken by that bureaucracy.
"I find that unfortunate, for no one can begin to get the whole
picture without hearing from all sides of any issue. However, we
are here today, and for that, honorable committee members, we
thank you."
I noticed in Mr. Payne's opening remarks, he emphasized what I
try to emphasize. How can we keep the families together, whenever
possible?

"No one can deny that children are abused throughout our country and that, as a responsible people, we are obligated to protect

those most vulnerable of our citizens. But while we move to protect

this specific population and to promote a government protection
over this population, we must take care that in our zeal to protect
we do not abuse the innocent. The innocent I speak of are not just
the families, but more importantly, the very children we all seek to
serve.

"In the early 1980s, child protection was the political issue of the
decade. Hurriedly, laws were enacted to (1) mandate reporting, (2)
provide immunities to those who report, (3) and provide heavy penalties in the law to punisa those who abuse.

"I cannot think of anyone who was against this movement at

that time. We failed, however, in our haste to provide the basics of
an accountable, professional child protective system
"We did not provide funding for a training criteria with certification, so that those on the front line of intervention would have the
skills, tools, and knowledge with which to handle emergency response with accuracy.
"We did not provide funding to promote intensive family services
for those who were impoverished or dysfunctional, which, according to the latest studies, comprises 90 percent of those families in
the system.
"We did not treat the child holistically, seeking to find the best
remedies for his or her problems. Instead, we ripped them away
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from the community, their neighborhood and school, and most im-

portant, their families. We did not honor the child's cultural or

ethnic roots, nor the child's wish to continue connection with those
roots.

"Instead, we formed an immense bureaucratic machine that
moved as a huge, deaf cyclops, focusing on the report of a child 'at

risk' or alleging abuse. Then this cyclops, seeing only its function
to 'protect,' stumbles into the fragile world of the child, not hearing its cries, or the cries of the family.
"This huge cyclops also could not see or understand what either
his left or right hand was doing, and so a fragmented services
system was born. It continues to gorge on billions of taxpayer's dollars, with little going to those who did its bidding at the front end.
"The children are passed from foster home to group home and
back again, their parents devastated financially, left without the
means to either contact or visit their child; except those lucky few
whose visits are by a soda machine at a county office for I hour
every 2 weeks.

"This well-meaning monster is consuming our families, our government funds, and worst of all, our Nation's children.
"One might even hold such a monstrous device as a well-mean-

ing innocent, except for the fact that the children it holds in its
protective grip are not any safer than when they were taken away
from home.

"According to a recent study on foster care, child abuse occurs

ten (10) times more frequent in fostr- care than in the child's

home. This is because the foster care stem is in crisis due to the
tremendous numbers of children being placed and remaining in
placement, and the 10 percent decrease in foster homes.
"We are stuck with a lower level of qualifications to become a
foster parent, no standard of inspection or enough personnel to inspect foster homes, and the result of the high intervention is a rise
in the population in each home.
"Overcrowding an unsupervised foster home breeds abuse. Later,
these children are 'dumped' out into the streets, with a bus ticket
and some money at 18: no family no educational future, no roots,
and nowhere to go. States across the Nation are reporting a higher
prison population with the majority of inmates coming from the
foster and State institutional care homes.
"I cannot believe for an instant that this is what anyone present
at this hearing wants for our American children. Certainly not
even those who work in the sy stem, and most definitely not those
who work in our government. The children and families of this
Nation deserve better.
"Recommendations: I understand that this subcommittee may be
looking into another approach to protecting at-risk or abused children, and that this may be accomplished through the educational
system.

"I strongly advise, that with the deterioration of our present
child protection system and the tremendous fiscal burden it has
presented State and county governments throughout this Nation,
that before entering into another 'Brave New World' or creating
policy that will be 'On the Cutting Edge,' that we first deal with
the system at hand.

"We need:

"I. The funding encouragement for training academies for emergency response workers. This training will include among other
issues, childhood development, questioning techniques, use of electronic recording devices during interviews, cultural sensitivity, and
so forth; holding credentials and license, make the workers accountable to their job performance and their clients through our
children and families. Without accountability, there can be no professionalism.

"2. The funding encouragement for the establishment of family
preservation services, such as Maryland's program, or Georgia
PUP, or Washington State's Home Builders. Such programs have
been demonstrated to reduce the fiscal responsibility at State and
county levels as much as 80 percent. This keeps the child in their
family environment, assists dysfunctional or poor families (80 or 90
percent of the entire caseload), and lowers the attrition rate among
social workers (they're happier helping than taking children
away.)"

Her conclusion: "As a Commissioner for the California Child
Welfare Strategic Planning Commission, I have spent hours meeting with those from the inside and outside of the system. We have
discussed and re-discussed areas of rerponsibility and change.
There are some solutions, but creating any new area of the present
system will achieve only further chaos.
"As the President of VOCAL's national entity, I hope that the
members of this subcommittee will take care in their move for further policy regarding families and children. I pray that you all will
begin a new policy of listening to the families you are to serve.
"More intervention is not what these families need. What they
need is a professional and accountable system that assists th e child
to fulfill its inherent right for a future; that they reach adulthood
having experienced a safe, healthy, and mrturing environment.
"The resulting sense of self-worth, coupled with equal access to
resources will empower them to develop their unique poten.,..ial so
that they mature realizing a strong sense of responsibility to self,
culture, and society.
"To achieve these goals, a child needs a family. To provide that
nurturing environment, families need a supportive, accountable
system; not division and the loss of their children.
"Thank you for allowing VOCAL's families and children the opportunity to speak today. We pray that we've made a difference."
And I thank you, Mr. Chairman, fur the opportunity to read the
tmtimony.
[The prepared statement of Lesley D. Wimberly foll9wsd
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INTRODUCTION:

I must first apologize for my not lwqng able to atteLd this hearing
personally.

I had prior commitmosits to a coutf of law that could not be broken.
However, I have sent a reprezentative of our organization inn place to provide
yrmu coneuttee rnathers with whatever clue:Alms you wish anmwered.
I luive read the agenda liSt and nottced that those who ate appearing before

thls subcdanittee are of the disciplines involved with the child protection
systram.
regret that only NASVO and it's VOCAL chaptets are reLaenented here
I
by my own testinymay, and there appears no other representative the family unit
ur the "clients" ot the clsild protectimsystran. It seenu inhetent in govemnent
to look tn those who work in the bureaucracy for information regarding specific
issues and funding, rather than those who will lwb mmt effected by any actions
or recourse taken by that bureaucracy.
I find that unfortunate, for no one can
begin to get the whole picture without hearing frrzn all sIden of any
However, we are here today, and for that, honorable cur:puttee members, we thank
you.

common INTFYVENT:ON ON BEHALF OF CHILDREN:

No true can deny that chtldten are abused throughout our country, and that
as a responsible people, we are obligated to ptotect those most vulnetable of our
citiziala. But, while we move to protect this specific population, awl to prunute
a yovertpeut protection over this populaticut, we exist take care that inour zeal
to protect we do not abuse the innocent, The innocent I speak of are nut just
the farralies, but rote impottantly, the very childten we all seek to serve.
In th0 early 151/3fP3, child ptotection was the political issue of the
decade.
Hurriedly laws were enacted to (1) mandate reporting, (2) provide
=unities to those who report, (3) and provided heavy penalties in the law to
punish those who abuse.
I cannot think of anyone Who was against this movernmit
at that time. We failed, however, in our haste to provide the ilasics of an
accountable, professional child protective system.
We did not provide funding for a training criteria with cettification, so
that thosm on the front line of intenzention would have the skills, tools, and
We did not
knowledge with which to handle emetgency response with accuracy.
provide funding tm ptunote intensive family setvicen for those who were
impoveristredor dysfunctional, which, according to the latest studics, comprises
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We did not treat the child holistically,
of 90% of those familieu in the sys
seeking to find the best remedirta for his or her problems. Inatead we ripped
thernaway tram thA co:amenity, their neighborhood and school, and nest important,
their families. We did not hont,r the child's cultural and ethnic roots, nor the
child's wiah to continue connection with those roots.
Instead, we formed an inmense bureaucratic machine that moved as a huge,
deaf, cyclops, focusing an the report of a child "at risk" or alleging abuse.
Then this cyclops seeing only it's function to "protect", stunt:deli into the

fragile world of the child, not hearing it's cries, or the cries ot the tastily.
This huge cyclops Also could not see or understard what either his left ot right
It continues to
hand waa doing, and no a fragnented services system wan born.
gorge on billions of texpayer's dollars, with little going to those who did it's
lsidding at the front endl. The children are paased from foster home to group
left without the nrans
lain° and back again, their partsite devastated financially,
to either contact or visit their ihild. EXcept theaa lucky few whose visits are
by a soda machine at a county ottice tor one hour evory two woOto. This wellwaning wuncter in conainung our tamilica, our goverment tunda. and worst ot
all, our nation's children.
Ono might even hold such a rnonNtrou.; devv:e aa a well-niamiing innocent,
except for the fact that the children it holdn in it's protafletive grip are not
any safer than when they are taken tram hawn, According a recent studyl on
toater care, child abilae occurs ten (10) tiaras wore frequent in toster cate than
in the child's home. Thia ia becaune the Coster care nystan in in criu15 duo to
the trenceidoua nunners ot children being plaved and itimining in plactraalt, and
the ten percent decte.eat in foster lumen. We ere stuck with a lower level of
qualifications to became a foster Parent. no standard of inapection or enough

personnel to impect for.ter

hanw, and the result of the high intervention, is

a rine in che population in each time, Overcrowding an unsupervised foater home
with a
Wee& abuse. Later, these children arc "dutIcW" out into the atieeta.
bus ticket and some nrmey at eighteen: no family, no educational future, no

Statea actoal the nation ate tivating a triahor
reota, and no wtwact to go.
pliacn population wath the magority of inmates canna; troll the ioatar and atate
Inatitutional care hairs,
I menot telleve for an instant that this is whit anyone pteo.lia at this
heating wantn tor out American ehildttla eertainiy not even thuN,! who wntk in
The
the Nystnn, and mnst definitely not thooe who wotk in our govelnarent.
children and fanatic-a ot this naticn deaerve better.

RartaffICATIONS:
understand that thia autaarmattee ruy be looking auto another approach
ani that thiu uny la. acereplished
to protecting et-risk or ithuird
I stiongly advice, that, with the detetioration
throup the educational sylten,
ot our present child protection ayatan and the trmendous Lineal burden it has
I

In California, the attrIt:o!I rate amnia
workers is 60%-ani. depending an the county.
American Civil 1.1horties cninn.
Waahin',Iton.

D.C.

children's Pto.]?,.:,.

ciso

i991.1,

a
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presented state and county governments throughout this nation, that before
entering into another "Brave New World" or creating pclicy that will be "On the
Cutting Edge" that we first deal with the system at hand.
We need:

the funding encouragcuent tor training aeadtEVez tor cuangency response
workers.
This training will include among other issues, childhood
development, questioning techniques, use cf electronic recording devises
Holding credentials and
during inter"ews, cultural sensitivity, etc.
license, make the workers ecCCUNTABLE to their job peeformesNa and their
Without
accountability,
there can be no
clients (children and faisilies).
professionalism.

the funding encouragement for the establishment of family preservation
services, such as Maryland'e program, or Georgia PUP (Prevent Unnecessary
Placement), or Washington state's Ham Builders. Such programs have been
deremstrated to reduce the fiscal responsibility at state and county

O

levels as much as 80%. This keeps the child in their tastily environment,
90% of all caseloads), and
assists dysfunctional or pcor families (60
lowers the attrition rste msong social workers (they're .happier helping
than taking children away).
SPIN

s I Of; :

As . Commiseioner for the California Child Welfare Strategic Planning
Commission, I have spent hours meeting with those from the inside and outs,4e of

We have discussed, and re-discussed areas of responsihilifi and
the system.
change. There are sane solutions, but creating any new armof the preeent system
will achieve only further chaos.
As the President of VoCAL's naticnal entity. / hope that the meters of
this SW-Connittee will take care in their move for further policy regarding
fmnilies and children. I pray that you all will begin a new volicy of listening
to the famulies you are to serve. Here intervention is not what these famalies
need. What we need, is a professional end accountable system that assists the
cldld to fulfill it's inherent right for a future: "that they reach adulthood

The resulting
having experienced a safe, healthy and nurturing environment.
settee of self-worth, coupled equal access to resources, will enPower them to
develop their enique potentials, so that they mature realizing a straw sense of
culture and society'. To achieve these goals, a child
responsibility to
To provide that nurturing environment, families need a
needs a family.
supportive, accountable syatem; not decision, and the loos of their children.

Thank you for allowing VCCAL's families mid children the opportunity to
speak today. We pray that we've n-de a difference,

California Child Welfare Strategic Planning Commsmion,
1952, Sacramento. CA

THE nragg4.,
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Chairman OWENS. Would the distinguished ranking member of
the full committee care to take questions?
M... ;_loODLING. Yes, I would be happy to.

Chairman OWENS. We've been joined by two additional members

of the committee, Mr. Seerano and Mr. Ballenger, the ranking
member of this subcommittee.

I yield to Mr. Ballenger for an opening statem nt and for ques-

tions if he would like to make cl
Mr. BALLENGER. Mr. Chairm .1, 1

very short, and if possible, I IA ild
[The prepared statement of rAt -

ad an opening rtatement. It's
st enter it into the record.
ass Ballenger follows:]

STATEMENT OF HON. CASS BALLENGER, A REPRESENTATIN E IN CONGRESS FROM THE
STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

Mr. Chairman, I want to welcome the withesses here today, especially Dr. Susan
Wells, Director of the Child Maltreatment Fatalities Project in Chapel Hill, North
Carolina. It is always a pleasure to have experts from my home State testify before
this subcommittee and I know that Dr. Wells can provide us with valuable information on ways to reduce the number of child fatalities as a result of child abuse and
neglect. She is well recognized in the child protection field and I am looking forward
to hearing her views at., well as the views of the other witnesses today.
Thank you.

Mr. BALLENGER. At the present time, I don't really have any
questions. I'll pass it back to you.
Chairman OWENS. Mr. Serrano.
Mr. SERRANO. Mr. Chairman, I just want to thank you for the op-

portunity to participate in this hearing, certainly to deal with this
very important issue, and to thank the gentleman for coming
before us and giving us this testimony.
Chairman OWENS. Mr. Payne, do you have any questions?

Mr. PAYNE. I agree with many of the statements here. I hope
that we can con,, up with new approaches in attempting to help
these young people in need, and look forward to working with the
committee to come up with some solution.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman OWENS. My only comment is that the Child Protection
System, which is beyond the jurisdiction of this committee, is blundering, ineff2ctive, and out of control.
We are here to bring attention to this most ineffective system.
We are here to try to channel the attention of the decision-makers
so that we may get more funds and more effort in the front end of
the effort co prevent child abuse.

We want to rotect children, but in the process, unless the

system is made effective and more efficient, we know it can make
blunders and end up hurting families.

In that respect, I think our purposes are the same, once the
system is improved and really working effectively. If it gets the

kind of high visibility it deserves, and if we have the kind of resources we need, all of these concerns can be taken care of at the
same time.

I thank the gentleman for his statements.

Mr. GOODLING. All the cameras were at the hearing downstairs,
Mr. Chairman. I suggested that this hearing may be more important than the math and science hearing downstairs and perhaps

3
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they should bring half of the cameras up here, but I noticed none
of them came.

Chairman OWENS. We thank you for your presence. It gives us
more visibility. I would like to return to my opening statement and
complete it.
The challenges faced by the Nation resulting from the dramatic
increase in reported child abuse and neglect as well as family violence, demand that strong leadershir also he provided by NCCAN's
Advisory Board.

Secretary I ouis Sullivan, at the December 6, 1991, National

Meeting on Child Abuse and Neglect, told the audience that, "The
advisory board has been a catalyst for change on behalf of 1-, used
and neglected children."
The advisory board, made up of volunteers, has exceeded our expectations. The two reports they have completed are impressive

testaments of the work of an exceptionally dedicated group of
public servants.

Their recommendations will be key in determining the Federal
role in this area, as well as serving as a guide in addressing the

painful and tragic problem of child abuse and neglect. The projected authorization of $1 million for the board will ensure the continuation of its vitally important work.
NCCAN's failure to address its responsibilities has been buffered
by the advisory board'E, success; therefore, the advisory board deserves the support of Congress for an expanded role.

Paramount to this discussion is the function of the State programs addressing child abuse and neglect prevention and treat-

ment activities. A tremendous effort is made with meager resou aces.
W e must wont; er how a Nation that allocates, without a mo-

ment's hesitation, over $100 billion for the S&L scandal, finds $20
million adequate for grants to States to improve child protective
services for our most precious resourceour children. I strongly
support higher authorizations for these programs, as well as for
adoption and family services programs.
We must also focus our attention on the vexing issue of child
abuse fatalities. Why is it that we know more about the number
and type of automobile accidents that occur in any given year than
we know about the death of thousands of children attributable to
child abuse and neglect?
I won't repeat that statement, but it was exactly the same wording I used more than 4 years ago, when we were considering the
reauthorization of this bill at that time.
Many of us were moved by the "Frontline" documentary, "Who
killed Adam Mann?" I hope most of you have seen that documentary.

The film concerned the death of 5-year-old Adam at the hands of
his mother. We are enraged by tLe failure of the New York child
protection "system" to save this child from the offending adult.
Questions of accountability were also at the forefront of a debate
sparked by a series of articles in the Atlanta Journal/Constitution
concerning the unexplained deaths of 51 Georgia children who
were in the custody of the child welfare system.
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appointGeorgia State Representati ve Mary Margaret Oliver was
laws
determine
how
Georgia's
ed to co-chair a legii,lative study to
prevented acand Federal regulations concerning confidentiality
while
endangering
chilcountability, thereby protecting the system
dren who are at risk of child abuse and neglect.results of that study

She is here today, and she will share the

with us.
will testify on ways that
Dr. Michael Durfee and Dr. Susan Wells
foster more accountStates can use child fatality review panels to
ability and reduce the number of child fatalities. followsj
[The prepared statement of Hon. Major R. Ow, -
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OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MAJOR R. OWENS, CHAIRMAN
HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SELECT EDUCATION
HEARING ON
THE CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION, ADOPTION, AND FAMILY SERVICES ACT
FEBRUARY 27, 1992

TODAY'S HEARING ON THE CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION, ADOPTION,
AND FA*CLY SERVICES ACT WILL FOCUS ON:
1.
2.
3.

4.

THE ROLE OF THE NATIONAL CENTER ON CHILD ABUSE
AND NEGLECT (NCCAN)
THE ROLE OF THE U.S. ADVISORY BOARD ON CHILD
ABUSE AND NEGLECT
EXPANSION OF CHILD ABUSE, ADOPTION, AND FAMILY
SERVICES PROGRAMS
ISSUES OF CHILD ABUSE FATALITIES

THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE (GAO), IN ITS TESTIMONY
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON MAY 9, 1991,

RAISED SERIOUS

CONCERNS ABOUT THE ABILITY OF THE NATIONAL CENTER ON CHILD
ABUSE AND NEGLECT (NCCAN) TO PERFORM ITS LEADERSHIP ROLE IN
IDENTIFYING, PREVENTING, AND TRrATING CHILD ABUSE AND
NEGLECT. THEY ALSO QUESTIONED THE ABILITY OF HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES TO MANAGE ITS GRANT WORKLOAD, WARNING THAT NCCAN MAY

REPEAT PAST ADMINISTRATIVE FAILURES IF CONCRETE STEPS WERE

NOT TAKEN TO MRRECT SHORTAGES IN STAFFING AND RESOURCES.
ALTHOUGH NCCAN WAS BEING REORGANIZED INTO THE NEW
ADMINISTRATION FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES, AT THE TIME, GAO

ADVISED THE SUBCOMMITTEE TO CONSIDER EITHER REDUCING ITS
EXPECTATIONS FOR NCCAN OR PROVIDING OTHER AVENUES FOR
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ACHIEVING THE GOALS OUTLINED IN THE LEGISLATION IF NCCAN
ISSUES AND PROGRAMS WERE NOT GIVEN PRIORITY ATTENTION.
TODAY, WE WANT TO DETERMINE THE EXTENT OF THE PROGRESS MADE
BY NCCAN OVER THE LAST NINE MONTHS, AND BASED ON THIS
ASSESSMENT, MAKE A RECOMMENDATION ON THE LENGTH, OF THE
REAUTHORIZATION FOR THIS COMPONENT.

THE CHALLENGES FACED BY THE NATION RESULTING FROM THE
DRAMATIC INCREASE IN REPORTED CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT, AS

WELL AS FAMILY VIOLENCE, DEMAND THAT STRONG LEADERSHIP ALSO
BE PROVIDED BY NCCAN'S ADVISORY BOARD.

SECRETARY LOUIS W.

SULLIVAN, AT THE DECEMBER 6, 1991 NATIONAL MEETING ON CHILD

ABUSE AND NEGLECT, TOLD THE AUDIENCE THAT THE "ADVISORY BOARD
HAS BEEN A CATALYST FOR CHANGE ON BEHALF OF ABUSED AND
NEGLECTED CHILDREN."

THE ADVISORY BOARD, MADE UP OF

VOLUNTEERS, RAS EXCEEDED OUR EXPECTATIONS OF LEADERSHIP.

THE TWO REPORTS THEY RAVE COMPLETED ARE IMPRESSIVE

TESTAMENTS TO THE WORK OF AN EXCEPTIONALLY DEDICATED GROUP OF
PUBLIC SERVANTS,

THEIR RECOMMENDATIONS WILL ;3E KEY TO DE-

TERMINING THE FEDERAL ROLE IN THIS AREA AS WELL AS SERVING AS
A GUIDE IN ADDRESSING THE PAINFUL AND TRAGIC PROBLEM OF CHILD
ABUSE AND NEGLECT.

THE PROJECTED AUTHORIZATION OF $1 MILLION

FOR THE BOARD WILL ENSURE THE CONTINUATION OF ITS VITALLY
IMPORTANT WORK.

NCCAN'S FAILURE TO ADDRESS ITS RESPONSI-

BILITIES HAS BEEN BUFFERED BY THE ADVISORY BOARD'S SUCCESS;

THEREFORE, THE ADVISORY BOARD SHOULD GET OUR SUPPORT FOR AN
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EXPANDED ROLE.

PARAMOUNT TO THIS DISCUSS.:ON IS THE FUNCTION OF THE

STATE PROGRAMS ADDRESSING CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT PREVENTICN
A TREMENDOUS EFFORT IS MADE WITH

AND TREATMENT ACTIVITIES.
MEAGER RESOURCES.

WE MUST WONDER HOW A NATION THAT ALLO-

CATES, WITHOUT A MOMENT'S HESITATION, ALMOST $100 BILLION FOR
THE S&L SCANDAL, FINDS $20 MILLION ADEQUATE FOR GRANTS TO
STATES TO IMPROVE CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICES FOR OUR MOST
PRECIOUS RESOURCE--OUR CHILDREN.

I STRONGLY SUPPORT HT.77H

AUTHORIZATIONS FOR THESE PROGRAMS, AS WELL AS FOR ADOPTION
AND FAMILY SERVICES.

WE MUST ALSO FOCUS OUR ATTENTION ON THE VEXING ISSUE OF
CHILD ABUSE FATALITIES.

WHY IS IT THAT WE KNOW MCRE ABOUT

THE NUMBER AND TYPE OF AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS THAT OCCUR IN ANY
GIVEN YEAR THAN WE KNOW ABOUT THE DEATH OF THOUSANDS OF

CHILDREN ATTRIBUTABLE TO CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT?

MANY OF US

WERE MOVED BY THE FRONTLINE DOCUMENTARY, "WHO KILLED ADAM
MANN?".

THE FILM CONCERNED THE DEATH OF FIVE-YEAR-OLD ADAM

AT THE HANDS OF HIS MOTHER.

WE ARE ENRAGED BY THE FAILURE OF

THE NEW 1:0RX CHILD PROTECTION "SYSTEM" TO SAVE THIS CHILD

FROM THE OFFENDING ADULT.

QUESTIONS OF ACCOUNTABILITY WERE ALSO AT THE FOREFRONT
OF A DEBATE SPARKED BY A SERIES OF APTICLES IN THE ATLANTA
JOURNAL/CONSTITUTION CONCERNING THE UNEXPLAINED DEATHS OF 51
GEORGIA CHILDREN WHO WERE IN THE CUSTODY OF ThE crILD WELFARE
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SYSTEM.

GEORGIA STATE REPRESENTATIVE MARY MARGARET OLIVER

WAS APPOINTED TO CO-CHAIR A LEGISLATIVE STUDY TO DETERMINE
HOW GEORGIA'S LAWS AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS CONCERNING CONFIDENTIALITY PRE"ENTED ACCOUNmABILITY, THEREBY PROTECTING
THE SYSTEM WHILE ENDANGERING CHILDREN WHO ARE AT RISK OF
CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT.
STUDY WITH US.

SHE WILL SHARE THE RESULTS OF THAT

DR. MICHAEL DURFEE AND DR. SUSAN WELLS WILL

TESTIFY ON WAYS THAT STATES CAN USE CHILD FATALITY REVIEW
PANELS TO FOSTER MORE ACCOUNTABILITY AND REDUCE THE NUMBER OF
CHILD FATALITIES.
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We will begin our hearing, however, with the expert witness
from the department, Dr. Wade Horn, the Commissioner, Administration for Children, Youth, and Families, of the Department of
Health and Human Services.
We are pleased to have you with us today, Dr. Horn. You may
proceed, Commissioner.
STATEMENT OF WADE HORN, PH.D., COMMISSIONER, ADMINISTRATION FOR CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, WASHINGTON, DC;
ACCOMPANIED BY JOE MOTTOLA, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER,
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. HORN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

First, I would like to say that I had intended to have Da's,id

Lloyd, the Director of the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect accompany me here today, but he is unfortunately ill and at
home and can't be here.
So, instead, my Deputy Co. lissioner, Mr. Joe Motto la is here.
So, if you have any really tougi. ritAestions, ask him, not me.

I do have a lengthy testimony that I have submitted for the

record. I do have a shorter version that I would like to read.
Chairman OWENS. Your statement and the written statements of
all of the witnesses will be included in the recora in their entirc.cy.
Mr. HORN. Mr. Chairman, at a time when most American children are thriving, the reality of child maltreatment presents a sad
contradiction in American life. This contradiction, this stark juxtaposition between the typical American childhood and those child-

hoods seared by abuse or neglect was made even clearer to me
during my recent work as a member of the National Commissic,
on Children.

One of the major findings of the National Commission on Children was that it's a good time to be a childusually. The opening
paragraph of the Commission's report States that, "Most American
children are healthy, happy, and secure. They belong to warm,
loving families. For them, life is filled with the joys of childhood,

and tomorrow is full of hope and promise."
And later, the report says, "The majority of young people emerge
from adolescence healthy, hopeful, and able to meet the challenges
of adult life."
But at the same time, there is a frighteningly familiar statistic.
Over a million children each and every year are maltreated. Too

many American families are simply failing at raising children.
Some of the factors fueling this situation are largely beyond the
control of individual families.
In many of our communities, traditional societal supports have
deteriorated, resulting in a growing social isolation. Also, the daily

lives of families and children, even those who are shielded from the
personal effects of poverty, illness, and extreme misfortune, are
being increasingly saturated with violence.
For example, a recent study of 168 teenagers who visited a Baltimore city clinic for routine medical care found that 24 percent had

4.er
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witnessed a murder and that 72 percent knew someone who had
been shot.

Other causes of family dysfunction are the result of individual
behaviors. Substance abuse, teenage pregnancy, dropping out of
school, out-of-wedlock childbearing, and divorce all result from individuals' behaviors.

The result of this social morass that ensnares too manynot all,
not most, but certainly too raanyAmerican families is children

who are injured physically or emotionally.

Changing this grim picture will require American citizens to

build coalitions of concern, cooperative alliances that include government as a partner but which also involve community associations, the corporate sector, educational establishments, religious organizations, parent groups--everyone who has a stake in the future
of our children. Clearly, that is every Americc.n.
In the Department of Health and Human Services, we view our
efforts to eradicate child abuse and neglect in a larger context of

helping to develop healthy families, for such families form the
foundation of a healthy society.

Indeed, I'm sure that we can all agree that strong and confident
families are the building blocks of caring communities where, in an
avmosphere of mutual responsibility and concern, children are free
to grow up protected, nurtured, guided, and loved.
Since many of our programs in the Administration for Children
and Families have as their goal strengthening families, we properly view even those programs outside of the purview of the National
Center on Ch Ad Abuse and Neglect as integral to eradicating the
root causes of child abuse by promoting the growth of strong families; programs like Head Start, Family Preservation Services, the
JOBS Program, and enhanced child support enforcement.

When I testified before this committee last May, I mentioned
that Secretary Sullivan had mounted ail initiative to combat child
abuse and neglect. This initiative is now underway and has several
components, including increasing public awareness of the problem,
encouraging all sectors of society to cooperate in combating the
problem, and promoting intra- and inter-agency coordination of
child abuse and neglect activities.
We are also taking steps to improve the effectiveness of the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect. First, the organizational

separation of NCCAN from the Children's Bureau has made it
easier to identify and resolve issues quickly.

Second, we have increased the number of staff positions in

NCCAN from 13 in 1989, to 26 in 1992.

Third, we have increased NCCAN's travel budget from approximately $6 million in 1990, to over $23 million in 1992. I'm sorry, I
mean thousands. I'm so used to dealing in millions in this t iwn, I
get confused.
Mr. PAYNE. Maybe that's what it should be.
Chairman OWENS. Good point.
[Laughter.]
Chairman OWENS. You've made the best point of the day.
Mr. HORN. Hopefully, not in the travel budget.

So, let me clarify that for the record. The increase has been from

$6,000 in 1990, to over $23,000 in 1992.

IA; 1
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NCCAN is also pursuing a number of major new initiatives

which are making a difference in the state-of-the-art in child abuse
and neglect. For example, during 1991, NCCAN successfully implemented the Emergency Child Abuse and Neglect Prevention Services Program.
It also awarded a grant to the National Academy of Sciences to
review and evaluate research done to date on child abuse and neglect and to develop a long term research agenda for the field.

It also began supporting the expansion of a cadre of new researchers through the funding of graduate research fellowships in
the field of child abuse and neglect.
During the past 2 years, NCCAN has also worked to improve the
collection of national data on the problem of child abuse and neglect, both by establishing the National Child Abuse and Neglect
Data System or NCANDS, which coordinates data from annual
State child abuse and neglect reports, and by awarding a contract
for the third national study of the incidence of child abuse and neglect.

NCCAN has also undertaken initiatives to enhance its ongoing
efforts. For example, NCCAN has increased its staff support for
both the Inter-Agency Task Force and the U.S. Advisory Board.
The Inter-Agency Task Force, by the way, has recently published
a guide to funding resources for child abuse and neglect and family
violence programs, and has also created a consortium of Federal
clearinghouse that are coordinating their child abuse and neglect
information dissemination activities.
of
Over the past several years, NCCAN has convened a seriesand
involving
expert
researchers
symposia and national meetings
practitioners to explore critical national issues in child maltreatment,
I hope it's obvious from this testimony, and particularly from the
longer version I've submitted for the record, that NCCAN has em-

barked on an ambitious agenda to strengthen its position as the
focal point for Federal activities pertaining to combating chid
abuse and neglect.
We are quite justifiably proud of our efforts to address this very
difficult issue. However, no matter how many Federal initiatives
NCCAN undertakes and no matter how many dollars the Federal
Government spends, we must always recognize that, in the words
of Secretary Sullivan, it will only be through the implementation
of a new "culture of character" and the development of new "communities of concern" that we can ever fully address the problem of
child abuse and neglect in our Nation.
Thank you for allowing me to appear. I'll be glad to address any
questions you might have.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Wade Horn follows:]
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for
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the Subcommittee,

inviting me to testify on the reauthorization of the Child Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Act.

My name is Wade F. Horn, Ph.D.,

Children,
and I am the Commissioner of the Administration on
Director of
Youth and Families (ACYF). Mr. David W. Lloyd, the
joins me
the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect (NCCAM:,

here today.

reality
At a time when most American children are thriving, the

of child maltreatment presents a sad contradiction in American
life.

This contradiction, this stark juxtaposition between the

typical American childhood and those childhoods seared by abuse
or neglect, was made even clearer to me during my work as a
member of the National Commission on Children.

Naticnal
One of the major findings in the final report of the
Commission on Children, was that it's a good time to be a child - usually.

The opening paragraph of the Comminsion'e report

states that "Most American children are healthy, happy, and
For them, life is
They belong to warm, loving families.
secure.

filled with the joys of childhood -- growing, exploring,
learning, and dreaming -- and tomorrow is full of hope and
promise."

And later, the report says "The majority of young

people emerge from adolescence

healthy, hopeful, and able to meet

the challenges of adult life....

They are progressing in school,

acts,
they are not sexually active, they do not commit delinquent
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and they do not use drugs or alcohol."

There are, indeed, many

trends about which we in the Administration for Children and
Families may be hopeful.

But at the same time, there are frighteningly familiar
statistics.

1.5 million children are maltreated or are in danger

of maltreatment every year.

About 60% of these children are

educationally, physically, or emotional:y neglected.
Approximately 40% are physically, emotionally or sexually abused.

Too many American families are simply failing at raising
children.

Some of the factors fueling this situation are largely

beyond the control of individual families.

In many of our

communities, traditional societal supports have deteriorated,
resulting in growing social isolation.

Also, the daily lives of

families and children, even those who are shielded from the
personal effects of poverty, illness, and extreme misfortune, are
being increasingly saturated with violence.

A study of 168

teenagers who visited a Baltimore city clinic for routine medical
care, for example, found that 24 percent had witnessed a murder
and that 72 percent knew someone who had been shot.

other causes of family dysfunction are the result of individual
behaviors.

Substance abuse is an individual's personal choice.

Teenaged pregnancy, dropping out-of-school, out-of-wedlock
childbearing, and divorce e'l result from individuals' behaviors.
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The result of this social morass that ensnares too many -- not
all, not most, but certainly too many -- American families is
children who are injured physically or emotionally.

Changing

this grim picture will require American citizens to build
coalitions of concern, cooperative alliances that include
government as a partner, but which also involve community
associations, thg corporate sector, voluntary organizations, the
educational establishment, religious organizations, parent
groups--everyone who has a stake in the future of our children.
Clearly, that is every American.

I believe that through a number of significant activities, we are
moving toward the goal of developing a society in which child
maltreatment will no longer be tolerated.

We view our efforts in

the larger context of helping to develop healthy families, for
such families form the foundation of a healthy society.

Strong,

healthy, and self-confident families are the building blocks of
caring communities, where, in an atmosphere of mutual
responsibility and concern, children are free to grow up
protected, nurtured, gulded, and loved.

our emphasis is on prevention and the recognition that the causes
of child abuse and neglect are interrelated.

This approach is

evident in key programs throughout the Administration on Children
and Families, programs that, when viewed broadly, can be seen as
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integral to eradicating the root causes of child abuse by
prumoting the growth of strong families.

o

For example:

Head Start continues to evolve away from a
simple child development program into a
program of comprehensive design, aimed at
building solid families and communities.

It

not only meets the developmental, health and
nutrition needs of low-income children, it
also works with parents to improve parenting
skills, discourage drug and alcohol abuse,

and to train parents for and help them
to find jobs.

Further, involvement in Head

Start often draws parents out of patterns of
isolation and alienation that can lead to
child maltreatment, into the active,

connected, community-oriented life of the
Head Start center.

As teachers' aides,

volunteers, and members of the governing
boards, many acquire their first and most
important lessons in belonging to a
community, along with the rights and
responsibilities that go with it.

Indeed,

Secretary Sullivan often cites Head Start as
the best model of his call for a new culture
of character and communities of concern.
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Within the child welfare system, we continue

o

to seek ways to avoid placing children into
costly and possibly harmful foster care
settings by working to strengthen families.
We are establishing programs that promote
intensive local community involvement in the
daily lives, attitudes, and values of
distressed families in an effort to prevent
the dysfunctilnal behaviors that may lead to
foster care placement.

o

Recent reforms in Aid to Families with
Dependent Children and child support
enforcement were aimed directly at the values
and cultural expectations that undergird
these programs, suggesting a shift away from
entitlement and toward the assumption cf
personal responsibility.

We know that

children are unlikely to flourish in families
that are caught in a cycle of long-term
dependency.

The JOBS program (a work and

training program for AFDC recipients to help
them become self-sufficient) and child
support enforcement thus play a criticdl role
in improving the lives of children and
preventing abuse by building parents'

sense
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of self-worth.

Becoming self-supporting

strengthans a family in ways that long-term
government assistance never Will.

SECRETARY'S INITIATIVE ON CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT

Against this backdrop of increasing awareness of the comr.lex and

connected phenomena that result in child maltreatment, Secretary
Sullivan has mounted an Initiative that involves all segments of
society in the fight against child abuse.

When I testified

before this Committee last May, I mentioned that this Initiative
had just been launched.

The Initiative is now well underway and

has several components: 1) increasing public awareness of the

problem of child maltreatment; 2) encouraging all sectors of
society to cooperat' in combatting the problem; and 3) promoting
intra- and interagency coordination of child abuse and neglect
activities.

In support of the goal of enhancing public awareness, Secretary
Sullivan has made child abuse the focal point of many speeches in
the last two years.

In Colorado, in Ohio, in Washington, D.C.,

the Secretary talked plainly to the American people of the
Department's commitment to eliminating child abuse, and the role
each American must play.

In April, 1992, which is Child Abuse

Prevention Month, the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect
will join the Secretary's office in mounting a major media and

401,
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community awareness campaign, including the dissemination of
"how-to" information on good program practices.

As a byproduct

of heightened consciousness, we expect to see an increase in the
development of solutions appropriate for each State and
community.

Second, in order to encourage organizations from all sectors of
society to use their influence on behalf of children at risk of
abuse, the Department is sponsoring a series of action meetings.
The purpose of these meetings is to challenge leaders from
business, social services, professional associations, criminal
justice, education, the public sector, and religion to join us in
a coordinated effort to prevent child maltreatment.

The kickoff

meeting ot leaders from the various sectors with the Secretary
was held in Washington, D.C. on December 6, 1991.

The ne,*t phase

is to have the participants at this meeting enlist the help of
their State and local counterparts to plan and implement
community-based activities to address the problem of child abuse
und neglect.

To do this, a series of meetings will be held in

each of HHS1 ten Regional Office cities during April, 1992.
a period of several years, we expect to see an increase in
indiiidual and collective responsibility-taking for the fight
against child abuse and neglect.

The third key ingredient of the Initiative is to increase
government-wide coordination and cooperation.

'3 J

Within the

Over
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Departmert of Health and Numan Services, a steering group with
representatives from the Public Health Service, the Health Care
Financing Administration, the Assistant Secretary for Planning
and Evaluation, and the Administration for Children and Families
are cooperating to make the hest use of each component's
resources and expertise to fight child abuse.

These operating

divisions are engaging in joint research and program planning,
financing approaches, materials development, data collection and
other activities that will add to our knowledge base about child
abuse and neglect.

To encourage increased coordination among other Cabinet-level
agencies with child abuse responsibilities, Secretary Sullivan
developed a Memorandum of Understanding that Was signed by the
heads of the Departments of Health and Human Services, Education,
Labor, Justice, Interior, Agriculture, Defense and Housing and
The Interagency Task Force

Urban Development in December 1991.

on Child Abuse and Neglect, a group of some 30 representatives of
10 Cabinet agencies whose existence was established in P.L. 100294, is closely involved in carrying out the intent of tnis
Memorandum of Understanding.

We expect that this agreement, and

the work being done within the Department of HHS, will lead to
cocderative research agendas, improved information utilization
and dissemination, more efficient use of resources, and better
service delivery on behalf of abused and neglected children and
their families.

3
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IMPROVING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF NCCAN

The strength of the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect
grew during Fiscal Year 1991.

Having se.parated organizationally

from the Children's Bureau, NCCAN's autonomy and access to quick
decision-making have increased,

By eliminating an organizational

layer, we are now making optimal use of limited human and fiscal
resources,

First, the organizational sepaiation of NCCAN from the Children's
Bureau has proven to be a positive move.

This reorganization

increased NCCAN's access to the Commissioner's office, making it
easier to identify and resolve issues quickly.

The Department's increased attention to child abuse and neglect
via the Secretary's Initiative, has led, as a secondary effect,
to an increase in NCCAN's efficiency.

With the assistance of

additional management emphasis and the devotion of new time and
staff energy from across the Department to the problem of child

abuse, our capacity to achieve our goals is reinforced.

For

example, we at ACYF are working with the Department's Centers for
Disease Control to enhance our data collection efforts,

In

addition, the Secretary's meetings held in Washington and the

Regional Office cities are lending increased visibility and
credibility to NCCAN,

3
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NCCAN is pursuing a number of major new initiatives which are
making a difference in the state of the art in child abuse and
neglect.

o

For example:

During FY 1991, NCCAN successfully
implemented the Emergency Child Abuse and
Neglect Prevention Services program, a new
$19.5 million discretionary grant program
addressing the problem of parental substance
abuse and child maltreatment.

All of the 94

grantees under this program met in Washington
two weeks ago.

o

In FY 1991,

'CCAN awarded a grant to the

National Academy of Sciences to review and
evaluate research done to date on child abuse
and neglect and to develop a long-term
research agenda foi the field.

The final

report will be produced in FY 1993.

o

During FY 1991 NCCAN began supporting the
expansion of a cadre of new researchers through
the funding of graduate research fellowships in
the field of child abuse and neglect.

The

research community has also highlighted the need
to draw minority researchers into the child abuse

55-798 0 - 92
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and neglect field and the granting of stipends at
the doctoral level is one of several vehicles
NCCAN will utilize.

During FY 1990, NCCAN launched a Consortium

o

for Longitudinal Studies of Child
Maltreatment to address aspects of the life
course of families at risk of child
maltreat.'ent, the consequences of child

maltreatment and the impact of interventions.
These studies give promise of contributing to
our knowledge of the etiology and ecology of

child maltreatment and providing valuable new
insights into prevention, treatment and the
organization of public and private protective
services.

NCCAN hopes to provide stable

long-term funding for this initiative.

o

NCCAN has played a major technical assistance and
consultation role with the Public Health Service's

Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion in
crafting the child abuse and neglect objectives for
Healthy People 2000, the National Health Objectives for
the Department of Health and Human Services.

Two of

the objectives specifically relate to child abuse and
neglect.

,3 4
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During the last two years NCCAN has established a

o

national data col?ection and analysis program,

the

National Child Abuse and Neglect Data System
(NCANDS), which coordinates data from annual State

Technical

child abuse and neglect reports.

assistance has been provided to States to help
them collect and categorize their data in a manner
that is most efficient for their needs and for
participating in NCANDS.

The first State data

will be published in April, 1992.

The development of NCANDS is being coordinated with the
Department's development of the Adoption and Foster
Care Analysis and Reporting System (AFCARS), with the
long-term goal of integrating the two systems.

o

Public Law 100-291 requires that NCCAN
conduct research on "the national incidence
of child abuse and neglect..."

To fulfill

this mandate, NCCAN has funded a series of
National Incidence Studies to examine the
national incidence of child abuse and
neglect.

A contract for the third such

incidence study, known as NIS-3, was awarded
on September 30, 1991 to WESTAT, Inc., and
will include both the (1...t.a collection and
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analysis required by the Congress and an
examination of the extent to which incidents
of child abuse and neglect are increasing or

decreasing in number and severity since data
were collected in 1979-80 (NIS-1) and in 1986
(NIS-2).

The overall methodology used for

the NIS-3 will be compatible with that used
in NIS-1 and NIS-2 in order to enable
longitudinal comparisons across the three
data sets.

IMPROVING NCCAN'S ONGOING ACTIVITIES

NCCAN has also undertaken initiatives to enhance its ongoing
efforts.

o

For example:

During FY 1990-1991, NCCAN increased its staff
support of the Inter-Agency Task Force on Child
Abuse and Neglect.

The Task Force published the

Guide to Funding Resources for Child Abuse &
Eeglect and Family Violence Programs and has
created a consortium of Federal clearinghouses
that are coordinating their child abuse and
neglect information dissemination activities.

NCCAN is also providing leadership in coordinating
initiatives of Federal agencies in conducting
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background checks for those providing child care
and giving staff support for the Research Advisory
Committee.

o

During FY's 1989-1991, NCCAN convened a series of
symposia involving expert researchers and practitioners

to explore critical national issues in child
maltreatment, including:

Child Neglect, Treatment

Approaches to Child Maltreatment, Systems Issues at the
Community Level, Child Sexual Abuse, Judicial Needs

Relating to Child Sexual Abuse, and Child Abuse and
Neglect Prevention.

These symposia have resulted in the

development, publication and dissemination of
nationally significant documents which
represent current state-of-the-art knowledge
and effective practice protocols of benefit
and interest to professionals across many
disciplines.

They have also provided for

recommendations for the NCCAN research and
demonstration priority areas.

During FY 1991, NCCAN also co-sponsored a national
meeting on parental substance abuse and child
maltreatment.
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During FY 1992, a symposium on Risk Assessment in
Child Protective Services has been held, and
additional symposia on Bridging the Gap Between
Research and Practice, Hospital-Related Issues in
Child Maltreatment and Chronic Neglect, and Law
Enforcement Needs in Child Sexual Abuse Cases are
planned.

o

During the last several years, NCCAN has
successfully implemented a series of Inter-Agency
Agreements for collaborative activities with the
Department of the Navy, the Bureau of Indian
Affairs in the Department of the Interior, and the

Bureau of Maternal Child Health Resouces
Development in HHS.

These efforts have resulted

in the significant research findings on risk
factors among Navy fathers; improved service for
Native Americans; and development of a child
protective services and public health services
4nfrestructure in the Pacific Basin.

NCCAN also p?rticipates in an inter-agency
agreement with the National Institute for Child
Health and Development to support research on the
longitudinal effects of parental substance abuse
on the life course of children.
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During FY 1992, NCCAN will continue to support
inter-agency agreements with other Federal
agencies for research, demonstration projects, and
data collection.

A Program Instruction setting forth uniform
reporting requirements for all four NCCAN State
Grant Programs was developed in conjunction with
Regional Offices and the Child Abuse and Neglect
State Liaison Officers to ensure consistent
reporting requirements among the Regional Offices
with respect to the Basic State Grant and funds
for the Medical Neglect/Disabled Infants.

o

NcCAN has also begun an initiative to improve the
administration of the four State Grant Programs with
respect to such other critical issues as the provisions
regarding confidentiality of child protective services
case records.

Recommendations will be fully discussed

at a cluster meeting_of State representatives for all
four programs, aZter which NCCAN will begin the
implementation process.

During F7 1991, NCCAN began implementing a plan
for reducing duplication and improving
coordination with regard to the activities of the
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Clearinghouse on Child Abuse and Neglect
Information, the National Resource Center on Child
Abuse and Neglect, the National Resource Center on
Child Sexual Abuse, and the Clearinghouse on
Medical Neglect of Infante With Life-Threatening
Disabilities.

o

During FY 1991, NCCAN began the process of
updating the "User Manual" series, which present
information about best practices in addressing
child abuse and neglect.

During FY 1991 NCCAN

also begaA the process of revising "Child
Protection:

Guidelines for Policy and Program,"

for dissemination to child protective services
agencies.

Clearly, NCCAN has embarked on an ambitious agenda to strengthen
its position as the focal point for federal activities pertaining
to combating child abuse and neglect.

We are proud of our

efforts to address this difficult issue.

However, no matter how

many federal initiatives NCCAN undertakes, we must always

recognize that, in the words of Secretary Sullivan, it will only
be through the implementation of a new "culture of character" and

the development of new "communities of concern" that we can ever
hope to effectively address the problem of child abuse and
neglect in our nation.
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In conclusion, I want to :hank the Subcommittee for this
opportunity to present our views.

We look forward to continued

cooperation with Subcommittee staff and concerned citizens from
all over the nation as we strive to provide Federal leadership
on behalf of children and families.

I would be pleased to answer any questions yoU may have.

II
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Chairman OWENS. Thank you, Mr. Commissioner.
Could you begin by telling us why you still have not delivered six

reports which were required by legislation by April, 1991, and you
did promise for September, 1991?
Mr. HORN. We had hoped to be able to get them in by the fall of
last year. I can tell you the status of those reports.
Chairman OWENS. Fall of this year or last year?
Mr. HORN. Last year.

The status of those reports is that three of them are now in

clearance stages within the Department. Three others are now in
draft form and are being edited for final clearance, and one of
them is still being negotiated in terms of data collection with the
Office of Management and Budget.

We had hoped to be able to get all of those reports cleared up
before this hearing, and unfortunately we haven't been able to do
that. We are working as diligently as we can on getting them dom.
Chairman OWENS. You can't give us any projections on dates at
this point?
Mr. HORN. I have learned to be a little bit more cautious in my

projection on dates. I can tell you that the three reports that are in
Departmental clearance should be up here fairly soon.

The other three reports that are now in draft form or being

edited, should be getting into Departmental clearance very soon,
and the one remaining troublesome issue is with the one report
that is awaiting final negotiations with OMB regarding data collection.

Chairman OWENS. I know that in your written testimony you
sounded on the U.S. Child Abuse Advisory Board. Yet, they have
produced two outstanding reports and they have received high accommodations from the Secretary.
What have you budgeted for the advisory board for this fiscal

year 1992 and 1993?

M. HORN. Excluding the salaries and expenses money that goes
to paying the per diem that each board member receives for serving on the board as well as travel expenses for ;r.oing to meetings,
we have budgeted approximately $200,000 for contract support to
allow them to continue their work.

So, the total amount budgeted to support the U.S. Advisory

Board is in excess of $200,000, because we also draw down from our

salaries and expenses budget, in order to pay the per diem that
each of the advisory board members receives, which is, I think, approximately $1,000 per meeting, and also for their travel for going
to and from meetings.

Chairman OWENS. We've heard that States may interpret the
Federal regulations to not allow multi-agency review teams to
function because they have interpreted State law to mean that if
Lhe team is acting in a non-investigatory way, records of one
agency cannot be shared with another.
Do you acknowledge that there may be problems in this area; do
you have any proposals to deal with those problems?
Mr. HORN. I know there's been some problems at the State level

regarding the sharing of information. This has to do with the
whole issue of' confidentiality of' records.
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As you know, Mr. Chairman, in the regulations, there are 11 exceptions to the confidentiality provisions regarding reports of abuse
and neglect. Those exceptions include, for example, allowing information to be shared across agencies that have a legitimate interest
in the investigation and the treatment of a particular child abuse
case.

It also allows for an exception in terms of legitimate oversight
agencies within the government. For example, an exception is al-

lowed for transfer of records to child fatality review teams.
I think there is some confusion, perhaps, at the State level, as to
the extent to which they are allowed to transfer records, but there
are, in fact, exceptions to this strict confidentiality provision.
Having said that, we are taking a close look at these provisions.
In fact, in January of this year, we convened a working group consisting of both Federal Agency staff and representatives from the
States to discuss the issue of confidentiality.
We intend, in a future meeting, sometime this spring, to discuss
the recommendations of that working group with representatives
from all of the States, and clarify for those State representatives
what it is that they are allowed to exempt from the confidentiality
statutes.
I do think that the Federal statute and Federal regulations allow
enough flexibility at the State level to ensure that records can, in
fact, be transferred from one agency to another, provided those

agencies have a legitimate interest in that childthat particular
caseas well as ensuring that the State has adequate protections

for the continued confidentiality of those records.
There are some difficulties, perhaps. For example, we may need
to take a look at whether or not we need to adjust the Federal regulations regarding the sharing of information with prospective

adoptive parents regarding children who have been placed into

foster care because of child abuse or neglect.
But in the main, we're pretty satisfied with the confidentiality
provisions, but not satisfied with the degree to which the States un-

derstand the flexibility that they do have under Federal statute

and regulations.
Chairman OWENS, Would you comment on the Georgia situation
with respect to this issue. Georgia, as I understand it, has liberalized their laws to allow for a limited amount of information to be
released related to deceased children.
As I understand it, all Georgia statute requires is that if a person

calls the Department of Human Resources, the Department can
answer two questions from the caller. First, was the child subject
to a child abuse investigative report, and second, whether the
report was confirmed or not confirmed.
Mr. HORN. Well, as I understand the Georgia statute, what it
would do is it would allow any individual in any capacity, who
simply has the name of a child, to call the agency and have information released from the confidential record.
I'm not so sure that that serves the interests of the child. I'm not

sure that serves

Chairman OWENS. If the child is deceased; it says for deceased
children.
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Mr. HORN. I'm not sure it serves the interests of the entire
system.

One of the things that we have to be clear about is that part of
the reason why the confidentiality statute is therethe reason why
in the wisdom of those who, in fact, enacted the confidentiality

statute at the Federal level in the first place is that the statute

exists not only to protect the interests of the child but also the interests of the family of the child, and the interests of the reporter.
There is a great deal of concern that there would be a chilling
effect on the willingness of people to report an instance or a suspicion of child abuse or neglect if, in fact, it might be that later on
their name could show up on the front pages of a newspaper.
So we are concerned that we don't do anything to put that kind
of a chilling effect on the system; a system defined not only as
those who work in child protective services, but to include the
entire community, the community whom we rely upon, to report
suspicions of child abuse and neglect.

Chairman OWENS. Thank you. We will be hearing more about
this particular Georgia situation later in this hearing. There are a
number of other questions that I have, Commissioner, which I will
submit to you in writing in the interest of time.
I do want to know, in view of the fact that you are not able to
meet certain deadlines and your unit has some Herculean tasks
before it, why did the staff authorization drop since the GAO testified in May of last year?

Mr. HORN. I think the thing to look at is how many people we
have working in NCCAN as well as total staff authorization.
We have gone from 13 positions in NCCAN in 1989, to 26 posi-

tions today. Now it is true that we are currently recruiting for
three of those positions, so we are not yet at full strength. But once
those three recruitment actions are completed, then we'll be up to
26 people working in the national center. That's a doubling of the
staff since 1989.

In addition to that, we have more than quadrupled the arn.9unt
of travel resources available to the staff in the national ,;enter
maybe not to $23 million, but certainly to $23,000, in terms of
travel resources. So I think that we have made great strides over
the last 3 years.
IA addition, we have increased support to the Inter-Agency Task
Force. We have also increased support to the U.S. Advisory Board
on Child Abuse and Neglect. And we have, as I had said we would,
gone out and done a national search to find someone with a nation-

al reputation in child abuse and neglect to head the national
center. We did that. We did that quite suc .ssfully.
I'm disappointed that David Lloyd is, unfortunately, ill and

couldn't be here today with us. But I think that, by all accounts,
David Lloyd has infused a new energy and vitality to the national
center.

So I'm confident that, particularly once those three national recruitment actions are completed and we are up to full strength of
26 people in the national center-26 positionsthat we can, in fact,
get all of the work done that needs to get done.
So, I'm pretty pleased with where we are at in terms of staffing
levels in the national center.
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Chairman OWENS. We appreciate your appearance today, Commissioner, and I certainly want to submit additional questions to
you in writing.

I want to state publicly that we are not satisfied with the answers you have given with respect to the submission of reports.
Those reports were considered important, and we would like you to
have definite dates by which the reports that are due to Congress
will be submitted, or some detailed reasons why they have not been
submitted.
I yield to Mr. Ballenger for questions.
Mr. BALLENGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Dr. Horn, in Congressman Good ling's testimony, for the lady that
spoke in favor of protecting families, maybe, of not going too far in

this area, she brought up a point that I never had thought of
before.

But is there such a thing as professional training in this country
today? Are we assisting at the government level in somehow trying
to get universities or whoever it would be to set up programs to
train people to understand this probiem and to be able to recognize
the problem when they see it?
Mr. HORN. There are two sources of Federal funds to enhance
training in the area of child welfare services in general.

First of all, we do have a specific discretionary grant program
called Child Welfare Training. In fact, we have asked for, in the
President's 1993 budget, an increase of $2 million for that program
so that we can enhance training at the undergraduate, graduate,
and staff level.
In addition, through Title IV-E of the Social Security Act, there
are moneys available to reimburse States for a portion of the costs
of training their staff.
In fact, the training provision in Title IV-E is an open ended entitlement program, so there is money available to do that.
Have we done a good job nationally in getting the folks that
work in child protection services, or in any child welfare agency,
training? I think we can do better. Indeed, we have been trying to
publicize the availability of these Title IV-E training funds more
widely to the States and encourage them to take more advantage of
it. So, clearly, there is a need for more training. We are trying to
fulfill that through those two programs. Again, we added $2 million to the child welfare training program in order to show our
commitment to increasing training. In addition, as I mentioned in
my testimony, we've also started what we anticipate being an
annual funding of graduate research fellowships for promising
young researchers in the field of child abuse and neglect.
Mr. BALLENGER. In my past life, I once upon a time was county
commissioner in North Carolina. We were in charge of the social
services department and the funding and so forth.

One of the greatest complaints we hadin fact, if you take a
room the size of these tables here, and build shelvessay six
inches apart, and run them all up the side of all of the walls, the

social services department then filled that up with boyPs of forms
that were necessary to fill out.
I mean, if I were a social services worker and had to sit there
and recognize that there are all kinds of problems that I should be
)
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serving today, but due to the fact that I have all of this government paperwork, I can't do it until day after tomorroware you
making any effort to somehow assist the program by cutting out all
the garbage that you demand?

I'm not saying you, personally, but what our Federal Govern-

ment demands.
Mr. HORN. Right.
Mr. BALLENGER. It's really a very destructive program, because it

not onlyevery social worker I've ever seen had a desire to do
good work. But then all of a suddennot all of a sudden, but just
on a regular basisthe Federal Government's demands for paper-

work removes their opportunity to provide the service they want
to.

Mr. HORN. I think you are absolutely correct.
And in fact we have a rather dramatic legislative proposal in the
President's 1993 budget to try to do precisely what you are suggesting.

In Title IV-E of the Social Security Act there are, in my view,
some fairly onerous kinds of paperwork requirements necessary to
substantiate claims under the Title IV-E program, particularly in
terms of administrative costs and in terms of training.
One of the things that we are suggesting that we do is that we do
away with the IV-E administrative costs program and collapse that
into a new capped entitlement program, where this money would

be distributed to the States in a very flexible manner, so they

wouldn't have to go through onerous paperwork requirements to
claim the money.
In fact, under this legislative proposal, we've allowed the project-

ed growth of that program to continue so that there is a real increase in money available to the States.
For example, in 1993, if that proposal is enacted, almost $1.3 bil-

lion will become available to the States to use in a very flexible

manner to support child welfare services in general. That can be to
enhance child protective services, to enhance treatment services, )
enhance whatever it is they'd like Lo enhance about the provision
of services to children.

That's $1.3 billion. That's a 2J percent increase over what is

available in 19P2. That amount of money would grow from $1.3 billion to almost 12.2 billion in just 5 years.
So what we a..e trying to do is take a program which we consider
to be overly burcionsome to the States that requires far too much
paperwork to claim money, and to put it aside in favor of a new
flexible pot of money that States can use for a variety of purpovs,
how they see fit.
You know, I think the whole issue of burdensome paperwork is a
very important one and, quite honestly, I am disturbed by some of
the reforms that are being suggested that go in the opposite directionthat in fact would, in my view, require extraordinary reporting on the part of the States in order to access moneys available in
this area.
So I think we have to always keep in mind that whatever we do,
iet's not tie so many strings to it when we give it to the States,

that it is so overburdening in terms of' paperwork that we force
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people to spend all their time doing paperwork trying to get the
money rather than providing services.
Mr. BALLENGER. One more question, along that very same line, I
was sitting here looking at the Senate present budget for the year,
and then the Senate proposal. It looks likeand I'm not talking
about the dollars and cents, but the numbers of different programs
that are addedit looks like there are at least six or seven new
programs that are added.
I'm quite sure the way we write bills up here, that's dix or seven
more sets of paperwork that you have to have to get it.
I'm just curious if there isn't some wayI mean, child neglect
and child abuse is very important to everyone, I think. Yet, what
I'm looking at here, there must be 14 different programs that are
involved.

You say that you are trying to develop better communication be-

tween the various and sundry agencies, but if we keep creating

new ones every year in Congress, it just seems to me we are compounding the difficulty that we have created to start with.
Am I somewhere near the truth?
Mr. HORN. I think you are absolutely near the truth. In fact, I
think there is a growing consensus in this country that one of the

things that prevents us from truly providing, at the local level,
comprehensive and holistic support services for families is the fact
that we have this incredible number of highly categorical, highly
prescriptive programs. By the time these funds get down to the
local level, they can't effectively trim funding streams in order to
have a comprehensive array of services to support at risk children
and at risk familie.s.

So the Department has maintained steadfastly that we are opposed to reform efforts that increase the burden on States, that increase the number of categorical programs, that increase the prescriptiveness of those programs, and the burdensome requirements
that reporting for each of these programs may bring about.
In fact, what we need to do if we are truly interested in reform,
in my view, is to figure out ways to reduce the m mber of categorical programs and increase the flexibility so that those who are interested and want to provide services to families are given the ability to do that rather than sitting around and doing paperwork all

day long.
Mr. BALLENGER. One more thing. I spent 12 years on the Appro-

priations Committee of the North Carolina House and Senate. All
we did, day in and day out in trying to figure out our budgets, were
all the gimmicks that were created up there, or do you want to
take the effort to do this, or is it too much trouble or can we find
the funding here at the State level, and so forth.
I just hope that the programs couid be consolidated, the effort
that could be made to create less burdensome administration to the

State and mostly at the local level, because that is where the
rubber hits the road.
Mr. HORN. That's right.
Mr. BALLENGER. It's not done here in Washington. It is not done

in Ra1e 4th, North Carolina. In my particular area, it is done in
Hickuy, 'oral Carolina.
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If we could just get the money to that level, to assist the people
that are really having to do the job, I think we really would have
accomplished something. I hope your effort, on that part, will turn
out good.

Meanwhile, I'll turn it back over to you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman OWENS. Thank you.
Mr. Payne.

Mr. PAYNE. One of your points was that you were beginning a
program to expand the quandary of new research people through
graduate research fellowships to attempt to get more minority participants in the program.
Have you had any success in this 1991 program that you started?
Mr. HORN. I think we funded either four or five such fellowships.

I can provide you the names and the addresses of each of the re-

cipients of those fellowships. We hope to be able to provide a greater number of those this year.

We are always limited by the availability of funds, but you are
quite correct in pointing out that one of the purposes of these graduate fellowships is to support minority researchers who have an interest in this field.
Mr. PAYNE. That's very good.

I agree that a lot of paperwork is really unnecessary. I also find
it a little alarming when we find that you have available people
from particular communities who are in many instances excluded
from being a part of the solution, in contracts as providers of services.

In many instances, we find that we lack Hispanic and AfricanAmerican people in the professional aspects of the services that are
provided in contracts. The various reports that are being requested,
in most instances, do not go where the rubber hits the road, as my
colleague said.

So I wonder, is there any program that you have that might

have people that are more associated and inv( lved in understanding the particular problems in some urban areas or even in rural
communities?

Mr. HORN. I think there are a number of things that we have

funded over the last few years that would address the kinds of concerns you are talking about.
For example, in 1990, we funded through NCCAN a demonstra-

tion program called the People of Color Leadership Institute. A
representative from that grantee is here today. The purpose of that
grant is to encourage, support, and strengthen culturally, ethnical-

ly, and racially diverse national leadership in this field.
In addition, one of our proposed priority areas for funding this
year has to do with demonstrations in the area of culturally sensitive prevention demonstration programs for servicing populations
of different cultures at risk for child maltreatment.
So I think that we've tried to be sensitive to the issues of the minority community and tried to fund specific programs to deal with
those issues. I think, also, we've done a fair amount to try to

strengthen the kind of local community efforts to prevent child

abuse and neglect.
For example, in 1989, we funded nine community-wide prevention demonstration grants to determine how local communities can
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work together in building coalitions to prevent the tragedy of child
abuse and neglect.

Wherever we can, we take the approach that where the work

really gets done is at the local level, and we need to support those
efforts.

Mr. PAYNE. Thank you. I don't have any other questions. There
is a report due in April, 1992, and finding that you are six reports
behind, I'm almost fearful to ask whether you think that report
will be out in April.
Mr. HORN. Part of the difficulty in the overdue reports has to do
with the history of what we consider to be understaffing at the national center.
The fact that we've increased staffing levels from 13 in 1989 to
26 today suggests that we did perceive an understaffing problem at
NCCAN.

Consequently, we've been playing catch-up with some of these reports, and it just takes a while to get some of that catch-up done.
But, we are confident that we are now in a better position to be
able to get reports to Congress on time.
There are some examples, however, of Congressionally-mandated

reports that rely upon information that we get from the States.
Due to our reliance on the States providing us with information,
there is a lag time that makes some of those reports difficult to

complete within the timelines.
But no one is happy, and Mr. Chairman, I did not mean to suggest that anybody is happy with the fact that there are overdue reports to Congress. We take such reports very seriously.
We have been working hard to try to get those reports up here.
Like I said, part of the reason for that backlog is the historical understaffing in NCCAN. That's why we've doubled the size of the
staff in NCCAN. We anticipate having a better track record on getting reports up here in the future.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much.

I'm just curious to know if there were slots available, or did you
have to increase the size of the agency? Do you have any history
about why it was so understaffed-13 people to run a national organization like this?
Mr. HORN. Well, clearly, when I came on board in 1989, I didn't
think that that was an adequate staffing level, so I have used whatever creative means I could to increase the nui:.ber of people working in the national center.
The reason that there are three staff' positions open is that we
have had one recent retirement, and then authorization to recruit
two additionti positions as well.
So I don't think there is anything unusual about those three positions being open, but it will be useful to us when those three are
also filled, and we're up to a full complement of staff.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman OWENS, Mr. Commissioner, we would not want to be
guilty of overburdening your agency with unnecessary paperwork.

We would welcome any case you want to make for reducing the
number of reports. If you don't think those reports are necessary,
make the case. We think they are important, and we think our re-
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quests have been reasonable, but make the case if that's so. We
welcome that.
As I said before, we will be in touch with you with additional
questions that we'd like to have answers to before we proceed on
this reauthorization.
Thank you very much for appearing today

Mr. HORN. Thank you.
Chairman OWENS. Panel Two consists of Mr. Joseph Delfico, Di-

rector of the Income Security Issues, General Accounting Office;
Mr. Howard Davidson, Chairman, U.S. Advisory Board on Child
Abuse and Neglect; and Mr Tom Birch, Legislative Counsel, National Child Abuse Coalition.
Please be seated. Mr. Delfico, you may proceed.
STATEMENTS OF JOSEPH DELFICO, DIRECTOR, INCOME SECURITY ISSUES, GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, WASHINGTON, DC;
HOWARD DAVIDSON, U.S. ADVISORY BOARD ON CHILD ABUSE
AND NEGLECT, WASHINGTON, DC; AND TOM BIRCH, LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL, NATIONAL CHILD ABUSE COALITION, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. DELFICO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

With me today is Mr. Robert MacLafferty, Ms. Elizabeth Oliveras, and Pamela Brown, who helped prepare this testimony.
With your permission, I'd like to submit the full testimony for the
record and present a brief summary.
Chairman OWENS. It will entered in its entirety into the record.
Mr. DELFICO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

In our previous testimony, we reported that an HHS reorganization established the Administration for Children rind Families, but
ACF's organizations and their potential impact on NCCAN are not
yet known.
We expressed the concern that NCCAN issues might not be given

priority attention within ACF. It appears that the reorganization
has had a positive effect on NCCAN and has given NCCAN more
visibility within ACF.

With regard to grant administration, NCCAN's grant workload,
however, has increased substantially. NCCAN's 1990 reported
grant workload rose from 288 grants to 392 in 1991. This L over a
35 percent increase in workload.

Since our May, 1991 testimony, NCCAN has made modest

progress in administrating this grant workload. Earlier, we reported that NCCAN relied on periodic group meetings with its grantees
for the purpose of monitoring grantees and made few visits for
such purposes. Since then, NCCAN has made site visits to 15 of its
392 grantees.
In our prior testimony, we expressed a concern that shortages of
resources for NCCAN's grant monitoring activities prevented
NCCAN from complying with HIE policies.
We still have this concern. IIHS's Grants Administration
Manual requires that on-site visits should be made at least annual-

ly to each discretionary grantee, suhject to the availability of resources. In 1991, NCCAN visited less than 15 percent of its grantees.
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In our previous testimony, we reported that NCCAN was procur-

ing a new contractor to operate the National Clearinghouse on

Child Abuse and Neglect. NCCAN has procured a new contractor
and has moved forward on new program initiatives regarding the
management of clearinghouse operations in conjunction with the
two resource centers.
We are concerned, however, that the clearinghouse does not sat-

isfy the captive mandate to identify potentially successful programs. The final grant reports that may evaluate program outcomes are produced by grant recipients and have not been independently validated.
We continue to believe NCCAN should evaluate grant programs

to identify those that are successful and disseminate this information through the clearinghouse.
NCCAN has met the timetable we identified in our May testimony for the implementation of the CAPTA-mandated National Chid
Abuse and Neglect Data System. NCCAN has essentially completed
the first phase of the two-phase data collection effort and NCCAN
plans to distribute this information in March of 1992.

Since our last testimony, NCCAN has not submitted, as you

noted earlier, six CAPTA-mandated reports. NCCAN indicated that
these reports, which were originally due between 1986 and 1990,
would be issued no later than September, 1991.
These reports have been drafted, but are still under ACYF, ACF,
or HHS review. NCCAN did not provide us with a projected issue
date for any of these reports.

In May, 1991, we reported that NCCAN staffing and budget

hhortages hindered NCCAN's ability to manage child abuse and neglect programs. We reported that NCCAN was authorized 21 positions, and had 14 full-time staff and had 7 unfilled positions.
Currently, NCCAN is authorized 20 positions, one less than in
1990, and has 16 full-time staff, one of whom is detailed elsewhere,
and 4 unfilled positions, all for professionals.
In our earlier testimony, we reported that staff shortages contrib-

uted to heavy workloads for the staff. This is still the case. The

NCCAN workload has increased substantially and its staff authorization has dropped.
NCCAN officials believe that NCCAN needs at least 10 more

staff to effectively manage its grant workload with expertise in
areas such as child protective services, regulatory and legislative
re'search, planning, statistics, data analysis, and chronic neglect research.
We have been asked by your committee to comment on NCCAN's

ability to handle additional grant responsibilities in S.838, which
proposes new child abuse treatment improvement grant programs.
NCCAN's program responsibilities have increased, as I've men-

tioned earlier, over several years through successive CAPTA
ainendrnents. Yet, NCCAN's resources have not increased, nor has
NCCAN been able to meet its CAPTA responsibilities with its current resources.
NCCAN also does not have the expertise or resources to assume
responsibility for the S.838 proposed grant program. If NCCAN is
made responsible for the expanded role proposed by S.838, without
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additional resources, NCCAN would have to reduce its already limited CAPTA grant administrative activities.

In our May 1991 testimony, we concluded that staff shortages

kept NCCAN from fully carrying out its mission and CAPTA mandates. Congress should consider reducing its expectations for
NCCAN, or seek other means for achieving CAPTA goals.
Since then, NCCAN has made some progress in monitoring grant
programs, coordinating clearinghouse and resource center activi-

ties, and completing the first data collection phase of the data
system.

However, all of their efforts represent a modest beginning in

light of NCCAN's substantial and increasing workload. We still believe that NCCAN's limited resources continue to hinder its ability
to become a leader in child abuse and neglect prevention and treatment.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my brief statement. I'd be happy to
answer any questions you may have.
[The prepared statement of Joseph De lfico follows:]
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SUMMARY

The Chairman, Subcommittee on Select Education, House Committee
on Education and Labor, asked GAO to provide information on the
National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect's (NCCAN) progress,
since our May 9, 1991 testimony, in tulfilling its mission under
the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act (CAPTA). The
Chairman specifically requested that GAO examine NCCAN's progress
in obtaining resources, such as staffing and budget, to fulfill
its mission of identifying, preventing, and treating child abuse
and neglect, and to comment on whether NCCAN can assume a role in
S. g38 (Child Abuse, Domestic Violence, Adoption and Family
Services Act of 1991).
To assess NCCAN's progress, GAO reviewed (1) the reorganization
of ccmponents within the Administration for Children, Youth and
Families (AC7F) and its effect on NCCAN; (2) NCCAN's current
efforts to monitor its grantees, manage the clearinghouse and
resource centers, implement the National Child Abuse and Neglect
Data System, and complete CAPTA-mandated reports; and (3) changes
in NCCAN's staffing levels, expertise, and travel budget.
In general, NCCAN's placement within the ACYF structure, as a
result of the reorganization, appears to have improved its
ability to exercise control over its budget and policy
initiatives. The reorganization eliminated a level of approval
for NCCAN and enabled NCCAN to directly present staff and budget
requests and policy initiatives to ACYF.
Since GAO's May 1991 testimony, NCCAN has filled four open
positions but its staff authorization has dropped by one.
Moreover, NCCAN has only partially met its CAPTA
While NCCAN has prepared CAPTA-mandated
responsibilities.
reports, all the reports still have not been issued. With a
travel budget of slightly over $6000, NCCAN was able to visit 15
Though NCCAN has a budget of $23,000
(3.8%) of its 392 grantees.
for monitoring in fiscal year 1992, we question whether this will
permit NCCAN to perform enough site reviews to effectively
NCCAN has still not been able to assess the
monitor grantees.
adequacy of technical assistance it provides to grantees.
Regarding a potential role in S. 838, we question whether NCCAN
has the staff or expertise to administer S. 838's proposed Child
Abuse Treatment Improvements Grant Program. NCCAN's Director has
indicated that, with additional administrative support, NCCAN
could share the added responsibility with the Children's Bureau,
We believe that
which administers services emphasized by S. 838.
NCCAN is unable to meet its CAPTA responsibilities with its
Assigning NCCAN responsibility for S. 838
current resources.
without additional resources may further limit NCCAN's ability tc .
administer its grant workload as well as its ability to
effectively administer the new isponsibilities.

r
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am pleased to be here today to update our previous testimony on
the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect's (NCCAN)

implementation of Public Law 100-294, the Child Abuse Prevention
and Treatment Act of 1988 (CAPTA).

Along with information on the

Department of Health and Human Service's (HHS) recent
reorganization and its effnr.t on NCCAN, you asked for information

on NCCAN's progress, since our May 1991 testimony, in obtaining
more staff, expertise, and travel funds to accomplish its CAPTA
responsibilities.

These responsibilities include adm.,.nistering

grants, ensuring that the clearinghouse and resource centers
disseminate child abuse and neglect information and provide
technical assistance, developing the national data collection
system to record statistics on the incidence of child abuse
nationally, and issuing CAPTA-mandated reports on selected child
abuse and neglect issues.

\ou also asked us to comment on a

potential role for NCCAN in administering the proposed Child
Abuse, Domestic Violence, Adoption and Family Services Act of
1991 (S. 838).

In summary, the reorganization has had a positive effect on

NCCAN, by allowing it to bring child abuse and neglect issues to
the direct attention of ACYF and compete for resources on an
NCCAN has made progress

equal basis with other ACYF components.

toward meeting its CAPTA responsibilities but his not fully met
all of the law's requirements.

Although NCCAN mde slightly more

r
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site visits to grantees in 1991 than in 1990, it has not
evaluated its technical assistance or issued CAPTA-reguired
reports to the Congress.

NCCAN improved the clearinghouse's

ability to disseminate information but has not yet identified
potentially successful programs.

NCCAN has made progress on and

will soon complete the first phase of the national data system.
Despite the progress, however, we believe that NCCAN's limited
resources will continue to prevent it from effectively managing
its grant workload, Which noW eXceeds 390 grants annually.

Thus,

assigning NCCAN responsibility for the grant program proposed by
S. 838 without additional resources would further limit its
ability to manage the current workload or reduce its ability to
effectively manage the new program.

BEORGANIZATION oF CHIIPEEILANELFAMILY SERVICES
NCCAN is an agency within the ACYF, which is a part of the
Administration for Children and Families (ACF) .

In our previous

testimony, we reported that an HHS reorganization established the
ACF but that ACF's organizational plans and their potential
effect on NCCAN programs were not yet known.

We expressed a

concern that NCCAN issues might not be given priority attention.
It now appears that the reorganizat:on has given NCCAN more
visibility within ACF.

NCCAN was removed from the Children's

Bureau and placed at the same level.

NCCAN now reports directly

to ACYF, thereby eliminating a level of clearance.

NCCAN is n w

able to make direct requests for staff and budget and bring caild
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abuse and neglect issues to the direct attention of ACYF.

The

true effect of this reorganization will become more aoparent,

however, after some time has passed and a better comparison can
be made with the prior organizational structure.

CgANT /MINISTRATION
NCCAN's grant workload increased substantially in the past year.

NCCAN's reported workload increased from 288 grants, amounting to
$39.2 million, in 1990 to 3921, amounting to $68.5 million in
1991.

NCCAN's active grants2 included 108 basic state grants

(including medical neglect/disabled infant grants), 47 challenge
grants, and 101 discretionary grants.

NCCAN also awarded 42

grants under the Children's Justice Act (P.L. 99-401).

NCCAN was

also responsible for awarding and managing 94 grants under the
Emergency Child Abuse and Neglect Prevention Services Program.

In our 1991 testimony, we reported challenge and
fiscal year 1990. To
Children's Justice Act grants awarded in
be consistent with our 1991 testimony, we excluded 47 challenge
grants and 43 Children's Justice Act grants from NCCAN's total
grant figures since these grants were awarded in fiscal year 1990
and had terms which overlapped into 1991.
NCCAN awards public and private entities two types of grants:
emergency services grants to deliver services to children whose
parents are substance abusers, and discretionary grants for
research and demonstration projects to identify, prevent, and
treat child abuse and neglect. NCCAN awards states several types
of grants: basic state grants to develop, strengthen and
implement programs to prevent and treat child abuse and neglect;
medical neglect/disabled infant grants to rdspund to reports of
medical neglect, particularly, for disabled infants with lifethreatening conditions; challenge grants to improve child abuse
prevention efforts and establish children's trust funds; and
children's justice act grants te improve administrative and
judicial handling of child abuse cases.
2
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In our May 1991 testimony, we reported that NCCAN relied on
periodic group meetings with grantees to monitor their

performance and had Made few site visits of the grantees for this
purpose..

While NCCAN continues to hold these group meetings, it

made site visits to 15 (15%) of its 101 discretionary grantees
between July and September 1991.

Site visits allow NCCAN staff

to respond to grantee questions and concerns, '..rovide technical

assistance, observe project activities, make preliminary
assessments about grantees' performance, and make recommendations
for improvement and follow-up.

NCCAN officials stated the site visits also enabled NCCAN staff
to develop a background in evaluating grantees and various
approacheE; to performing grant evaluations that NCCAN plans to

present at future periodic meetings with grantees.

Through the

site visits, NCCAN also furthered an evaluation study of NCCANfunded,

:omprehensive community demonstration projects.

The

study aims to ascertain the effectiveness of prevention systems.
During the site visits, NCCAN staff assessed the projects to
ensure that critical design components were in place in order
that the projects' outcomes could be scientifically validated by
an independent cuiltractor.

These site visits represent NCCAN's

first major effort towards evaluating grantees.

In ouL prior testimony, we expressed a concern that shortages in
staff and resources were hindering NCCAN's (..1-.7ant administration

5 c.)
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activities and preventing NCCAN from complying with related HHS
policies.

Although NCCAN has completed some on-site reviews and

ha!: begun to assess grantees' needs, we still question whether

HHS's Grants

the number of on-site visits is adequate.

Altministration Manual (chapter 11, section I), which applies to

discretionary grantees, states that on-site visits should be made
at least annually to each grantee, subject to the availability of
resources.

NCCAN visited 3 of its 93 discretionary grantees in

1990 and 15 of its 101 discretionary grantees in 1991.

Furtnermore, out of the 90 planned visits

) various grantees and

contractors in 1992, NCCAN plans ta visit 2 of the 37
discretionary grantees it has funded so far.

The number of

visits is Well below HHS's guidelines for on-site visits.

Thus,

staff and budget shortages will continue to 1:mit its
effectiveness in monitoring grants during 1992.

In our previous testimony, we reported that NCCAN had neither
evaluated the quantity or quality of technical assistance
provided nor surveyed the grantees on wheth:r its technical
assistance and training are adequate and timely.
changed.

This has not

As part of our ongoing examination of NCCAN's program

management, we will be asking the grantees to assess the
technical assistance provided by NCCAN to identify ways that
could refocus its effort to better assist its grantees.

5
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CLEARINGHOUSE AND RESOURCE CENTERS

In our previous testimony, we reported that NCCAN was procuring a
new contractor3 to operate the National Clearinghouse on Child

Abuse and Neglect and that the pmcurement process had been
reinstituted due to the filing of a bid protest.

Since then,

NCCAN obtained extensions of the contract from the previous
clearinghouse contractor to prevent the disruption of services.

The bid protest was resolved and a contractor was procured.

To

date, NCCAN has moved forward on program initiatives involving
the management of the clearinghouse in conjunction with two
resource centers, the National Resource Centers on Sexual Abuse
and on Child Abuse and Neglect.

NCCAN has significantly increased their budget for the
clearinghouse and has maintained a constant level of funding for
the resource centers.

In 1990, they allocated $540,000 to

administer clearinghouse operations, and in 1991, this allocation
rose to over $900,000.
this operation.

In 1992, NCCAN has budgeted $850,000 tor

The clearinghouse is responsible tor

disseminating child abuse and neglect information and identifying
potentially successful programs.

The resource center budgets

have remained constant at $400,000 for each of the two resource
centers, which are responsible for providing technical assistance

3 NcCAN procured a contractor to operate two clearinghouses.
the National Clearinghouse on Child Abuse and Neglect, which
NCCAN manages, and the National Clearinghouse on Family Violence,
which is managed by the Office of Community Services.
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on the prevention, identification, and treatment of child abuse
and neglect.

NCCAN has taken steps to promote closer working relationships
between the clearinghouse and the resource centers.

These steps

have allowed NCCAN to better comply with the clearinghouse CAPTA
mandate to disseminate child abuse and neglect information.

In

November 1991, NCCAN convened a meeting to coordinate resource
center and clearinghouse plans.

As a result, the clearinghouse

and resource centers have agreed to share resources and publicize
one another's activities at meetings and conferences.

An outcome

of this meeting Was an increase in the cle,ringhouse mailing list
from 3,805 to over 75,000.

While these efforts have improved the clearinghouse's ability to
disseminate irformation, we question whether the CAPTA
requirement that the clearinghouse identify potentially
successful programs will be met.

For instance, the

clearinghouse's primary basis for determining successful programs
is final reports produced by the grant recipients themselves.
These reports have not been validated.

Evaluation information

contained in these self-prepared reports mj be subject to
natural bias.

We believe the grant programs should be

independently evaluated, so that NCCAN can identify those that
are successful and disseminate this information through the
clearinghouse.

Once this process is completed, successful
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programs can be highlighted in the clearinghouse's compendium of
grant information.

We are not sure when NCCAN will be able to

accomplish this.

NATIONAL CHILD ABUSE AND_NEGLECT DATA,PiSTEM_INCANDS)

In our previous testimony, we reported that NCCAN planned to
implement a CAPTA-mandated National Child Abuse and Neglect Data

System to compile state information on cases of substantiated and
unfoUnded child abuse and neglect and on deaths caused by child
abuse and neglect.

We reported that the system had been tested

in nine states, which were to provide calendar year 1990 summary
data to NCCAN in early fiscal year 1992.

NCCAN has made

progress on this effort, almost completing the collection of 1990
standardized summary data.

The states were not required to

participate in the national data system, but NCCAN secured the
voluntary cooperation of 47 states, one territory, the District
of Columbia, and the military services.

NCCAN plans to produce a series of working papers based on the
collected data that will be distributed to every state and the
clearinghouse by the end of March 1992.

NCCAN also plans to

test a pilot program for collecting detailed case data.

In

February, NCCAN began to survey states interested in

participating in this more detailed collection effort and plans
to incorporate this data collection into the system in 1993.
is too early to tell how effective this will be.

It
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gaTA-MANDATED REPQRTS
In our 1991 testimony, we reported that NCCAN had not submitted
six of seven CAPTA-mandated reports to the Ccmgress and that
NCCAN said it would issue these reports no later *Alan september
1991.

Three of the reports are to examine tN1 incidence of child

abuse among handicapped children, alcohnlic.r., and high-risk
groups.

The other reports are to txanine il) the

cdination

efforts of agencies and organiza,Lins resdonsile for r:hild abuse
.he effectiveness of

and neglect programs and

Act, ?.na (") the

programs assisted u:ler-1. the Victims V '.7E

'j.ld support and child

relationship beten nonpayment of
maltreatment.

ave been z!rafted, they are

.1a repe:

Whi

still undo:. ACIF, AcF, or HHS review.

In :1;!}, 1991, the NHS

Chief c, Staff idtifla the Swaker of the Acuse that the reports
woui '. be delav-.- due to the ext,Islvt: roserch rcquired and a

could not provide

ba,:klog of rriorts requiring HP.:i
at

with a projected

fof any o

':te!-e reports.

aTAFJ: AND BUDGET RESCS
In May 1991, we 1.epor ...xi

that NCh

hampering NC:CAN'S nbility to
pro,4rams.

,

;!..ting zhortages were

td a'ouse and neglect

At the:. time, NCCAN we.s :Authorized 21 positions and

had 14 full-time si,4ff and 7 tar..:illed positions.

Since then,

W:CAN's akv.horited st.ifftnq levo', has been reduced by 1, to ';:n

positicmremain

'lot-

of "..he 2G poriitions, all for professionals,
The ncIrs are filled by 16 permano(a. t=f.::4tf-,

f; 3
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of whom is on detail elsewhere.

NCCAN is attempting to

Compensate for the shortfall through the use of three detailees
from other agencies and three temporary hires.

Although NCCAN

was able to hire four professional staff in late 1991, three
replaced staff who had left.

Despite these additions, NCCAN's

staffing levels are still lower than in 1989, when NCCAN had 16
staff, including 14 professionals, to.manage a smaller workload.

Earlier we also reported that an Office of Human Development
Services' (OHDS) policy prohibited NCCAN from recruiting and
hiring from outside OHDS.

Today we can report +hat changes in

this policy, adopted in April 1991, have enabled NCCAN to recruit
and hire 4 professionals from nationwide Office of Personnel
Management registers and added to its professional expertise.

In our previous testimony, we reported that NCCAN used yrantees
and contractors to provide technical assistance and training.

NCCAN continues to use contractors to compensate for staff
shortages.

For example, NcCAN used a contractor to prepare a

summary of final reports submitted by about 25 grantees that is
to be disseminated through the clearinghouse.

NCCAN's Director

said that this function should be performed by NCCAN staff
instead of a contract.-r.

This would allow NCCAN to better

accomplish its mandate to compile and disseminate meaningful
information on child abuse and neglect.

Dissemination of NCCAN-

developed products also gives NCCAN visibility as a federal

4
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leader in preventing and t.reating child abuse and neglect.

In May 1991, we reported that staff shortages contributed to
Staff shortages continue to

heavy workloads for NCCAN staff.
contribute to heavy workloado.

For example, one staff person is

responsible for each of the following areas:

(1)

108 state grants

in 57 states and territories, liaison between NCCAN and 10 ACF
regional offices, and legislative expert and researcher; (2) 47
challenge grants; and (3) 42 Children's Justice Act grants.
Furthermore, NCCAN officials believe the agency needs at least 10
additional staff with expertise in (1) child protective services,
(2)

regulatory and legislative research,

(4) plann4ng,

(3) design and research,

(5) statistics, (6) data analysis, (7) technical

writing, and (8) chronic neglect research.

NCCAN staff also

believe they need a deputy director to assist in the management
of NCCAN programs and activities.

NCCAN's administrative budget continues to be disproportionately
lower than its program budget. In fiscal year 1990, NCCAN
received about $750,000 to administer over $39 million in grant
programs, and in 1992, was allocated about $945,000 to administer
$69.3 million in planned grant programs.

Earlier we reported that NCCAN requestea authority to reprogram
funds to hire a deputy director in 1991, but during the
reorganization of ACF, this request was denied, and recently

55-798 0 - 92 - 3
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NCCAN's staff authorization was reduced.

Since NCCAN's grant

responsibilities have increased, we believe that NCCAN will
continue to be limited in its ability to effectively manage its
grant workload.

PCCAN'S ROLE IN S. 838
S. 838 would establish a new Child Abuse Treatment Improvements

Grant Program aimed at improving the treatment of children
exposed to abuse or neglect and their families when such children
have been placed in out-of-home care.

NCCAN's grant

administration responsibilities have increased over several years
through successive CAPTA amendments, but its staff resources have
not been sufficient to fulfill its responsibilities.

If NCCAN is

assigned S. 838's grant program, this would be in addition to the
six major grant programs it already administers.

NCCAN's Director told us that if assigned responsibility for
implementing S. 838's new grant program, NCCAN would attempt to
secure additional expertise and would need (1) several additional
staff to manage the grants,

(2) space for additional staff, and

(3) funds for travel to monitor grants.

NCCAN told us it could

manage the S. 838 grant program in coordination with the
Children's Bureau, which is responsible for activities emphasized
by S. 838.

Since NCcAN's administrative budget has not kept pace with its
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increasing program responsibilities, and NCCAN has not been able
to meet its CAPTA mandates with its current resources, we
question whether NCCAN has the expertise and staff to assume a
new grant program.

At current resource levels, the additional

responsibilities proposed by S. 838 could cause NCCAN to either
further reduce its CAPTA grant administration activities or
administer the new act less effectively than envisioned by
Congre-..s.

CONCLUSIONS

In our May 1991 testimony, we concluded that staff shortages kept
NCCAN from fully- carrying out its mission and CAPTA requirements

and that if NCCAN programs were not given priority attention
within the newly formed ACF, the Congress might wish to consider
reducing its expectations for NCCAN or seeking other means for
achieving CAPTA goals.

Since then, NCCAN has made some progress

in monitoring grant programs, managing the clearinghouse and
resourc

centers, and obtaining additional staff and expertise.

However, despite these encoutaging actions, NCCAN's
administrative effectiveness may not improve because of NCCAN's
substantial and increasing workload.

NCCAN continues to fall

short in its ability to provide timely on-site monitoring, assess
its technical assistance, and submit CAPTA-required reports to
the Congress.

We believe that NCCAN's limited resources continue

to h_ Jer its ability to accomplish its mission to become a
leader in child abuse and neglect prevention and treatment.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement.

I will be

happy to answer any questions you or other members of the
Subcommittee may have.
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Chairman OWENS. Thank you.
Mr. Davidson.
Mr. DAVIDSON. Good morning. My name is Howard Davidson. I'm
an attorney and chairperson of the United States Advisory Board
on Child Abuse and Neglect.

This past September, I was elected Chair of the Board, succeeding Dr. Richard Krugman, who testified before you last May. He is
a distinguished pediatrician.
Today, you have the opportunity andI would respectfully add
the responsibility to enact the most effective national child protection legislation in the 20th century.
I believe that a significant member of national child protection
experts have come to the same conclusion; namely, that we need a
bill that does not merely focus on small parts of the problem, or on

one Federal agency, or on one narrow aspect of child maltreatment.
Rather, we need to draw from the collective wisdom of those who
work in this field to build the foundation of a comprehensive, childcentered, family-focused, and neighborhood-based child protection
system.
Such a system, by including far more emphasis on prevention,
evaluation, quality control, and inter-agency coordination, might
even save a great deal of the money that is now being drained from
scare resources by the present crisis-driven American child protection system.

Awareness of the intent of the problem is there, but we need

more than awareness. We need a new direction, and critical to this
new direction is a solid and effective leadership, bipartisan leadership on the national level in terms of Federal policy and systemic
reform.
Because of the impoe it role of Federal leadership in addressing
child maltreatment, the a isory board has presented you and your
Congressional colleagues with 54 options for action that were included in its September 1991 report, entitled, "Creating Caring
Communities: Blueprint for an Effective Federal Policy on Child
Abuse and Neglect."
These options address a full range of Federal legislative reforms
that the Board considers vital if we as a Nation are to help assure
the safety of America's children.
Because of the critical role of Federal leadership in the creation
of an effective and pro-active national child protection system, it is

important that it be clearly understood that my use of the term
"Federal leadership" does, of course, include the important role of
the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect.

Howeverand I cannot stress this enoughFederal leadership

must include much, much more than the work of one agency, one
Cabinet department, and yes, even one subcommittee.

One of the things that many of us find most frustrating about
the bureaucracy of Congress is that many of the most important
actions that our board has proposed fall outside of the constricted

jurisdiction of this subcommittee, as well as your parent Committee
on Education and Labor.
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Congressman Owens, you, yourself, said today that the child protection system is outside the scope of your subcommittee's jurisdiction.

The subject of child abuse and the response to it should not be
narrowly addressed within one Congressional committee's jurisdiction. But today, unfortunately, that is the reality. To put this another way, if you merely focus on NCCAN and the grant programs
historically administered by that agency, you will be doing a great
disservice to maltreated children.
You must find a way of getting Congress to address the health,
mental health, justice, and education system problems that prevent
our Nation from adequately responding to child abuse.
You must find a way of mobilizing the Federal agenci2s that are
responsible for supporting our Nation's health, mental health, justice, and education programs to undertake and institutionalize new
child protection initiatives as well as enhancing social service
agency responses to the plight of abused, neglected children.
Critically needed reforms will be doomed to failure if legislative
revisions merely tinker with CAPTA and NCCAN. And worse,
mere tinkering with the law can mislead Americans into thinking
that their elected representatives in Washington are doing some..
thing significant about child abuse. Today, over a year and a half
since our Congressionally-created board declared child abuse and
neglect to be a national emergency, hundreds of thousands of
American children are still, in the words of the board's first report,
being "starved and abandoned, burned and severely beaten, raped
and sodomized, berated and belittled."
So far, the Federal role in support of America's child protection
system has been very weak. As the board has outlined in its 1991
report, the inadequacy of the Federal role has, in effect, contributed substantially to the present emergency and lack of accountability in the Nation's child protection system.
A current case of an abused child from middle America illus-

trates why youDemocrats and Republicans alikemust find a

way 4.,o effectively address the inter-disci linary, inter-agency as-

pects of child protection.

A few weeks ago, I received a call from a foster mother of a 6month-old boy who I'll refer to as Bobby. That's not his real name.
Shortly after birth, Bobby was severely beaten by his father, resulting in massive brain damage, blindness, and the need for constant
medical attention.
Bobby was removed from the home by the police and spent several weeks in the hospital. The county child welfare authorities then
placed him in a foster home. Last month, Bobby's father pled
guilty to child abuse, and received a shockingly light sentence of 4
years probation.
Worse, the same judge who heard the criminal abuse proceeding,

having authority over the child's foster care placement, ordered
that Bobby be returned to his father and mother immediately.
Bobby's foster parents were rightfully outraged. The father, they
said, even had a history of prior abuse of another child. There was
concern that neither the father nor mother had the knowledge to
operate the breathing monitor that Bobby required, nor was there
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enough time to evaluate and treat the parents so that Bobby would
be safe.

Why, the foster parents asked me, is there such pressure to have
Bobby returned home to such a dangerous situation? Where was

the health system's consultation to C.-te court in terms of an evaluation of Bobby's on-going specialized health care needs? Where were
the mental health and child development professionals who could
effectively assess for the court the capacity of his parents to safely

care for Bobby, as well as their potential for further violent outbursts directed against him?
Where was the court system, including a lawyer for Bobby, primarily concerned with protecting h:.3 interests? Where were the
school personnel who saw, on a daily basis, Bobby's siblings, and
might be aware of danger signs affecting other children in this abusive family?

And, finally, where was the Federal leadership and support to
this community's professionals, in terms of technical assistance,
training, and dissemination of standards of practice.
As far as I can determine, important opportunities were missed

to properly equip this community to both prevent Bobby's abuse
and to respond to it in a proper inter-disciplinary fashion. Bobby's
protection was not a high public priority because, in part, our na-

tional child protection system is not truly child-centered.
That system is too often not "protective" at all. And in no sense
is our child protection system tru!.y a national one, with established
minimum standards for the child protection-related work of social
service agencies, mental health programs, physicians and hospitals,
attorneys and the courts.
Representative Good ling's testimony before you this morning has
rightfully suggested that the lack of standards for training and professional practice has led to a lack of child protection system accountability that has caused the needless suffering of children and
parents alike.
America must spell out, at both the Federal and State levels, an
adequate statement in our laws detailing the primary purposes of
the Nation's child protection program. This is why the board has
provided in its 1991 report a proposed National Child Protection
i°olicy focused on the rights of children who have been subjected to
abuse and neglect.
Incorporating the board's proposed policy, or elements from it,

into CAPTA will give that law a meaning and impact that it has
lacked for 18 years. CAPTA is a law that, astonishingly, has never

had any "purpose clause" ever incorporated within it.
Let me turn to NCCAN for a moment. In the past year, NCCAN,
under the able direction of David Lloyd and Commissioner Wade
Horn, has increased its staff, improved the quality of its work, and
enhanced its stature within the child protection comm Anity Hationally.

I wish to reiterate that the Board has found Federal child protection efforts as a whole to be grossly deficient. Therefore, the Board
believes that the comriissioning of time-consuming, costly, and repetitive studies of NCCAN's operations alone would be a wasteful
enterprise which would not result in getting the U.S. Public Health
Service, the Department of Education, or the Attorney General of
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the United States to institutionalize any major child protection
policy initiatives.

The Board has said in its 1991 report that Congress should consider assigning NCCAN clear responsibility for Federal leadership
and support of the beleaguered State and county child protective

services agencies of America. These agencies are in crisis, and
many are on the verge of collapse. They are overwhelmed with reports of child abuse and neglect as well as accusations of misman-

ggement of their child protection caseloads.
Increasingly, these agencies are being sued for inappropriate removal of children from their homes, failure to remove children
from dangerous homes, and a lack of services to help strengthen
and support families so that children can avoid unnecessary and
unnecessarily prolonged foster care placement.
Over the next year, the Board will be studying the issue of national child protective service agency reform. In the interim, there
is much that NCCAN could do to help such agencies.
However, as the Board has stated in its 1991 reportand I want
to reemphasize nowif Congress wishes NCCAN to assume this responsibility, then Congress must legislatively strengthen NCCAN's
capacity, and this action must include assuring that NCCAN has
the additional funds and professional staff to do the job adequately.
Merely heaping more responsibilities, more paperwork review,
more reports, more studies, and more work on NCCAN, without
guaranteeing it the commensurate resources needed, is to continue
to set that agency up to fail. In order to improve the programs that
NCCAN now supports, the Board believes that the Congress could
take the following steps:
Number one, require NCCAN to create standing review panels
for all grant and contract proposals submitted to it in order to substantially improve the quality of NCCAN-funded research and demonstration projects.
Number two, require all NCCAN grantees to set aside funds for
an independent evaluation component in order that demonstration
projects supported by NCCAN be of much greater usefulness nationwide.

Number three, require NCCAN to collect from all the States uniform, case-specific information that is integrated with case-based
foster care and adoption data, in order for those who are concerned
about child maltreatment to have a better picture of child abuse
and neglect in America and the child protection system's responbe
thereto.
Number four, establish a new national incentive program of fellowships and/or scholarships, not just four or five grants to individuals each year but rather, in order to encourage university students pursuing graduate training in medicine, social work, law, and
other fields, provide a new grant program, administered through
grants to colleges and universities, so that students can be encouraged to work as professionals in the field of child protection.
Number five, require NCCAN, in collaboration with the Public
Health Service, the Department of Education, and the Department
of Justice to jointly implement such a fellowship program.
And, number six, require the Department of Education to establish, with guidance from NCCAN, a program that activates child
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protection initiatives in State and local education agencies throughout the Nation.
Since 1974, CAPTA has given NCCAN the authority to distribute
millions of dollars to State child protective services agencies that
meet certain "eligibility criteria" based on language in the statute
and NCCAN's own regulations.
The subcommittee should look carefully at these criteria to see if,
(1) some are imposing inappropriate barriers to the effective protection of childrenand your question this morning suggests a con-

cern about that, Congressmanand (2) some are not really being
implemented as Congress intended.
An example of criteria imposing inappropriate barriers is the cri-

terion requiring confidentiality. In this instance, the NCCAN regulation concerning confidentiality may be inhibiting the necessary
inter-agency sharing of vital information about the children and
families.

An example of criteria not being implemented as intended is a
study that has shown that despite a provision of CAPTA dating

back to 1974, all children in child abuse and neglect cases are not
promptly receiving court-appointed independent legal representation.
The severely abused infant, Bobby, whom I mentioned earlier,
didn't have legal representation, and neither do thousands of maltreated children whose cases are before American courts. Something must be done about that appalling practice.
The Board is aware that the subcontiaittee, as part of this year's
reauthorization of CAPTA, has a particular interest in doing something significant on the subject of child deaths due to abuse and
neglect.

This is also a subject that the Board will devote special attention
to this year, including an April public hearing in Los Angeles, a
meeting with a model inter-agency child fatality review team, and
the development of a special issue paper on the topic.
Board members are also distressed, as I know you are, that the
Presidential Commission on Child and Youth Deaths, established
never funded by
as part of the 1988 amendments to CAPTA, was convened
by the
the Congress, and the Commission was never
President.
Since the Board has already decided to carefully study this issue,
it would be capable of broadening its work to more fully address
this subject, so long as the Board is given the necessary resources
to properly fulfill any additional set of duties.
In t wo mnsecutive reports, the Board has stressed the critical
need to provide home visitation resources for families. Promoting
the development of such resources is the single most important
step that Congress could take this year regarding the safety and
welfare of America's abused and neglected children.
Home visitation is the best documented child maltreatment prevention program. Congress should not bypass this opportunity to
help our Nation begin to implement a large series of coordinated
pilot home visitation projects.
The Board hopes that the subcommittee members, regardless of
political affiliation, share with the Board the goal of transforming
our system of child protection in America so that it will become as
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easy for a parent to pick up the telephone and get help before

abuse occurs, as it is now for a neighbor to pick up a telephone and
report that parent for abuse.
The planned, sequential implementation of home visitation programs under the leadership of the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services can be initiated by Congressional action, whic1-.
you can begin to take later today.
The options that the Board has presented to you require prompt
and careful attention. Children are being starved, beaten, maimed,
and killed by parents who could be helped before the harm occurs.
Just as tragically, once our government agencies identify these

children, most receive no treatment at all, and when they do receive treatment, they are often prematurely returned to abusive
households. Innocent parents are also being unfairly victimized by
a child protection system that is on the verge of collapse.
Members of Congress are rightfully being asked: What are you
doing about this national emergency?
For some, the answer has for too long been the support of bills,

often labelled with the words "child protection," that only deal
with one tiny aspect of the problem of child maltreatment.
Many proposed approaches are not carefully thought out, are

simplistic, lack comprehensiveness and a consistency with other Telated pieces of legislation, or are not backed with adequate funding.
In conclusion, your subcommittee, Congressman, made a conscious decision last year not to be rushed into hastily approving a
new national child abuse and neglect law. You were right.
I hope that the time has now come where you will utilize the collective wisdom of those who work in this field to carefully fashion a
bill that incorporates a full gamut of meaningful child protection
reforms.
If, in order for you to do that, you need to decouple the family
violence provisions from the CAPTA reauthorization and move
that important spouse abuse protection legislation more speedily,
then by all means do so, but don't shortchange the abused and neglected children of America.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your kind words about the Board,
and for giving the Board the opportunity to express these views.
We hope that our efforts, like the work done by Federal advisory
boards on the problems of the elderly, infant mortality, mental retardation, and IUDS, have been and will continue to be valuable to
the Congress, the Executive Branch, and the American people.
I believe that the knowledge and guidance on this complex issue
of child maltreatment, provided by our inter-disciplinary bipartisan

board of 15 national experts can be an important resource in the
years ahead.
however, to set the
Let me respectfully take this opportunity,
the
support
of the board
record straight on four points concerning
because
Commissioner
Horn
and compensation of board members,
referenced them in his testimony.
Number one, board members are only compensated for time

spent in connection with meetings.
Number two, for each meeting day that board members spend on
the average, each of the board members have been putting in an
average of three to four additional uncompensated days of time.
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Number three, a board member rate of compensation for meeting

days is not the $1,000 a day that Commissioner Horn said, but
rather $289 a daybig difference.
And, number 4, the Board is unaware of any $200,000 board contract money for this fiscal year.
In closing, all Americans, regardless of political idealogy, should

be uniformly committed to finding a way for our Nation to do
something significant about the terrible national problem of child
abuse and neglect.

Meaningful Congressional action in 1992not later, in 1992by

Democrats and Republicans alike, can make an immense difference
in the lives of millions of children and their families.
Thank you very much for your time.
[The prepared statement of Howard Davidson follow%]
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Introduotion
I am an attorney and
My nane is Howard Davidson.
Chairperson of the U.S. Advisory Board on Child Abuse and
Neglect. This past September I was elected Chair of the
Board -- succeeding Dr. Richard Krugman, a distinguished
pediatrician, who testified before this Subcommittee last May.
I am pleased to have been asked to present the views of the Board
on reauthorization of the Child Abuse Prevention_and_Treatment
hat (CAPTA), the primary Federal law addressing the shameful
maltreatment of our nation's children.

Today, in February 1992, you have the opportunity -- and the
responsibility -- to enact the most effective national child
protection legislation in the twentieth century.
I believe that
a significant number of national child protection experts have
Namely, that we need a
come to the same conclusion as the Board.
bill from the House of Representatives that does not merely focus
on Fwall parts of the problem -- or on one Federal agency, or on
one narrow aspect of child maltreatment.
Rather, we need to draw from the collective wisdom of
those who work in this field to build the foundation of a
comprehensive, child-centered, family-focused, and
Such a system -- by
neighborhood-based child protection system.
including far more emphasis on prevention, evaluation, quality
control, and inter-agency coordination -- might even save a great
deal of the money that is now being drained from scarce resources
by the present crisis-driven American child protection system.
I believe that there is now a tremendous momentum for
changing that system.
Awareness of the extent uf the problem
is there.
But we need more than awareness. We need a new
direction, and critical to this new direction is a solid and
effective lc lership -- leadership on the national level in
terms of r ,deral policy and systemic reform.
Bec,iuse of the important role of Federal leadership in
addressing child maltreatment, the Board has presented you and
your Congressional colleagues with 54 "Options for Action"
that were included in its September, 1991 report entitled
Blueprint for an Effective Federal
"Creating Caring Communities:
Policy on Child Abuse and Neglect." (A condensed copy of tne
report's recommendations and the 54 Congressional "Option5 Eor
Thesw Options address
Action" is attached to this testimony.)
a full range of Federal legislative reforms that the Board
considers vital if we as a nation are to help assurr, the safety
of America's children. The Board expecte, that the American
public will look at how its elected officials use this report in
legislative responses to the present crisis in our failing
protective system.
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a_Bronl_Incomtive Branch Approach that
The Need for Mandatina
will Assure Pedetel_tonllanip in glIld Protection
in the
Because cf tin: critical role e Federal leadership protection
creation of ao etftctive and pro-active national child that my use
system, it is important that it be clearly understood
include the
of tLa term "Fede;.al leadership" does, of course,
Child Abuse
important potential role of the National Center on
this
However
-and
I
cannot
stress
and Neglect (NCCAN).
much more than
leadership
must
include
much,
enough -- Federal
Cabinet department, or even one
the work cf one agency, one
Subcoemittee.
One of the things that many of Us find most frustrating
of tne most
about the bureaucracy of Congress is that many outside
of the
importart actions the Board has proposed fall
this Subcommittee, as well as your
constricted jurisdiction of
The subject of child
parent Committee on Education and Labor.
to
it
-should
not be narrowly
abuse -- and the response
jurisdiction.
addressed within one Congressional committee's
/f you -- as has the United States
To put this another way:
NCCAN,
and the grant programs
Senate -- merely focus on
will be doing a
historically administered by that agency, you
You
must find a way of
great disservice to maltreated children.
justice,
getting Congress to address the health, mental health,
nation from
problems
that
prevent
our
4nd ducation system
You must find a way
adequately responding to child abuse.
agencies
that
are responsible for
of mobilizing the Federal
health,
mental
health,
justice, and
supporting our nation's
initiatives,
education programs to undertake new child protection to the
social
service
agency
responses
as well as enhancing
plight of abused and neglected children.
if
Critically needed reforms will be doomed to failure
And worse, mere
tinker
with
CAPTA.
legislative revisions merely
thinking that
tinkering with the law can mislead Americans into
something
in
Washington
are
doing
their elected representatives
Today,
over
a
year
and
a half
significant about child abuse.
abuse and
Board
declared
child
since our Congressionally-created
thousands of
neglect to be "a national emergency," hundreds of
first
American children are still (in the words of the Board's beaten,
abandoned,
burned
and
severely
report) being "starved and
raped and sodomized, berated ana belittled."

child
So far, the Federal role in support of Amcrica's
outlined
protection system has been very weak. As the Board has has,
in
inadequacy
of
the
Federal
rule
in its 1991 report, the
in the
substantially
to
the
present
emergency
effect, contributed
nation's child protection sy:tem.
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A current case of an abused child from middle-America
illustrates why you must find a way to effectively address the
inter-disciplinary, inter-agency aspects of child protection.
A few weeks ago, I received a call from a foster mother of a
six-month old boy who I will refer to as Bobby (not his real
Shortly after birth Bobby was severely beaten by his
name).
father -- resulting in massive brain damage, blindness, and the
Bobby was removed from
need for constant medical attention.
home by the police and spent several weeks in the hospital.
The county child welfare authorities then placed him in a foster
Last month, Bobby's father pled guilty to child abuse,
home.
and received a shockingly light sentence of four years probation.
Worse, the same judge who heard the criminal abuse
proceeding -- having authority over the child's foster care
placement -- ordered that Bobby be returned to his father and
mother immediately. Bobby's foster parents were rightfully
The father, they said, even had a history of prior
outraged.
abuse of another child. There was concern that neither the
father nor mother had the knowledge to operate the breathing
monitor that Bobby required, nor was there enough time to
evaluate and treat the parents so that Bobby would be safe.
Why, the foster parents asked me, is there such pressure to
have Bobby returned home to such a dangerous situation?
Where was the health system's consultation to the court in
terms of an evaluation of Bobby's on-going specialized health
care needs? Where were the mental health and child development
professionals who could effectively assess for the court the
capacity of his parents to safely care for Bobby, as well as
their potential for further violent outbursts directed against
him? Where was a court system, including a lawyer for Bobby,
primarily concerned with protecting his interests? Where were
the school personnel who saw, on a daily basis, Bobby's siblings
and might be aware of danger signs affecting other children in
this abusive family? Finally, where was the Federal leadership
and support to this community's professionals, in terms of
technical assistance, training, and dissemination of standards
of practice?
As far as I can determine, important opportunities were
missed to properly equip this community to both prevent Bobby's
abuse and to respond to it in a proper inter-disciplinary
Bobby's protection was not a high public priority
fashion.
because, in part, our national child protection system is ngt
That system is too often not "protective"
traay_sUjsEginterg_cl.
at all. And in no sense is our child protection system truly a
'national" one, with established minimum standards for the child
votection-related work of social service agencies, mental health
piograms, physicians and hospitals, attorneys, and the courts.
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America must spell out, at both the Federal and State
the primary
levels, an adequate statement in our laws detailing This
is why
purposes of the nation's child protection program.
National
its
1991
report,
a
"Proposed
the Beard has provided, in
Child Protection Policy" focused on the rights of children who
have been subjected to abuse and neglect.
Incorporating the Board's proposed Policy, or elements
from it, into CAPTA will give that law a meaning and impact
CAPTA is a law that,
that it has lacked for eighteen years.
astonishingly, has never Ind any "purpose clause" ever
incorporated within it.
Tha Prover Concreesionul Focus on NCCAN
the
In its 1991 report, the Board devoted dozens of pages to
strengths and weaknesses of NCCAN and the various grant programs
under the able
that it administers. In the past year, NCCAN -Commissioner
Wade
Horn
-- has
direction of David Lloyd and
increased its staff, improved the quality of its work, and
enhanced its ste.ture within the child protection community
nationally.

/ wish to reiterate that the Board has found Fedexal
child protection efforts as a whola to be grossly deficient.
Therefore, the Board believes that the commissioning of timeconsuming, costly, and repetitive studies of NCCAN's operations
in
alone would be a wasteful enterprise which would not result
Service,
the
Department
of
getting the U.S. Public Health
Education, or the Attorney General to institutionalize any
major child protection policy initiatives.

The Board has said in its 1991 report that Congress should
consider assigning NCCAN clear responsibility for Federal
leadership and support of the beleaguered State and County
These agencies
child protective services agencies of America.
They are
are in crisis, and many are on the verge of collapse.
overwhelmed with reports of child abuse and neglect as well as
accusations of mismanagement of their child protection caseloads.
Increasingly, these agencies are being sued for inappropriate
children
removal of children from their homes, failure to remove
from dangerous homes, and a lack of services to help strengthen
and support families so that children can avoid unnecessary and
unnecessarily prolonged foster care placement.
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Over the next year, the Board will be studying the issue of
national child protective service agency reform.
In the interim,
there is much that hCCAN could do to help such agencies.
However, as the Board has stated in its 1991 report and wants
to reemphasize, if Congress wishes NCCAN to assume this
responsibility, then Congress must leaislativelv strenothen
VCCAN's capacity, and this action must include assuring that
NCCAN has the additional funds and professional stda to do
the job adequately. Merely heaping more responsibilities, more
studies, and more work on NCCAN -- without guaranteeing it the
commensurate resources needed -- is to continue to set that
agency up to fail.
In order to improve the programs that NCCAN now supports,
the Board believes that the Congress could take the following
steps:

Require NCCAN to create standing review panels for all
grant and contract proposals submitted to it in order
to substantially improve the quality of NCCAN-funded
research and demonstration projects.

Require all NCCAN grantees to set aside funds for
an independent evaluation component in order that
demonstration projects supported by NCCAN be of
much greater usefulness nationwide.
Require NCCAN to collect from all the States uniform,
case-specific information that is integrated with casebased foster care and adoption data in order for those
who are concerned about child maltreatment to have a
better picture of child abuse and neglect in America,
and the child protection system's response thereto.

Establish a new national incentive program of
fellowships and/or scholarships in order to encourage
university students pursUing graduate training in
medicine, social work, law, and other fields to work
in the field of child protection.
Require NCCAN, in collaboratior with the Public Health
Service, the Department of Education, and the
Department of Justice to jointl/ implement such a
program.

Require the Depart'Aent of Education to establish, with
guidance from NCCAN, a program that activates child
protection initiatives in State and LocAl Education
Agencies throughout the nation.
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Since 1974 CAPTA has given NCCAN the authority to distribute
millions of dollars to State child protective services agencies
that meet certain "eligibility criteria" based on language in the
statute and NCCAN's own regulations. The Subcommittee should
(1) some are
look carefully at these criteria to see if:
imposing inappropriate barriers to the effective protection of
children, and (2) some are not really being implemented as
Congress intended.

An example of criteria imposing inappropriate barriers is
In this instance, the
the criterion requiring confidentiality.
confidentiality may inhibit the
NCCAN regulation concerning
the
necessary inter-agency sharing of vital information about
child and family.
is
An example of criteria not being implemented as intended
dating
that
despite
a
provision
of
CAPTA
a study that hds shown
back to 1974, all children in child abuse and neglect cases are
legal
not promptly receiving court-appointed independent
abused infant whom r mentioned
representation. The seve-ely
earlier didn't have legal representation, and neither do
thousands of maltreated children whose cases are before American
Something mUst be done about this appalling practice.

courts.
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of this
The Board is aware that the Subcommittee, as part
a particular interest in
year's re-authorization of CAPTA, has
deaths due to
doing something significant on the subject of child
the Board will
This
is
also
a
subject
that
abuse and neglect.
public
devote special attention to this yoar, including an April
with
a
model
inter-agency
child
hearing in Los Angeles, a meeting
fatality review team, and the development of a special issue
,aper on the topic.

Board members are also distressed, as / am sure you are,
that the Presidential Commission on Child and Youth Deaths,
established as part of the 1988 amendments to CAPTA, was never
funded by the Congress, and the Commission was never converld by
by Subcommittee
the President. The Board has been approached
staff concerning their interest in naving the Board assume
additional responsibilities related to child maltreatment
Since the Board has already decided io carefully
fatalities.
study this issue, it would be capable of broadening its work
related
to address the full gamut of the Subcommittee's concerns
the
Board
is
given
the
necessary
to this subject, so long as
resources to properly fulfill this additional set of duties.

BEST CEP:
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Amending

Visitetipu

In two reports, the Board has stressed the critical need to
Promoting the
provide home visitation resources for families.
development of such resources is the single most important step
that Congress could take this year regarding the safety and
welfare of America's abused and neglected children. Home
visitation is the best documented child maltreatment prevention
Congress should not bypass this opportunity to help
program.
coordinated
our nation begin to implement a large series of
pilot home visitation projects.
The Board hopes that the Subcommittee shares with the Board
in
the goal of transforming our system of child protection
America so that it will become as easy for a parent to pick up
a telephone to get help -- before abuse occurs -- as it is now
for a neighbor to pick up a telephone anu report that parent for
implementation of home visitation
abuse. The planned, sequential
Health
programs under the leadership of the U.S. Department of
and Human Services can be initiated by Congressional action.
The ball, as they say, is in your court.

Conclusion
The options that the Board has presented to Congress
require prompt and careful attention. Children are being
starved, beaten, maimed, and killed by parents who could be
helped before the harm occurs. Just as tragically, once our
government agencies identify these children, most receive no
treatment at all, and when they do receive treatment they are
often prematurely returned to abusive households.
Members of Congress are riyhtfully being asked: What are
For some, the answer
you doing about this national emergency?
supp...A
of
bills
-- often labelled
has for too long been the
that
only
deal with one
with the words "Child Protection" -Many proposed
tiny aspect of the problem of child maltreatment.
approaches are not carefully thought out, are simplistic, lack
comprehensiveness and a consistency with other related pieces
of legislation, or are not backed with adequate funding.
Your Subcommittee made a conscious decision last year not
abuse
to be rushed into hastily approving a new national child
I.hope that the time has now
You
were
right.
and neglect law.
those who
come where you will utilize the collective wisdom of
fashion
a
bill
that
incorporates
work in this field to caretplly
a full gamut ot meaningful child protection reforms.
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Thank you for giving the Board the opportunity to express
We hope that our efforts -- like the work done
these views.
by Federal advisory bodies on problems of the elderly, infant
mortality, mental retardation, and AIDS -- have been, and will
continue to be, valuable to the Congress, the Executive Branch,
and the American people. I believe that the knowledge and
guidance on this complex issue of child maltreatment, provided
hy our interdisciplinary Board of fifteen national experts,
can be an important resource in the years ahead.
All Americans, regardless of political affiliation
ideology, should be uniformly committed to finding a way for
our nation to do something significant about the terrible
national problem of child abuse and neglect. Meaningful
Congressional action in 1992 by Democrats and Republicans
alike can make an immense difference in the lives of millions
of children and their families.
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ATTACHMENT

List of Recommendations and Congressional Options for Action
in the
1991 Report of the U.S. Advisory Board on Child Abuse and Neglect

Developing and Implementing a National Child Protection Policy
RECOMMENDATION 8-1: PROMULGATING A NATIONAL CHILD PROTECTION POLICY
The Federal Government should establish

national child protection potcy. The goal of the policy

should be to facilitate comprehenshre community efforts to ensure the safe and healthy
development of children and youth. The policy should be incorporated into the United States Code
as en intrinsic part of the Chad Abus Prevention end Treatment Act. The policy should drive the
child protection.related actions of all Federal agencies.

Conoressional Options for Alttign
Use the next CAPIM reauthorization to enact a national child protection policy.
1.

RECOMMENDATION 8-2: RELATING A NATIONAL CHILD PROTECTION POLICY TO POLICY REFORMS
IN CHILD WELFARE SERVICES AND FAMILY RESOURCE AND SUPPORT SERVICES

The Federal Government should assist in building a supportive service delivery system for a
familia, troubled or otherwise, thereby providing a critical foundation for the prevention of child
maltreatment and the protection of children. To the extent possible, any statutory or regulatory
reforms of the child protection system should be sensitive to and harmonized with the purposes
and content of statutory or regulatory reforms of child welfare services end family.
Cocressional OOtions for Action
Enact legislation to reform child welfare and family resource and support services. Two
2.
bills introduced in the 102nd Congress, S. 4 and H.R. 2571, amended appropriately so t'iat
they are hblmonized with the national child protection policy described in
Recommendations 9.1, are likely vehicles.
Appropriate necessary funds so that full Implementation of the Young Americans Act of
3.
1990 can begin.

RECOMMENDATION 9-3:

ELIMINATING THE USE or CORPORAL PUNISHMENT IN ACTIVITIES

SUPPORTED WITH FEDERAL FUNDS

Consonant with the intent of the National Chid Protection Policy proposed by the iloard, the
Federal Government should take all necessary steps to eliminate the us* of corporal punishment
In all activities, programs, Institutions, and facilities which receive Federal financial support of any
kind.
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Congressional ()aims for Action
Enact legislation to prohibit the use of corporal punishment in ail activities, programs, and
4.
5.

facilities receiving Federal financial assistance.
Enact legislation to prohibit the use of corporal punishment in all school systems receiving
Federal financial assistance.

RECOMMENDATION EI-4: DETERMINING THECOSTOF IMPLEMENTING A NATIONAL CHILD PROTECTION
POLICY

An 4.. propriate Federal research agency should be commIsskned to determine the cost of
implementing natioml child protection pacy and the cost of not Implementing such a policy.
Congressional Options for Action,
CONGRESSIONAL SUBCOMMITTEES WITH JURISDICTION OVER CAPTA. Communicate
8.
to the rffice of Technology Assessment the need for a study to determine the cost of
implemboting a national child protection policy and the cost of not implementing SuCh a
policy.

Preventing and Reducing Child Maltreatment by Strengthening
Neighborhoods and Families
RECOMMENDATION C-1:

IMPROVING

THE QUALITY OF DETERIORATING NEIGHBORHOOD

ENVIRONMENTS

The Federal Government should take 4.4 steps necessary to facilitate the development of
neighborhood Improvement Initiatives to prevent child maltreatment, Including neighborhoods In
urban, Mal, and N. five American communities.
Congressional Options for Action
HEADS OF RELEVANT CABINET-LEVEL AGENCIES AND CONGRESS: Develop child
7.
maltreatment-related and family strengthening activities in rural communities, especially
those with a high proportion of families in poverty. The Area Development Districts in the
various Federal economic development programs may provide avenues for rural community
planning to protect children. Where targeted programs for rural community planning do not
exist in a given region, Community Action Programs may be the avenue for planning and
Impiementation of neighborhood-based strategies in rural communities.
Require recipients of Community Development Block Grants to set aside five percent of
8.
such funds for the purposes of la) planning and implementing neighborhood-based
strategies for strengthening families and the prevention and treatment of child abuse and
neglect end lb) the integration of housing programs and child protection efforts. Increase
the authorization and appropriations for the Community Development Block Grant Program
commensurately.

RECOMMENDATION C-2: ENHANCING VOLUNTEER EFFORTS FOR THE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT
OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT

ThA Federal Government should take all steps necessary to facilitate the development of volunteer
programs for the prevention and treatment of child abuse and neglect.
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gonoressional Ootions for Action
9.
10.

11.

Establish a new program priority on child maltreatment within relevant programs of
ACTION and provide additional funding for this purpose.
theIll
Amend Serve-America to provide support for school volunteer programs aimed
prevention of child maltreatment, 12) provision of social supports for maltreated children
and their families, and (3) development of additional peer counseling and peer mediatioii
services. This amendment would complement existing emphases in Serve-America on
substance abuse prevention and school drop-out prevention.

Specifically charge the Cooperative Extension Service to give a greater focus to child
maltreatment-related activities (including prevention) and provide additional funds for it to
do so.

Providing a New Focus on Child Abuse and Neglect and Strengthening
Families in All Relevant Federal Agencies
The_CollectIve Wet* Ef fe.0
RECOMMENDATION D-1: REDEFINING THE MISSION OF THE NATIONAL CENTER ON CHILD ABUSE AND
NEGLECT

The Federal Government should redefine the mission of the National Center on Child Abuse and
Neglect so thnt the exclusive focus of the agency vecomes either: If Providing leadership for all
Federal efforts to strengthen the State and local CPS function; or (2I planning and coordinating the
entire Federal child protection effort. Either choke necessarily entails restructuring the agency and
moving It to another location within the Executive Branch; either choice probably means renaming
the agency. Whkhever choke for the redefinition of the National Center's mission Is made I(1) or
abovel, a program to carry out the focus tja chosen must also be established.

Congreskenelpktigns_IDLActen
12.

CONGRESSIONAL SUBCOMMITTEES WITH JURISDICTION OVER CAPTA: Hold hearings
on the appropriate mission of NCCAN and develop amendments to CAPTA reflecting the
conclusions reached as a result of those hearings.

RECOMMENDATION 0-1: ASSURING A FOCUS ON CHILD MALTREATMENT AND STRENGTHENING
FAMILIES THROUGHOUT THE FEDE6AL GOVERNMENT
The administrators of ell Federal . encles operating programs whkh ere or could de relevant to
addressing one or more aspects of child abuse and neglect should ensure that those programs are
capable of making Ice, meaningful, measurable, and visible contributions to the total Federal effort.

Conpressionallotions for Action
13.

SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES; PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE OF THE
SENATE; MAJORITY AND MINORITY LEA nERSHIP OF BOTH CHAMBERS OF CONGRESS:

Convene meetings of the Chairs and their Minority counterparts for all Committees and
Subcommittees with jurisdiction over any Federal programs that are, or could be, relevant
to the total Foderal effort. The purpose of these meetings would be to devise a legislative
strategy for assuring a focus throughout the Federal Government on strengthening families
and preventing and treating child maltreatment. Such a strategy might involve the drafting
and introduction of a 'chain bill" that links the various Federal programs in a common
approach to the problem of child maltreatment.
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Child ProlectIon_and the Child_Welfare System

RECOMMENDATION 0-2: STRENGTHEMNG CHILD PROTECTION EFFORTS IN THE CHILD WELFARE
SYSTEM

The Wail Government should take at necessary measures to ensure that, within the nation's
system of public social setvices, State, Tribal, end local CPS agencks deliver high quality setvices.
These measures should include knowledge building, program development, progtam evaluation,
date collection, training, and technical assistance on:

the development of linkages with other service ptovklets end community resources to
ensure that chlkkon end families are receiving coordinated, integtated services;
the development of a locus on prevention end early intetvention with hIgh-rlsk families;

I*

the ptompt, thorough, and faintly-sensitive Investigation of cases of suspected
maltreatment;
the appropriate use of tisk assessment in cases of suspected or substantiated child abuse
and neglect;
the assessment and management of such cases (including in-home crisis services and other
services designed to Increase children's safety, strengthen families In VISAS, and prevent
unnecessary out-of-home placements);
the relationship of CPS to respite and other out-of-home care for the purpose of child
protection; end
the relationship of CPS to permanency planning end adoption setvices for childten who
have been removed from theft females due to maltreatment.
Connressiopal Options for Action
14.

S?.atutorily assign NCCAN clear responsibility f or Federal leadership with regard to the CPS

function, Olt in doing so, legislatively strengthen NCCAN's capacity to assume that
responsibility.

RECOMMENDATION 0-35: STRENGTHEMNG CHILD PROTECTION EFFORTS IN THE MENTAL HEALTH
SYSTEM

The Federal Government should take et stops necessity to ensure (a) that effective mental health
treatment is available and accessible to abused end neglected childrer and thek families (Including

biological, adoptive, and foster families) and lb) that mental health programs for children and
females collaborate with other agencies end community geoups in the prevention of ch9d
maltreatment.

Conoressional Options for Action
To_Stimulate capecti-buildina efforts;
Require recipients of grants under thu Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health
15.
Block Grant to set asido an appropriate percentage of such funds for communitybased mental health services for abused and neglected children and their families
and for programs to prevent child maltreatment among families at risk. If such an
action is taken, the Block Grant should be increased by a commensurate amount,
end grantees should be required to demonstrate their collaboration with health,
social service, and justice agencies, as well as private non-profit voluntary
organizations.
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16.

Establish a new formula grant program for such a purpose. Such a grant program
could be directed (1) to State mental health or health agencies (as designated by
the Governors) for competitive distribution to community agencies, or (21 directly
to community mental health or health centers las designated by the Governors).
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17.
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Statutorily mandate the establishment of such a unit.
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of State
mental healWervices related_ WI_ child abuse and neglect. including treatmenj
18.

CHAIRPERSON AND RANKING MINORITY MEMBER OF THE HOUSE WAYS AND
RANKING MINORITY MEMBER OF THE
MEANS COMMITTEE; CHAIRPERSON AND
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE: Request that the General Accounting Office or

the Office of Technology Assessment conduct such a study. Congress could

further take any legislative action, including use of its oversight authority,
necessary to eliminate such obstacles.

T. im
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v

Authorize and appropriate funds for such purposes.

19.

AND CHILD
RECOMMENDATION D3b: ADDRESSING THE CONNECTION BETWEEN SUBSTANCE ABUSE
MALTREATMENT
substance abusing parents
The Federal Government should take IN steps necessary to ensure that
child abuse and

have access to both effectiv programs for the prevention and treatment ofinclude Initiatives
neglect as well as substance abuse Itself. To be effective, Federal efforts mustprograms and t2I
and accessibiNty of prevention and treatment

to increase (1) the availability
Including the
knowledge about the relationship between substance *Ouse and child maltreatment,
postnatal exposure
designed
to
prevent
children's
preend
effects of various policies and programs
to alcohol and other harmful drugs.
Conaressional Options f Or ACtion

alatrial_tuLuitiday ja_ussaLlPx.stpluguaLgazu/LonLimpau, for
substance abusing garentt.
Require recipients of grants under the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health
20.
Block Grant to set aside an appropriate percentage of such funds for community.
maltreatment
based services aimed at the prevention and treatment of child
resulting from or complicated by substance abuse. Staff providing such services,
including staff providing services to Native Americans, should include degreed
mental health specialists, paraprofessionals, and volunteers.
Statutorily mandate the establishmnnt of a now formula grant program for this
21.
purpose.
Statutorily mandate the establishment of a new demonstration grant program
22.
and/or expansion of existing programs for this purpose.
f hit

T. nh

2.AustsZsul
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23.

n'

effects of such exuagt.

Statutorily require the Executive Branch to take the steps set forth above.
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RECOMMENDATION D-4a: STRENGTHENING THE ROLE OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS
IN THE PROTECTION OF CHILDREN

The 'aderal Government should take at mcom measures to ensure that the nation's elementary
and secondary schoets, both p...5gc and private, participate more effectNely In the prevention,
identification, end treatment of child abuse and neglect. Such measures should Include Itiowledge

building, program development, program evaluation, data colection, training, and technical
assistance. The oblectNe of such measures should be the development and Implementation by

State Educational Agencies ISEAsI In association with Local Educational Agencies (LEAM and
consortia of LEAs, of:
Inter-agency multidisciplinary training for teachers, counsegors, and administrative
personnel on child abuse and neglect,
specialized training for school health and mental asith personnel on the treatment of child
abuse and neglect;
waive services for families in which chgti
school-based, Inter-agency, multidiscIpPnary

abuse or neglect Is known to have occurred or where chlideen are at high risk of
maltreatment, Including self-help groups for students and parents of students;
family life education, Including parenting skills and horn* visits, for students and/or parents;
end
other school-based Inter-agency, multidisciplinary programs intended to strengthen families

and support children who may have been subjected to maltreatmont, including schoolbased family resource centers and after-school programs for eismontary and secondary

school pupils which promote collaboration between schools and publk and Private
community agencies In chgd protection.

Conaressional Options for Action
Establish a program of grants for the development and implementation of schoolbased
24.
efforts to address child maltreatment. Funds would be allocated by formula to SEAs which

would then distribute them competitively to LEAs end consortia of LEAL SEAs would
retain a limited percentage of funds for the cost of providing technical assistance to LEAs
and consortia of LEAs and for statewide inter-agency multidisciplinary training of school
personnel. This program would be administered by the Department of Education, in

25.

26.

collaboration with DHHS, or vice versa. Program collaboration should also include, where
applicable, Bureau of Indian Affairs-operated schools.
Establish a program of grants for the development and implementation of public-private
schoolbased efforts which focus on bringing community resources and servicesincluding
child care centers for teen mothers as well as relevant parent support/education services-into the schools to serve at-risk children and their families.

Establish a program of special grants for the employment of psychologists and social
workers (incruding masterslevel psychologists and social workersj by schools in rural areas
heavily populated by Native American children as well as on reservations for the purposo
of providing treatment services to maltreated children.

RECOMMENDA TION D-4b: EN 'ANCING FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADOLESCENTS
AND YOUNG ADULTS TO PREPARE FOR RESPONSIBLE PARENTHOOD

The Federal Government should stimulate new family life education initiatives specifkelly aimed
at adolescents and young adults which have as their underlying purpose the prevention of child
maltreatment.
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SigagresliOnal S2g1i9rj_tor Acti9n
charge the Coopelative Extension Service to give a greater focus to child
Specifics
27.
maltreatme.m.related activities (Including preventionl and provide additional funds for it to
,lo so.

Child PrQIctIon
RECOMMEND4 VON
OF CHILDREN

STRENGTHENING THE ROLE OF THE HEALTH SYSTEM IN THE PROTECTION

The Federal Government should tak la MICOSSMy ~WU to ensure that the natio a's heolth care

systm plays a more effective role in the prevention and treatment of child obi s and neglect.
Such measures should encompass knowledge buking, program deralopment, pragrarn evaluation,
data collection, training, and technkal assistance on the role of the health sys!ern In the prevention,
identifkation, Investigation, and tratment of child abuse and neglect. In planning for involvement

of the health care system in child protectkm, attention should focus on the roles of community
health centers, pubic heelth authorities (Including visiting nurse programs), general and pediatric
hospitals, primary health care providers, self-help support networks, and alternadv health delivery
systems. Federal programs potendeNy involved in child maltreatment include the National Institute
on Child Ilsoilth and Development, the National Center' on Nursing Research, the Center for Health
Services Research, the Centers for Disease Control, the Health Care Fkiancing Administration, the
Office of Rune Health Policy, and the dkoct-swvice programs of the Public Health &woke including
the Indian Helga San* fr. Al I of these egencies should partkOrd in the design and Implementation

of the now effort. In eddition, attention should be given to reducing the prvalence of child
maltreatment among childrn with disabilities, amelioration of the health consequences of chid
maltreatment, and provision for coordinated responses to chid MeltreatM0nt fatalities.
Conoressional Options tor Action
Statutorily require the Executive Branch to take the steps set forth above.
2C.

Child Protection and the Justice System
RECOMMENDATION .3.6: STRENGTHENING CHILD PROTECTION IN THE JUSTICE SYSTEM

The Fedwal Government shoukl take a necessary measures to ensure that the nation's courts,
attorneyr, law enforcement agencies, probation departments, parole agencies, and cohectional
inatitutions provide a prompt, sensitive protectiv response to a forms of child maltreatment.
Such a response should involve knowledge buiding, program development, program evaluation,
data collection, tre'ling, and technical assistance aimed atimproving th adrninisuatkn of civ1 and
criminal lustke refired to child maltratment, advocacy on behalf of maltreated children, treatment
for and monitoring of offenders both in communities and correctional settings. The response
should be reflected in improved handling of chid protection cases by:
Federal Stets, and Tribal/odors end other court personnel handing civi I and criminal cases
rslata.4 to chid maltreatment;

attorneys imoleed in child maltreatment cases, both civil and criminal, Includi,
prosecutors, lawyers representing CPS agencies, court-eppointed counsel and guardians
ad item for children, attorneys representing parents, as weN as volunter lay advocates
(cow t appointed specie, advocates);
law enforcement perswanel involved 41 the investigation of child maltreatment za.;..s;
pmbation and parole officrs involved in the supervision of juvenile and adult offendar.; in
cases of chid maltreatment; and
4 staff of Federal, Stets, Tribal, and County correctional Institutions
administrators
where offenders in child maltreatment cases are confined.

8'7

The response should ensure that cases involving allegations of child maltreatment in family
settings, In the community, end within residential Institutions are all given an adequate focus.
Conaressional Options for Action
Direct the Department of Justice to develop a planned and coordinated focus for all justice
29.
system activities related to child maltreatment, and authorize and appropriate funds for this

purpose. This focus should include but not be limited to the activities of: the Criminal
Division; the Office of Justice Programs; the Federal Bureau of Investigation; the Executive

30.

31,

Office of the U.S. Attorneys; the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts; the Federal
Judicial Center; the State Justice Institute; the Immigration and Naturalization Service; the
National Institute of Corrections; and the Bureau of Prisons.
Mandate, as part of the reauthorization of, or amendments to, Federal crime and juvenile
justice legislation, a new program of research and demonstration grants focused on the
improvement of treatment for juvenile and adult offenders in cases of child physical and
sexual abuse, both as part of the probationary period and within correctional facilities.
Mandate, as part of the reauthorization of juvenile justice legislation, a new program focus
on the improvement of legal representation provided to all children in the nation's juvenile
and family courts.
Fundina_Cltd Protection Efforts

RECOMMENDATION 0-7: PROVIDING ADEQUATE FUNDING FOR THE NEW SPECIALLY TARGETED
EFFORTS

For each new tgellaiitf targeted effort recommended In this report, Congress shouldauthorize and
appropriate an amount necessary to implement the effort at reasonable levet
ConoressiOnal Clotions for Action

32.

33.

Reallocate existing resources for child welfare services from a focus on supporting the
costs of out-of.home placement to a focus on proven ye, *frontend," intensive and
comprehensive services, including homebased services
In providing any new funding for child protection, establish a formula that, whenever

feasible, takes into account the size of the child population, the proportion of that
population living in poverty, and the proportion of that population that is honieless.

Staffing Child Protection Effort4
RECOMMENDATION 0-11: ASSURING ADEQUATE STAFFING FOR THE NEW SPECIALLY TARGETED
EFFORTS

For each new specially targeted effort recommended in this report, all prop -; staff, excluding
clerkal and grants management staff, should have demonstrated professional competence in the
field of chNd abuse and neglect. Moreover, program staff should possess at least those
professional credentials generally recognized as necoscary for competent practice or research In
their disciplines. The number of program staff end th. support available to those staff, including
funds for travel, should be sufficient to NM their technkal assistance mission and to achieve the
visibility necessary for national leadership In the various disciplines In the child protection field.
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onoressional Options for Arajon
Authorize Executive Branch agencies administering child abuse and neglect related
34,
programs, including those under CAPTA, to set aside up to 10 per cent of funds
appropriated for those programs for Federal administration of those programs (comparable

to the authority provided by Congress in the Young Americans Act). The authorization
should require the agencies, before using set-aside funds, to spend from their salaries and

expenses appropriations no less than the amount they are currently spending for
administration of those programs.

Enhancing Federal Efforts Related to the Generation, Application, and
Diffusion of Knowledge Concerning Child Protection
Need tor More and Batter Know ledoe
RECOMMENDATION E-la: IMPROVING THE COLLECTION OF DATA
The Federal Governrnent should create a comprehensive, mandatory, 50.State and Tribal, aggregate

and case-specific child abuse and neglect data collection system. This system should be
administered collaboratively by several Federal agencies. In total, it should yield an accurate,
uninterrupted, comprehensive picture of child abuse and neglect, as well as the response to it,
throughout the nation.
Conaressional_Ootions for Action

35.

Use the next CAPTA reauthorization to enact the statutory authority for a new data
collection system-sensitive to the protection of confidentiality-designed and implemented
by the Bureau of the Census in coordination with other data-gathering agencies and include
in that legislation authority to provide necessary financial assistance to States and Tribes
so that they can develop or enhance their capacity to collect and report data in a manner
consistent with Federal standards.

RECOMMENDATION E-1 b: IMPROVING FEDERALLY.SUPPORTED RESEARCH

The Federal Government should take aM steps necessary to promote systematic research related
to child abuse and neglect. Such steps should include:
establishing a new program within the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) as the
primary Federal research effort concerned with the causes, precipitants, consequences,
prevention, and treatment of child abuse and neglect;

vesting responsibility In that program for the provision of Government.wide leadership
concerning research;
substantially increasing funds available for research in at relevant agencies;
launching Initiatives to increase the number and professional qualifications of scientists
involved In studies of chid abuse and neglect;
making peer review and grants management In at relevant agencies consistent with

scientific norms;
engaging in long-range Government-wide planning for stimulation of knowledge on critical
topics related to child maltreatment (including cultural and social factors); and
when feasible, developing means for reducing obstacles to the gene:Afton of knowledge
about child abuse and neglect.

(
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Congressional Options for Action

ira.treatment of child abuse and neolect:
Using the next CAPTA reauthorization, amend the Public Health Act to provide the
36.
statutory authority 1 or such a Center and, following authorization, appropriate
adequate funds for its activities.
rotec I
12.tarmulaw.litgaulauultall_pLzun=ti
37.

Statutorily mandate the establishment of such programs or priorities.

To increase human,
Amend the Public Health Service Act to mandate the set-aside of funds allocated
39.
under the National Research Service Award program and other NIMH programs for
research training and career development related to child abuse and neglect.
earch

neglect are scientifically credible:
Statutorily mandate that such action be taken.
39.

al WI
40.

ILLitmjatuar:

Statutorily mandate that such action be taken.

To reduce olutacles to theleneration of knowledge _about child abuse and neglect:
Using the next CAPTA reauthorization, amend the Public Health Act to clarity the
41.
scope of confidentiality certificates.

RECOMMENDATION E-fc: IMPROVING THE EVALUATION OF PROGRAMS
The Federal Government should ensure that rhild protection actNitles supported with Federal funds
NO subjected to rigorous evaluation and that findings of such studies are applied in th. design and
implementation of programs In the child Protection system.

Conaressional Options for Action
Use the next CAPTA reauthorization to mandate that recipients of all Federal funds related
42.
to any aspect of child protection set aside an appropriate percentage of such funds for
evaluation research.

Need for More Skilled Professional Staff
RECOMMENDAVON E-2: INCREASING THE QUALIFICATIONS AND NUMBERS OF PROFESSIONALS IN
CHILD PROTECTION

The Federal Government should significantly increase Incentives and grant programs toexpand the
numbers and qualifications of professionals available to work In the child protection system.

Congressional Options for Action
Use the next CAPTA reauthorization to legislate a new program of incentives through
43.
grants/loans to university students in return for work in the field of child protection, similar
to the National Health Service Corps Program.
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RECOMMENDATION E-3: DEVELOPING AND IMPLEMENTING STANDARDS OF PRACTICE

The Federal Government should take all necessary measures to ensure that each Federal agency
directly providing servkes in the child protection system (e.g., the Indian Health Service, the Bureau
of Indian Affaks", the family advocacy programa in the military, the a S. Attorneys, and the military
courts) meets standards of competent practice. Including but not limited to standards for:

staff qualifications and training;
staff-to-ceent ratios;
timeliness of response;
protection of client rights;
legal representation of all parties (Including the child) in relevant Judicial proceedings;
cultural competence; and
quality assurance.
The first of these measures should be commissioning the development of national standards of
competent practice for the various professionals and agencies involved In child protection cases
at the State. Tribal, and local levels.

Conaressional Options foAction
44.

Use the next CAPTA reauthorization to mandate individual Federal agencies, especially the

Bureau of Indian Affairs, to develop appropriate standards of practice in child protection
cases by a date certain.

Need for theitovlsion of TitchniceLAssIstence
to State and_Tribsi Child Protection Ef torte
RECOMMENDATION E-4: ESTABLISHING STATE AND REGIONAL RESOURCE CENTERS

The Federal Government should establish a mechanism to stimulate development of State or
regionel resource centers for training, consultation, poNcy analysis, and research in the field of child
protection. Such centers should be interdisciplinary and should involve collaboration between

universities and relevant State and Tribal agencks, Including opportunities for university-based
sabbaticals for senior State and Tribal officials and agency-based sabbaticals for university
pro fessors.

Conoressional Ootions_for Action
Use the next CAPTA reauthorization to authorize a $50 million nationwide network of State
45.

and Regional Resource Centers and, following the authorization, appropriate funds for
Implementation.
Need for the Diffusion of Knowledne
RECOMMENDATION E-5: IMPROVING THE FLOW OF INFORMATION

The Fed, .al Government should develop a highly visible entity that takes whatever steps arc
necessary to ensure that practitioners, poNcymekers, and the general public (especially parents)
have ready and continuous access to comprehensive, state-of-the-art Information on child abuse
and neglect.
Conoressional Options for Action
Use the next CAPTA reauthorization to mandate the establishment of a permanent
46.
Information diffusion entity within a component of the Department.
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Improving Coordination among Federal, State, Tribal, and Private Sector
Child Protection Efforts
IIECOMMENDATION F-1: ESTABLISHING A STRUCTURE FOR PLANNING AND COORDINATION AT THE
FEDERAL LEVEL

collective Federal ched protection effort should have the
AN of .he activities which comprise the
through assistance
same goat the reduction in the prevalence of child abuse and neglect, primarily
and neglect.
to State. Tribal, and kcal authorities in thek efforts to protect children from abuse
@society their efforts to build services for chid protection at the community kvel.
the
The Federal Government should establish an agency or entity to plan and coordinate
accomplishment of that goal. The agency or entity should be mandated to developin concert with
collective Federal
Us agencies throughout the Federal Government whose programs constitute the
approaches
accomplishment
of
the,
goal
as
well
es
short-term
effort--both longvano strategy for
the form of a
lending toward that end, and to set forth that strategy end those approsches in

readily achievable, comprehensive plan.

In addition to developing the plan, the agency or entity should:
assist the Presklent, the Secretary of Health end Human Services, and the heads of other
relevant agenda in enlisting opinion leaders In efforts:
to reduce socktal influences (such as the acceptabitity of violence In the media,

the schools, and other social institutional that may increase the probability of
fealty violence. chid abuse and neglect, and vioknt crime;
to increase social and material support for fantail that wit decrease child abuse
and neglect and other forms of family dysfunction; and
to increase social support for children that wit ameliorate the effects of abuse and
neglect when maltreatment does occur;

Identify problems related to child abuse and neglect that are receiving inadequate national
attention;

convene meetings of leaders in business, labor, religious, civic and philanthropic

scientific sochths, and volunteer and
organizations, the media, wofessional associations,
parent organizatkns to Malmo thirk active and construclive response to such problems;

sophistication of citizens
support educational campaigns designed to increase the
@socially the over two million employed by the Federal Governmentof the nature and
complexity of child abuse and neglect and to Inform them about alternative steps lbeyond
reporting suspected me/treatment/ that they may take to increase the safety of chidren;
develop public/private partnerships elmed at enhancing the role of thir Pildate sector in the
prevention and treatment of chid abuse and neglect;
coordinate the provision of technicel assistance to Federal, State, and Tribal agenchs;
coordinate the multkagency review of the single comprehensive State and Tribal Pim
described in Recommendation F-2;
monitor policy and program implementation et el levels of government; and, as necessary;
policy
convene key actors from throughout the Federal Government for collaborative
formulation, program design, and investment in Joint funding ventures.

It should be vested
The agency or entity should be located at an appropriate organizational level.
with authority commensurate with the nature of its responsibilities. It should be given adequate
resources.
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Conaressional Oetions for Actiorl
Use the next CAPTA reauthorization to mandate the designation of NCCAN or the Inter47.
Agency Task Force on Child Abuse and Neglect as the planning and coordination agency
or entity, locating it at an appropriate organizational level, vesting it with authority
commensurate with the nature of its responsibilities, and giving it adequate resources.
Alternatively, use the next CAPTA reauthorization to establish a new agency or entity at
48.
a high level of the Executivc Branch. If this option is selected, the agency or entity should
be headed by a Director appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the
Senate. The agency or entity should be located at an appropriate organizational level,
should be vested with authority commensurate with the nature of its responsibilities, and
should be given adequate resources.
Whichever option is chosen, use the next CAPTA reauthorization to mandste the
49.
strengthening of the Inter-Agency Task Force on Child Abuse and Neglect by:
reconstituting it as an Inter-Agency Policy Council consisting of Cabinet officers
and other relevant agency heads with responsibility for irnplomentation of Federal
child protection policy and development of related policies of the Administration;
making the Secretary of Health and Human Services the chair of the Council with
his/her authority to delegate that responsibility limited to the head of the planning
and coordination agency or entity;
including as members of the Council the Secretaries of Agriculture, Defense,
Education, Health and Human Services, Housing and Urban Development, and
Interior, the Attorney General, and the Directors of ACTION and Cie Office of
National Drug Control Policy, with their authority to delegate their responsibilities
within the Council limited to no more than one layer;
requiring that the Council meet at least three times per year;
encouraging the Council to set up--for purposes of planning and implementation-both permanent anc, ad hoc work groups and task forces consisting of technical
experts drawn from member agencies;
providing staff and other resources for the operation of the Council; and
integrating and coordinating the work of the Council with the work of the Federal

Council on Children, Youth, and Families authorized by the Pepper Young
Americans Act.
RECOMMENDATION F-2: ESTABLISHING A STRUCTURE FOR PLANNING AND COORDINATION AT THE
STATE AND TRIBAL LEVEL

The Federal Government should require any State or Tribe receiving any formula grant for child
protection (including--but not limited to--any grants legislated in response to this report. grants
pursuant to CAPTA, the existing Social Services Block Grant, and Tidos Pl-B and IV-E of the Social
comprehensive three-yeat pian for multidisciplinary investigation,
Security Act) to submit
prevention, and treatment of chid abuse and neglect. This single comprehensive plan should be
a major eligibility requirement for these Federal formals grants, providing States and Tribes with
the opportunity to make a single application to the agency or entity described In Recommendation
F-1 for funds from several agencies. That agency or entity should be authorized to exercise
discretion In waiving discretionary grant requirements that may impede the blending of Federal
funds. As an alternative to full-scale implementation of the comprehensive State or Tribal planning
requirement, the Federal Government should initiate a multi-year series of pilot projects aimed at
testing the core concepts underlying the requirement.
Conaressional Options for Action*
Use the next CAPTA reauthorization to legislate the State and Tribal planning requirement
50.
and, following legislation, appropriate the necessary funds for initial planning grants.
Use the next CAPTA reauthorization to authorize the pilot protects.
51.
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RECOMMENOA TIGN F G: PnOVIVING FOR COMPREHENSIVE FEDERAL PLANNING AND COORDINATION

iN faSPONSE TO CHILD MALTRMTMENT FATALITIES
The Federal Government should ensure fhaf issues related to child deaths resulting from abuse or
neviect ere properly eddressed by aB relevant Federal agencies, acting collaboratively. The Federal

tunnies imrcived in such t.,Afaboration should Include, but nof be tinned to: such OHHS entities
as =CAN. tho Ch Wren's Bureau, the Centers for Disease Control, the Health Resources and
Services Administratkm, the Office for Substance Abuse Prevention, and the National Institute of
Mental Health; sz:ch Deployment of Jut tke entities es the Criminal Division, the Office of JuvenBe
Justice end Do,Vnquency Fievantiun, the National Institute of Justke, and fhe Federal Bureau of
Investigation; and the Department el Education. Also Involved should be Federal entities that have

direct sorvke provision MpOnlibO1ti93 for families and children, such as the Department of
Defense, the Indian Health Service of DANS, the Roseau of Indian Affairs of the Department of the

interior, and the Office of Warns of Crime of tho Deportment of Justice.
Such collaborative corrode should address such issues as;

the mview of rforitrai statutes and regu4tkns that may create barriers to Inter-agency,
mulfklitclpenary collaboration at the FederaL State, Tribal, end community level in the
investigation, intervention, and review of suspected child :afauflos;
the development of model protocols and procedures for ham individual State, Tribal, and
kcal agencies, as well as for inter.agency, multidisciplinary coBaboration In the
Investigation, Intervention, and service provision in cases of child fatalides;
fhe development of uniform national data gathering and analysis related to child fatalities:
and
fhe on-going funding of research and training relating to the responses of the Federal,
State, !ribs!, and local governments fo the proolem of child fatalities, including how such
responses contribute, if at all, te the prevention of child maltreatment in general as well as
child maltreatment fatalities.
ConWessional .9.21igns for.,ACtiOn
Appropriate the necessary funds for the work of the National Commission on Child ard
52.

53.

Youth Deaths.
Use the next CAPTA reauthorization to establish within relevant agencies throughout the

Federal Government a funding nriority for research, demonstration projects, technical
assistance, and training on child maltreatment fatalities. Specific elements to facilitate the

coordination and expansion of State, Tribal, and local death review teams Should be
included in this funding priority.

Implementing a Dramatic New Federal Initiative
Aimed at Preventing Child Maltreatment-Piloting Universal Voluntary Neonatal Home Visitation
RECOMMENDATION G-1; PILOTING UNIVERSAL VOLUNTARY NEONATAL HOME VISITATION

The Federal Government should begin planning for the sequential implementation of a universal
voluntary neonatal home visitation system. The (hst step in the planning process should be the
funding of a large series of coordinated pilot projects. Instead of reaffkming fhe efficacy of home
visiting as a preventive measure -akeady wafestabAshed-these pro/ects should aim at providing
the Federal Government with the information needed to establish and administer a national home
visitation system.
Cenaressional Option (gr Action
Use the next CAPTA reauthorization to authorize the sequential impliimentation of a
54.
universal voluntary system of neonatal home visitation services as well iis to require DHHS
to launch the pilot projects, to develop Caring Community Programs, to approach insurers

aggressively, especially the insurers of Federal employees, to provide home visitation
through the Indian Health Service, arid to work with the Department t,f Defense on the
provision of home visitation to military families,

55-798 0
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Chairman OWENS. Thank you.
Mr. Tom Birch.
Mr. BIRCH. Good morning. Thank you Mr. Chairman.

Members of the subcommittee, I'm Tom Birch. I am the legislative counsel for the National Child Abuse Coaition, which represents the combined advocacy effort of some 30 national organizations aimed at focusing Federal attention on child abuse.
I'd like to begin by expressing the appreciation of all the organizations in the coalition for the efforts of youi self, Mr. Chairman,
Mr. Ballenger, Mr. Klug, and your colleagues on the subcommittee,
on behalf of abused and neglected children.
We are especially grateful for your obvious concern for strength-

ening the Federal role in the topic that we are talking about here
today.

At our coalition's November 1991 meeting we, as a body of organizations, agreed that the purpose of NCCAN is to create an opportunity for the Federal Government to exert leadership in strengthening the broad child protection system.
Because there is no language in the Federal statute to guide the

action of NCCANHoward Davidson just referred to that issue
we would agree and believe that the reauthorization of CAPTA
should include a broad mission statement for NCCAN that establishes it as a national leader in the prevention, identification, and
treatment of child abuse and neglect.
The coalition also agreed that other Federal agencies have a role
to play in protecting children and should share in that endeavor.
When I testified before this subcommittee almost a year ago on
the subject of NCCAN and the reauthorization of the Child Abuse

Prevention and Treatment Act, we identified a number of outstanding issues which demanded correction.

At this time, I can report to the subcommittee that progress has
been made in solving some of those issuesand you've heard in-

stances of that from some of the witnesses who have preceded me
and that we have also had progress in developing answers, legisla-

tive responses, if you will, to some of the problems that are still
outstanding.

A year ago, I spoke of the lack of attention within the administration to offer leadership in activities related to child abuse and
neglect.

Obviously, there is much more that can be done within the Department of Health and Human Services to improve the capacity of
NCCAN, but we are very encouraged by the example set by Secretary Louis Sullivan in developing an initiative on child abuse
which has raised attention to the problem to new levels of visibility
within the Department.
We were, a year ago, dissatisfied with the longstanding failure of
HHS to appoint a full-time director of NCCAN with experience in
the field of child abuse, and with the absence of adequate staff with
the requisite expertise.
Now, for the first time in over 10 years, NCCAN is led by a director whose knowledge and background in child abuse are a credit to
the agency, and NCCAN's professional staff, again, as you've already been told, hes increased to bring on individuals with the experience the agency should have.
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Other issues do remain unresolved. Howard Davidson has mentioned some of them, and I'd like to address a few of those. .In so
doing, I would propose on behalf of the Child Abuse Coalition legislative action on these issues for your consideration in reauthorizing
CA PTA.

First, let me address research. Over the years, NCCAN's support
of research has been hampered by limited funding, an inferior peer
review system, and inadequate staff expertise and support. The
result is that NCCAN has not attracted many of the top researchers in the country and has not encouraged sophisticated research
methods.

What the field needs is a detailed, scientifically grounded understanding of the antecedents and consequences of child abuse and
neglect. But, as I said, little attention has been paid to establishing
a research agenda from year to year that builds on knowledge aleady gained.
In the context of CAPTA reauthorization, the coalition believes
that NCCAN is an appropriate agency to carry out research, given
certain changes in CAPTA to improve NCCAN's capacity to conduct a grant support program in research.
CAPTA should be amended to require standing review panels
again, I'm echoing the advisory board's recommendationfor research and also for demonstration grant appiication, such as now
exist at NIMH, NIH, and the National Science Foundation, to professionalize within NCCAN the whole research function and mirror
those excellent examples of research activities in other organizations.
Standing review panels of competent scientists would help to professionalize the program at NCCAN. With the names of reviewers
known to the community, the credibility of the process would be
bolstered and be open to public scrutiny.
NCCAN's review process should be more interactive so that information on shaping and developing research proposals could improve the approach of the overall Federal child abuse research
agenda.
Second: evaluations. We have expressed before frustration with
the lack of evaluative information on the results of NCCAN-funded
projects. NCCAN has typically not undertaken outcome evaluations

of demonstration projects funded under the discretionary grant
program.
As a result, very little is understood about the value of activities
that NCCAN has suppm-ted, hampering the development of programs and the replication of worthwhile efforts.
The coalition believes thrt CAPTA should require evaluations of
all NCCAN-funded demonstration projects. CAPTA should mandate NCCAN to provide for evaluations of all demonstrations
funded, either as a percentage of a particular grant or as a separate grant for evaluation of a cluster of programs, built in at the
beginning to the scope of the funded project.
Some demonstration grants awarded by NCCAN are so small
that to earmark a percentage for an evaluation would either not
provide enough for an effective evaluation, or would take away the
funding needed for the activity.
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What we are suggesting is in those casesand it's typical

NCCAN funds a group of programs that runs off its demonstration
activities on a particular topicis that an evaluation be funded to
work with all of those.
Third, from the beginning, NCCAN supported a data collection
effort that became the baseline against which we measured our
knowledge about the problem. Six yew s ago, as you know, that
effort was suspended by NCCAN and only now has the collection of
data been revived. This is an important Federal responsibility
which needs to be undertaken in a way that produces accnrate,
available data.
We recommend that CAPTA be amended to establish as a mandatory function of NCCAN the collection of universal, case-specific
child abuse and neglect reporting information from the States. The
collection of child abuse and neglect reporting information should
be integrated with case-based foster care and adoption data which
is mandated through legislation coming out of the House Ways and
Means Committee.
Let me talk a bit about State grants, and some ideas for improving the measure of Federal support to States in strengthening child
abuse and neglect prevention and treatment activities.
Through its program of State grants established in 1984, NCCAN
has helped the States improve their own child abuse laws and programs to prevent and treat child abuse.
Federal grants supplement State funds with seed money to sup-

port training, public education, and special efforts in treatment
and prevention activities. The small size of these grants, however,
makes it difficult for States to engage in any significant reform efforts.
I would suggest, too, that the sort of broad scope of the purpose
of the grants makes it difficult for any real movement to go for-

ward in child protective service systems, nationally.
What is more, our primary service response to cases of abuse and
neglect has been to place children in out-of-home care, echoing
some of the testimony from Mr. Goodling at the outset of this hearing.

As a result, we have a situation where Congress currently appropriates over $207 million to Title IV(b) chid welfare services, to
meet the needs of children removed from their homes because of
abuse and neglect.
By contrast, less than $20 million ir available through CAPTA in
grants to States to attempt to improve the child protective service
system that first receives the reports of maltreatment, conducts the
investigations, and manages the caseloads of families in trouble.
In other hearings before this subcommittee, you have heard that
child protective services have been hard pressed in recent years to
provide adequate care for maltreated children and families in distress.
While cases of child abuse and neglect have increased in number
to 2.5 million reported a year ago, and complexity with problems of
substance abuse, homelessness, and unemployment cited as principal contributing factors, the ability of child welfare agencies to protect children has not substantially improved in recent years.
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Over half the States a year ago received no real increase in State
funding to help meet the load of reported cases. Federal support
has been inadequate as wellwhat the U.S. Advisory Board has
called "insufficient", leading to "enormous disparity between Fed-

eral appropriations and the rise in the child protection system
caseload."
We urge your adoption of a new program of Federal grant support to States, in place of, not in addition tonot an additional program, but as a replacement forthe current CAPTA State grant

authority, to focus on improving the overburdened child protective
service systems. Senate Legislation S.838 includes such a provision
which we, as a coalition, support.
What we propose is a change in the nature of the CAPTA State
grant program from one of support for a bro:td range of activities
to one which concentrates support at an authorized funding level of
$100 million on helping States improve their child protective services; funding which should help to respond in part to the national
emergency in child protection which the U.S. Advisory Board identified in its 1990 report.
While other Federal programs assist States in dealing with cases
of maltreated children requiring intensive intervention, including
foster care, the Title IV programs that I mentioned just a minute
ago, no other Federal program specifically aims support at the primary operations of the child protective service agency.
We believe this is a serious gap in Federal assistance to the child
welfare system which should be addressed in CAPTA.
In redirecting the CAPTA State grant program, we propose authorizing grants to assist States in improving their child protective
service systems in:

the intake and screening of reports of abuse and neglect
through the improvement of the receipt of information, decision1.

malting, public awareness, and training of staff;
2. investigating reports through improved decision-making and
training of staff, use of multi-disciplinary teams and interagency
protocols for investigations, and legal representation;
3. case management and delivery of services to families through
improved response time and training of staff; and
4. general system improvements in assessment tools, automated

systems, information referral, and again, staff training to meet
minimum competencies.
I would suggest that these kinds of improvements which I've just
outlined for you address the issues identified by Representative
Coodling in the statement that he read to go toward developing a
professional v' counting system.

stepI might mention, because Dr. Horn said something about
training
this
system,
I
believe
the
ping up training for workers in
V(e) foster
that Dr. Horn mentioned is only limited to the Title in
child proactivities,
not
for
case
workers
care case management
dealing
with
reports
and
investigatective service systems who are
tions and case management. Again, this is an area in which we do
lack a Federal response.
A second category of State grants are the prevention grants. Essential to the component of NCCAN's grant support to States is the

191
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development of prevention and early intervention services to help
families befire abuse and neglect occur.
In 1984, Congress enacted the prevention challenge grants to er courage States providing funds for the support of child abuse prevention projects. Current funding is slightly more than $5 million.
Since the implementation of the challenge grant program, Feder-

al appropriations have never been adequate to fully meet the

match authorized by the statute.
With current funding levels, both State and Federal dollars combined, States are able to fund only a portion of those communitybased prevention efforts seeking State assistanceas few as 8 percent of eligible applicants in some States.
The need continues for Federal grants to support and encourage
States to allocate funds for prevention. According to a 1991 GAO
report, a few States expect legislative changes that could result in
even lower revenues for these prevention activities. A continuing
recession or worsening fiscal crisis in the Sta'ces could threaten prevention spending in other States as well.
With the increase we propose in authorized funding to $50 million annually, the Federal Government can help States do a better
job of getting the necessary resources to the local level where they
are needed. By offering services to all parents, as well as targeted,
at-risk populations, we can prevent much more costly forms of
abuse.
Each case of child abuse costs anywhere from $2,000 to $5,000 for

an investigation and a short-term treatment; this becomes significantly greater when a child has to be hospitalized or put into foster
care.

Other costs can arise later. Overwhelming numbers of juvenile

offenders, adolescent runaways, violent criminals, sexual offenders,
and prostitutes report childhood histories of battering and exploitation. Prevention is the most effecti% e weapon we have of combatting child abuse and its consequences.

In conclusion, the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act
has, in fact, been an effective force in creating, since the 1970's, an
infrastructure in the States for responding to reports of abuse. Unfortunately, the Federal response today bears almost no relationship to the extent of the problem of child maltreatment in our
country.

While the numbers of abused and neglected children between
1975 and 1990 have grown by 273 percent, the total appropriated
budget for NCCAN, when adjusted for :1flation, has gone down by
35 percent. The prevention of child abuse requires an intensive
effort and the commitment of resources such as we have rarely
seen in government; certainly more than has been allocated to date
through the CAPTA.
We are at a point now where we can act to improve the Federal
support and leadership from NCCAN. We urge your expeditious
adoption of legislation to amend CAPTA in ways that will strengthen NCCAN's activities and intensify the shape and scope of Federal
assistance to States.
Speaking for myself and the members of the Child Abuse Coalition, we stand ready to assist the subcommittee and your col-
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leagues in Congress in developing a new Federal role in protecting
children and preventing child abuse.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Tom Birch followsd
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Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, my name is Thomas Birch and I am
the legislative counsel for the National Child Abuse Coalition, which represents
the combined advocacy effort of more than thirty national organizations aimed at
focusing federal attention on child abuse.

I would like to begin by expressing the appreciation of all the organizations in
the coalition for your efforts, Mr. Chairman, and those of the members of the
subcommittee on behalf of abused and neglected children. We are grateful for
your obvious concern for strengthening the federal role in addressing the
protection of children and the prevention child abuse and neglect.

Role of NCCAN

At our coalition's November 1991 meeting, we agreed that the purpose of the
National Center on Child Abuse and NegleCt (NCCAN) is to create an opportunity
for the federal government to exert leadership in strengthening the broad child
protection system.

Because there is no language in the federal

statute to guide

the action of NCCAN, we believe that the reauthorization of CAPTA should include
leader in
a broad mission statement for NCCAN that establishes it as a national

the prevention, identification, and treatment of child abuse and neglect.
Coalition also agreed that other federal

agencies have a role to play in

protecting children and should share in that endeavor.

The
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When I testified before this subcommittee almost a year ago on the suhject of
NCCAN) and the reauthorization of the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act
(CAPTA), there were a number of outstanding issues which demanded correction.
At this time,

I can report to the subcommittee that progress has been made in

rolving some of those issues and in developing answers to some of the problems
still outstanding.

A year ago,

I spoke of the lack of attention within the administration to offer

leadership in activities related to child abuse and neglect.

While much more

can be done within the Department of Health and Human Services to improve the

capacity of NCCAN, we are encouraged by the example set by Secretary Louis
Sullivan in developing an initiative on child abuse which has raised attention
to the problem to new levels of visibility within the department.

We were dissatisfied with the longstanding failure of HHS to appoint a fulltime
director of NCCAN with experience in the field of child abuse, and the absence
of adequate staff with the requisite expertise was a concern of ours.

Now for

the first time in over ten years, NCCAN is led by a director whose knowledge and
background in child abuse are a credit to the agency, and NCCAN's professional
staff has almost doubled to bring on individuals with the experience the agency
deserves.

Other issues remain unresolved.

Today,

I would propose on behalf of the

National Child Abuse Coalition legislative action on
consideration in reauthorizing CAPTA.

these matters for your

it
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First, let me address research.

Over the years, NCCAN's support of research has

been hampered by limited funding, an inferior peer review system, and inadequate
staff expertise and support.

The result is that NCCAN has not attracted many of

the top researchers and has not encouraged sophisticated research methods. The
field needs a detailed, scientifically grounded understanding of the antecedents
and consequences of child abuse and neglect, but little attention has been paid
to establishing a sequential research agenda from year to year that builds on
knowledge already gained.

In the context of CAPTA reauthorization,

the Coalition believes that NCCAN is an

appropriAte agency to carry out research, given certain changes in CAPTA to
improve NCCAN's capacity to conduct a grant support program in research.

CAPTA should he amended to require standing review panels for NCCAN research
(and demonstration) grant applications, such as exist at NIMH, NIH, and NSF.

Standing review panels of competent scientists would help to professionalize the
currently discredited process and program at NCCAN.

With the names of

reviewers known to the community, the credibility of the process would be
bolstered and be open to public scrutiny.

NCCAN's review process should be more

interactive (now poorly rated relative to other federal agencies), so that
information on shaping and developing research

proposals could improve the

approach of the overall federal child abuse research agenda.
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Second, we have before expressed frustration with the lack of evaluative
information about the results of NCCAN-funded projects.

NCCAN has typically not

undertaken outcome evaluations of demonstration projects funded under the
discretionary grant program.

As a result, very little is understood about the

value of activities NCCAN has supported, hampering the development of programs
and the replication of worthwhile efforts.

The Coalition believes that CAPTA should require evaluations of all NCCANfunded

demonstration proacts.

Because the size of NCCAN's demonstration grants varies

substantially, it is not practi1 simply to require that all demonstration
grantees earmark a percentage of the grant amount for evaluation.

Rather, CAPTA

should mandate NCCAN to provide for evaluations of all demonstrations, funded
either as a percentage of a particular grant, or as a separate grant for
evaluation of a cluster of programs built in at the beginning to the scope of
the funding proposed by NCCAN.

Typically, NCCAN would fund a group of

demonstrations (as it often does now) and fund an evaluator to work with the
demonstrations integral to and from the start of the funded project.

Third, from the beginning NCCAN supported a data collection effort that became
the baseline against which we measured our knowledge about the extent of the
problem and the characteristics of children who are abused and neglected. Six
years ago that effort was suspended by NCCAN and only now is the collection of

a
data being revived. This is another important tederal responsibility which needs
to be undertaken in a way that produces accurate, available data that is
coordinated with other information collected about children.
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We recommend that CAPTA be amended to establish as a mandatory function of NCCAN
ild abuse and neglect reporting

the collection of universal, case soec'
information from the states.

The c

of child abuse and neglect

ct

reporting information should be inteor,

:

ith casebased foster care and

adoption data.

Such an effort should involve technical

assistance to the states in order to

achieve relatively uniform data on a national basis and to achieve the
successful integration of all child welfare information.

Fourth,

I would point out that much attention

has focused on the need to use

children and youth serving voluntary agencies, that are community and

neighborhood based, as a vehicle for child abuse and neglect prevention
staff and
programs, as well as the need to prevent child maltreatment by the
volunteers from the agencies.

These voluntary agencies reach and help tens of

millions of children and youth daily.

Recruitment, selection, and training of

volunteers stands n .;..-oving as a means of preventing abuse of children.

funds to
We propose amending CAPTA to provide authority for discretionary grant
support the development of model programs

in the recruitment, selection, and

training of 'olunteers for the prevention of child abuse and neglect in

children, youth, and family serving organizations,
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CAPTA State Grants

I would like to turn now to our most impottant cuucern -- improving the measure
of federal support to states in strengthening child abuse and neglect prevention
and treatment activities.

Through its program of state grants established in 1974, NCCAN has helped the
states finprove their own chi'ld abuse laws and programs to prevent and treat

child abuse. Federal grants supplement state funds with seed money to support
training, public education, and special efforts in treatment and prevention of
child abuse, The

mll size of these grants, however, make it difficult for

states to engage in any significant reform efforts.

What is more, our primary service response to cases of abuse and neglect have
been to place children in out-of-home care.

As a result, Congress currently

appropriates over $270 million to Title IV-B child welfare services to meet the
nelds of children removed from their homes because of abuse and neglect as well
as those who could safely remain with their families.

By contract, less than

$20 million is available through CAPTA in grnnts to states to improve the child
protective service systems that first receive reports of maltreatment, conduct
the investigations, and manage the caseloads of families in trouble.

In other hearings before this subcommittee, you have heard that child protective
services have been hard pressed in recent years to provide adequate care for
maltreated children and families in distress.

1

In 1990, an estimated 2,508,000
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children were reported as victims of child abuse or neglect, representing a 31
percent increase in reports between 1985 and 1990.

While cases of child abuse And neglect have increased in nu
with prohlom

nf

i,ic

and complexity,

nir nhucn. finm.,10c.Inncc and nnmpinynv,nt ritnd as

principal contributing factors to the elevated levels of maltreatment, the
ability of child welfare agencies to protect children has not substantially

improved in recent year.

Over half the states in 1990 received no

increase in state funding to help meet the load of reported cases.
support has been inadequate as well.

real

Federal

The U.S. Advisory Board on Child Abuse and

neglect have
Neglect reported in 1990 that federal funds for child abuse and

been "insufficient", leading to an "enormous...disparity between federal
appropriations and the rise in the child protection system caseload."

states, in
We urge your adoption of a new program of federal grant support to

place of the current CAPTA state grant

authority, which focuses on improving

overburdened child protective service systems.

The Senate legislation

reauthorizing CAPTA, S. 838, includes such a provision which we support.

we propose is a change in the nature of the CAPTA

What

state grant program from one

which
of support for a broad range of discretionary activities to one
helping
concentrates support, at an authorized funding level of $100 million, on

states improve their child protective

services, funding which should help to

which the U.S.
respond in part to the national emergency in child protection

Advisory Board on Child Abuse and

Neglect identified in its 1990 report.

iii
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While other federal programs assist states in dealing with cases of maltreated
children requiring intensive intervention, including foster care, no other

federal program specifically a"s support at the primary operations of the Oild
protective service agency.
assist:

We believe this is a serious gap in federal

to the child welfare system which should be addressed in CAPTA.

In redirecting the CAPTA state grant program, the legislation authorizes grants
to assist states in improving their child protective service systems in: (1) the
intake and screening of reports of abuse and neglect through the improvement of
the receipt of information, decisionmaking, public awareness, and training of
staff; (2) investigating reports through improved decisionmaking and training of
staff, use of multidisciplinary teams and interagency protocols for
investigations, and legal representation; (1) case management and delivery of
services to families through improved response time and training of staff; and
(4) general system improvements in assessment tools, automated systems,
information referral, and staff training to meet minimum competencies.

States would also be allowed to ,pend up to 15 percent of their grant
allocations on current authorized CAPTA state grant activities in developing,
strengthening, and carrying out child abuse and neglect prevention, treatment,
and research programs.

Because we do not want to disrupt state plans and

programs in child abuse and neglect in directing the focus of the CAPTA state
grant program to assistance for CPS systems improvement, states should be able

vz
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to continue to spend up to 100 percent of their grants on the kinds of general

activities currently authorized until appropriations for this section exceed $40
m ill I on,

Prevention Grants

The second essential component of NCCAL's grant support to states recognizes
that the reform of CPS must be accompanied by the development of prevention and
early intervention services to help families before abuse and neglect occur.

In 1984, Congress enacted the prevention challenge grants to encourage states
providing funds for the support of child abuse prevention projects.
federal appropriation of slightly more than $5 million funds this

The current

effort.

Since

the implementation of the challenge grant programs, federal appropriations have
never been adequate to fully meet the match authorized by the statute.
current funding levels, both state and federal dollars

With

combined, states are able

to fund only a portion of community-based prevention efforts seeking state

assistance -- as few as 8 percent of eligible applicantc in some states,

The need continues for federal grant support to encourage st,Ites to allocate

funds for the prevention of child maltreatment,

According to a May 1991 report

from the U.S. General Accounting Office (Child Abuse Prevention:

Status of the

Challeue Grant Program) a few states expect legislative changes that could
result in lower trust fund revenues.

For example, changes in the state income
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tax form in Oregon and Indiana will likely reduce trust fund revenues,

In

Connecticut, the appropriation to the trust fund was cut so that the trust fund
must now rely on ptivate funding and challenge grants to fund prevention.
Massachusetts reduced its fiscal goal because of state economic problems.

A

continuing recession or worsening fiscal crises in the states could threaten
prevention %pending in 0 thpr states Al Wm11.

With the increase we propose in authorized funding to $50 million annually, the
federal government can help states do a better job of getting the necessary
resources to the local level where they are needed.

By offering services to all

parents, as well as targeted, at-risk populations, we can prevent much more
costly forms of intervention.

Each cast of child abuse costs anywhere from

$2.000 to $5,000 for an investigation and short-term treatment,

more when a child must be hospitalized or put in foster care.
arise later.

significantly
Other costs can

Overwhelming numbers of Juvenile offenders, adolescent runaways,

violent criminals, sexual offenders, and prostitutes report childhood histories
of battering And exploitation.

Prevention is the most effective weapon wo have

of combatting child abuse and its consequences.

Conclusion,

The Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act has in fact been a powerful force
in oreating since the 1970's an infrastructure in the states for responding to

reports of child abuse and neglect. Unfortunately, the federal response bears
almost no relationship to the extent of the problem of child maltreatment in our
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society.

While the numbers of abused and neglected children between 1975 and

1990 have grown by 273 percent. the total appropriated budget for NCCAN, when

The prevention of child

adjusted for inflation, has gone down by 35 percent.

abuse requires intensive effort and the commitment of resources such as we
through
rarely see in government, certainly more than has been allocated to date

the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act.

support and
We are at a point now where we can act to improve upon the federal
leadership from NCCAN.

We urge your expeditious adoption of legislation to

the
amend CANA in ways :hat will strengthen NCCAN's activities and intensify

shape and scope of federal assistance to the states.

Child Abuse Coalition,
Speaking for myself and for the members of tte National

we stand ready to assist the subcommittee and your

colleagues in Congress in

child abuse.
developing a new federal role in protecting children and preventing
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Chairman OWENS. I want to thank each one of you.
At the heart of your comments is the basic question of how much
priority the Federal Government has assigned to this activity. Related to that is the question of whether this effort that we have
going is a sham; a fraud.

Would you care to comment, Mr. Delfico, on how your agency
reaches the conclusion that we need a minimum of 10 more staff
persons? Is HHS treating in-kind in a manner different from the
way they arrive at decisions on staffing of their other units?
Can't they see what you see in terms of the workload and the
minimum requirements for staff for such an agency, or do they see
it and dismiss it?
Mr. DELFICO. I think there are two things going on at the same
time, Mr. Chairman.
We see a need for increased staff to handle the increased workload if you are going to keep NCCAN effective. The problem,
though, is pretty government-wide as far as resources for social
service programs and human service programs.
I've testified on many orrlsions on what some have referred to
as the "hollow government .,y odrome" that people are recognizing
now throughout the governimn+ and what you see here
Chairman OWENS. What syndrome?
Mr. DELF1CO. Hollow government.
Chairman OWENS. Hollow?

Mr. DELFICO. Government syndrome. It's a catch word that I've
been seeing in the press nowadays.

But it becomes more and more apparent to me as I get into

NCCAN, HHS and the human service programs that the workloads
are skyrocketing, and staffing levels are remaining constant. In
this case, they are deci easing.
I'd like to clear up the fact that although there are 26 peopleor
26 potential peopleat NCCAN, there are 20 authorized positions,
and that's lower than last year. The 26 includes detailees and temporary people. They are not permanent FTE's, so I think you need
to put that into perspective.
As far as HHS treating NCCAN differently, I don't know what

has gone on in their budget allocation process throughout the
years. I do know though that NCCAN has not received the atten-

tion, until just recently, that other agencies have.
I think with NCCAN now being out of the Children's Bureau,
having more visibility within HHS, this is a positive sign. I see this
as a positive signal and I think it is going to take time to work out,
but this is something that I think this committee or the subcommittee should take some credit for.
I think the pressure you've kept on them over the years has got

them to do that. I'm not very sanguine in the long run in how

NCCAN is going to function with its increasing workload.
Our problem is that we think of the work that they can do, and
if given proper resources, they would achieve the CAPTA mandates
to be leaders in the area of child abuse and neglect and prevention;
but, we don't see this happening in the short run because of the
budget difficultie3 and because of the difficulties we see in allocation of resources within HHS.
That's my long answer to a short question of yours.

1
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Chairman OWENS. Given our meager resources, it seems to me
every entity involved in this endeavor should seek to maximize cooperation with the other.
Mr. Davidson, some of your remarks imply that NCCAN and the
administration have not exactly welcomed your presence. Did they

deliberately distort matters when they said that you received a
$1,000 per day versus $289, and the $200,000 contracting money for
the board, that you said you don't know anything about? What is

the

Mr. DAVIDSON. I don't want to attribute anything to Commission-

er Horn. We have had a very straightforward, up-front relationship

with him, and I respect him and what he is trying to do to

strengthen not only NCCAN but the Children's Bureau.
So, I mean, I'm sure we can, after this hearing, get some clarifi-

cation as to

Chairman OWENS. OMB often writes the speeches, so maybe

OMB was off.
Mr. DAVIDSON. I don't know, but I did want to clear that up.

I also want to say that although the Board has been critical

about the lack of inter-agency cooperation, there have been some
in
strides in 1988. The legislation that you were responsible for,beamending CAPTA, created an Inter-Agency Task Force that is
ginning to have some impact on the actions of a variety of Federal
agencies.

In the view of the Board, it is not enough, but it is a beginning.
There are some very good people who work on child abuse issues in
various Federal agencies and the task force has been given staff.
It's meeting periodically. It's forming into work groups, and it's
doing something that I think will move us ahead.
interBut as I stated in my testimony, unless we institutionalize
activities
on
unless
we
institutionalize
agency cooperation, and
Education
and
the
Departchild protection in the Department of
ment of Justice, and elsewhere, these improvements and enhancements may be here today and gone tomorrow.
Chair man OWENS. Thank you.
Mr. Birch, you heard me say earlier that I used a sentence which
was exactly the same that I used in the previous reauthorization
hearings several years ago.
of
Much of your testimony also rings that way in my ear. A lot
when
hearing
things that you are saying now, you said in the lastthings
have not
we considered the reauthorization of the bill, and
changed, unfortunately.
Do you think there is any creative way we can have an interplay
between the $270 million being spent for protective services versus
the $20 million that is available for prevention?
Or wouki that be fruitless because $270 million is sc. inadequate?
Is there any way we can cooperate better; merge the two functions
to get a better return on our money?
Mr. BIRCH. I'm not sure how the functions can be mergedthe
$270 that we are talking about is spent on foster care.
The approach that I would present here is to change the focus ofI
as
the attention. The budget, I think, drives policy. The focus,from
has
been
on
removing
children
mentioned in my testimony,
home and putting them in foster care, and there is Federal money

i44,7

,..=711.11
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to pay for that. So, that kind of activity is one that in some ways is
an easy solution.
What we haven't got is attention on spending money to help families before a child is removed from the home; to improve the investigations of cases when a case worker goes into a home to investi-

gate a report of child abuse. There's support for that worker in
terms of the training and background that individual brings to the
investigation and the ability to get services for that family, which
are much less costly than waiting around for the situation to get
worsefor the child to be abused again and then taken out of the
home and put in foster care, which costs a lot more in the long
run.

So my response, Mr. Chairman, is that by beginning to put our
resources at the front end of the problem, we should see that $270
shrink down the road, because we won't find the necessity to put
children in foster care.
The foster care budget should go down because we are taking
care of families at the front end and giving them support they need
before the problems happen.
Chairman OWENS. Mr. Davidson, States have incentives, and
local governments have incentives; is there any creative way we
can link the two?
Mr. DAVIDSON. If I can get back to something I said in my testimony, I think it is awkward that Ways and Means has jurisdiction
over the program that Tom has been talking about.
Mr. Downey, as you know, has legislation pending in the Con-

gress this year to make reforms in the Adoption Assistance and
Child Welfare Act that has been focused on foster care, not on
strengthening and supporting families up front to make those
kinds of changes.

You are working here on one subcommittee, while Ways and

Means is working on another aspect of this, with a lot more money.
I've never understood why there is the split other than historically,
the jurisdiction has been split.

But I think that if subcommittees could work more closely togetherand I know that's certainly been your intention and desire
to look at the entire picture, not merely one aspect of it.
As the Board has pointed out in two reports, our approach to this
problem has been much too fragmented. We need an overall policy.
We need a strategy.
The Board is dedicating itself to helping Congress and the Ameri-

can people understand and to give them a vision of what can be
done, not just at the Federal level, but at the community level.
Ultimately, Congress can take action to do what Mr. Birch has

3uggested in reformulating how it spends its money so that there is
more effort in strengthening families than in supporting children
in foster care.
But, ultimately, the success of child abuse prevention and treat-

ment efforts are only going to work if community efforts are

strengthened, and if we have a truly neighborhood-based, child-centered child protection system.
I think we can get there but, again, the Subcommittee on Select
Education can't do it alone.
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Mr. BIRCH. Mr. Owens, if I might just add something further.
The legislation, that Howard mentioned that is going through
and before Ways and Means, was devel-

the Downey subcommittee

oped by a very broad coalition in which the child abuse groups
were involved, along with child welfare, mental health, and juvenile justice agencies.

about a year
We spent 2 yearsculminating with a packagepreventing
any
of
child
welfare,
from
agoin looking at the sweep
foster
all
the
way
through
to
maltreatment from ever happening
care and on to adoption.
The piece that is in the Downey bill is meant to fit with the

that I've

Child Protective Services State grant improvements pieceGrant predescribed to you this morning, and the State Challenge 838 were
S.
vention piece as well. Those proposals which are inof
which is in
part of a larger package of legislative initiatives, part pieces
that
And
these
are
two
other
the Downey subcommittee. subcommittee, Mr. Owens, but we see
we're presenting before your
them as being coordinating.
all three
Chairman OWENS. I certainly think that the efforts ofwhen
you
great
deal.
Mr.
Birch,
of you have helped this process a
of
a
child
abuse
come up with figures like $2,000 to $5,000 as a cost
prevention effort, then we've got a hard figure there.
would
Anyone who watched the film, "Who Killed Adam Mann"
$2,000
to
know that the cost of just one session in court exceeded
generated
as
$5,000, let alone the numerous hospital bills that were well as what

a result of what was happening to Adam Mann, as
was happening to his sisters and brothers.
We are taking some useful individual steps; but, I must confess
that each time we review this matter and consiaer reauthorization,
it is overwhelming to see how far behind we are. That's not the
fault of the people here, of course.
clarity of
I want to congratulate all of you for your efforts. The
the
intensity
the Advisory Board is very much appreciated, and
You've
with which you approach your work is also quite welcome.
dedicated,
hardshown how a great deal can be accomplished by
working citizens, and we certainly appreciate that.
Mr. DAVIDSON. Thank you, Mr. Ch&r.
to
Chairman OWENS. I was trying to wait for Mr. Ballenger
he'll
have
been
delayed.
I'm
sure
return, but I think he must

submit any questions to you in writing.
Thank you very much.
producer of
I would like to announce that Ms. Carole Langer, the
because
of ill"Who Killed Adam Mann?" will not appear today
ness.
the panel, Dr.
We will proceed with the other three members ofDepartment
of
Michael Durfee, Child Abuse Prevention Unit,
Mary
MarCalifornia;
the
Honorable
Health Services, Los Angeles,
Georgia State Legisgaret Oliver, State Representative, District 53,
Dr.
lature, who will be introduced by Congressman Ben Jones; andABA
Maltreatment
Fatalities
Project,
Susan Wells, Director, Child
Center on Children and the Law, Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
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Mr. Jones will have a time problem so we will yield him the

courtesy of introducing Ms. Oliver when he comes in.

Until then, we will begin with Dr. Michael Durfee of the Child
Abuse Prevention Unit in California.
Dr. Durfee.
STATEMENTS OF MICHAEL DURFEE, M.D., CHILD ABUSE PRE.
VENTION UNIT, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES, LOS AN.
GELES, CALIFORNIA; THE HONORABLE MARY MARGARET
OLIVER, STATE REPRESENTATIVE, DISTRICT 53, GEORCA
STATE LEGISLATURE; ACCOMPANIED BY THE HONORABLE
BEN JONES, REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF GEORGIA;
AND SUSAN WELLS, PH.D., DIRECTOR, CHILD MALTREATMENT
FATALITIES PROJECT, ABA CENTER ON CHILDREN AND THE
LAW, CHAPEL HILL, NORTH CAROLINA

Dr. DURFEE. Thank you for the opportunity to testify. I will try

to stay in my suggested time limit. Your subcommittee has re-

ceived materials from me prior to these hearings, and I will be updating you with other materials as they are created.
I'm a child psychiatrist. I coordinate the Child Abuse Prevention
Program for the Los Angeles County Department of Health Services in what may well be the largest health-based child abuse prevention program in the world.
I wear a series of hats: with the California Department of Justice; at the Federal level with Health and Human Services and the
Department of Justice; and I have been a consultant, both to thE
American Bar Association and the National Center for Prosecution
of Child Abuse for some years, particularly on the issue of child
abuse fatalities.
I was also appointed to the President's Commission on Child and
Youth Fatalities that was approved and not funded. That is one of
the things I wish to speak to.
My expertise at the local, State, and national level has to do with
creation of multi-agency child death review teams that use some

fairly inclusive mechanisms for intake of cases. That does not

equate with reviewing child protective service cases only, as is the
case in New York City, although that is probably much more than
nothing.
The first such team was created in 1978 in Los Angeles County.
By 1988, we had 7 States, and several weeks ago, by my count and
by my standards, we had 20 States with multi-agency teams that

include representation from the criminal justice, health, and

human services, including social services. These teams have some
fairly logical ways of looking at what they hope to be the total population of suspicious child deaths.
Primarily using coroner's records, the teams cover appi oximately
100 million people or 40 percent of the Nation. My guess is that we
will tip over half the Nation by the end of this year.

We are also creating regionsmulti-state regions. There is a

death review team group of six/seven southern States that will be
meeting in South Carolina in April of this year.
At the minimum, these teams work with coroner's data; at the
maximum, and one of our better models, I believe, is the State of

J
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Colorado that tries to look at all deaths under age 17. That is proLably the most common goal for most of us.
There are special studies looking at fetal deaths and at child suikill
cides. We've found that it is not uncommon for children who and
in
child
protective
service
themselves to have previous records
juvenile justice.
is a
We are also attempting to look at severe injuries. There
of
injubrain
damaged
from
a
series
small group of kids who are
the
ries, including Shaken Baby Syndrome, that we will put into and
how
well
we
can
monitor
multi-agency review form to see
assist each other in doing a better job for the next child.
Fatal child abuse and neglect cases, in general, have; a fairly consistent profile. Almost all of them are under age four. Half of them
are under age one, and those really stack up in the first 3 years of
life.
viMost of the families are poor. They have a history of previous
have
olence, very much including domestic violence. They seem to
a fairly consistent history of substance abuse, very much including
alcohol and cocaine.
The babies also seem to have some increased instances of prematurity, lack of prenatal health care, and exposure prenatally to
chemicals that damage the pregnancy. Almost all these families,
including some of the afflueut ones that break some of the previous
rules, seem to have suffered from social isolation. They don't have
intimate contacts with other people.
if you
But all categories of families are ultimately representedcaretakwho
die
at
the
hands
of
a
look at the incidence of children
er, which is double definition that we tend to use whenever describing fatal child abuse and neglect.
in
The outcome of the teams, initially, seems t/) be an increase
thenCounty,
our
team
leader,
criminal action. In Los Angeles
deputy district attorney, now a judge, took seven cases to coroner's
inquest that had been signed out as accidental or natural death.
These are almost all infants and very young toddlers.
Those seven cases came back from that coroner's inquest with
the description, "death at the hands of another," and some years
later, there were people in prison, jail, and some families on what
is a functional tool; that is, straight probation.
where Mom
You can monitor, particularly in those familiesboyfriend,
and
needs some help to s .parate herself from a violent
effective
than
child
protective
probation officers seem to be more
service workers on some issues, that being one of them.
a
Most of the teams are trying to reach severe abuse so that
team.
becoming
a
concern
for
the
child doesn't have to die before
Most teams are trying zo reach prevention. We've had campaigns
A child
addressing accidental drowning in five gallon buckets.bucket
of
themselves
upside
down
into
a
about age one can get
campaigns
on
themselves
out.
We've
aim
had
water and can't get
fire prevention, putting kids in infant seats, swimming pool drownings, and river drownings.
If I give you a couple of specific cases, one of the most tragic in
my experience was the child who had had a series of assaults and
finally died at 10 months of age.
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A female police officer tracked that case back and found that
that child and family had had 52 agency contacts before that

death. Basically, every profession is involved in thatlaw enforcement, child protective service, hospital emergency room, psychiatric, emergency teams, various treatment programs. We did not kill
that child, but we were not a whole lot of help in stopping it.
We've had a case where there were multiple children signed out
as Sudden Infant Death Syndrome deaths and the mother later

confessed to having suffocated both of those.
The problems in the area served by the teams, including Los An-

geles County, continue, but at the very least, we are more nearly
approaching competence, and in looking backwards, we can fecl
some sense of accomplishment that we aren't as ignorant as we
were a few years ago.

I want to comment on Howard Davidson's reference to the need
to integrate multiple agencies and resources. It intrigues me to find
that it isn't clear who, in Congress, is responsible for child abuse.
I'm going to be expanding my civic lessons in the number of committees that I will be sending paperwork to.

There is a need, besides State and local teams, for a national
team or a system to address fatal child abuse. Someone needs to
help us find each other, and someone needs to help clarify some
questions, including confidentiality.

As I read the Child Abuse and Prevention Treatment Act, there
is a specific direction that States should honor confidentiality for
the necessary protection of children and families.
There is no comment that States should honor the need for interagency communication; that we'd literally take on honoring ccnfidentiality. Then if I'm a public health physician and I know a 3year-old has gonorrhea, and I suspect the parent who owns the confidentiality, I should not release that information. We have at least
one State that is struggling with whether or not they can have a
team, in part because of that specific dilemma.
At the national level, we not only need teams to share resources,
training, protocols, but maybe have some company while we feel
the personal pain that seems to go with the death of a child. Being
a professional does not end that pain.
But Federal agencies that directly serve families, specifically the
Department of Defense and Indian Health Services, need to address

what activities they have for child abuse in general, and child
abuse fatalities in specific.
Much of this has begun in the last few months. Secretary Sullivan has been responsive to some recommendations of the U.S. Ad-

visory Board. There is a task force now shared by Social Worker
and Maternal Child Health that incluaes multiple points within
Health and Human Services, the Department of Defense, Indian
Health Services, and a new member from the Department of Justice.

But we also need resources to find each other, because we share
families. There is nothing about a county or a State boundary that
keeps a family within it.
If I live in Connecticut, work in New York, and my children live
in New Jersey, and I'm beating and molesting them, there is no
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mechanism for the multiple agencies across State lines tu find each
other.
The only agency that seems to know how to do that is law enforcement. As mentioned earlier, that multi-State context seems to
work better in terms of pursuing stolen cars.

My office is listed in the county phone book with the words
"child abuse." So I, occasionally, will get a call from someoneit
seems Ohio, or Nebraska, the Midwest in particular will say, "I
need to find a family. They ran away with the kid from the foster

home, and they are probably leaving with the sister."
I'll say, "You have the wrong number. Keep my number. I'll help
you find the child protective service locally." And then they ask if
someone under couftesy supervision will go and see how that
family is doing. I think we can do better than ask individual line
workers to heroically extend themselves.
Now, I have five recommendations that I think are fairly clearly
outlined in my statement.
The need for central resource and leadership.
The need for State reports: My thought about the State report is
Govthat States, through reports that are being sent to the Federal
child
death
ernment should accr ..nt for their activities involving
intervention, specifically, child death review teams, any particular
studies or protocols detailing the number of cases in that State.
Then, the State couldn't say, we don't know. The State, in the end,
would have to be accountable.
a
it impresses me that a high school football player who misses
with
a
Monday
morning
to
sit
down
block on Friday is required on
over
peer group and watch that missed block over and over and
certainly
again. If we can require that of teenage athletes, we can
require that of professionals and agencies involve 1 with intervention with child abuse and neglect.
My third suggestion is that by 1994, the ante should be raised. I

be adedon't think a report saying we aren't doing much should
majority
of
quate in that year. My sense is that by that year, the
for
a
fairly
thoughtful
proStates will have at least a structure
gram.
The fourth recommendation is in reference to the President's
Commission that I was appointed to. If that commission cannot be
funded, at least the subtask of that commission to addressthefatal
rechild abuse and neglect should be given to somebody and

sources should be given. Other people may have more information
on who that somebody might be. My personal wiggestion is the U.S.
Advisory Board on Child Abuse and Neglect.
Let me end where I began, that I sent material in the past, and I
any
will be sending more material in the future. I would appreciate
how
I
might
committee
might
give
me
in
comments or advice the
be more effective.
['I he prepared statement of Michael Durfee, M.D. follows:]

1
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FATAL CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT

Testimony before the House Subcommittee on Select Education
Michael Durfee M.D. - February 27, 1992

A fragile young African American child is chronically neglected and
beaten in a home with previously reported episodes of child abuse,
domestic violence, and substance abuse. His mother has a criminal
record and a violent boyfriend. Multiple agencies knew the family.
No agency knew all of this history. The child dies a painful, tragic and
unnecessary death.

This scenario is not uncommon. Child fatalities at the hands of a
caretakers involve an over-representation of: infants or young
toddlers, poverty, racial .Ainorities, substance abuse, previous family
violence including domestic violence, and social isolation.
But, families of all races, ages, social economic status, and social
profiles are represented.

The problems with these cases are compounded by what some see as
a conflict between and among:
necessary protection of confidentiality
protection of agency integrity
protection of the parents and family unit
protection of children.
This in turn is complicated by the general lack of communication
between agencies, particularly between the criminal justice system
and health and social services.
Fatal child abuse, particularly of young children, becomes lost in the
multiagency maze of service providers. The criminal justicc system
addresses homicide, but often separates itself from "child abuse",
especially of infants and young toddler. Health systems treat infants
and toddlers, but avoid issues of violence and perversion.
Social services agencies provide services to abusive families but have
no proscribed role once the child is dead.

A growing number of counties and states are finding a way to
manage these conflicts with multiagency teams working with the
common goal of logically reviewing and managing cases of fatal child
abuse and neglect.
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Child Abuse and
The Los Angeles County Interagency Council on
interagency
team
in
1978 that now
Neglect (ICAN) 'Lye loped an
providers
as regular
involves i4 agencies including private health
with
an
attempt to
members. Cases are chosen from coroner's recordsprocess provides a
find all potentially suspicious deaths. This team inter-agency case

system of peer review that improves ultra and
management.

followed by other California
San Diego County formed a team in 1982
(1985), Missouri and
counties and similar teams in South Carolina
Ohio and Colorado
Oregon (1986), Minnesota (1987), Franklin County,
increase
to 20 states
(1988). The last few years have seen that total
of
100
million
with state or local teams covering a total population
people or about 40% of this nation

have at least a
Another 16 states and the District of Columbia
planning
such
a
team
process. States that
moderate level of activity
filling in gaps with teams at
are already involved in the process are
will soon have state
the state or local level. Oregon and Missouriand
Georgia should soon
teams and teams in all counties. California
follow with coml:ete statewide networks.
population and more
Nationally this should reach half of the nations
work on or near
than half of the states in 1992. Most team members
for
the
value
of
the line and rapidly develop an appreciation
interagency communication and accountability.
mandates to build the
Some states have actively used legislation orOther states began the
process (Georgia, Missouri, North Carolina)
Oregon, Colorado). Some states
process before legislation (California,
Other states began
began with state teams (South Carolina, Florida)
with local teams (California, Ohio, Illinois).
with:

All states seem headed in a similar direction
state multiagency teams
teams in urban counties
expansion of local teams to cover all counties
use of case review to improve intervention systems
protocols for case management and daa systems.
5. ial sanctions
a beginning focus on possible court or of
preventable death
a growing emphasis on all categories
public
reports
a growing number of annual
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The multiagency forum with peer group accountability is more
yigorous _and effective than an individual agency can provide. This
will require transcending artificial bathers of confidentiality that
block _information_ sharing necessary to protect children. An intake of
an inclusive number of cases adds to that vigor with a review of all
cases, not just the notorious case of the moment Public repo=

provide material for future system planning and provide a rblic
accountability of the child abuse intervention system.
Most states began with child protective service agencies reviewing
their own cases in isolation. Pennsylvania has a state multiagency
team but only reviews cases that people choose to bring to that team.
New York City has a team with outside paid consultants but only
reviews cases in the child protective service system.

Counties and states are gathering in dyads or clusters to share
resources and to share interventions with cases that cross county and
state lines. Coordinators bring these groups of states or countii:s
together for meetings or to share data and resources.
National coordination has also been maintained by individual, and
groups extending themselves to reach others.
The National Center for Prosecution of Child Abuse in Fairfax
Virginia has sponsored national conferences on fatal child abuse,
provided resources through it's newsletter and mailings, and
continues to coordinate the work of prosecutors nationally.
The American Bar Association, with a grant from the Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation, has provided consultation to state and
local jurisdictions that request it. The ABA has developed a suggested
minimal case data set.
The United States Advisory Board on Child Abuse and Neglect
has identified fatal child abuse as a key issue with support from
Secretary Sullivan.
Individual initiative is bringing the states together in clusters
and the beginnings of a national system.
Federal representation is beginning with meetings of professionals
from Health and Human Services and from the Department of Justice.
The National Clearinghouse on Child Abuse and Neglect is gathering
materials for distribution. The Department of Defense and the Indian
Health Services are exploring their roles as direct service providers
to children and families.
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RECOMMIDATIONS

There has been expanding recognition of the need for multiagency
review and accountability for child abuse fatalities. Adequate
resources are needed to coordinate and encourage efforts nationally.

A central resource is needed to track and coordinate the
various local, state, and national efforts in criminal justice,
health, and human services with:
a directory of teams, resources, and etpertise.
a collection of protocols, studies, and laws
a national data set including the FBI Uniform Crime
Reports, Vitt! Statistics, and child abuse report!.
I.

(7ome componern of this may be available with present resources in
Federal agencies. Other components would need additional funding.

II. States receiving funds under the Child Abuse

Prevention and Treatment Act should be required to
provide an annual report of efforts to address fatal child
abuse and neglect. The report should include comments on:
Multiagency teams
Protocols and Studies
Methods of multiagency information sharing
including addressing issues of confidentiality
The incidence and profile of fatal abuse and neglect
The report should be included with the existing requirements. States
should not initially have to build programs but would need to be
accountable for that deficit. The collection of state reports would then
be made available to all states and interested parties.

By 1994, states should be required minimally to
account for multiagency teams, protocols, and data reports.
III.

The CAPTA authorized Presidential Commission on
Child And Youth Deaths should be funded. At a minimum,
resources should be given to another body, such as the U.S.
Advisory Board on Child Abuse and Neglect, to complete the
IV.

critical tasks related to child abuse and neglect fatalities.

This Comission wiz authorized and members were appointed. Funds
were never provided. The work still needs to be done.

MULTI-AGENCY CHILD DEATH REVIEW TEAMS
Inclusive Ctise Intake

Source. Michrel Dmfee. M D.
(213) 974 8146
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Chairman OWENS. Thank you.

We're pleased to have Congressman Jones at this time. We'll proceed with the introduction of the Honorable Mary Margaret Oliver.
Mr. JONES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I'm very pleased and
honored to sit next to Mary Margaret Oliver, who represents the
53rd District in the Georgia State House of Representatives. I want
to thank you for having these hearings on this most vital and most
essential issue. I applaud your work.
I want to take this opportunity to introduce Mary Margaret. She
was elected to the Georgia House in 1987. Among her other committee responsibilities, she chairs a Judiciary Committee Subcommittee on Child Protection Issues.
In August of 1989, she was appointed co-chairwoman of a study
committee on ,'-'teorgia's child welfare system. Well, after intensive
review, this study committee proposed sweeping changes to Georgia's child welfare laws, and in 1990, she spearheaded a successful
drive to pass a series of legislative proposals for the protection of
children in our State.
In September of 1991, her outstanding work was recognized by
the Health and Human Services Department's Administration on
Children, Youth, and families, and she received the Commissioner's
Award for the State of Georgia.
She has also served on the boards of several child advocacy organizations in our community. Her knowledge, expertise, and commitment to child protection issues will undoubtedly be helpful to
your committee, as it reauthorizes the pending child abuse prevention legislation.
Mr. Chairman, I just want to say on a personal note, that Mary
Margaret is one of the most gifted young legislators in the State of
Georgia. She has been recognized as such. She is a no-nonsense legislator, and when it comes to children's issues, there is no better
advocate in our State, and I don't think any finer or more giftk'd
expert in our State on these issues.
I thank you for giving me the opportunity to introduce her.
Chairman OWENS. Thank you. Obviously, her schedule is quite a
busy one. We are quite honored to have her here today.
Mr. JONES. She's missing votes.
Chairman OWENS. Please proceed.
Ms. OLIVER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, very much.

As you alluded in your opening statement, the political energy in
Georgia to review and examine Georgiti's child welfare system was
initiated by a series of articles written by Jane Hansen, a reporter
with the Atlanta Journal/Constitution.
It was a remarkable piece of work by an investigative repe tter,
and it created a political energy under the leadership of then-Governor Harris, Lieutenant Governor Milker, and Speaker of the
House Tom Murphy.
Our study committee was charged with examining why Georgia's
children were dying, even though we were spending enormous
sums and resources by Georgia's standards to prevent such deaths.
The 51 unexplained deaths of Georgia's children was the focus of
our inquiry. In making that focus, we determined that an analysis
of Georgia's confidentiality statutes and how they interwove with
the Federal statutory and regulatory systrm was essential.
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Our study committee had public hearings and public testimony,
and like all politicians, I think I occasionally fall into the unfortunate habit and trap of not listening carefully enough to public testimony.

On one day of our hearings, however, this complacency or politi-

cal apathy was sharply and dramatically jarred. An elementary
school teacher from Blairsville, Georgia, a small community in

Georgia's Appalachian mountains, had called my office and asked
to testify.
She was given a time on our public hearing agenda, and it was

clear from her testimony that she came from a personal experience. She had never been politically active. She had never been to
a hearing, and I don't believe she has ever come back to the capitol. I don't think even today she knows the impact of her story and
her words.

She wanted to tell our committee about her experience with a
child in her third grade class, a 9-year-old child, Jeannie. She had

observedbecause this is a small elementary school where the
teachers all know the childrenover a period of years, that this
child had appeared repeatedly in her class, dirty, smelling badly,

underfed, hungry.
And this child began to talk with this teacher about her worries

about her younger sister, Charlene, who also was evidencing neglect. Jeannie expressed worry and concern about her mother's
boyfriends, and how she was occasionally frightened.

This teacher began a series of actions to initiate with the local
Department of Family and Children Services' child protective
workers. She was repeatedly told, "We cannot share information
about Jeannie's case with you because of confidentiality."

A few months after these series of efforts on her part, Jeannie
was found raped, murdered, arid thrown in a North Georgia river.
Her murderer was arrested and convicted, and it was, in fact, one
of her mother's boyfriends.

Jeannie's teacher had an impact on me and my fellow politicians. Our inquiry into the Georgia statutory framework brought
us into a close analysis with the Federal statute and regulations.
Dr. Horn testified this morning about the 11 exceptions to the

basic Federal policy of confidentiality of child abuse records. In my

testimony exhibits, I have set forth references and citations to

those regulations and Georgia case law and Georgia citations which
really explain what the Slate view of the rights of privacy may be
in relation to children, or in relation to children who are deceased,
and how the State law distinguishes that issue.
Our legislation, which I have set forth in my exhibits, House Bill
1319, in attempting to comply with the Federal regulatory network,

specifically attempted to make, by statute, a determination, a

policy statement that teachers could be involved in the investigative, the supervisory team.
I think the role of the teacher in this regulatory system is very
significant. The death of Adam Mann, the death of Yaakov Riegler
in New York City, and the death of Jeannie all had evidence in the
case files that a teacher had sought to intervene on behalf of that
child.

1aI
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The States are very inconsistent. The counties, even in Georgia,
are very inconsistent, and we sought in House Bill 1319 to specifically state that a teacher was part of the supervisory investigative
team to comply with our Federal regulations.
We also went further and made specific statutory policy statements in relation to information about children who are deceased.
We stated, as you stated in your opening testimony, that Georgia
thought it was appropriate policy and, we thought, consistent with
the Federal regulations, that a very limited amount of information
would be released from a file.
It is never appropriate, I believe, that the informant of child
abuse be released. I do not believe that our statutory framework in
Georgia, given our child fatality review team legislation which we
did enact alsothat in none of those instances is it necessary or

required to reveal all the personal identifiers of the child, the

family, the alleged perpetrator, and never the informant.
With those guidelines, however, I think that a statutory framework on a State level, with Federal regulatory permission, can be
enacted to be accurately reflective of the Georgia State law or any
State law in relation to issues of privacy.
In relation to the enactment of 1319, thereafter, I've set forth in
the documents before you, a history of the bureaucratic dispute
that has arisen with HHS in Georgia.
HHS is objective to Georgia's statutethe 1990 statute on confidentialitystating it does not comply with the Federal regulations.
We made an attempt in 1991 to make certain corrections pursuant to a negotiation, but we determined, as a matter of policywe
politicians, that isthat information, very limited and very protected, relating to deceased children was something we were not
going to back off of. We have, right now, between Georgia and the
Federal Government, a stalemate, and a standoff.
I'm here today, when I should be at home in the Georgia General
Assembly voting, to express my frustration at the Federal bureaucratic response to Georgia's attempt to make confidentiality statutes rational. It is my firm belief that confidentiality statutes and
regulations enacted on a Federal level do far more to harm children than they could ever serve to protect.

Confidentiality statutes are used, in my opinion, to make the
State and its agents less accountable to taxpayers for actions in
those areas of government responsibility that are most critical: the
lives of our children.

I personally believeand I wish to state this to you most stronglythat the Federal Government's confidentiality statutes and regulations and the way in which they are forced causr children's
deaths and do not prevent them.
Federal bureaucracy's attention to confidentiality is even more
dramatic to me, as a lawyer and a legislator, when you compare
the bureaucrat's inattention to Federal regulations which mandate
that children involved in abuse and neglect hearings must be epresented by a guardian ad litem.
Mr. Davidson specifically referred to the statutory and regulatory section that I refer to now, and we have, in the Georgia House
now, a State statute, House Bill 180, that would confirm by State
policy the Federal policy that already exists that guardian ad
1.
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litems must be presentedmust be in courtfor neglected or
abused children.
The Federal bureaucracy has chosen not to cite Georgia for that
deficiency. It has never chosen to cite any State for that deficiency.
Rather, its resources are in citing States for confidentiality abuses.
I suggest to the chairman that that is a misplacement of Federal
priorities.
I hope that you will do a comprehensive analysis of all child wel-

fare statutes and resolutions. But if you wish to choose an area
where your attention would be most beneficial and most significant, I urge you to make specific amendments to the statute and

regulatory scheme as it relates to deceased children.
One, I believe that the Federal Government should specifically

state in its statute and regulations that States have the authority

to determine whether or not confidentiality protections apply or do
not apply to children who are deceased.
The Federal Government, in our relationship in the bureaucratic
dispute now, has determined that said regulations do apply to deceased children. I challenge them to make an argument, a policy
argument, that that position serves the interests of that child who
is dead. I think that that policy argument only serves to protect
the State from lawsuits.
I think it is appropriate for you, in Congress, in its statute and
regulations. to make a policy statement that states or authorizes to
make exceptions to confidentiality in relation to children who are
deceased, and I think 1319, as I've set forth in my exhibit, is one
framework for doing that.
Secondly, I believe that the regulations and statutes should be
changed to set forth, in essence, a judicial bypass for release of confidential information. In one of the regulatory exceptions, information may be released for those entities doing legitimate research
and data collection.
We determined, in our Georgia statutory network, since we knew
that the free press and the media would be seeking information via
that exception, to determine that juvenile courts should do a specific file review prior to the release of any documents.
We think that safeguards the ultimate purpose of protecting all
of the parties and interests. I urge you to consider that as a statutory and regulatory option as you review confidentiality statutes.
In summary, I feel strongly that there is a specific and urgent
need for Federal statutory and regulatory amendments which will
create greater access for records relating to children who die while
subject to ongoing child abuse investigations.
I believe that such amendments will serve the public good and,
most importantly, save the lives of children who are most vulnerable.
Before I close, I wish to talk to you, politician to politician.
Where Dr. Horn has 13, 23, or 26 staff to assist him, I have none. I
serve in the Georgia General Assembly, like most State legislators,
with no staff. I share a secretary with eight legislators.

We, on a State level, are totally vulnerable to the State and,
more importantly, the Federal bureaucrats. Georgia is seeking to
exercise leadership, under the leadership of Governor Harris and
the leadership of Governor Miller.
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We want to step forward. We want to serve this national debate
of confidentiality. As a part-time politician, I am totally inadequate
to fight the resources of all these staff people who are here today

with all their aides. Please think of us, out in these States, who

have.inadequately funded programs and inadequate resources to do
the battle.
I commend you on your hearings today. I hope that 'Any exhibits
and my testimony offer you some guidance, and I appreciate your

concern. We want to be more accountable to our taxpayers, but
more importantly, we want to help our most vuhierable and youngest citizens. Please help us.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Mary Margaret Oliver follows:]
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APPENDIX

Exhibit I

-

Exhibit II

-

Correspondence between United States Department
of Health and Human Services and Georgia Department
of Human Resources
July 11, 1990 - September 26, 1991
Historical Analysis of Federal State: Legal Opinion
by Terry Adamson, Counsel for Atlanta Journal
Constitution
H.B. 1319

Exhibit III

-

"Suffer the Children" by Jane 0. Hansen

Exhibit IV

-

Georgia Statutory and Case Citations
0.C.G.A. 49-5-41
0.C.G.A. 49-5-40
Napper v. Georgia Television Company
257-GA 156 (1987)
The Atlanta Journal and the Atlanta Constitution
v. Georgia Department of Human Resources, and
James Ledbetter - Civil Action No. D-73733

Exhibit V

-

Correspondence of Representative Mary Margaret
Oliver to Senators Sam Nunn and Wyche Fowler
Response from Louis Sullivan
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My

name

is

Georgia House of
reporter

a

for

Mary Margaret Oliver and
Representatives

to

the

In 1989 Jane Hansen,

1987.

wrote

Journal/Constitution,

Atlanta

The

in

was elected

I

an

extraordinary series of articles on Georgia's child Yelfare system.

Her news articles offered an indictment of Georgia's attempts to

protect abused and neglected children at

relative

to

Hansen also

of how federal and state laws and

set forth a specific analysis
regulations

Ms.

risk.

confidentiality

records

abuse

child

of

served to endanger rather than to protect children.

Jane Hansen's articles focused,

part,

in

on the unexplained

deaths of 51 Georgia childen who were in the custody of Georgia's
system,

welfare

Or

ongoing

to

subject

were

child

abuse

Clearly, these children's

investigations and protective services.

deaths were not prevented by the resources the State of Georgia
deemed to appropriate for their care and protection.

In response to Ms. Hansen's articles relative to the deplorable

state of Georgia's child welfare system,

of

the

and the then Lt. Governor

Tom Murphy,

House of Representatives,

State of Georgia,

Zell

the Speaker of Georgia's

Miller,

inaugurated

as

Georgia's

Governor in 1991, appointed a Joint House Senate Study Committee
on Georgia's child welfare laws.

I was appointed by Speaker Murphy

to serve as co-chairman of this legislative study effort.

A primary

focus of our legislative inquiry, and an integral

component of the testimony and evidence presented to us,
to

Georgia's

Georgia's

confidentiality

statutes

ana

the

the

methocl

Ly which

regulatory

scheme

prevented

statutes,

federal

related

and
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the bureaucrats for the protection of Georgia's

accountability of
children.

Like all politicians,
and

habit

testimony.

trap

not

of

I occasionally fall into the unfortunate
listening

enough

carefully

On one day of our hearings,

however,

to

public

this complacency

or politician apathy was sharply and dramatically jarred.

An

elementary
community

small

in

school

teacher

from

Georgia's Appalachian

my office and asked to testify.

Georgia,

Blairsville,

a

had celed

mountains,

She was given a time on the agenda,

and it was clear that her testimony came from a personal heartfelt

She was not politically active,

experience.

she

and

had

never

been to a hearing of any kind.

This teacher drove from the mountains to Atlanta to tell the
House

and

class.

Senate Study Committee about Jeannie,

a

child in her

She had noticed for some time that this nine-year-old child

often came to school hungry, smelled bad, and eventually confided
that she was worried about her six-year-old sister, Charlene, also
Jeannie worried,

dirty and unfed.

she told her teacher, becaese

her mother partied with men who scared her.

This Blairsville teacher took the child's story to heart and
called the local child welfare department to say she believed these

children were
nothing seemed

department and
they

would

living

in danger.

As Jeannie's concerns grew and

to be happening, the teacher would again call the

ask what they
tell

her,

"We

were doing
cannot

to help.
tell

you
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"I'm sorry,"
because

of
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Some months later, Jeannie was raped, murdered,

confidentiality."

Her murderer was captured,

and thrown in a North Georgia river.

and convicted, and was in fact one of Jeannie's mother's boyfriends.

Jeannie's teacher had an impact on me ard on our fellow Study
She went back to her classroom in the mountains,

Member colleagues.

and probably does not know to this date the strength and impact
of her words.

During Georgia's 1990 General Assembly
momentum

created

by
a

political energy,

Jane

resulting

legislation was passed

impacting

and

articles,

/ncluded in the package of seven

Georgia's child welfare system.
bills was legislation (H.B.

the

Hansen's

package of

Session, based on the

1319) setting forth extensive revision

of Georgia's confidentiality statute and creation of child fatality
review committees in every county (H.B. 1318).

With

passage

the

House

of

Bill

1319,

a

regulatory

interpretation conflict between Georgia and the federll Department

of Health and
the

Human Services

correspondence

relative

(HHS)
to

this

began.

I

have attached all

bureaucratic

dispute

about

whether or not Georgia's statute is in compliance with the federal
I will not bother at this time in this testimony

regulatory scheme.

to go through

in any detail the legal arguments relative to this

dispute, because

I

believe they are set forth in the Exhibits to

my testimony in detail.

The 1991 General Assembly Session, based on continuing conflict
between

HHS

and

Georgia

over

the

newly-enacted confidentiality
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passed amendments to House Bill

statute,

which were set

1319,

forth in House Bill 289.

In essence, Georgia politicians determined

it was best to attempt

to satisfy the federal bureaucrats,

and

made some revisions and corrections in our 1990 legislation, which
had attempted to provide limited access to child abuse investigative
reports.

our

Despite

efforts

legislative

federal

however,

1991,

in

bureaucrats were still not satisfied and demanded that we further

that

confidentiality

Georgia's

amend

still exists relates to

a

specific

The

statute.

conflict

limited amount of information we

determined would be released in relation to inquiries about deceased
children.

Specifically,

legislation

that

if

said

a

passed

Assembly

General

Georgia

the

of

person called Georgia Department

Human Resources, and knew of the death of a child and the child's
name, the Department would be allowed to answer two questions from
that

investigative

report

legislative

specific

two,

and

report,

investigative

confirmed

was

subject

child

the

was

First,

caller.

enactment

by

whether

to

child abuse

a

unconfirmed.

or

Georgia

the

abuse

child

said

It

General

is

this

Assembly

that the federal government continues to object to.

I

am here today, when

I

should be

at

home in

t,..e

Georgia

General Assembly (where we are in session), to expresr my complete
anA

utter

frustration

at

the

federal

bureaucratic

-Georgia's attempt to make confidentiality statutes
is

my

firm belief

enacted on the

that

federal

confidentiality

level do far

rtv.-

response
rational.

to
It

statutes and regulations

harm to children than
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in

used,

make

to

opinion,

my

Confidentiality statutes are

to protect.

serve

could ever

they

the

state

and

agents

its

less

accountable to taxpayers for actions in those areas of government
responsibility that are most critical

- the lives of our children.

I personally believe, and I wish to state this to you most strongly,

confidentiality

government's

federal

the

that

and

statutes

regulations and the way in which they are enforced cause children's
deaths and do not prevent them.

Federal

attention

bureaucracy's

confidentiality

to

more dramatic to me as a lawyer and a

involved

children

represented by
certainly in
without

the

a

in

abuse

and

guardian ad litem.

Georgia,

even

legislator when you compare

the bureaucrat's inattention to federal regulations which
that

is

neglect

hearings

mandate
must

be

Throughout our country, and

children go to court terrified and alone,

a guardian ad

protection of

litem mandated by

law.

I have never heard of the federal bureaucracy initiating any effort
to

enforce provision

of

mandating guardian ad

litems.

Yet

the

confidentiality regulation is defended with the strength of armies.

It looks like the government officials spend more time and energy
defending the privacy rights of dead children than the legal rights
of living children.

In

our

1990

package

of

child

protective

legislation,

an

important component of our efforts related to child fatality review
Georgia's statute creates county by county interdisciplinary

teams.

child fatality reviews and investigations
in

a

suspicious manner.

dies by

every child who dies

Every child under seven years old that

any accidental means,
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or any diagnosis of

SIDS (Sudden
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Infant Death Syndrome)

access

information

to

a

child fatality

Georgia's child fatality review legislation

review investigation.
and

shall be the subject of

children

deceased

for

what

is

brings

me to the specific recommenLations I wish to make to you today.

I

hope that you will do a comprehensive analysis of all child

But if you wish

welfare confidentiality statutes and resolutions.

to choose an area where your attention would be most beneficial
and most significant,

I

to make specific amendments to

urge you

statute and regulatory scheme as it relates to deceased children.
I specifically recommend the following:
(1)

Georgia's

confidentiality

children,

Official

Code

statute

relating

49-5-41(b)(2),

Ga.

deceased

to

serves

the

public interest and could serve as a basis for federal
amendTents.
(2)

Federal statutes and regulations should provide specific
authority

for

confidentiality statutes
consistent

with

state

for

laws

exceptions

create

to

states

to

children who are deceased,
privacy

of

and

individual

state policies.
(3)

statutes

Federal

or

regelations should provide specific

authorization for states to create judicial opportun,.;ies

for review of reports on file infomation prior to release
to

public.

the

Georgia's

iuvenile court
0

statutory

approach

judge to review files

pi4or to any public release.

I

requires

and documents

would never support any

confidentiality statute or regulatory change tAat would

release the name of the reporter of child abuse.
would

I

ever support any legislation that would be

Nor
in
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conflict with state

relative

law

case

in

statutes

to

confidentiality of ongoing criminal investigative reports.

Also,

do

I

support release of information to give

not

the full name of the deceased child and the perpetrator,
or

any

release

to

information

relative

incidence.

Rather,

and

regulations

be

amended

and

by

any

statutes
should

of

greater
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citizens

purpose

oversight

greater

in

children

deceased

to

limited

the

involved

confidentiality

think

I

give personal

to

parties

the

to

relating

for

accountability

identifiers

other

and our free press.

In summary,

federal statutory and regulatory amendments which will

for

need

feel strongly that there is specific and urgent

I

create greater access

to ongoing

while subject

amendments

such

that

importantly

the

save

records

for

relating

chile; abuse

will

serve

lives

children who die

investigations.
public

the

citizens

those

of

to

I

believe

good,

and

most

who

are

most

vulnerable.

Before I close,

Like most

I wish to talk to you politician to politician.

state politicians,

serve on

I

a part-time

basis,

and

I support myaelf the majority of my time in a full-time very active

Like most state legislators I do not have a staff

law practice.
of

any kind, and

to

do

state

/

do not have ongoing resources at my disposal

investigation

and

am responsible.

It

careful

for which

I

legislator

1 4 Li

like

myself

to

research

about

the

logislation

is absolutely impossible for
do

battle

with

the

a

federal
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bureaucracy.

The level of

frustration

have felt on this ongoing

I

di3pute with federal bureaucrats and the State Department of Human
As a state legislator I am totally helpless

Resources is enormous.

in response to the power of the federal bureaucrat.

I

have

have

I

had

served

and

many opportunities
as

a

in

judge

privileges
state

the

in

court

my

life.

system,

as

and as administrative law judge.

administrative hearing officer,

I've been a litigant in law reform efforts, and I have been a state
legislator.

All these experiences lead me to understand the power

of the federal bureaucrat.

I

ask you to help us state legislators

deal with these bureaucrats and
is

exercising

children

by

leadership

to

the

prevent

power they exert.
unnecessary

revising policies regarding

and regulations.

deaths

Georgia
of

our

confidentiality statutes

We want to be more accountable to our taxpayers,

but more importantly to our most vulnerable and youngest citizens.
Please help us.

11
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EXHIBIT I
Prom Off. of NO411 OcAelocment svcs.

to, 9.813-laul

ATTACHMENT NO.

7-1)-90

4:07am

1

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Office o: theGentralCounse:
Otiite 010,18f Counsel
Sone 521
101 Marietta TeMiel
Mlanla, Georgie 30323

DATE:

July 11, 1990

FROM:

Office of General Counsel
Region IV - Atlanta

SUBJECT:

Georgia Child Abuse Legislation

TO:

Nell P. Ryan
Regional Administrator
office of Human Development Services
Region IV - Atlanta
Attention: Carol L. Osborne

This memorandum is in response to your request that we review
recently ,nacted changes in Georgia's Child abuse laws for

compliance with

eligibility requirements of the Child Abuse

Prevention, Adoption and Family Services Act of 2988 (the "Act"),
42 U.S.C. 55106a(b). You were particularly concerned about whether
the state legislation satisfied the confidentiality requirements

We conclude that the state statutes are clearly
of the Act.
to confidentiality and have other P otential
as
deficient
deficiencies, depending on how state courts construe certain
provisions,
The Act requires, among other things, that in order to qualify

for a grant for prevention and treatment of child abuse and
neglect, a state must "provide for methods to preserve the
confidentiality of all records in order to protect the eights of
42 U.S.C.
the child and the child's parents or guardians."
45106a(b) (4).

The applicable regulation, 45 C.F.R. 51340.14(i), permits
states to authorize disclosure of reports and records concerning
child abuse or neglect to several categories of persons and
agencies: (1) an agency required by law to investigate reports of
child abuse or neglect; (2) a court; (3) a grand jury; (4) an
authority investigating a report or providing services to the child

or family which is the subject of a report of child abuse or
neglect; (5) a physician who has before him a child reasonably

believed to be abused or neglected; (6) a person legally authorized
to place an abused or neglected child in protective custody, if the
information is necessary to the placement determination; (7) an

agency authorized to diagnose, cars for, treat, or supervise a
reportedly abused or neglected child: (8) a person about whom such
a report is made, so long as the release of i,'ormation protects
the identity of any reporting person who might be endangered by the
disclosure: (9) an abused or neglected child named in a report;
state or local officio:, carrying out an official function,
(10)
i
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Kemorondum to Nell V. Ryan
July 11, 1990
Page 2
administering a child protective service or over!;oeiny
legislation related to such services; (11) an individual, agency,
with several
or organization conducting bona fide research,
specified restrictions on the release of information (including a
identities of
the
before disclosure of
requirement that,
through a
individuals mentioned in the report, the child,
representative, must first consent to.the disclosure) ; and (12)
additional persons or agencies "for the purpose of carrying out
background and/or employment-related screening of individuals who
are or may be engaged in child related activity or employment."
of

Georgia's amendments (H.B. 1319) to the confidentiality and
4149-5-40 and 49-5-41
generally require confidentiality but allow release of information
from child abuse reports and records under numerous circunstances.
Aa amended, sections 49-5-41(a) (5) and (6) permit release of some
information about the status and results of an investigation "to
any adult who makes a report of suspected child abuse" and to
"(ajny adult requesting information rnarding investigations by the
department or a governmental child protective agency regarding a
deceased child when such person specifies the identity of the
euch
The federal regulation does not provide for
child."
disclosures.

disclosure provisions of Ga. Code Ann.

44

Amended section 49-5-41(a) (7) allows release of child abuse
records upon a State Personnel Board's finding "that access to such
records say be necessary for a determination of an isms involving
departMental personnel." This disclosure provision is broader than
what the federal regulation authorizes. The regulation, 45 C.F.R.
of records to
41340.14(i)(3), appears to limit such release
instances Where "child related activity or employment" is at issue,
but the state provision contains no such limitation and appears to
allow disolosure any time the Personnel Board deems it necessary.

rUrther, Ga. Code Ann. 449.-5-41(b) authorizes release of
information for bona fide reseach purposes, but it does not appear
to satisfy 45 C.F.R. 41340.14(i)(2)(x0's requirement of written
consent before disclosure of no identities of individuals named
in the reports and records released.
When an allegation of child abuse has been made against an
employee of a school or child welfare agency, sections 49-541(c)(7) and (8) allow release of information to the school, thc

45
Federal regulations
the employee.
and
agency,
51340.14( i)(2)(vii) and (vilj) allow such disclosure, but

C.F.R.

eution
1340.14(i)(2)(viii) require protecting the identities of persons
report is revealed to the person
,e
making such reports, if
reportedly committing child abuse. The state statutes contain no
such limitation.
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Memorandum to Nell P. Ryan
July 11, 1990
Page 3

Two other state provisions pose potential problems but are not
so clearly deficient as those discussed above. The regulations do

not specifically address disclosure of records to or
would
such disclosures
certainly,
prosecutors.
circumstances be consistent with the goals of the
regulations to faci/itate reporting, investigating, and

by state

many
and
remedying
child abuse and neglect. Although 45 C.F.R. 551340.14(i)(2)(i) and
iv) authorize disclosure to investigative agencies, they appear
(
to do so within the confines of investigations of reports of abuse
or neglect. Amended provisions Ga. Coda Ann. 1549-5-41(a)(4) and
49-5-44(c) appear to put almost no limitations on a district
other than jobattorney's access to child abuse records,
relatedness, or his disclosure of such records in connection with
A liberal reading of section 49-5criminal prosecution.
a
41(a)(4) suggests that a prosecutor may gain access to records of
prior child abuse reports merely for use in impeaching the
credibility of, or showing a similar scheme by, the defendant in
a wholly unrelated case.
in

Act

Another potential problem area in the state statutes is that

abuse" may not conform with the
Basically, the state
definition found in federal regulations.
provisions define "child" to mean an individual under 10 years of
injury or death
age and "Child abuse" to mean (a) "physical
inflicted upon a child by a parent or caretaker thereof by other
than accidental means"; (b) "neglect or exploitation of a child by
a parent or carataker"; (c) "Jsxual assault of a child"; or (d)
"sexual exploitation of a child," defined as a parent or caretaker
their definition of "child

allowing the child to engage either in prostitution or in "sexually
explicit conduct" for depiction in pvint or visual media.
First, the
Georgia's definitions create two problems.
definition of "child abuse and neglect" contained in 45 C.F.R.
but Georgia's
51340.2(d) includes physical or multa1 injury,

definition does not specifically encompass mental injury. Second,
the federal regulation broadly defines sexual abuse (included in
incest, rape,
the definition of child abuse) to encompass
molestation, prostitution, allowance of sexually explicit conduct

for visual depiction, or "other form of sexual exploitation"
45 C.F.R.
involving an individual under 18 years of age.
41340.2(d)(1). Although the meaning of "sexual exploitation" seems
clear in Georgia's statutes, "sexual assault" is left undefined.
law.
further, it is not defined in other statutes or state case
criminal statute, irrelevant here, defining sexual
Except for
assault on an institdtionalized person (Ga. Code Ann. 516-6-5.1).
Ceerqia's Code has no general definition or specific crime of
sexual assault.
assault"
Assuming, for tho sake of argument, that "sexual
encompasses all assaultive crimes of a sexual nature (including

1,17
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Somorandum to Nall R. Ryan
July II, 1990
Page 4
molestation, as it apparently must to satisfy 45 C.E.R. 51340.2),
the crime of molestation (like statutory rape) by definition can
only occur if the child is under 14 years of age. Ga. Code Ann.
5516-6-3 and 16-6-4. Thus, it is unclear what the relationship is
between the crime of molestation and the tors "sexual assault" used
in the instant child abuse provisions, which4define "child" as any
person under 18 years (as they apparently must to satisfy the
if the term "sexual
federal regulation, las 45 c.r.R. 51340.2(d)).
assault" incorporates the aseaultive sex crimes and corresponding
definitions found in Georgia's Criminal Code, it may not comply
with the regulation, which appears to include molestation of any
pavson under the age of 18 in the definition of "sexual abuse."
if
confronted with this apparent
Perhaps Georgia courts,
inconsistency in their statutes (defining "child" as one under the
age of 18 in the definitions of "sexual assault" and "child abuse"
but under 14 in the crime of molestation), would conclude that for
purposes of criminal prosecution the age of consent is 14, but in
the civil context of reporting, investigating, and intervening in
'nstances of sexual abuse, "molestation" can involve victims in the
/4 through 17 age group.
Possibly, an opinion from the Georgia Attorney General would
clear up this uncertainty as to the meaning of sexual assault in
The
such a way as to render the state definitions acceptable.
with
comply
to
fail
clearly
however,
recent
enactments,
confidentiality requirements mandated for Mmderally funded state
child abuse prevention programs.

Please let me know if you have any questions or if I can be
of any further assistance.
Sincerely,

2)444sel (
David W. Carpenter
Assistant Regional Counsel

P. 1
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DEPAIITMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

.40
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,n11.

Pouglab G. Gteenwell
Director
Divieion of Family and Children Services
Department of Human Reeouroes
878 Peechtree Street, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 80305

Iffl°

plats'
too
coltvag

Dear Mr. Greenwellt
This ie to advine that our Regional Office of General Couneel
has reviewed recent legislative amendments made by the 1990
Georgia General Assembly to the Child protective services
The review indieatee that the State's new
reporting statute.
laws are Inadequate to meet the federal requirements
apecified In the Child Abuse PreVent!co$ Adoption and Family
Services Act of 1988.
The enclosed memorandum indicates the particular inadequacy
of the statu's confidentiality statute to meet federal.
requirements. Also, there are questions regarding
definitions of sexual abuse and mental injury. You may want
to seek official opinions from your State Attorney General to
clarify and provide interpretations that may alter the
state's present ponition of ineligibility. We suggest that
prompt action be taken as national decisions will be (ode
before the end of Auguet, 1950 on state allocations.
Additionally, according to 45 CFR Section 1357.20, "The State
agency mutat assure that with regard to any child sbuse and
neglect programs or projects funded under title 1V-13 of the
ant., (..he requirements of paragraph (3) of section 4 (b) of
19T!, ;,A,
the Child Abuse Fruvention ono 7r.nrava. ;wt.
amended 42 U.S.C. OeotIon I103(b)(3) (Pcblio Law 93-247) are
oat." This reference inclvdee the requirement for
confidentiality of ell records. This may have implications
related to the State's title IV-B funding.

F.02
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Please be assured that staff of the Children's Bureau ie
available to work with you and your ntaff in resolving these
Should you have questionn. please contact
matters.
Mrs. Carol L. Oaborno at the above address or at 331-2128.

8inooroly,

'Ade

44-

Nell P. Ryan
Regional AdMinistrator
Enclosure
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DIVISION oF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES
am PEACHTREE 5TREE1. N E, / ATLANTA, GEORG/A 30309

August 2, 1990

Ms. Nell P. Ryan
Regional Administrator
Office of Human Development
Services
101 Marietta Tower, Suite 521
30323
Atlanta, Georgia
Dear Ms. Ryan:

regarding
1 am in receipt of your letter dated July 18, 1990,
I have
Georgia's newly enacted confidentiality legislation.
Please accept
discussed it with the Attorney General's staff.
this letter as the Department's response to the issues identified.
First, let me assure you that in compliance with Section
5 of Act 1389 the Division will not release or allow inspection
of any information if that inspection or release would result
in the loss of any federal funds to the state.
Secondly, I will respond to your concerns in the order
Regional Counsel in your
raised by David Carpenter, Assistint
Office of the General Counsel:
49-5-4104/(5) allows the state to tell a reporter of
1.
child abuse whether the investigation is completed
and, if completed, whether child abuse was confirmed.

This appears to the state to comply with 45CFR1340.14(i/(31
which allows the state to summarize the outcome of
an investigation to the person or official who reported
the abuse.
2.

49-5-41(4)(6) allows the state to tell any adult who
knows the identity of a deceased child whether an investigation of the death is completed and whether child
abuse was confirmed.
The state agrees that federal regulations do not encompass
this disclosure and will follow existing policy rather
than the newly enacted legislation under the authori'lf
of 49-5-41 (Section 5) since ditclosure would adversely
affect federal funding.
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Ms. Nell P. Ryan
Page 2
August 2, 1990

3.

49-5-41(a)(7) allows release to the Georgia State Personnel
Board without identifying any.complainant or client
by administrative subpoena when the Board finds the
records are necessary for departmental personnel issues.
The state agrees that federal regulations do not encompass
this disclosure and will follow existing policy rather
than the newly enacted legislation under the authority
of 49-5-41 (Section 5) since disclosure would adversely
affect federal funding.

4.

49-5-41(b) allows the state to disclose confidential
information upon court order to individuals or entities
It does not require
engaged in legitimate research.
release by the child or removal of identifying information
prior to disclosure.
The state agrees that federal regulations do not encompass
this disclosure and will follow existing policy rather
than the newly enacted legislation under the authority
of 49-k-41 (Section 5) since disclosure would adversely
affect federal funding.

5.

49-5-41(c)(7) allows the state discretionary disclosure
of conf4dential child abuse records to a child welfare
agency or a school when an employee has been investigated
and a child remains at risk from continued exposure
to that employee.
This statute appears to comply with 45C14111340.14(i)(2)(vii)
which allows disclosure to an agency authorized by
a constituted authority to diagnose, care for, treat,
or supervise (emphasis added) a child who is the subject
or a report or record of child &butte or neglect. Also,
under the state's discretionary authority, it will
not disclose identifying information about other parties
obtained during the investigation.

6.

49-5-41(c)(8) allows the state discretionary authority
to disclose its investigative findings to a school
or child welfare agency when the school or agency's
employee has been inveetigated, the Department has
been unable to determine the employee's involvement
in the alleged abuse and the employee has signed a
release.

This also appears to comply with 45C1'1il340.14(i)(2).
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Nei] P. Ryan
Paoo 1
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Other issues which were identified as potential probl(ms,
hut not presently in direct conflict with federal regulatory
requirements, are addressed below:
1.

49-5-41(a)(4) allows disclosure to a district attorney
or his assistant in connection with official duty when
federal regulations do not address disclosure to or
by state prosecutors.
It appears to the state that 49-5-41(a)(4) complies
with federal regulations because (1) 45CFR1340.14(b)
allows the state, when defining child abuse and neglect,
to adopt substantially. similar language instead of
requiring identical linguage. Therefore, it would
appear that the state would have the same latitude
(2) 1340.14(1)(2)
with other substantially similar terms.
allows disclosure to a properly constituted authority
investigating abuse or neglect or providing services
to a child or family which is the subject of a report.
1340.2 defines "a properly constituted authority" as
including the police, the juvenile court or any agency
thereof. Tht district atttorney would clearly fall
under an agency of the court system, including the
juvenile court system. Further, (3) a district attorney
is an officer of the court and the court is allowed
access under 1340.14(1)(2)(1i) and (4) the district
ettorney's office serves as an agency legally mandated
by state law to receive and investigate reports of
known and suspected child abuse and neglect. Finally,
(5) 1340.14(i)(3) recognizes the authority of a stute's
laws or procedures concerning the confidentiality of
its criminal court or its criminal justice system and
does not infringe thereupon.

2.

The definition of child abuse found at 49-5-40(a)(3)
does not conform to federal regulations because it
fails to include mental injury.
Please refer to Attorney General's Opinions dated July 17,
1984, and April 9, 1985.

3.

The definition of child abuse and neglect found at
49-5-40(a)(3)(C) does not conform to federal regulations
because sexual assault is an enumerated element of
child abuse at 49-5-40, but is not defined either there
or in the criminal code and it does not mention molestation
as an element.
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Ms. Nell P. Ryan
Page 4
August 2, 1990

Please refer to Attorney General's Opinion dated February 21,
1985, in which the Attorney General's Office found
that sexual assault includes the element of child molestation.
4.

There is a discrepancy between the age of the child
protected under 49-5-40 and 41 (up to age 18) and the
child victimized under the Georgia Criminal Code (up
to age 14).

Although the age used in the Georgia Criminal Code
to define criminal acts against children in up to age
14, the Department is statutorily mandated to protect
children up to age 18. Therefore, regardless of the
actions taken by the prosecutorial community, child
abuse victims as defined by 49-5-40 will continue to
be served by the Department of Human Resources up to
age 18.

Thank you for the opportunity to clarify Georgia's position
with respect to the issues raised by General Counsel's Office.
We look forward to a favorable response and continuation of
our federal eligibility.
Sincerely,

Douglas G. Greenwell, Ph.D.
Director

DGG:ljb
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Otte of :ne Gene, elCounsel
(Mee ul Chief Counsel

OE PARTA.ENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SEHVICES

Suite 52 t
101 Hat.ella Tower
Atlanta. Georgia 30323

coFFIDE_NTIAL

ATTORNEY-cLIENN_COMumxcATIoN

DATE:

March 15, 1991

FROM:

Office of General Counsel
Region IV - Atlanta

SUECECT:

Georgia Child Abuse Legislation

TO:

Nell P. Ryan
Regional Administrator
Office of Human Development Services
Region IV - Atlanta
Attention: Carol L. Osborne

This is in response to your memor. ndum requesting our opinion
C.F.R.
whether the confident ality requirements of 45
on
11340.14(i) apply to child abuse and neglect reports and records
where the child who was the subject of the investigation covered
in the documents is deceased.
'

The letter attached to your memorandun' indicater that this
request results from an inquiry by the Director o: the Georgia
Department of Human Resources' Division of Family ond Children
David Carpenter, of this office, previously received
Services.
clarification of the State's concern in this natter from Lynnda
This inquiry reportedly
Jones, counsel for the State agency.
results from the Georgia news media's desire to have greater access
to information in cases ofamspectedichild-abuse murder. According
to Ms. Jones, the State was reportedly considering legislation that

would have allowed disclosing, to any individual identifying a
deceased child by name, answers to two questions: (a) whetter there
.was an investigation of suspected aluse or neglect as tothat child

and (b) whether the investigation confirmed that child abuse or
neglect had occurred.
a

We have reviewed the applicable regulation and consulted with

In our opinion there is no basis in the
our central office.
regulation for treating reports and records about child abuse or
neglect any differently simply because the child reportedly'abused
or neglected has died.

The regulation states that

"(title

State must prov)de by

statute that ell (reports and records concerning reports) of child

abuse and neglect are confidential and that their unauthorized
45 C.F.R. 41340.140M)
disclosure is a criminal offense."
The general confidentially requirement of the
(emphasis added).

.1 5 5
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Memorandum to Nell P. Ryan
March 15, 1991
Page 2
regulation thus does not suggest an exception for cases in which
the child abuse or neglect victim dies. Further, although States
al..: permitted "to authorize by statute disclosure to any or all of
the . . . persons or agencies (listed in sections 1340.14(0(2)and procedures the State
1.340.14(i)(5)), under limitations

determines," the exceptions specified in the regulation neither
state nor imply an exception for private citizens oemenbers of the
news media investigating.the death of a suspected child abuse or
neglect victim.

Ms. &slues xpressed that proponents of the exception offer
that there is no need for
two main justifications:
(1)
confidentiality to protect the privacy of an individual uho is now
deceased; and (2) that limited release, such as mentioned above,
The
mininizes the risks normally accorpanying disclosure.
recognize
to
that
fails
justification
first
proponents'
members,
family
confidentiality requirements protect other
including siblings and also those who report suspected abuse or.
As
to
the
latter
justification,
the
regulation
allows
neglect.
just two xceptions for limiteddisclosure of specific information:
(a) rlease for a bona fide research project, without disclosure
of material identifying individuals named in the documents, unless
a State official And the child, through A representative, consent .
to identifying information, 45 C.F.R. 5134035(i) (2)(xi); and (b)
disclosure of a summary of the outcome cf an investigation to the
person who. reported the suspected abuse or neglect, 45 C.F.R.
51340.14(i)(4).
Ne conclude that 45 C.F.R. i1340.14(i) does not authorize an

exception for a Stete's disclosure of child abuse and neglect
reports and records about suspected victims who are now deceased,
except for the limited circunstances sentioned above.
Sincerely,

ofid
David N. Ca
nter
Assistant Regional Counsel
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REFER TO: FSS CO (2134)

Douglas G. Greenwell, Ph. D.
Director
Division of Family and Children Services
Georgia Department of Human Resources
878 Peachtree Street NE
Atlanta, GA.
30309
Dear Dr. Greenwell:

Upon review of the legislation passed by the 1991 session of the
Georgia General Assembly by our Regional Office of General
Counsel, it has been noted that the State in not in compliance
with federal requirements mandated by the Child Abuse Prevention,
Adoptions and Family Assistance Act of 1980. At issue is the
confidentiality of child abuse and neglect records.
As stated in the July 11, 1991 General Counsel review of
Georgia's statute, section 49-5-4(a)(0) 7... sections 49-S4(a)(5) and (6) permit release of some inZormation about the
status and results of an investigation 'to any adult who makes a
report of suspected child abuse
and to °(any adult requesting
information regarding investigation by the department or a
governmental child protective agency regarding a deceased child
he
when such person specifies the identity of the child.'
federal regulation does not provide for uch disclosurei."
The Regional Attorney has advised that section 49-5-41(8)(0),
added last year to section 49-5-41 by section 2 of H.B. 1319
(1990), apparently remains unchanged. It does not comply with
the confidentiality requirements of 45 ca.a. Section 1340.13(1).
The Regional Attorney further has stated that "...By letter of
August 2, 1990, the State informed us that it would follow the
previously existing policy of nondisclosure, rather than 49-541(a)(6), pUrsuant to the saving clause in section 5 of N.B. 1319
(1990), vhich provided that the Act did not 'authorize or require
loss of any federal funds to the state.' However, H.B. 269 (19111)
specifically repeals the saving clause of section 5 of H.B. 1319
(1990)...." In order for further consideration to be made, the
State needs to provide clarification as to whether or not it is
still following the prior policy rather than section 49-541(a)(6) and if so, by what authority? If it is following the
prior policy by authority of section 49-5- 3, there is a need for
clarification on the State's position on how the board may by
policy nullify the specific language of section 49-5-41(a)(6) in
light of section 49-5-42's authorization to "adopt rules and
regulations not inconsistent witb this article."
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W. wl11 need clarification by the State no later than 10:00 a.m.
on September 19, 1991, for further consideration to be made. If
the State is found ineligible, it mill not receive riscal Year
1991 basic Child Abuse and Neglect nor Children's Justice federal
grant funds.
Should you have questionn, pleaae let us know.
Sincerely,

Suanne SroOkS
Regional Administrator
Adminietration for Children
and Families
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DIVISION OF FAMII Y AND CHILDREN SERVICES
878 PEACHTREE STREET,N.EJAT(.ANTA. GEORGIA 3030V

September 19,

.9.)1

Ms. Suanne Brooks
Regional Administrator
Administration for Child,en
and Families
Department of Hcaltt. ant Human
Services
Atlanta, Georgta
Dear Ms. Etr.:32

frrm mit agency that Georgia
with
conn/y
to

In tesponsc to clarificat
law

f,und

OCGA
provistwt,

tt

pur.ntial

(.1C,

Ve Stat..

of
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at 0
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1340.14(i)

and

the

of fedoria Lunds based upon that clarification,
Georgia respectfully rerivisto reconsideration on

le follng hazer.

t

11
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trvo7 -:n
And
'in:otectin

imatian only where the child
contemp!_ates acknow1s.1g3
J4 deceLsed S.nd protectIon a..1 treatment are no longer issues.
3,

Crt %360.14 contemplkws protecting the privacy of the
privacy
no
breaches
11-5-41(a)(6)
inv.J1ved.
parties
provisixls f-Jnce tne i.dentity of the child is known by the
inquiring p/.:,%y at tte ti-de the inquiry is made.
45

vetwrod, 212 Ga 161 (1956), a newtpaper
To
publi-he6 thePictuve of a deceased child who WAS found murdered
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The mother of the child sued on the basis
in a body of water.
that the newspaper had breached the privacy rights of the child.
In its decision, the court
However, the newspaper prevailed.
said that where an incident is a matter of public interest,
or the subject matter of a public investigation, a publication
legal
in connection therewith can be a violation of no one's
Citing other cases, the court said that
right to privacy.
frequently, the public has an interest in an individual which
the whole is
transcends his right to be let alone and since
greater than its component parts, private rights must often
yield to public interest.

In re LR, Pla Cir Ct, No 90-59051 CA 05, December 17, 1990,
and January 4, 1991 provides that in cases involving the death
of a child as the result of abuse, neglect or abandonment, there
shall be a presumption that the best interest of the child and
child's siblings and the public interest will be served
the
the
of
circumstances
the
of
disclosure
public
full
by
other
any
and
child
the
of
death
of
the
investigation
investigation concerning the child and the child's siblings.
of
to
emasculate its perceived role by its vitizens as protector of
children by being unable to confirm chat it has investigated
the death of a child who died under questionable circumstances.
The public has a need and a right to know that the agency vested
with responsibility for protecting children is accomplishing
It

is

accountability,

climate
national
the
given
irrational,
for a state to allow confidentiality laws

its Mandate.

This is the dilemma which faces the Georgia General Assembly
While it grapples with
and the Department of Human Resources.
the public's interest in protection of its youngest citizens,
also seeks to
it
continued funding.

comply with all federal requirements for
It was not the intent of the State of Georgia

to enact any legislation that conflicts with federal laws or
regulations and would result in a loss of federal funds. In
the event we cannot reach agreement on this issue, the State
of Georgia will take necessary action to attempt to remedy the
situation.
Sincerely,

/1.
Douglas G. Greenwell, Ph.D.
Director
DGG:ljb
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ADMINISTRATION fon
CHILDREN AND FAMILIEN

DrPARTMEIVT O HVALTH 4 HUMAN ilERVICE-8

Region IV

REFER TO:

FSS CO (2134)

URGENT
Douglas G. Greenwell, Ph, D.
Dirhctor
Division of Family and Children Services
Department of Human Resources
878 Peachtree Street NE
Atlanta, 0A 30309
Deer Dr. Greenwell:

After oonsultetion with our Regional and headcpartere Offices
of Ceneral Counsel, we must advise that the JnformatiOn in your
correspondence da'ad September 19, 1091, does not meet the
eligibility requirements for Child abuse and neglect grant funda
for Fiscal year 1991. Georgia's statute, section 49-5-4(0)(6)
which permits relent,* of information about the statue and restate
.of en inveetigation "...to any adult requesting information
regarding investigaion by the department or a governmental
protective agency regarding a deceased child when such perOon
specifies the identity of the Child....0 does not meet
requirements of 45 C.P.A. Section 1340.14(1).

Should you have further queationo, please advise.
sincerely,

Suanne Brooks
Regional Adminietrator
Administration for Children
and Femiliee

161
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47 T111:NITY AVENUE, S W

ATLANTA. GEORG,A 30334.1202

September 25, 1991

BY FAX AND BY REGULAR MAIL

Ms. Suanne brooks
Regional Administrator
Administration for Children and Families
Office of Human Development I,ervices
101 Marietta Tower, Suite 821
30323
Atlanta, Georgia
Re:

Denial of Grant Under the Child Abuse Prevention and
Treatment Act, 42 U.S.C. S 5106a

Dear Ms. Brooks:

This is in follow-up to my letter to you dated September 20,
In that letter the Department asked for a meeting to
1991.
discuss the position of the State of Georgia in the
In the event that the matter cannot
above-referenced matter.
be resolved, however, I respectfully request clarification
concerning your allocation of funds in order to protect
Georgia's claim to these much needed monies.
understand that the :unds involved are grants to states for
developing child abuse and neglect treatment programs pursuant
/ understand that the implementing
to 42 U.S.C. 5 5106a.
regulations governing the administration of these grants are
found at Part 1340 of 45 C.P.A. and that the allocation of
If there
these funds is done pursuant to 45 C.P.A. 5 1340.11.
is other authority upon which your agency relies, please let us
know.

One provision of the implementing regulations would appear to
make all grants under Part 1340 subject to the administration
of grants provisions af 45 C.F.R. Part 74 and to the aPPeals
provisions under the departmental grant appeals board found at
Nevertheless the
S 1340.3.
See 45
45 C.F.R. Part 16.
'urisdiction of the Grant Appeals Board turns to some extenL on

55-798 0

92

6
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11101410ANDWw".010ammmom,

DIVISION OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN SERVICES
878 PEACHTREE STREET,N.EJATIANTA,GEORGIA30309

September 26, 1991

Ms. Suanne Brooks
Regional Administrator
Administration for Children and
Families
Office of Human Development
Services
101 Marietta Tower, Suite 821
Atlanta, Georgia 30323
Dear Ms. Brooks:
regarding
correspondence
recent
most
your
upon
Based
Georgia's ineligibility for fiscal year 1991 basic Child Abuse
funds, the
and Neglect and Children's Justice federal grant
State wishes to request reconsideration on the following g-ounds:
1.

In 1990 the Child Fatality Protocol Committee was enacted.
It provided that all deaths of children in the State would
be reviewed and that all records and reports which became
part of that review would be confidential.

2.

A saving clause was enacted as part of this legislation.
It provided that nothing in the Act shall be construed to
authorize or require the inspection of any records or the
release
release of any information if that inspection or
would result in the loss of any federal funds to the State.

3.
4.

This savihq provision was not removed during the 1991 Session.

The child abt-e and neglect records of all deceased children
in Georgia become part of each child fatality review process.

are confidential
It is our position that these records
Therefore, the
and not subject to disclosure under this law.
award
of
the child abuse
State of Georgia respectfully requests
of our continued
and neglect and justice funds on the basis
compliance with federal regulations.
Sincerely,

Douglas G. Greenwell, Ph.D.
Director

DGG:ljb

1 E.1
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EXHIBIT II

Child Abuse and Neglect

.1990 legislative session, General Assembly revised confidentiality laws

.7-18-90 received notice from HHS that certain provisions of our law did not meet federal
regulatory requirements

.Based upon the threat of loss of federal funds DHR on 8-2-90 DHR informed HHS that we
would invoke the saving clause enacted to protect federal funds.
.During the 1991 session additional changes were made to the confidemiality laws. However,
the provision regarding information about deceased children was not changed and the saving
clause in the confidentiality of child abuse records was removed,
in January,1991DHR requested clarification regarding whether federal regulations was pertinent
to deceased children and the federal fiscal impact if GA remained out of compliance with
NCCAN eligibility requirements

.HHS responded in April 1991 (after the end of the session) that our statute failed to meet
federal requirements
.1n Sept 1991 DHR was mformed by telephone that HHS was reviewing the 1991 version of our
confidentiality statute and requested assurance that we would rely upon the saving clause in

OCGA 49-5-43.
Telephone conversations and correspondence occurred between DHR and HHS

Regional HHS staff met ith Central Office HHS and informed DHR on Sept 26 that GA
would be deemed ineligible for NCCAN funding unless saving clause(s) was invoked
.

1f

1

160

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON DECEASED CHILDREN

The General Assembly, during the 1990 legislative session, revised
the confidential provisions for the child abuse and neglect
records to provide for greater public accountability of thc
Following the legislative session in
child abuse programs.
1990, the Regional Office of HHS contacted the Division to advise
that certain of our statutory provisions enacted in 1990
us

did not meet federal regulatory requirements. We met with the
HHS staff and David Carpenter, ,Regional Office General Counsel
staff, and managed to resolve most of the identified egceptions.

Ono which was not resolved wan the issue raised by HHS that
records of child
wo railed to comply by providing reports or
abuse for a deceased child when asked by a member of the general
In
fact, our statute provided that when a
public to do so.
person inquired about a particular deceased child by name, the
Department would acknowledge whether we had investigated the
death for possible child abuse and if so, whether we had confirmed
no additional
No records were to be shared,
child abuse.
information provided.

Based upon the threat of loss of federal funds by HHS, at that
that
time the Department provided HRS assurances in writing
we would rely upon the saving clause enacted with the provision
The saving clause was
in order to protect our federal funds.
enacted because we had argued successfully during the session
that federal funds would be jeopardized if the provision was
enacted as written.
at the
Following that, we returned to Representative Oliver
time of the 1991 session with proposed changes which would comply
The Atlanta Journal/Constitution
with the federal regulation.
of
and the Georgia Press Association actively opposed change the
this provision. Representative Oliver incorporated many of

but the Howse Judiciary
legislation,
amended
into
Committee recommended that the provision regarding information
changes

about deceased children not be changed

and the saving clause

was removed.
the session, at the request of Representative Oliver,
we officially asked HHS to provide formal advice on the status
in
of state compliance should this provision remain unchanged
letter
which
Following
the
session,
HHS
provided
a
Georgia law.
stated that the Regional General Counsel's Office in consultation
determined
with Central Office General Counsel's Office had

During

that our statute failed to meet federal requirements.

65

161

FROM:DIV, OF FCS

TO:COMMISSIONER'S UrriLm

In mid-September two telephone calls were made by HMS advising
our
of
1991
version
the
reviewing
were
that
they
confidentiality statutes and were concerned that not only had
the law regarding deceased children not been changed, but that
They asked at that
the saving clause had also been removed.
time for a letter similar to the p.:evious year's letter advising

DFCS

them that we would rely upon the saving clause found at OCGA
49-5-43, and we were given a 24-hour deadline to submit it.

At our request, HMS then followed their telephone request with
a letter advising us that our statutory provision on deceased
children did not comply with federal regulations and that in
order to be eligible for federal child abuse and neglect funds
we must clarify our position by 10:00 a.m. the following day.
orcs provided clarification by the deadline and were advised
the same day that our clarification was inadequate.

Following that advice,

Cindy Wright of

the Governor's Office,

Representative Oliver, Commissioner Ledbetter, Doug Greenwell,
Peter Canfield, attorney for the Georg!a Prens Association,
and staff from DFCS met with the Attorney ,eneral and his staff.
Therefore, attendant to that meeting, a letter was prepared
to
Suanne Brooks asking for a meeting on the iseues and
information regarding appell rights.

f;
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P.AND DELIVERY

Her. Mary Margaret Oliver

oary Comnittec
r,eorgia House of Representatives
Sto*:e Capitol

A.ta, GA
Re:

30334

House Bill No. 289

2,ear Rep. Oliver:

Just a year a?o, we were afforded a ruch-ar.Treciated
opportunity to participate on behalf of The Atlanta Journal and
Co.nstitution in the Judiciary Committee's careful and deliberate
consideration of your proposals to amend the confidentiality laws
.:".,erning the State's child protection system.

Because of yoe.r perseverance and leadershiF, the
the General Assemhly as a whole
.ttee, the House
czrrectly recognized that these confidentiality laws have in tne
Flo-. served less to protect children and their families than tz
s:.:eld from renlic scruzi:-.1- the system's failures.

The Journal and The Constitution strong:; endorsed a7.d
opTlauded last year',s le..slative irprcvements in the
As you recognize. it
c:hf:dentiality laws for :ust this reason.
.s tne nature of our deroratic system that things get don:: nzt
just because they should get done bvt because people derand that
they get done. Victims of wrongs of all stripe have the right to
petition this body for action and to raise their voices high
But this has never
they get not only laws but results.
A child
teen and never will be the case with our children.
A child cinnot
write his legislator to complain of aL;se.
.c.nrc
c.ntact a newspaper reporter to complain t.nt_ a government af:r..2y
To
that is supposed to be protecting her is not doing its job.
redress and continue to reiress the violenee and abuse that is
perpetrated on children we have to depend not only on governrent

lt; 7
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Hon. Mary Margaret Oliver
January 25, 1901
Page 2
tut on the public s,...nut.ny that ensures. :n:t gover:-.7eht

effe.ftively functions.

We write now oe_tause of our stning belief znat Sent_.2 of House Bill No. 2=1, evidently dratti:i by the Cepartment :t
Human Resources and its Division of Fam:ly and Chli17-en
signals a significant retreat from last :ear's improvements.

0.C.1;.A.

§

Z1:) 5E,=3 to rewriBy its. Soction 2, 'House Bill
that
49-5-4,1,b), a .p-rovision enacteo last

furnished for the firib time in Georgia A procedure wherebi
"individuals or entities who are engaged in legitimate resear:-.
for educational, scientific, or public :_:-:.;oses" ma,- attenit'

cornce 3 juvenile ::urt judge to aff:r: access to records
oh.1.1 abuse.

Notwithstanding hit you mai n-1 teen le: to bel,
D.H.R. zegan
this so-called "r.esearch" prov:sion,
to change and administratively refusing t0 enforce .:ess than
months after its enactment, was not 'slipped' into last year's
legislation by the meiia. To the contrary, it was, en t.ctg,
product of a conscious and deliberate compromise, drafted b tne
Governor's Office, between D.H.R. and ne...s organizations.
addition, it was extensively discussed in at least one
Committee hearing in which representatives of the Georgia PrAti
Association, The Atlanta Journal and Constitution, the Gover:_n
Office and D.H.R. participated.
.

Not surprisingly, the provision was by no means at
time of its enactment, and is not now, a radical measure.
Although a substantial step forward in 3eorgia, it is, in fa-Ai we wrote you
comt-ratively narrow statute nationally.

.

veal., the statutes of over twenty states provide for re'sear.:n.- r
5_ee Ala. Code 5 26-14-8(b)
acness to child abuse records.
Code Arr.
(1986): Am. Samoa Co,ie Ann. § 45.2023 (l;(1); D.
1933;; Ind. C-!e
2114 (1981); Fla. Stat. Ann. § 415.51
Ann. § 31-6-11-18(b) (Burns 1987); Iowa Code Ann. § 235A.15
Supp. 1988); La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 46.56j) (5) (West 1982
Supp. 1989); Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 22, § 4008,2)(F) (Supp.
,

S.

1988); Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 722.627(a)(i) (West Supp. 1)33;:
Miss. Code Ann. S 43-21-261 (Supp. 1988); Mo. Rev. Stat. §
210.150(1) (3) (Supp, 1989): Nev. Rev. Stat. § 4328.290 (1987);
N.J. Stat. Ann. § 9:6-8,10a(1)(b)(8) (Supp. 1989); N.Y. Soc.
Serv, Law § 422(4)(h) (McKinney Supp. 1989); N.D. Cent. Code i
12.1-35-03 (Supp. 1989); Ore. Rev. Stat. § 418.770 (1987); S.C.
Code ann. § 20-7-690(C) (4) (Supp. 1988) ; Tenn. Code Ann. § 37-1612 (Supp. 1988); Utah Code Ann. § 62A-4-513(1) (Supp. 1988):
Wash. Rev. Code Ann. § 26,44.070 (Supp, 1989); Wis. Stat. Arn. §
Minn. Stat. Ann. §
48.981()) (est, Supp. 1988).
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Hcn. Mary Ma..-leret Oliver

January 25, 1991
Paee 3

6ee.:471 (Weet SuFF.

Orly one cf tee:e ever teenty
a prevision like
legielieel lest
in 3se.rgia conditicniee sach ac:ess e ee ease-by-a:sea julicial
appre.-el.
Miss. Code een. § 43-21-261
-- Mee-Liss:peel -- hes

Similarly, end, Again, anlike
neeber et other
statetes nd ecntrery to what ycu have eeeeetelly ecen led e:
believe, it oannet be overemehesizel thie eee Geergia
nue in effect lees ece permit Feeolic di:: :sere of t:-callei
"Idoetifiers." To the eontrary, it see--..eally eeo..ree
reeearehers afforded aceess to child abee0 reccrls eo effire
the court to order, tleat information ideneifying children,
reporters, individuals investigated but eet ceareed, etc., nee
disclosed.
0.C.G.A. j 49-5-41b)(2)B,.
:t also eceressly
ecrfees upon the coert :ontiraine )urisi.7zien to erfcree te.oreee with ceecempt, e.e.G.A.
4e-5-41
e:-:eien
see-ae in the real weele has many mcre
ehan eee
preeleion preeently g:verning inproper i.eoleeere :f :hIld 1receres by D.H.R., C.C.e.A. j 49-5-44at.
j

;

Finally, and with all due resr.eet to the at best selfserving legal determirations of
ar
-tbeier gereEatTAOts_at tha ft/eral Department of Health and
Services, the present 3eereia prbvisle.n en no wae rioleees
--felderaicartfed"dhtiality standards.

It must be ected, as H.H.S. cff:eials have aemittee.
that these federal staneards implicate, a: ecst, oeee $350,..
federal funds, not scme $20 million as eecreia D.H.R. offie:1:a
have suggested.
It mest also be noted that these federal
standards are rarely enforced.
Despite a number of leng-stie:.-:
state statutes much less restrictive thin thet enaetel in
last year, H.H.S. has cut off state funes for failere to
with federal confidentiality standards only onee in the preeei-fitteen year history.
Mcreever, outside ehe cenfilentialite
iseealaaeLy_out

eiiech_ a federal

e
stareierd-reTelting tee_etate to ensure t:e eppointeent
special representatiee for-each Child .whe gees into eourt foe
negleet.oe abusa haachng-, -Yet the rederel government has mede eo
threat to cut off funds to Georgia as a result.
i

Most importantly, however, even assuming that for scee
reason the federal standards will ncw be vigorously enforced, eee
present Georgia provision plainly complies. There is, as D.e.e.
and others have noted, a federal confidentiality standerd
governing neeeeceeleeeeorAered access to child abuse records thit
permits researcher access to so-called "identifiere" only with
45 C.F.R. j
the permission of a representative of the child.
1340.14(i)(2)(xi). Thus, it is true that if the present Geerea
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Hon. Mary Margaret Olivr
JarLiary 25, 1991
Page 4

to D.H.P., this
pro:iAon sirply left the 1.7-2.3
standard would be impli:ated and federa_ :.nding
However, the present Georg_a i:rovistoo, does not
jeopardized.
7: t!te cont.o, the
leave the icoess deeisi:n up to D.H.R.
For this reaspe**'' -r and ocrvirce a_ocrt.
researoher

tre provision falls rr and fully ocrpies with a separate
federal confidential standard, J:sCLiss.2i it the tine cf last
year's c0,-prorise bk..:t entirely ignored c. ":.H.R. in its effor-.

sinoe, that pernts_rt7ordered_ac.,;eac.

(1:4;n4

t

i5

ind by "ya

-

.dnder terms identified la-Steteststelte"..
For all of these reasons, we ,..:;:. you to z:nsider
.ne pre:3:
str:.%ing Section 2 of ).H.R.'s Mouse Sil_ -o. 239.
3eco...a "researohli prz%Isicr, which D.H._ 'signed -_:f tn'
A year agc, is :7.-c?rvat_ve In r:t.-2 :-1 ful, ::o-plie:
-...h3-.
-rlike t:-.7, ilter-lXoreove:
with :eleral f...ndirg stardaris.
proposed by 0.H.R. in 3ection 2, the pree-t leorjia ::ro-.:
affords a meaningful opportunity for le::t.nate pL.C'.:: s.:rut::of a child welfare system desperately in reed of such scrutin-,.
The iirasent Georgia provision rationally oronibits public
disclosure only of infor7ation that would identify "a child,"
"re.,:orters of child abuze," or "irdividua:s who wErre investi;-.,::
D,H.R...;
but not charged with or prosecuted for i crine," etc.
Section...2, by contrast, would prohibit hot only p,:blic disclos-:cf, cut als'd 2e'nflegLtlm'at,1- researcher Ic::ess to, any
identiLying.4ft4c-rmatcn .-datsoever-, -inciuing-intc;rmatvon
identifying 0, I.R. c'!Aseworkerg: As'a reit, it would give
.

D.H.R. virtually carte blanche to 'santV its rc_ords in

.,:.

3 way as to frustrate attempts to hold it ihd its officials
e7.,ployees publicly accountable.
For this reison, shouid you r..-3...n c.thvin.:ed that

t.

preoert statutory provision sreuld be :1-.arge3, ',:e wc,..ld uvqe
ast re;est the new D.H.'.:. for7;:at,on in fi...
to lr. the very
;:s
r
co:1A te
this result.
pre
of ore that wcul .1%-e:.t
acconplis%hed, for exa-Tle, by striking 1.-.,s 110 thr:ugh
D.H.R.'s oropcsed ection 2 and substituting the following
1.'

their plae!e:

Names and addresses of individuals, other thah
(3)
officials, employees or agents of agencies receiving cr
investigating a report of alouoe _)r treating a child :r
family which is the subject of a report, shall te
deleted from any Information released puruw.rt to this
subsection unless the court determines thit having the
names and addreJse5 ogen for rview is ec'.:lential to the
..tei;edrch :Ind the child, through his/her representative,
gives permission to releas the inforhatior:
.. _______....
-
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r4aret
Hon. Mary
January 25, 1991
Page 5

greatly
tne child we:fare
your support f):

et.

re.e.

i.r4e you

':wever,

nlii No. 289's 7:7t.:n 2.

Thar.K you f:r yo..tr corsiderat.-:r..

Sincerely

kidL
Terrence "2. Adanson
Feter C. 21:.-IeLJ

Me-,Cers :f

Mr. Hyde
Ms. :are Har:7'n

Ms. Kathy Berry
Mr. David Huds:n
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offers the following
substitute to KB 1319:

A BILL TO BE ENT/TLED
AN ACT

2

the

31

Code of Georgia Annotated, relating to child abuse

3:

the

33

information

34

certain

36

such

37

provide

38

To amend Article 2 of Chapter 5 of Title 49 of

1

Official

3

records, so as to provide for

4

persons

access

having

and

therein

definitions;
such

to

provide

change

to

and

records

for

conditions

5

contained

6

disclosures; to prohibit certain conduct

7

records

8

penalties

9

disclosures; to prohibit certain information from being made

39

of records which are open to the public and provide

40

other

41

and

part

to

therefor;

10

a

11

an exception; to repeal

12

purposes.

13

16

immunity

provide

conflicting

laws;

certain

for

and

for

BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY or GEORGIA:

2 of Chapter 5 of Title 4; of

47

child

44

recoWS, Js amended by striking Code Section 49-5-40.

4 9

tnA4rting

50

Section

14
15

and

therein

contained

information

to

relating

Article

1.

the Official Code of Georgia Annotated,
.abuse

relating

to

17

declaring certain records to be ,:,nfidential, and

18

in its place a new Code section to read as foUows:

19

"49-5-40

20

(1)

LILA!. used in this arl:Icle
'Abused

22
23
24

52

means sublectud to :bilo abuse.
means

21

thv term!

apt person uhdor 12,1pars

54

56

SL_Sge.

jaChi1dabueoeh s:_
IA)

Any.

iUT.

_physical

25

Inflicted

upon

25

caretaker

thereof

27

EvAaal

,a

child

by

58

by

cl.he:

a

or

,arent

death

60

or

61

than accIdent41

1 7J

166
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LC

Neglect or ey2:L2itation of

18_,

1

ch_ld

a

1

b::_a_p_arent or caretakar thereofi.

2

3

4

Sexual asaault of a child; or

(D)

Sexual exploitation of a child.
exploitation

'Sexual

(4)

5

ii.11

67

moans cogduct by a

69

eitoles,yermitej.

10

6

child's parent or caretaker

7

ncourages, or requires that c110.d to engage int
Prostitution,

(A)

8

who

defined

ss

Code

in

Section 16-6-9; or

9

10

ewliclt

Sexually

(13)

of _producing

conduct
visual

11

purpose

12

medium depicting such conduct., an

any

for the

74

print

75

or

defined

in

Code Section 16-12.100.

13

ipi

14

and

Each

every

record concerning reports of

77

substance

78

custody of the

79

controlled

15

child abuse and-ftesleee and child

16

or

17

department or other state or local agency is declared to

18

be confidential, and access thereto is prohibited except

80

19

as provided in Code Section

Section

81

20

49-5-41.1."

amended by

84

22

striking Code Section 49-5-41, relating to persons permitted

85

23

6=038 to child abuse records, and inserting

place

86

24

the following:
Section

Re

21

25

marijuana

Section

abuse

2.

'49-5-41.

which

Said

(a)

is

49-5-41

article

49-5-40, the following persons or

27

reasonable

28

child abuse ael-depeivae4eet

Code

and

further

is

Notwithstanding

26

its

in

Code

agencies

shill

have

89

access to such records concerning renorts of

90

(1)

29

the

in

A legally (,Andated,

public

or

private,

protective agency of this state or any other

30

child

31

state bound by similar

32

and requirements which is investigating a report nf

3)

known

or

suspected

-

1,7,3

confidentiality

provisions

child abuae ele-deprivabien or

2

-

92
93
94

4
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of

treating a child or family which is the sublect

1

a report or record;

2

4

that access to such records may

5

determination

necessary

be

such

before

issue

an

of

94

subpoena, upon its finding

by

court,

A

(2)

3

9,

for

court;

examine

100

record in camera, unless the court determines

101

that public disclosure of the information contained

102

6

provided, however, that

7

such

shall

court

the

therein is necessery for the resolution of an issue

9

before

record

the

and

it

then

11

admissible under the rules of evidence;
(3)

13

determination

14

necesaary

15

and

such

to

liCCSSIS

its

records

is

106

in the conduct of its official business;

state

this

in

17

circuit

18

attorney who may seek

19

with official duty,

judicial

109

or any assistant district

109

any

of

attorney

A district

(4)

16

that

upon

subpoena

by

jury

grand

A

12

103

otherwise

is

10

ACCOSS

such

in

connection
110

Any adult who makes a report of suspected

112

21

child abuse as required by Code Section 19-7-5, but

113

22

such

notification

114

(5)

20

only

include

shall

access

was

23

regarding the child concerning whom the report

24

made, shall disclose only whether the Invf!Itivtin

1)5

25

by

the department or governmental child _protective

116

26

agency

reported

the

of

and,

if

abuse

completed

2,

completed

28

was confirmed or unconfirmed,

29

disclosed

30

report; and

31

if

requested

AnY

adult

by

regarding investigations by

33

gL'YfIFnmental

34

deceased

child

when

^r

only

117

be

Ila

the person making the

119

information

121

the

protective
such

ongoing

shall

and

requesting

32

child

is

whether child abuse

department

or

a

122

agn3i. reording_a

person

specifies

174

the

124
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limited

3

such an ongoing or complpted investigation of

4

death

5

confirmed or unconfirmed.

6

(b)

and,

12E

or

130

records

131

aed--depvivasiem

and

132

to

the

state

The department or a county or cther
access

permit

may

agency

local

8

colcerning reporti of child abuse
information

relecse

such

completed, whether child abuse was

if

7

may

to

such

from

lough

records

10

following parsons or agencies when deemed appropriate by

11

such department;

13

whom

14

deprived;

reasonably

he

Police

(2)

15

or

suspects

Aay

other

any

1.3;

er

137

enforcement

13g

an/

14n

be

may

law

a

abused

or

state

other

16

agency of this state or

17

medical

18

of known or suspected child abuse ev-deprievatien;

examiner or coroner investigating a report

(3)

19

in

protective

a

143

144

child

21

before him a child he reasonably

22

abused rdepsived and

23

information in the record or

to

may

suspects

be

order

145

whether to place the child in protective

14-

determine

25

custody; and

report

in

An agency or per5on,ether-thae.a-eht4418

14,

custody,

IF.

having

legal

the

27

pasent--er--gealediam,

28

responsibility,

29

treat, or supervise the child who Ls the subject of

30

a report or record.,

jj

145

such person requires the
to

24

(4)

place

141

custody when such person has

A person legally authorized

20

25

114

child

him

A physician who has before

(1)

12

124

to a disclosure regarding whether there Is

2

9

be

shall

access

such

identity of the child, but

1

or

authorization

to

care

for,
151

person_111/1.22

153

32

responsibility or authorization to assist in making

154

33

a judicial determination for the child who

tho

155

34

sub ect

31

175

An

of

agency,

the

facility,

report

or

is

or record of child abuse,
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officially

including but not limited to members of

1

2

recognized

3

guardians

Appointed

Court

certified

litem

who

volrnteers

(CASA)

Advocate

Suecial

4

review panels

citizen
ad

are

7

best

the

for

159
159

as

appointed by a judge of a juvenile court to act
advocates

15-

court appointed

interest of a child in a

169

child

161

child

163

leyenile proceeding, and members of a county
abuse protocol committee or task force;

10

protective agency

11

another

12

provisions

the department's

following

14

report

15

this State

durin:

or

of

a

investigation

of child abuse, the alleged abuser has left

in

I6P
161

child

170

against any .mployee of such agency or

171

Section

or

49-5-12,

18

department has investigated

19

abuse

20

school and anY child remains at risk from

21

to that employee;

23

An

of

allegations

exposure

employee of a school or employee of a

173

Section

1'5

abuse

176

allegations of

whom

againit

Code

in

child welfareagert, aS defined

24

166

the

Code

181

165

where

school

a

17

made

164

defined

as

agency,

A child welfare

(7)

22

of

confidettiality
when,

requirements

and

agencv

enforcement

law

or

bouno by_ similar

state

13

16

mandated . Public

legally

A

6

9

25

have been made, when the department has been unable

26

to

27

involvement

28

child in the care of that

29

those

determine

th,

allegel

in

instances,

release

upon
from

the

employee's

1"/

abuse

against any

(78

of

extent

child
school

keceiving

or

agency.

In

a

request

and

30

signed

31

may report its findings to the employet and
Any

180

the empluee, the department
181

ongoing

183

with the child named in the record r

184

person

who

has

an

32

59)

33

relationship

34

report of child abuse any part of which

1"

is

to

be
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disclosed to such_person_hut only_!f that_ pf..rs.2n

sus_pcted abuse of that -hl:

report

to

2

reguired

3

pursuant to subsection lb) of Code Section

4

as that subsection existed on January

5

Sect:ion

article

Said

3.

6

striking Cede Section 49-5-44,

7

allowing

8

inserting in its

9

follows:

11

place

"49-5-44.

10

relating
to

access

unauthorized

new Code

a

to

amended by

penalties

fcr

records,

and

certain

read

to

section

permits any perscn or agency not listed in Code

12

49-5-41

13

reports

to

access

have

such

to

174

Section

19' ;

declared

.97

of

198

false

200

14

confidential by Code Section 49-5-40 Shall be guilty

15

a misdemeanor.

16

ipl

17

pretense

18

reports

19

Section 49-5-40 or information contained therein

20

as

21

bhall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

22
23

obtains
of

abese

this

in

knowingly

under

and

or

201

declared confidential by Code

202

except.

204

article or Code Section 19-7-5

205

attempts

or

child

authorized

(..c)

who

person

Any

to

records

obtain

Section

2o-

may

2nq

a part of._eny record which is open to the

209

make

210

Records

made

confidential

by

(.2cde

ce,-,rds

49-5-40 and information obtatned from such
made

24

not

25

Public except that a district attorney may use and

26

public

27

criminal prosecution for any offense

28

or results from child abuse."

29
30
31

32

be

that

192

as

records. concerning

aed--sleprivatius

abuse

child

of

l'!n

or

authorizes

who

person

Any

(a)

1990.

further

is

19-7-5

record or information in tht course of any

Section

4.

Said

article

is

which

further

constitutes

amended by

211

214
217

adding at the end a new Code section to read as follows:
and

213

employees of either providing access to or disclosure of

219

'49-5-46.

77

The

department

or

any

agency

173

information

1

records

or

2

49-5-41

shcll

3

therefor."

4
5

Section 5.

have

no

an

authorized by ,:lde

civil

or

criminal

All laws and parts of laws in

1_,.Ati.::y

crmfllt

with this Act are repealed.
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SUFFER

THE CHILDREN
Georgie runs a child welfare system in
which children suffer, and even ale, in
virtual secrecy
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Something Has To Be Done
AboUt Georgia's Abuse of Children
g-'

The stories contained here are often painful to read
Usually, the public is not exposed to the intimate suffering
of abused and neglected children Usually, confidential,:y
rules assure that child welfare decisions are made behind
closed doors.
Staff writer Jane O. Hansen opened those doors in her
series. "Suffer the Children She revealed a world where confidentiality often does more to cover the failures of the bur .
eacracy than to protect the pus acy of child victims, where he.
ing rescued from an abusive natural home is sometimes just
a prelude to abuse in a foster home

Her findings were co^ ening and disturtint
Fifty-one children in Georgia died last year while under the "protection" of the states child welfare system One
example two toddlers whose drutaddicted father took
them for a walk one evening and bashed their heads to the
pavement. for eight months before the incident the family
had been the subject of repeated complaints to child welfare

authorities.
Suspicinus deaths of children are routinely signed off
in this state by coroners as natural or accidental with no I rives
ligation or autopsy One example' the infant daughter of a
drutabusing mother died after being rolled across the floor
like a bowling ball, the coroner listed the case as Sudden
Infant Death Syndrome
Children in Georgia are routinely forced to sit in
courtrooms crowded with accus,c1 felons, waiting for hours to
be called to testify in preliminal y hearings One example A
2-yearold was forced to wait three hours before being called
to appear in a preliminary hearing on an alleged case of
sexual abuse. when the call finally came, the child was asleep
Overcrowded temporary shelters for abused or ne .
glected children have become dumping grounds for children
the state has no other place for and permanent homes for
children it can't place One example In a shelter serving Atlanta. a mentally retarded 15-year-old. who openly mastur
bates and who is dying from a fatal disease, sits watching Sesame Street surrounded by toddlers, he has been at the
temporary shelter a year

"'Foster care in Georgia has become a system where
children are sometimes more likely to be abused than if they
eemain with their natural parents. and where those who are
raised by the state are often considered damaged goods One
example A 19,year-old isho spent his life in a succession of
foster homes had his first.norn child taken from him and his
parental rights severed, in part because the state believed
that growing up in foster care had made the father an unfit
parent
State officials were as -ffected by the disclosures in the
Series as tfle hundreds of readers who called or wrote letters

following publication The comments of Georgia Gov Joe
Frank Harris reflected the sentiments of many
"The newspaper's articles threw a glaring light on the
atrocities visited daily on innocynt babies and children." said
Gov Harris "I feel both a tremendous sadness and a moral
outrage that some in our soca* place such little value on chil.
dren and that the systems designed and funded to protect
them su otlen do not work."
Both Democr6lic and Republican state leaders said
they expected a package of legislation would be introduced
when the General Assembly convenes in January Grass
roots groups of parents already have cropned op to encourage
that process
While some of the probl.ins in Georgia's child welfare
system are unique toGeorta. many are not Wc encourage you
to take a close look al one slate's failures. some of its suc .
cesses and its search for solutions "Suffer the Children"
maker it clear child protection today is too often an illusion Something must be done to make it a reality
The Editors

.11104.10MMISIN
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A Home 1s No Refuge
Vor Abused Youngsters
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the cause of death among infants on the
state's caseload
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an autops> which experts consider es,
sentia! to the diagnosis
Georgia's elected coroners routinels break the lay hs failing to call a
medical esaininer K hen the cause of a
child's death is not immediately apparent

No one in nl'ilrgla keeps record of
how many children were killed by their
the No 1 murderers of chilparents
dren under 5 liongia is one of 10 stales
that does not keep statistics on overall
deaths caused bs child abuse according
to the National Committee for Preven'
lion

re-

quest for help. and the welfare worker

sf Child Abuse

bets% een Casecommunication
ww-kers, police officers. judge.s. proseis often as lack.
cutors and coroners
tog as the tecuritkeeping when children
die
Itctsei en 1979 ?nd 1982, four chil
in lb, same Cluster) Coonts family
s,plinenn, causes After the see

rod chilirs drain the father told meth.
xaminers he sea:. suspicious of his
wit., After the third child's death the

an Ilsear.old girl
teld a child welfare worker she was
ouls sursivor

afraid to stay with her mother The girl
ssTs later found dead in her mother's
horse of "probable asphyxia- of -unde-

gra knows little about how often. ah or
how people have killed children they're
responsible far," said br Michael Dur
fee. a national expert on child fatalities

"In a small but horrible way, a child
may be murdered and nobody bothers
to do anything"

State child welfare officials are
aware of the problem but so it is Nr
mnre complex than child protective seesices alone can solve Sometimes, the)
are discouraged from even trying
Last summer when the state child
welfare agency took a stab at reviewing
the suspicious de; th of a 2-year-cld girl
who was mystenously burned to death.
they were advised to stop
'Our lawyers said we don't want lu
collect evidence to convict ourselses.said Douglas G Greenwell. director of
Georgia's Division of Family and Chitdren Services

More Than 39,000 Cern in 1987
In 14d7 more than 39,000 cases of
abuse or neglect were reported in Geor.
and more than half of those cases
gia

were confirmed The figure represenr
a 26 percent jump from the year before
In extreme cases of abuse and ne

glect children die

mostly at the

hands of their parents and mostly be
fore they reach their first hirthdas
A March report by Johns Hopkins

Unisersity School of Public Health
showed that for the first time in tsso
decades. homicides had replaced motor

vehicle accidents as the No. I cause of

injurylelated deaths for children under 1 in the United States
While sexual abuse is perhaps the
child abuse issue of the day. "the nest
issue is that people kill their kids.- said
Dr Durfee, a child psychiatrist with the

Los Angeles Counts Department of
Health Sersices and a member of the
Presidential ComnosSion an Child and
You'll Fatalities
Georgia child welfare officials so,
they often don't know a lot about host
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children on their caseloads died, since
they sometimes close cases before au .
topsies have been condueted or before
their
concluded
have
police
investigation
Georgia
"Unlike other states
doesn't have a real system for reporting

child fatalities," said Jan T. South. a
child protective services specialist for
the state Department of Human Re.
sources "Basically because no one has
said we need to look at that"

In Georgia, so little attention has
been paid to the problem that the best
the state has is an informal list of children who died while in their custody or
who were at least known to the agency
That flgure ignores what is probably a
larger group of sictims
known.
"Fur every child that
there are probably a dorm) that are not
known." said Or Joseph I, Burton.
medical examiner for rise metro At tan

ta counties and an expert on child
above

iiilirderod by their fa
Brandon Miles Pris...!. and Jarratt sroo rris, 3,
road in Forsyth County last October. 'Ho was high on cocaine
ther on a !r
at the time.

or some other s aretakfir.

Cocaine, Crack Share Blame

The mounting number of child
otiose and nilecl cases is in part root
ed in more aggressive reporting eta
some experts believe that the actual Incidence of siolence against children is
a/soon the nse
One reason for the growing violence
is drugs. experts say, primarily cocaine
and its derivative, crack Of the 51 Georgia protective services death cases last

year, close to a third had parents involved In drugs or alcohol. accorchig to
the summaries obtained by the newspa-

per under the Georgia Open Records
Act Nationally. 60 percent of confirmed
eases of child abuse and neglect involve
drug or alcohol abuse, according to the

National Committee for Prevention of
Child Abuse

One difficulty in checking the v.o
leme is society's reluctance to Interfere
the bewith the sanctity of the family

lief that what goes on in a family's
home is no one else's business
"I think society does not give a great

deal of value to children:. said Dr Janine M Jason a pediatrician and immunologist at the U S Centers for Disease
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let I est.n stilt)
pens sa) Th

ii

autops)

forensic ex

ri rica nv impossihk.
stithcoi Sroa:I children also can be

strangled or drowned in bathtubs with a
fan' amount of ease and little detection
In Lot Angeles where a sophisticated team of prolessionals investigates all
suspicious child deaths, bathtub drown

legs are the cause of death most fre
.

quently moved from the accident to ho.
minds. category after the review

No one in Georgia keeps
record of how many children
were killed by their parents
the No. 1 murderers of children
under 5. Georgia is one of 10
states that does not keep statistics on overall deaths caused
by child abuse.

'A 2.yearold who drowns in the
that's a homieide until proc .
en otherwise." said Dr Timis of Miami
That was not the case for a 4-year.
old Georgia girl who died last year Ac
cording to the summary of her case, an
emergency room physician. who treated
her for mouth injuries, reported to the
child wellaie agency that he suspected
bathtub

she was hylog abused He said the
mother's behasior was not normal, and

he described her as -overly critical"
and 'seri rough" with the child
By the time a child welfare worker
got to touch with the family. the little
girl was dead "The child drowned in a
bathtub" the -dimmary says The agency
-had no further involsement after refer.
ring relatives for therapy to ,:ssist them

with their grief

ment of Children's Sen ices and the Department of Health Sep.ices
In 1986, the team reviewed 203 sus

In recognition. ri fhe growing probstates have es
lem of child fataldiv..
tablished child fatalny review teams to
look at all suspicious deaths Georgia is
not one of then,

The Los Angeles team. which Dr
Durfee helped to fonn in 1978. reviews

the deaths of all children under 10
where one or more of a number of faci
tors are found including dnigs, bathtub
asphy sta. SIDS over 7
months. drugs or burns
Included on the team are represen.
dross oing.

Leine, from the medical examiner's of.
lice, police and sheriffs departments.

said

The notion of a parent killing his
child
particularly a helpless infant
is a difficult one for the public to grasp
Most parents at some point experience
the anger a child can trigger, sometimes
scaring themselves with the force they
use to spank their child Thal common
experience is one reason why the offense of child abuse may go undetect-d
or unpunished until a child is dead
But there is a line that is crossed.
fine as it may be, that distinguishes be-

tween occasional uncontrolled anger

limos deaths Of those. 52 were desig

and anger that kills

nated as child abuse homicides
"We learn best from those situations

Hare Footage of Child Abuse

where we have clearly failed.- said Dr
Richard D Krugman. director of the C
Henry Kempe National Center for the

abuse in action captured the nation's

Prevention and Treatment of Child
Abuse and Neglect. located in Denser
"Unless you bring all these people into
one room to discuss what they know
about a given child's death and thy family You're not going to make prugress in
understanding what's going on

Such information automatically

Tram Approach l !Strahing Deli&

,

district attorney's office. the Depart.

unintentional!) at a child
'Il t. soniething that is avoidable if
SOWN(' uas there In help' Ifin Duthie

leads to improvements in the child wed
fare system. including more convictions

of people who previously might have
gotten away with murder

After creation of a fatality review
team. Oregon's conviction rate is child
abuse homicides rose from 50 percent
In 1985 to 90 percent in 1987

'As the system ties itself together.
the first thing you get ls more criminal
action." Dr Durfee said Coroners do a
better evaluatton. surviving siblings are
protected. and potential child abusers
are identified, he said
Often, child homicide occurs when a
naient under stress, with limited linencial or emotional resources, lashes out

Recently. rare footage of child
attention after a Tennessee couple se .
crelly videotaped their baby sitter hit.
ling their 13-month.old baby boy
The parents had become suspicious

of the woman after their 3.yearold
daughter told them the sitter was hit .
ling the infant In a dramatic dispiay of
anger. the tape Shows the 27yearold
sitter whacking the baby on the side of
the head as she sits feeding her The
child was not seriously injured
'Ws a striking case in the seve that
when you see the way this perticular
babs sitter slammed the head twice of
this infant. the force is staggering.' said

Dr Krugman. during a recent child
abuse confereece In Atlanta. "It's dim.
cull to watch
What's even more striking he said.
Is that the baby had no brain injuries

"If a blow of that nature doesn't
cause injury. Imagine what kind or a
blow does." Dr Krugman said "It is
substantial '1 he kinds of forces that are

brought to heir on croldren by enraged
adults is unbelievable

How Journal-Constitution
Carried Out Invesfigation
More than six months ago. Thc At.
!anti Journal-Constitution began elTorts
I

i

to find out what had happened to 51
child abuse or neglect victims whose
plight was known to Georgia social
workers al thc time of their deaths last
year

The monroal-Constitution filed a re .

quest for the files under the Georgia
i Open Records At I, rogp,esting that
names and specific identifiers be re.

moved to avoid any. incision of pnvaey

State Attorney General Michael J
Bowers denied the request, saying the
records were protected by conftdential.
ity laws. esen though the children those

laws were designed to protect were
dead

Children Services prepare summaries
of the flies.

Fortyitwo summaries were provid
ed They are sketchy ano often prompt

more questions than they answer
such as whether ar insestigation into

Rather than tun oser actual records of the easel, many of which are
now closed. Mr Rowers instructed Assaw Attorney General Carol Coserove

the death was ever conducted, whether
anyone was ever arrested. whether an

to help the state Div isiOn of Family and

home.

autopsy was done, and what efforts
were made to protect siblings still at
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The New Homeless: Babies
Addicted to Drugs at Birth
By Jane

a Hansen

SI4

At Grady Memorial hospital, a baby
girl the size of a human hand lies in a
glass bubble trying to stas alive The
baby's mother. a 22.yearold cocain addict shot up onls hours before her
birth causing the placenta to rip free of

(he woman's body And sending the
mother into a rapid, frantic labor The
babs was born seven weeks before she
should have been
Because of the eocaire in her veins
she was born in shock with a profound.

l) low heart rale A plastic bag hes on
her abdomen. collecting her waste di.
redly from the hole len in her intestine

She still has periodic seizures from
too little blood floss to her brain making her a strong candidate for cerebral
palsy and mental retardation Her immature lungs require an oxygen hood

and her tiny body jerks to a rapid
rhythm as she labors to breathe

"This baby is going to be a disaster." said Dr William It Season, a
neonatologist and medical direetor of
Grady's special care nurseries -She
will never be a functioning member or
society'
Babies like these are about to crush
the state's already overwhelmed public

hospital and child welfare systems
They are a new and sickly population of
homeless childien left in the stake of
sksrodulifig cocaine abuso and the re
lated specter of AIDS At Gi Ay alone a
staggering 200 babies a month are born
who show signs of drug addiction. pri.
manly to cocaine

Increasingly across the country'

l
;

I

;

these babies are being abandoned by
their parents to live as hospital -board.
er babies"
"These are likely to be children for.
ever in the care or the state." said Dr
Deborah A. Daro, director of research
for the National Committee for Preven.
tion of Child Abuse "We are not finding
a lot of homes that will take these ehil.
dren in
Nationalls, as many as 375(00 babies -. 1 in 10 are born etch year to
drug or alcohollbusing parents. accord.
Ing to the committee
Experts say that not only are babies
abused before they're born by pregnant

'

women la drugs, but they're also more
4

likely to b7 abused after they re born if
they re sent home with drug.using par.
ants

Heavy users or cocaine and its
highly addictive derivause crack, are
incapable of caring about much else in .
clueing the welfare of a child In one

recent ease. a Stamford Conn woman
arranged on several occasions for her
10-yearold daughter lo be raped bv a
48.searold man in exchange for mono
to buy erack.
Besides fostering neglect, crack has
unleashed a disturbing wave of violence

against children, child abuse experts
say

In New York Cits, II percent of

child abuse and neglect deaths in 19115
were tied to parental drug use By 1981.

as crack use became widespread. that
figure had jumped to 73 percent

Murder 'Much More likeb'
Coeaine babies are more likels to be
premature, suffer from neurological div .
orders, have cardiac malformations and

"Maybe the state just nerds ti mal+e

a policy about children who are horn
addicted that says we consider tin,
abuse or neglect.- said Gerald V

chief of the child protectise senIce,
unit for the state Division Of Family and
Children Services tit the Department of
Human Resources
Georgia is not alone in its lark of :1

policy Only a reW stzites includ.ng
Oklahoma and Utah. have UM'. Irqt111

ing that parental drug abuss
trigger an investigation by child io
live services to determins whether or
not a child is safe at home

Besides the risk of Ave and ne.
glect babies born to drug.abusing :moth

ers are also at risk of contractini; ie yi

rus that causes AIDS Georg.a ilow
ranks llth national!) in its numb-r of
AIDS.infected children according
the Department of Human Ite,ources
A study sponsored by the national
Centers for Disease Oirtrol doe for re
lease at this week's Atertiatioiiai AIDS

experience respiratory difficulties At

conference in Montreal. 1 11 or oily
1,000 babies born in Georgia are now

Grady. 10 percent of the cocaine babies
born prematurely become blind. 411 per-

testing positive to the AIDS virus

cent have the equivalent of A stroke.

dieted parents w hose needie sharing

said Dr. Season Many will develop
dyslexia
Such problems are stressful enough

for a normalls resourceful parent
they're overwhelming for one damaged
by drugs

"The drug babies are much more
likel) to be murdered because they te
harder to manage and the families are
much less managable; said Dr Michael
Durfee. a Los Angeles 'had psvclualrist

and national expert on child abus,
homicides

Phyllis W Miller, Grady's chief pc
diatric social worker said that in 1979,
the hospital referred one baby of an ad

The majority are born to drlIg
led to their own AIDS infection said
Dr Joseph A. Willer medical dire( tor
of the AIDS programs for the Depart
meld of Human Resources
Georgia was one or about

statr,
that participated in the CDC studv lu
testing all babies born irorn Septembei

or last year through Fehroar, nt this
year The study's resul,i !near that this
year alone, about 184 babies win be
born in Georgia who test poi.itive
Roughly a third will probably die from
AIDS within two years. said Dr Wilier
National estimates are that hi lgol
at least 20.000 children will tw iorested
by the AIDS virus

services worker; last year, the number

The implicltions are hugs. for a
state welfare system that is alteart

was 212

overwhelmed Without a plan for the fo

dieted mother to the local protectite

recognizing that parents' drug addle.
hon. particularly to cocaine or crack or

lure, experts say deug.darmiged and
AIDS.infected babies will hie "tit their
lives in osertaxed public hospitals Ihst

PCP. could be a prescription for violent
abuse or neglect of their children

are already collapsing under thi
of other medical and sosi; prohkin,

Increasingly child abuse experts are

Yet Georgia has no polio linking
drugs and abuse, and the state child
welfare department hay no requirement

that hospitals report habies ,iorn to
dr ug. ahu sing parents. although Grady
now does au

These children's future. will be ir
grim as Dr Season's 3-weeteold patiem
at Grady In the baby's sterilized ii;e11.

baled world, even the Mlle bear
propped next to her head riftsi bc
wrapped in plastic to protect her rrm,
4
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A 1month-old boy, addicted to cocaine at birth, breathes
with the help of a ventilator in an incubator at Grady Megerms There Is a tube through her belly and another needle in her hand Yet.
as fragile as she appears, this baby will

er unfit, yet they' hase had difficulty
finding a foster family willing to take
him Just temporarily Recently they

says And like most. she'll probably go

sour, es "It's going to get worse

found one

said

'HA Like a Stroke Patient'
On a window in Grady's intcnsise
care nurser) is a drawing of a child

,

!

baby to a mother social workers consid

probably live "Most do." Dr Season

After she was born, her mother
promised the hospital social worker
that she was going to get off drugs
-Both the mother and father are already shooting up again." Dr Sexson

;

"And it's not going to get better"
Dr Bruner. the director of Grady's pediatric emergency' clinic, recently
warned the state Board of Human Re.

home

.

WA.TIC smi,'5O.
mortal Hospital. He was born eight to 10 weeks prema.
ture.

On the ninth floor. a 14.month.old
baby boy has been living in a steel crib
Dressed one recent day in a diaper and
striped T.shirt, he lay alone in a room
Surrounded by empty cribs
Three months ago. he was brought

into the emergency room in consul.
sions His mother had allegedly beaten
him to the point of fracturing his skull.
and the baby' had to be whisked into

holding a bunch of flowers -I have

emergency si rgery so evacuate the
blood clots caused by his brain

AIDS. please hug me." the poster says

hemorrhage

It's a Sign of how things haw
changed since Dr Barbara limner first

Bruner said as she petted the curly

walked Grady's hallways 31,
rs ago.
tending to sick children In tho.e days
there were no babies dying of AIDS Ba
hies born addicted to drugs ssen. rare

"He's like a stroke patient." Dr
headed boy's stomach "He's paralyzed

on his lefl side and he's got very stiff
estremeties Plus he's brain damaged I
think he doesn't see"

And while children were beaten .

His future is unclear Criminal

burned and necv,ionii.11) raped by their
parents, they were the exception
last )Car. the hospital treated about

charges are pending against his tnuther.
but there were no witnesses to the beat

1.200 abused or ntglected children
double what the hospital saw Ilse years
ago

mg making a ronsirtion unlikely And
she wants her child back The count:.
Department of Family and Children
Services does not want to return the

A Hospita! for a Home
Child welfare workers knou a good
thing when they see it Too often. Grady
officials say. the county drags its feet in
placing babies such as these. knowing
they are at least safe in the hospital It
is a trend Dr Bruner finds increasingly
frustrating

Recently a baby with no medical
problems lived at Grady more than a
month after she was born Her mother
was psychotic, and alternated between
sleeping under a viaduct near the hon .
pital and in Grady's lobby

Finally. Dr. Bruner instructed her
staff to call the Fulton County Depart
ment of Family and Children Services
and tell officials the hospiril was set.
ling up a small bassinet und,r the via
duct so the mother could lain the child
home

"M..ybe that ill be an incentive In
do something c.I,out this child.- she
ADDICTED Continued on Page 6
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Aacted
Froat Page 5
;

said .iht point is. we're stuck with the
child W. have no legal responsibilty for
the elinj eteept that we have no place
that v,e would Personally dismiss it to."
ma'','s as eight babies and chid
dress live at Grady at any one time be.
cause there is no other place for them
Twice that number remain in the hosni

OHM

2117r.1

st

!al for medical treatment with no con
tact by their parents. and the number
will continue to grow as long es crack
and cocaine remain a problem, experts
say

With cocaine, the greatest threat to
unborn babies is prematurity, says Dr
Season, which creates a host of medical
problems. Yet sophisticated technology

has rendered survival of the fittest a
thing of the past. and today many of
these babies are kept alive

"When I was a medical student, we
didn't even fill out birth certificates on
babies that weighed onder 1.000 grams
12.2 pounds)," Dr. Bruner said. leaning

over an incubator where a baby that
looked more like a fetus lay with nee
dles and tubes in her bay, arms feel,
and mouth. -They were abortions."
The costs to society of keeping these
children alive are enormous; 92400 a
day in a private Georgia hospital for a
baby on a ventilator. $1.200 for care at
Grady's intensive care nursery and IV
tere unknown costs for a growing num .
ber of babies whose disabilities will be
vermanent.

`-':\

Foster Homes in Short Supply
For one baby girl who was recently
born at Grady with AIDS. the only per .
son who offered to give her a home was
a single man who also had AIDS But
his doctor wouldn't let him do it. &roe
ing the baby's illness might complicate
his own

NICK ARROTOISNO

Wlren tio baby was 9 months old.
a drug addict came to
her mother
the hospital and took her home But a

Dr. Barbara Bruner hugs a stall patient during her rounds at Grady. Few
abused children were treated at the hospital 30 years ago. That's changed,

few days latei. family members re .

and it's going to get worse,' she says.

turned tier lo the hospital's emergency
room At 10 months, the Laby girl died

sive care struggling lo survive second
degree burns he allegedly got at the

most four weeks to the day. the baby
was brought back to Grady. this time

Such stories prompted Douglas G
Givenwell, director of the tate Division
of Family and Children Services, to re
cently blanket the state with an appeal
for more foster parents willing to take

hands of his mother.

with severe burns to his ! ;,.s, spine and
scrotum He had been dipped in scald.

AIDS babies

Considering that confession a sign of
good faith. caseworkers with the Cobb

alone at Grady.

The lack of foster families for such
babies has forced some caseworkres to

return children to what they know are
Dr Bruner said
dangerous S11113110.

Her voice becomes particularly
high.pitched as she talks about a baby
who on this particular day was In inten,

He had been brought to Grady a
month earlier with a broken leg when
he was only a month old. The mother
admitted she had broken her baby's leg

County Department of Family and Children Services sent the baby home ,vith
her

ing water.

The teunty has since filed for cu,,o-

dy of Mb sh. baby and his 2.yearold
sibling. and crimlnai arges have bee
filed against the women

"You don't burn a baby like that ir

accident." said Dr Bruner "And we
Because Grady staff continued to dond send children home expecting
then, I die 1'.'e send them home en .
nrotest, the county agreed to do a home
visit and provide follow,up 4ervices Al-

peeling them 10 live
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Getting Away With Murder
'Archaic' System uf Investigating Deaths May
Pave Way For Parents to Kill Their Children
ByJane 0. Hansen

'There have been service staIn Georgia. you can get away with tion attendants, people who are
murder if your victim is your child
legally blind, people who will
Crass as it may sound. if you strangle or smothei your infant with a pit not touch a dead body who
low, tell your local coroner the child have been coroners in Georhas recently had a cold, and act dis- gia.'

ssffiini

..=

traught. coroners in many Georgia coon

Dr. Joseph L Burton

ties will bypass an autopsy and maik
the death certificate as pneumonia or
expects say

"Georgia slill has one of the most
. archaic death investigation systems in
the nation." said Dr Joseph L Burton.
medical examiner of five metropolitan
Atlanta counties and a child abuse ex.

ner of one central Georgia county

pert
Revamping the state's coroner sys.
lem outd be a first step towa, I under .

ed the deaths of black babies to neglect

striding why such children die in Geor.

gia and nerhaps presenting some of
those deaths, say some chill welfare ex-

perts and medical examn.ers Specifi.
call), they say, the state's elected coroners should be replaced with a medical

examiners system of trained forensic

signed olT 95 percent of all deaths as
heart attacks The rate is generally 40
percent to 45 percent In another county. the while coroner routinely attribut.
he said

In lhe deaths of most children, it is
imperatise to conduct an autopsy lo de(ermine the cause. experts say Unlike

adults. most children don't die of disease

or readily apparent natural

.

.

,

!

;

leaving any sign.- said Dr J Byron
Dawson, director of the State Crime
Lab in Atlanta -Just cover their mouths
with your hand, put a plastic bag over
their heads. no problem

Children can be easily strangled.
suffocated, poisoned or ev.n drowned
in a bathtub with little or no aetriction,
say forensic pathologists Even an au
busy may not reveal the cause or death.
making death scene isvestigations par

licularly crucial to any questionable
death of a child

''You can have the same autopsy

findings, bul based on the circum-

by the Department of Human Re-

stances. one can be labeled natural and

sources. of the 1,601 Georgia children
under 7 who died in 1987. only 37 per.
cent were autopsied
simmer:. system in this state, we could
A report last year by the statewide
probabls tell somethieg different about
these questionable eases.' said Gerald Council on Maternal and Infant Health
found
that -a majority of postneonatal
V. Gouge. chief of the state Child Pro.;
lectise Services Unit "It's always sur . deaths outside urban areas in our state
are
not
autopsied There is no autopsy
prised me that we don't get more deaths
system nor rules and regulations for
that are caused by abuse or neglect
ah scene investiOutside me.ro Atlanta. the majority the performance of
of Georgia's counties rely on elected gallons. and no required qualifications
for
those
performing
autopsies
coroners to determine whether the
One reason coroners skip autopsies
cause of death is nateral, an accident a
nomicide, suicide or undeles mined To is to spare the family. "The death of a
be a coroner. candid,,te, need onls have child is vers. traumatic lo the family."
a high school teucalion. be al least 25 Dr Burton said -The people invnlved
whether law
years old and have ne felony comic- with the investigation
enforcement or coroners -- tena to lty
lions.
"There have been service station al
tendrils, people who are legally blind.
people who will not touci, a dead body
who have been coroners in Georgia.'
said Dr Burton. one of a handful cf the
o ae's forervic pathologists. specialists
trained in tli legal and scientific inses

In sortie cases, Georgia children
whose deaths are blamed on natural or
accidental causes in fact may have been
murdered

causes Yet according to records kept

pathologists
"11 we had a really good medical ex-

;

deaths

"I think the biggest problem is that
*nk pathologist children
are so easily killed without

sudden infant death syndrome. medical

;

eserybody In that counts for 20 or '30
years, politics are thick
That type of political pressure. he
said, could be responsible for an un
known number of mislabeled children's

to

find an excuse nol lo do the

autopsy

Another reason is politics Small.
town coroners are susceptible to the
wishes of their constituents
to Dr Burton, at a family's requet state
senators and -people higher than that'

bgatinn of deaths "Yel these people
technically; have the power to put on

have often asked him to waive an

that death certificate a rause of death
and a menne of death And they have
the power to ask that an autopsy get
done or lot get done
Aceoriiing tr Dr Burton. the coro-

'A great number of the coroners
own funeral homes locally!' Dr Burton
said "If you're in a small Ceiorgia town,
and you own the funeral home, and
you're the coroner and you'se buried

autopsy

another an accident.' said Dr Joseph

it

er

()acts. Dade County medical examinMiami

Illinois and Minnesota are among
the slates that hase recentb enacted
laws outlining protocols for invesligal.
mg all questionable children's deaths.
including d thorough death scene investigation and autopsy
Under the Geolgia Post.Mortem Act,

a coroner must contact his local made
cal examiner whene er the cause of a
death In in question It is then up lo the
usually a local
medical examiner
physician with little training in Patholoto decide whether an autopsy is
gy
warranted

But in Georgia. the question of

child's death oft.

A

stops with the

:

;

coroner.

In ov,os where coroners don't seek
the advice of a physician, they clearly
-re not abiding by the law." Dr Burton
said "Seventy.five percent don't abide
by the letter of the law

Thomas L King. president of the
Georgia Coroners Association and (Tiro,
ner for Columbia County, disagreed Mr

King. who operates a funeral home,
said he did not know why; so few shil.
dren in Georgia were autopsied But he
MURDER Continued on Raga
7
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The stale pays mils 5450 per auti,p

Murder

sy for a coroner's rase. and it is not
worth most pathologists' time. said Mr
King As a result, most counties refer

From Page 7

autopsies to the State Cn me Lab, which

said. "Most of us do what we're supposed to do Fcl say 95 percent of the
coroners do what they're sworn to do
But you do have some bad apples. And
it makes a name for the rest of us

lie said the deaths of children in.
creasIngly are being recognized as
tricky situations for coroners. Last year.

heir of the coroners 18 hours of re .
quired training was devoted to the detection of child abuse homicides, according to Mr King
A major stumbling block is a shortage of pathologists Willing lo do auto>.
sies. he said Nationally. there ;re
about 500 forensic pathulogists such as

.

change he said "Pa) aiirniion to
what s going on in Georgia in the next
six months We're going to embark on a
new era of death investigations in Geor.

Dr Burton, and in Georgia there are
fewer than 10.

currently has no forensic pathologist
Among those who perform the proceDr Dawson
dure are a chemist

pa. which I think will eventualb wind
up with regional medical examiners
scattered around the state it will be a

.

tremendously slow, expensive undertak

frig But we've got to change (because
of] the sheer volume, and it's time this
system moved forward"
country and the only jurisdiction in the
According to Dr. Dawson. these re
Western world that allows non-physi- gional medical examiners would all be
cians to do autopsies," said Dr. William trained in patholoo and capable of doR. Anderson, an associate county medi- ing their own autopsies Such a system
cal examiner in Naples. tle., who for- is already in place in most stales
and a biochemist.

"Georgia is the only state in the

merly worked as a pathologist In
Georgia

Dr. Dawson agrees that the Georgia

coroners system may be in need of a
statewide facelift.
"You're probably looking at the ves-

tiges of a system that's about to

The coroners may be rehrent to em

brace the change, however, and they

are not without political influence in
the Legislature. "I would have a proh.
lem with the regional system." Mr King
recently said "Because of the expense
of it. It would cost the taxpayers

Can The Law Protect A Fetus
From A Drug-Abusing Mother?
ty Jane O. Hansen
siejfivnier

Last month. a Rockford. In, woman

was charged with involuntary manslaughter after her infant daughter died
as a result of the woman's cocaine addiction dunng pregnancy Prosecutors
called it the first case of its kind in Illi.
I

nois

In Flonda, a woman was charged
last December with child abuse after
her baby was born addicted to cocaine.
According to omelets, the felony case,
which comes to trial this week, was the

first of its kind In Florida
A Washington, D.C., judge sentenced
a 30-year-old woman last September al.

ler she was convicted for check forgery

The offense is usually punished with
but the judge sentenced
probation
the woman to jail for the duration of
her pregnancy.

"She's apparently an addictive personality. and I'll be damned if I'm going
to have a baby born that way." said Su-

Already in child abuse cases, judges
must grapple with conflicts that pit the
rights of parents against the rights of
their children As judges seek to protect

the unborn, they are sailing into um
charted seas, where the rights of a fetus
can run smack up against the woman's

right, at least during much of her preg.
nancy, to abort that fetus.
'The controversy is the same you
see in abortion cases," said Dr. Deborah A. Duo, director of research for the
National Committee for Prevention of
Child Abuse. "It's a matter of when life
begins."

Whether the definition of child
abuse should extend to an unborn fetus
is as tricky and unresolved as the issue
of abortion Experts pose this question:

What If the woman jailed while preg.
nant had decided to have an abortion as

a means for getting out digit' Does the
law permit her, in effect, to kill her fetus yet prohibit her from abusing it?

perior Court Judge ?eter H Wolf, according to trial transcripts

"That's a really complicated and
difficult issue." says Patricia A. Toth,
director of the- National Center for the
Prosecution of Child Abuse "I can see

In courtrooms across the country, as
the phenomenon of drug-abusing Preg-

some differentiation between the mother who has chosen to carry the child to

nant women grows, prosecutors are
rer stanholding these women to a
dard of maternal care than ever before
But some legal scholars see a collision
ahead

term and Intends to have the child
born. Just as a matter of moral oblige(ion, it seems to me, there Is some duty
there to not needlessly endanger the
child. Whether or not that means there

should be criminal penalties for failure
to do that is complicated
Abortion opponents say the issue of-

fers support for their argument that a
fetus is a live human being Even child
welfare experts acknowledge that once
the courts get into the business of pro(Kling fetuses, they may have difficulty
defending abortion.

"If you recognize their nghts as a
fetus for the purpose of protecting them

under child protection laws then you
are in fact recognizing their right to
life." said Dr Daro
Besides the legal dilemma that a
woman's right to abortion poses, there's
a real question of how far government
should go in protecting a fetus from the
harmtlit behavior of its mother According to a recent Gallup Poll, 48 percent

of the American public believes that
pregnant women who smoke or dnnk
should be held liable for harm to the fetus.
"Where do you draw. the line" said
Robert IA Horowitz, associate director
of the American Bar Association's National Legal Resource Center for Child
Advocacy and Protection "Cocaine is
bad, but to Is drinking three glasses of

wine, or not getting enough rest or
abusing your body with the wrong foods
If she doesn't stop, what do you do"

Staff writer Tracy Thompson contributed to this' article

,
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Confidentiality Laws Throw
Cloak of Secrecy Over Abuse
By Jane 0. Hansen
screw nter

Among the Georgia children who
died last year while under the state's
protection were a little girl who was

'Confidentiality laws were enacted to protect children from exploi
tation. But they have taken on a lite of their own.'
Richard L MeDev111, Gaorgla Allison. for ChIldren
111111

raped and found floating dead in a
pond, a 14month-old baby girl found
dead on her parents' railer floor from
an apparent bathtub drowning. and a

worker, stuck a pocketknife in the cor
fee table to show what the 7-year-old
had described." the report says "Caseworker explained that even this would
frighten a small child
Despite visits to the Frix home. Ms
Campbell said, the caseworkers were

13-month-old baby girl who was placed
in a steaming hot tub of water after she
removed her own diaper and soiled the
bed sheets

All three children were well-known

unable to substantiate any of the allegations If they had had the facts, she

to the county child welfare departments But they died in relative anonymity

said, they never would have len the

Georgia's child welfare system is
cloak of confidentiality
shielded bv
that makes it nearly impossible for the
public to scrutinize its activities When
an abused or neglected child dies in

see the cigarette burns and there are
no marks on the child, you just don't

children at home
"You cannot go to court on your gutlevel feeling." she said "If you cannot
have a case."

Georgia, almost no one is held account-

Sheriff Wesley Walraven of Forsyth

able.

Georgia child welfare workers say
the assurance of confidentiality is criti-

cal in convincing citizens to report
abuse Besides, they say, state and federal law clearly dictates that reconis in .

volving children must remain private
Not only could they be sued or prosecuted if they broke that law, but they
could lose their jobs. they say

Yet a computer search of Georgia
Supreme Court decisions, federal appellate cases and U.S Supreme Court
decisions turned up no successful lawsuit or criminal prosecution of a caseworker for violating confidentiality stator anywhere else in
utes in Georgia
the country.

Furthermore, no child welfare
worker in Georgia has ever been fired
strictly for a breach in confidentiality

County, who first charged Frix with
Sheriff Wesley Walraven said child
abuse 'needs to be ... overt before
government interferes.'
the fact that they were on the same
side.

Many caseworkers believe they
would be better off if they could tell
their side of the story New Jersey child
welfare officials recently asked the fed.
eral government to loosen up confiden-

tiality regulations so they could more
effectively defend their decisions
"We end up looking like such fools

because we can't defend ourselves."
said Carol Campbell, director of the
Forsyth County Department of Family

as far as state officials can determine,

and Children Services
It was Ms. Campbell's workers who

said Joyce Goldberg, a spokeswoman for
the Department of Human Resources

Investigated several child abuse complaints involving Charles Aaron Frix,

"ConfidenKality is a smoke screen
that hides the abuses and failures of
the system." said Richani L McDevitt,

who pleaded guilty to murdering his

president of he Georgi- Alliance for
Children. "Confidentiality laws were

discuss the case because of confidenti-

enacted to protect children ftom exploitation. But they have taken on a life of
their own."
In some Georgia counties, child welfare officials are so loyal to confidente
silty codes that they refuse to share in-

tained by The Atlanta Journal-Constitu-

formation with local law enforcement

burns on his body Frio's 7-year-old

officer!. District Attorney Robert E

daughter had told caseworkers that her
father had threatened her with a butch-

Keller of Clayton County said he finally

was forced to sit down with the loot
child wilfare director and talk about

1

two sons, 2 and Mast October

Initially, Ms Campbell declined to
ality restrictions But a document ob-

tion shows that her department had
known of the family's problems for at
least eight months

Among the complaints filed was a
report that the 2-year-old had cigarette

.

"The father, in front of the case

murdering his sons, also defended the
department's handling of the case

"I probably would have done the
same thing they did." he said "(The
abuse of a childl needs to be out there
overt before government interferes in a
family's activities."
Ultimately he said. the decision to
remove a child is a judgment call
It's those critical judgment calls
and the caliber or the people who make
that critics say provide a comthem
pelling reason to crack open the system
"Sunlight is the best disinfectant said

Nat Hentoff, a wnter for The Village
Voice who has written extensively about
New York's child welfare system
Without a complete account of what

happened in Forsyth County, there is
no way of knowing whether Ms Campbell's assessment of her agency's actions is an accurate one, said state Sen
Pierre Howarti. chairman of the Senate
Human Resources Committee And the

state's own Internal review is not
enough, he added.

'1'he whole purpose of (confidenti-

ality) is to protect the children," said
Mr. Howard, "and if the rules work
against that, then the rules need to be
changed It's obvious that this is an area
that needs to be examined

Ms. Campbell agrees that a more
open system might benefit from public
concern

"1 think it would muster community

support If they knew what our caseworkers are up against." she said
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The Beginning: An Unloved Child
In N.Y. Slum Set Reforms in Motion
By Tracy Thompson
And Jane 0. Hansen
St 0r1S niers

A century ago, there was a society to

prevent cruelty to animals Children
weren't so lucky

In December 1873. while making
rounds in a New York City Onement.
nurse Etta Wheeler heard froni neigh .
bors of a child in the building who was
being beaten daily by her foster par.
ents She talked her way into the apart.
ment and caught a glimpse of a fkyearold girl named Mary Ellen.

"From a pan set upon a low stool
she stood washing dishes, struggling
with a frying pan about as heavy as her.

self." Mrs. Wheeler wrote later The
child appeared barefoot. ill-clothed and
half-slarved "Across the table lay a brutal whip of twisted leather strands, and
the child's meager arms and legs bore
many marks of its use But the saddest

part of her story was written on her
face in its look of suppression and tills,
ery. the face or a child unloved
During the next few months, Mrs.
Wheeler reported Mary Ellen's plight to
police and to charities, who did noth.
Pig. In desperation, she turned to Henry
Bergh, president of the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
Mr. Bergh got a judge's permission
to intervene on "humanitarian"
grounds "1 saw a child brought in, carned in a horse blanket at the sight of
which men wept aloud," wrote Jacob
Hos, a newspaper writer who WAS in the

courtroom that day Mary Ellen's body
was bruised and her face had a large
gash on the left side where her foster
mother had cut her with scissors the
day before

Using laws that banned cruelty to
animals, the judge ordered Mary Ellen
taken away from her foster mother
the first recorded case or a court inter .

veiling to protect a child from abuse.
Nine years after the creation of the
Anierican Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals, New York City es .
tablished the nation's first child protective agency

-That was the beginning of seeing
[child abuse] as a civil issue as well as a
criminal Issue." says Paul Smith, direc-

tor of research at the Children's Defense Fund in Washington "You can
think of what happened in child abuse
as the very first victims' rights movement'
10

,..
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Mary Ellen. the abused child whose case spurred passage of child protection
and a year
laws a century ago, as she appeared at the time of her rescue
later.
Many more reforms followed, such
as the creation of juvenile courts, the
passage of child labor laws and identifi
cation in 1962 of "the battered child
syndrome." which led to requirements
In all 50 states that doctors report abuse
cases to police

While many child abuse taSes still
end badly, the ease of little Mary Ellen
al least gave children a better chance at
being rescued from miserable circum.
stances Mary Ellen's story, in fact, had
a happy ending

Within a year of her rescue. klar
Ellen was sent to live with Mrs Wheeler's family in upstate New York NourIshed and loved, she was "fast becoming

a normal child.' Mrs Wheeler wrote
"When 24 she was married to a wor
thy man and has proved a good homemaker and a devoted wife and mother.-

the nurse wroie years later "If the
memory or her earliest years is sad.
!hal the cry of
there is this comfort
her wrongs awoke the world to the need

of organized relief for neglected and
abused children
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One Woman's Fight for Kids
'Am I a Miracle Worker?'
Hy Jane 0. Hansen
5o,ffuinier

.

On a typical day last fall. Vats Hen .
son was looking for a dead baby

THE CHILDREN

Methodically she opened every
drawer in the disheveled room of a
north Atlanta motel where she had

PART 2

agreed to meet V . the mother Then she
checked the bathroom and wastebasket

For one awful moment. the DeKalb
County social worker thought the week-

cure the resources to do the job or say
to the public. 'We are no longer able to
do this job

old infant lay under a heap of bedclothes. "I'm calling the police." she

In 1987, more than 39.000 child
abuse and neglect reports were filed

said, spotting what looked like a bedful
of dried blood stains at Motel 1 in
Chamblee. The stains turned out to be
chocolate, the remnants of doughnuts

with the state a 26 percent jump over
the previous year's statistics that sur .
pnsed even state officials
"The cases we're coming across now
are totally different than the cases we
came across 10 yebrs ago." said Jan T
South. a child protective services specialist for the state Department of Hu.
man Resources -They're serious cases

Still, Ms Henson worries that V is

:

crazy and her children unsafe Recently:
V 's mother said her 26-year-old daugh.

ter poured gasoline throughout her
apartment and threatened to burn up
a 1.
herself and her other two babies
year.old son and a 2.year.old daughter

food How do you make a choice"' she
says. laughing at the absurdity "I don't
know

Today. she holds the job of "ongoing

protective services worker" for DeKalb

County. trying to help those families
that intake workers have confirmed as
probable child abuse or neglect cases

To her -clients," she can be mother

and friend. cop and jailer. loved and
hated by the children, who see her both
as the heroine who rescues them from
abusive adults and the villain who takes

that Once before she took V 's daughter

away from her and put her in foster

wages The average caseload has grown

care And once before the courts gave
the child back Even if Ms Henson did

to 32 families per worker, compared
with the 17 recommended by national
organizations Ms Henson's caseload

red-brick apartments are boarded up
A.s she enters the apartment. 6-year-

get all three children into a safer home.
al least until V. gets the help she needs

But she has little chance of doing

succeed in getting V 's children re.
moved from their home, where would
she put them' There is a critical shortage of foster care homes in Georgia.
and those homes that do exist are ellen
-the pits." in Ms. Henson's words
"What VII I going to dor Ms. Henson says "Am 1 a miracle worker"
The story of V is the reflection of a
child welfare system in Georgia that is
failing to protect thousands of children
as it is choked by mounting reports of
abuse and too few resources to deal
with them From overtaxed and under.
paid workers to a fragmented court sys-

tem that often emphasizes parents'
rights at the expense of children's.

,

gonorrhea at Grady, twin babies leli
home alone or a family of five with nn

them away from the only people they

abusing the 2.year-old. and she wants to

,

children who have been sexually

five services, she worked as an intake
worker for Fulton County. investigating
cases of abuse and neglect as soon as
they were reported She compares Pie
job to that of an emergency room triage
nurse who must pick w hich patients
need treatnient first
"I would come into work and have
to choose between a 2.year.old s h

abused over long periods of time. chil.
dren who are severely beaten"
At the same time. Georgia officials
are finding it ever more difficult to altract and retain child welfare workers
in an increasingly hazardous job that.
for many, pays less than school teacher

' Ms Henson thinks V may be sexually
!

SUFFER

Georgia's child welfare system is travel.
ing down a collision course, experts say:
"I've been here 31 years. and it's as

bad or worse than I have ever seen."
said Shirley Trussell, director of the
DeKalb County Department of Family
and Children Services "Either we pro.

normally tops 40. and some urban case-

workers deal with as many as 90 families al a time

"It's not nght for children's whole
lives to be determined by a social worker who spends one,hour a month with
them." said Ms Trussell "And at best,
that's what most of our kids gel"
Behind the statistics are the individual children. whose suffering is of.
ten compounded by the system's failure

'The Real World'
It's Tuesday morning and Vale Henson (her firm name is pronounced like
valeti is getting ready to leave her co .
coon of an office and enter what she
calls "the real world
At 35, Ms Henson is a tall, healthy.

looking woman with a round face,
turned-up nose and a raucous laugh
When she first got into child protec.

know and love

On this particular day, one of Ms
Henson's first stops is DJ 's house. bn

apartment in a drug.infested Atlanta
housing project where rat holes line
sidewalks and a large portion of the
old Michael is standing on the stairs
scrubbing the walls Wearing Hawaiian
shorts and a blue T.shirt the little boy
is carrying around a bucket of Pine-Sol.
soaping everything III sight. He's clean
ing at the direction of his mother, 11.1

who's reeling from dnnk or drugs or
both As he begins to wash a wooden
coffee table. DJ yells at him
"Give me that rag." she says. her
eyes drooping. her body swaying "You
don't put all that soap on the table You
see' He's a disobedient child You can
tell that by' looking at him
Michael trains his dark eyes to the
floor and says nothing He used to laugh
's sister.
and run when he lived with
Ms Henson Ays Since he's been back
with his mother. he's become quiet and

withdrawn. like if you do something
wrong. I'm going to slam you up against
the wall." observes the social worker
In a hot, stuffy apartment next-door.
FIGHT Continued on Page 12
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Michael's 2-yearold sister. M . is sleeping soundly on the bed She's there because an fr-year-old neighbor worries
DJ will neglect to give the child a nap
"/ go gel my baby every day." says
Miss R . a tiny. white-haired woman

who keeps the curtains pinned back
'

with clothespins and a picture of Jesus

on the bedroom wall "I'm just in the
world by myself I'm the only one tell of
10 children
Ms Henson is grateful for the

watchful eye of Miss R Rut she also
holds the old woman partial!) responsi .
ble for these children's Plight.
Last spring Ms Hensun obtained an
emergency order to take DJ 's children

!,

and place them with their aunt She
had received more than six reports that
DJ was high on drugs most of the lime,
leasing her children as home alone and
often forgetting to feed them, change

the baby's diapers or put It down for
her nap The final straw came when
Miss R called and said the baby had a
large burn on her forehead
"[DJ) said the baby MI on the concrele outside playing." Ms Henson says.

"We told her, no, it w.sn't true The
burn %as %%shaped I told her to take
the baby to a doctor, but she didn't do

it We'd gotten so many calls from
neighbors (hat finally I got the children

picked up I wanted to have the baby

4

picked up because the mother's so crazy. because we've had so many reports
of her alcohol and drug abuse, and her
boyfriend's an addict

DJ herself had told Ms Henson
thal sometimes her boyfriend "puts or.
ange juice and cocaine on his tongue,
swishes it around and shoots it in the
baby's niouth

Ms Henson took the case to court.
hoping to transfer custody of Michael
and /(I to ILI 's sister

"We got into court and 'old the
judge the mother had drug involvement." says Ms Henson "We had repealed police reports, repeated hospital
reports. we had all this documentation
that people had reported

;

jOHN SPliksio

Vale Henson. a DeKalb County social worker, calls on one of her cases in a
public housing project.
The elderly woman later told Ms
Henson that DJ had threatened her In
fact. Ms Henson says. the old woman
did not want to give up caring for two
small children who look to her for the
only love and warmth they receive

Driving out of the protect. Ms Hen-

son says she's comfortable the chitdren's lives are not in imminent danger

And frankly. that's about all she has
time for "We cannot save the world.she says "I think after working this job

for a while you learn to help those you
'l'he court wants solid, hard-core
can help and forget those you can't
evidence," she says "I don't have it I
"The judge clearly saw that the already picked those kids up once on a Emotionally those kids aren't getting
what
they need But you can't save
woman was a nut She danced all over whim They only let you pick them up
mental health of all these children We ;
the courtroom She was saying. 'Your on II whim one time."
don't have time All iou can do is hope
honor, they're ;ust trying to pick on me
As Ms Henson says goodbye to Mi- to keep them like
because they know I'm so cute And the
chael. she assures him she'll check on
judge comes back and says. 'Where do
(Postscript The children remained
you have that she's not caring for her him next week, although she knows she with their mother for four more months
may not /lase ttme Throughout the vischildren9
during which time the mother was hosMs Henson laughs Indeed. she it. he has followed her like a puppy, pitalized for a possible drug overdose
could not prove that D.J wasn't caring never speaking Ms Henson tells D.J to She subsequently abandoned them in a
for her kids because Miss fl took the slay away from booze and drugs "I'll shelter for the homeless Today Michael
stand and said DJ was a satisfactory. never do no more drugs Heck no." DJ
lives with his father. His little sister is
mother Ms Henson lost the case, the says "They couldn't give me a million
in foster care
dollars"
children returned to their mother
12
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Well-trained child protective services workers know what signs to look
for "Its in the way children act." says

Ms Henson "After a while you just
know."

Georgia has 589 social workers to
deal with the more than 39,000 reports
of child abuse or neglect The basic re .
quirement is a college degree, although
many, including Ms Henson, have master's degrees in social work
Once hired. workers receive one to
two weeks of training Some get special

training in subjects such as sexual
abuse, but many don't.

The Signs of Child Abuse
In recent' years. the job has become

Increasingly dangerous. experts say
"You don't remove children from people's homes without creating anger."
says Ms Trussell
When Ms Henson visited one family
where a child had been burned, the ra.

ther pulled a sword ou her He told her

he was Napoleon Bonaparte, then
slashed a "Z" on the wall

"He told me to get up and salute.
and I stood up and saluted the man,"
Ms Henson laughs "I said. 'Yes, sir,
ayeaye, sir: and anything else he wanted me to say Then I turned iouund and
walked out and I told them I was not going back out to see that nut"

Generally the hazards are less se
here. such as transporting neglected
Children In her cat
children Infected
with lice, ringworm. scabies or impeti
go The department has issued the so-

cial wtrkers plastic gloves. and Ms
Henson beeps a sheet in the trunk to
protect the back seat
The greatest hazard for most social
workers, however. is an emotionul one.

Bruises and Blows
Patrick was a fat-cheeked. Gars
Coleman look-alike of 3 when Ms Henson met him
She was assigned the case afler a

public health nurse noticed multiple
bruises on the toddler's buttock.; as she

gave him routine shots When Ms Hen,
son went to the house to investigate, the

mother told her the child had been
beaten by his paternal grandfather in
Alabama with whom Patrick had been
staying

"so I bought the stoi).." says Ms
Henson "I didn't have anything else to
go on

Three months later, she was called

by Southwest Hospital and Medical
Center. where Patrick had been adroit-

led semicomalose from sonic kind of
blow to the head
That time, the mother suggested he
had fallen off a stool in the kitchen The

i woman seemed quite concerned. Ms
Henson recalls, yet "something didn't
click niltt with that case"

Georgia's child welfare sys,
tern is failing to protect thousands of children as it is
choked by mounting reports of
abuse and too few resources
to deal with them.

'I just cried says Ms Hi.noos. who
siqied the' hospital cacti d,0 by
then. "I sat nest to that baby s crib and
cried

(Postscript Ms Henson carried the
medical reports to the Atlanta Police
Bureau and got the couple arrested tor

cruelty to .hildren They served sls
months in jail Patrick is now in the
custody of his grandmother I

When she arrived at Patrick's
house, the child was sitting on the sofa .

his eyes rolled back Even though the

hospital had just released him, he
didn't look right lo her She began making regular visits

The week after he gol out of the
hospital, Ms Henson found Patrick silting on the same sofa, this time with a
swollen arm The child was clumsy, the

mother said Ms Henson demanded
that she take Patrick to the doctor, and
the mother's boyfriend agreed to take
him to an orthopedic surgeon The phy.

man found a spiral fracture. a break
that is generally inflicted from twisting
and a red flag to those who have been
trained in the signs of child abuse
When Ms Henson called the physi.
eian, hoping he could help her build an
abuse case, he instructed his nurse to
tell her he would not have time to discuss his findings
"I could not prove anything on this
case." she says "The mother was appro-

priately concerned in her voice The
doctor wouldn't help"
Nevertheless, she filed a petition in
court. saying the child consistently re .

ceived questionable injuries Fulton
County Juvenile Court Judge Romae
Pow-ell issued an order allowing Ms
Henson to have Patrick picked up
But when she asked the Atlanta police to get Patrick. they refused. saying
the order did not grant them proper au
thority old they would need some other
type of clearance
She had to get her supervisor to call

Atlanta Police Commissioner George
Napper before officers agreed to o to
the house When they arrived, Patrick
was gone The judge ordered the mother and her boyfriend to turn him over
in court and they did so the next day
"The child is sitting up there with
his arm in a cast. his eyes were rolled
back in his head and they almost had to
drag him in." Ms. Henson recalls "I left
-.Haight from court -- put that child in
my arms and took him to Grady
At the hospital, physicians discos
ered bilateral retinal hemorrhages he
hind both of Patrick's eyes. three frac-

tured ribs and a spiral fracture to his
arm His buttocks had been heaten to a
dark. leathers texture, his head WAS so
battered and swollen, physicians had to
put a shunt in his brain to drain off the
fluid

A Father Who Molesl. Daughler
When she first started the job Ms
Henson took cases such as Patrick's
home with her at night. wondering if
there was something she missed sonic
thing more she could have done 011en

she combed her closets for clothes
sheets, pots and pans for the many peo-

ple she felt were driven by poverty into
a cycle of violence
She's changed since then "Honey I
take my hat off when I leave work: says
Ms Henson. a divorced mother of three
"I don't worry. about these folks'
It's her way or surviving she says
There are too many depressing cases.

like the 4month.old who recentb un
derwent six hours or surge!) at Grady
Memorial Hospital for vagsnal tear, af
ter a man had sex with her Thal was a
colleague's case, but in a recent SRmonth period. Ms Henson had No other children under 2 with gonorrhea. a
sexually. transmitted disease
Sexual abuse cases are particularly

lough, she sass 'These penerts never
get prosecuteo because the mama often

doesn't support what the children are
saying It's hard working with these

mothers because so often financially
she's getting so much out of the deal

The W 's are a case in point If it
were up to Ms Henson Mr SS -would
be six feet under She makes similar
statements about his wife

Mr and Mrs W were high school
sweethearts hefore they married mon.
than 20 years ago Three of their four
children a 9-year-old son and daugh
leN 16 r nd 17
still live at homP a
large brick house in an affluent belialb
subdivision He's a district manager for
a large Atlanta corporation, she works
for a bank

On this typical day. Ms Henson
wants to stop by the W 's hou,c and
check on the girls, who are under her
protective cus1ody by order or the court

In the winter of 1987, Mr W agreed to
plead guilty. to sexual molestation
charges after admitting he d been haying sexual intercourse with S . his older
daughter. since she was 9

Mr W was placed in an Erwin University program that treats sex offenders and ordered by the court not to go
near the house or the girls
The case became Ms Henson's after
S told her slot" lo a school counselor
FIGHT Continued on Peg. 14
13
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increased an estimated 137%

earlier this year
It was not the first time the girl had

Reports of child abuse arid novo
between 1983 and 1988, but the
Child Protective Services (CPS)
stair handling those reports grew

told of being abused
When the case was assigned to Ms
Henson, she found on file a card dated
1979 that noted a pediatrician who had

by just 20%.
45

seed Reports

examined S. reported she suspected
sexual abuse The case was evidently

40

elossarios

closed after the mother told a casework.

'

er that her husband had promised he,
wouid never have sea with their doughter again She promised to kick him out
if he did
"That child stayed In the home six,
seven years until It was reported
again.- Ms Henoon says. Now the fam

.

ily's beyond help, she feels As with

50

troubled (audit, to gel them to stop
abusing their chtldren such a, drug
counseling day care. housing and par
entitle skills

haven't been there

Unit and

"We may well be saying- 'Hei "e
want everyone to stay home.'" say-s Gerald V. Gouge, chief or the state's Child

35

Protective Services Unit "'But we don't

30

have the resources to help you

25

"Looking for His Dadd)'

20

For all her toughness. Ms Henson

ts

gets attached to the children she's hired

10

to protect In her Decatur office, she

1913

61

SS

$6

87 W

omited

Po Folks Restaurant, her eyes mist as
she recounts the story of Leo. a 9-years
old who has raised himself in the shadow of an absent alcoholic father

"To both or them, basically, he's a

the W 's treelined street. she spots Mr.
W 's company car in their driveway "If
he., here, his butt is grass.- she says
under her breath "He's going to jail to-

day Just wait I knew I'd catch them
one day Those child molesters, I hate
them
Ms Henson rings the front doorbell.
dressed ia white shirt. tie
and Mr W

,

-Oh no." he says Ms Henson is

"Thal's how we value children in
and Children Services
The problem of child abuse and nes

glect in Georgia is far more complex
than a lack of money. however.

While she's on the Phone. Mt W zooms

Workers such as Ms Henson say
they are hamstrung in their efforts to
proteet children by uncooperative phy
moans, reluctant school officials, un
traired police, inadequate foster

by

homes, a complete lack or programs for

flaming as she drives to the nearest pa)
phone She wants to ask her supervisor
if she can have him arrested that after.

noon, but her supervisor is at lunch
On the way back to the office. Ms

Henson considers her options She

abused children and their families a
criminal justice system that doesn't

could try to have him thrown in jail Hut
why bother'

prosecute, and laws that place a higher

if I had a protective mother, or if
one of the kids wanted him out of their
lives. but I'm going to bat by myself."

Ocular.

she says

She learns later diet under this par-

protective order, the best she
can do is get him charged with contempt of court

I

an annual Salary. of $25.500

director of the state Division of Family

'

;

After nine years. Ms Henson earns

him what he's doing there, and he nervously tells her he's picking op his mail
Henson says lo him "You're not staying
here. are you. Mr %V"

;

ANTCHELL 111400Kvsuil

In some of Georgia's child welfare
offices. turnover is is high as 50 per
or more "The job is excent a year
tremely hard." says Ms Trussell

our society." says Douglas G Greenwell.

"I assume the girls aren't here." Ms

.

84
IN 87 88
11183
IS
Sans Dicaramo al Saw Resourom

answers She esti

; and dark pants

She feels the case is no longer
worth her time "I hate no leverage.she says "I have custody, but what does

that mean' It means I see them once a
month. and they don't want my help i
think 1 list this one"
14
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keeps man) or their pictures tacked to

the office divider that surrounds her
desk
During lunch on this typical day. at a

wonderful dad." she says "She's sick of
being Onolestedl. but (hey love him to

As Ms Henson weaves aer car down

Georgia has done a good job of
keeping families together state otiwial,

say, but the support services often

many abused children, especially when
the abuse has gone on a long time, the
victims are attached to their father

death The mother loves him They're
one big happy family Isn't that Mar

n

ad ol scrawl's would be ptiniovd

premium on animals than on children
In Georgia. it is a felony to kick a police
dog but normally only a misdemeanor to

kick a child
Critics of the child welfare system
say caseworkers often fail to remove a
child from his home before it is too late
Some blame recent federal and state
legislation that puts a greater premium
than ever on keeping families intact In
1980. Congress passed the Adoption As-

sistance and Child Welfare Act to rut
bock on the nuniber of children living
out their lives in foster cart

Leo is one or the rare cases in
which Ms Henson has taken steps to
have parental rights terminated so the
child can be put up ror adoption The
process is complex. and state officials
say they attempt it in fewer than 5 per
cent or the cases

By the time he was referred tim hls
Henson. Leo was gelling himself up in
the morning. going to schooi alone and

coming home to an empty house at
night. "He even fried pork chops." Ms
Henson says

He came to authorities attention
when he was brought alone by amhu
lance to Grady Memorial Hospital after
he fell chasing a do,i, When hospital
staff asked whom they should call 'he
child told them he had no one but his
father He did not know where his father worked or Stayed

Ms Henson sal with Leo through
three court heorings

"Leo sat there ill the window at
court looking for his daddy. 'Is he corn
ing" he would ask me I cried I had to
go in the ladies room and cry
"I wrote the father Iwo horrible letter's and told htm what I thought of
him." she says "I said. 'We're not going
to make you take Leo. believe me But
come to court. just come and say to to
him He never came

Leo has been with a foster family
for three years. The family wants to
adopt him, but recently an aunt aps
peered "out of the blue.- says Ms Hen-

son, and she wants him By law rela
tires get priority, despite what the child
wants
Ms Henson considers Leo a seeress

story because right this moment he's
with a family that Seems to love him,
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Social worker Vale Henson visits a home in DeKalb

:707

ing holes in the ceiling. the yard strewn with garbage.

County where children live with flies, garbage and KVand he appears to be happy and safe

skirt the mother says she doesn't know

Such stories keep her going. even make
her upbeat about her job
She's made her last stop of the day

She's not men sure where they go to

at a house located worlds apart but
within walking distance of the Delialb
courthouse Inside. flies swarm over

.

garbage. old shoes and shirts that are
strewn about For furniture. there s a
car seat and a couch with no cushions
Sides to cartons have been Lacked to
the ceiling in some places. there are
gaping holes in others

Four boys. including B.Year.old
twins are being raised here They are
the scns of a nyear.old woman and a
68-yeaeold man

On this particular day Ms Henson

asks Mr1 S how the children did in
school Dressed in a stained blouse and

school

There have been reports of abuse,
but Ms Menton has no intention of tak.

nig the children aa a) She did that
once before, and the twins ran away
from foster care and found their way'
back home

-Our goal is to keep these families
together." she says "Because nobody
wants to adopt any of their children No
matter how bad parents may be. they
still base rights"
Furthermore, she sa)s. Mrs S loves
her children -There are cases where
we can tell the mother could care less
about her children, but she nurtures
those children She's limited, mind you,

but you cannot put your middlclass
values on these People You have to

look at what do I have better to offer
that fan!)
-For this family. all we can do at
best is keep them from beating the kids
keep the lights on. keep the utilities on
keep clothes on the kith back. keep
food in that house and encourage them

to send the kids to school Thati; the
most we can offer "

It's close to quitting time, and she's
happy to be driving back to the refuge
of her office It s nice to come back
away from the real world.' she says as
she walks inside

Yet she can't help ending the day
remembering how it began "I wonder
where V is." she says, throwing her
files on her desk "I hope she doesn't go
killing those kids"
15
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Emergency Shelter Is
Bursting at the Seams
In a recent emotional outburst be-

By Jane 0. Hansen

fore the state Board of Human Re

star U nt,r

a

sources. Dr Bruner decried the stale's
largest emergency shelter as an 'appall.

In the shadow of downtown Atlanta,
tiny 3-month-old lies in a room or

ing situation." one that "should never

waltto.w all cribs sucking her thumb
and staring al the ceiling Abandoned

'
'

by her mother at the hospital where shc
was born she rarely cries and doesn't
Seem to be growing
Across the hall in the TV room, a se.
verel) mentally retarded boy is watching "Sesame Street surrounded by a
dozen toddlers and small children The
15-yearold, tell here by his family close
to a year ago. is dying from a fatal disease. has periodic seizures and openly
masturbates
In the same room, a plump little boy
wraps his arms around Kimberly Mos.
teller's legs -This one right here is very

active." the child care worker says of
the 20-month-old He didn't used to be
Beaten regularly at home, when the
baby boy first arrived two months ago
he slept a lot, sat very stin and hardly
uttered a sound

These three children are among
more than 60 crammed on any given daY
into the Fulton County Emergency Shel

ter. located'a few minutes south of At
lanta's gleaming glass towers The fan]
ity is designed to house only 30 abused
and neglected children, hut one recent
night 86 babies and children stayed
here Among them were 28 infants and
babies who were slacked two and three

to a crib Older children slept on the
floor on hastily made pallets
One of 22 such shelters in Georgia
this orange.brick way station represents
today's version of yesterday's orphanage It is the dumping ground for many

of Atlanta's unw anted children -- a
place where babies sleep on the same
floor as teenage drug dealers, a place
where abused and neglected children
are Supposed to stay for days but Mien
spend months

"It's out or sight out of mulct
Richard 1, McDevitt, president of the
Georgia Alliance for Children "Who's
going to care'
Since 19t3. the number of children
placed in emergency shelters has
says

.

jumped 84 percent in Chatham. Clayton.
Cobb. DeKalb and Fulton counties, ac .
cording to a recent report
16

be permitted

Many shelters are so overcrowded
they must turn needy children away
Last year the Alcove Youth Shelter, a
privately run program in Monroe.
served 207 children It closed u.s doors
to 159 because of lack of space

"We are in a crisis situation." says
Jane B Jones, deputy director of the
Cobb County Department of Family and

Children Services The county's over
crowded emergency shelter in one re
cent month had to turn away eight of
her agency's children "We need a place
that cannot say no to us

An 'Appalling Situation'
The Fulton County shelter doesn't
say no to anyone but it pays a price
With too few staff and not enough re-

sources. children staying here have
been dirty and infested with bee, at,
cording to Dr Barbara Bruner. director
of Grad) Memorial Hospital's pediatric
emergency clinic

At times the crowded conditions
have been 11k-threatening

When a 4-yearold girl recent]) he
came ill, shelter staff took her to Grad),
where physicians promptly diagnosed
her condition as a seizure and Shipped
her back with medication

At the shelter, the little girl lay
alone upstairs on a cot. -She stopped
talking and was just lying there says
Sheila Nichols, one of the shelter's assistant supervisors "We were Just try

ing to monitor her the best way we
knew how, handling some 60 kids up
there, kids running all around
In fact the little girl s seizure had
been a stroke that had left her partially
paralyzed and unable to swallow And
when shelter staff neglected to give the
in part
child a dose of her medicine
because they could see she was basing
trouble swallowing and were afraid she
the child had another
might choke
stroke

"We report parents for child abuse
for doing what we're doing to these chit
dren in this sheller:' she said
Wayne Stokes the shelter s director
for 10 years, agrees "We've far exceed
ed the rules and regulations, but ahat

do you do" he says "We shouldn't
have to pack them in like this"
In Georgia, all but four of the emer
gency shelters for children are financed
by private funds, not public Many child
advocates say the state government
should chip in more that private giving
is limited "People will give money for

an animal shelter but not for a child
shelter." says Juvenile Court Judge Vir.
gil Costley' Jr of Newton County
Fulton County's shelter is operated
mostly with county funds, making it one

of the four that are publicly funded
The state contributes about $440,000 .

and Fulton makes up the rest of the
shelter's annual $I 3 million budget Lo
cal officials say they need a lot more
"What 1ms consistently been a prob
lem in Fulton Co.mty in meeting these
increasing demands has been financial
support from the state so that we are
not expected exclusively to rely on the
local properly taxpayer.- says Fulton
oCom

xunaty Commission Chairman Michael

According to slate officials the
county has not asked for more funds

Under state tau, publicly funded
shelers are not regulated or licensed
by the state unless they ask to be Ful
ton Crounly has not made that request,
"I'll be honest with you," says Ralph
Mitchell, director of the Fulton County

Department of Family and Children
Services "We wouldn't pass

Worker Becomes 'Mama'
It's 1100 a.m and a daily ritual is
about to begin

Babies are lined in eight highchairs

against the wall of the Fulton Counly
shelter Like maestros tv49 child care
'corkers raise their spoons, and a feed
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'aura Parker hugs J.0.. a 9-month-old boy brought to the ably from an Iron. "You can hold onto me,' croons the
Fulton County Emergency Shelter with burns, prob- childcare worker.
ing frenz) commences Babies wail and

flail about as the child care workers
feed two and sometimes three babies at

lion to these matters We don't have a
public outcry"
Ideally, child care workers want to

officials say One recent resident of the
shelter was a baby boy who was picked
up when police officers raided his par

place children like these in foster

ents' drug den They found drug sy.

possible.

homes, not institutions "They need a

nnges in the baby's crib

"They all want to eat at the same
time." laughs Mr Stokes. a former dc .

home and people to relate to." says Mr
Mitchell "Here it's custodial. supersisory It's not that family, end the more
they're without that, the more we dam.

"I hate it." says Phyllis T Williams.
a child care worker "I wish there was

a time. shoving in food as quickly as

fensive end for the World Football
League in Chicago "It's probably one of
the most hectic times there is"
It's also one of the lighter moments

at the shelter, where frustrations are
more frequent than levity and regimen.
tation is more practical than one'on one
attention It's not what anyone wants for

these children and babies, who flock
around a stranger wanting to touch and
be touched

it breaks your heart," says Mr Lo
max, a kequent visitor to the shelter
'De problem has been that there real.
ly hurl been very much public Oen-

age them

But the pool of people willing to be
foster parents is drying up, despite the
county's offer to pay for day care as a
way to recruit working couples
"We have the money to acconimo
date more foster fainilies." says Mr Lomax "We just don't get the conimunity
response"
At the same time, babies are begin.
ning to swell the ranks of Fulton County's abused arid neglected children
the direct result of the track epidemic.

some way' we could get rid or the
drugs

Ms Williams is one of four full-time

workers who, against a backdrop of
fussing and crying. tend to the needs of
as many as 28 babies at once She has
been here four years

-It's hard, ifs real hard.- she says.
holding a Ifkmonth-old boy who has re
cently started calling her -mama 'You
hate to see the children like this Look
at him How can I give him bacleSHELTER Continued on Page 18
17
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Shelter
From Page 17
police officers
dropped oft 9-month-old JO. a plump
baby boy with a wild tuft of hair on his
head and burns on his right forearm,
Ten

'

days

ago.

forehead, cheeks and head

This particular day. JO won't eat
the baby food before him or slop crying

until one of the child care workers.
Laura W Parker, picks him up
i

Unexplained Burns
"You can hold onto me." she tells
him, sitting him in her lap and offering
him a plate of adult food The infant
grabs a fistful of corn bread and green
beans and stuffs them into his mouth
"This baby's not used to baby food."

Ms Parker says "His mama probabls
stuck some Church's fried chicken in

his mouth and went on about her
business

How J.0 got burned is not entirely

,

clear, Mr Stokes says Only sketchy de .
tails were provided by the caseworkers.
but they suspect he was burned will, an
iron And they believe the mother's boy.

friend did it.

Apparently the man had argued

:

with the baby's mother, then taken J 0
and his 7-yearold brother someplace

and abandoned them The children

.

'

were picked up by police and brought
to the shelter
As Ms Parker examines the baby's
body, she discovers wnat appear to be
neat lit .e pinholes in the tips of several
of his fingers A couple of the holes look
n reeled

"You know. the only thing I like
about this job is that I don't usually
come in contact with these parents.Ms Parker says "Because ir t did. I'd
be in jail."
Babies and Drug Dealers

This shelter, as others, was de.
signed as a 72.hour emergency refuge
for children such as J 0 But around the
state, shelters are increasingly being
used as more permanent placements.
not only for abused and neglected children endangered by their parents. but
also for mentally ill children, mentality
retarded children. unrily children and
criminal children
Emergency shelters have evolved
into "modern-day orphanages." Say's Mr
Lomax
depositories for other agen-

cies' shortcomings

Juvenile Court

The shelter s nursers is located on

the second floor lust down the hdll
from the bedrooms of rowdy troubled
teenagers who vecasionalls bust hole,
in the walls or take a pipe to the light
fixtures
The babies live in a well-lit nurser)

where cribs and bassinets line walls

that are decorated with rainbows.
clowns and Big Bird But staff say the)
playpens.
lack basic baby equipment
baby walkers. safety gates. even toys
And this is not the environment that

most people would want for their
children
Last weekend. a 16.year-old drug
dealer was brought to the shelter because he needed "protection There
was a contract out on his life
"We're not set up for that." says Mr
Stokes. who fears for the safety of the

other children as well as his staff
-Drug dealers -- they play for keeps
Drug dealers play by a different set of
rules They don't care if someone is a
kid

Many of the children

months al a time By the time one baby'
boy left, "I cried. Mr. Stokes cried, en-

er)body cried, we got so attached to
that baby." says Ms Parker "I said I
would never do this again

Jeffrey. a severely mentally retarded 15-year.old. lived at the shelter close
to a year One recent das. as Mr Stokes

climbed the stairs to the second floor.
Jeffrey fluttered his hands, smiled and

playfully slapped a nonplused Mr
Stokes in the face

"You have to watch him," Mr.
Stokes explains "He doesn't do anything to the children, but he has seizures They see him having seizures and

coming a foster parent. call your
count). Department of Family and
Children Services for more
information
The foster care number at the
state office in Atlanta is 894 2891

In metro Atlanta. the numbers
are
Clayton
Cobb

mental health centers, with too few op

DtKalb
Fulton

shelters

t

¶ro tHit via, myelitis moved to an intii
lutton in Florida

ilakes Me Aol Sleep'
Like other shelter directors. Mr
Stokes is alarmed by the problems be
ing laid at his doorstep and his staffs
capacity to handle them

Yesterday's orphans sere often
products or their parents' untintel
deaths; today's shelter children are
more often victims of their parents' vio
lence or negligence The) need more
than a bed and son.e food

'There's so many children and not

enough places for them to go." Mr

Stokes muses "And thm're so needs If
they're not traumatized b) what theyse
gone through as far as the abuse then
they're traumatized by being taken from
their homes and families

Daily, his staff members face the
traumas of 6-month-olds whose fathers
have had sex with them. 2 and 4-year
olds who arrive with cigarette burns on

them, children whose skin sags from

near-stanation For that the) earn a
less than a
prison guard, less than a school janitor,
less than a school cafeteria worker
starting salary of S11.000

'Shatters the Delusion'
"This certainly shatters the delu
sion that we're a societs that cares for
its children.- Mr McDevitt sass
Besides the heartbreak the children
bring with them to the shelter the) of
ten leave under less than ideal cirrum
stances Shelter directors complain that
too often the courts and child protective

services workers are quick to return
children to the same abusive homes

"Isn't that ridiculous"' says Mr

Where to Call to Help
If you are interested in be.

ities, send youths to shelters State

dren. buy time by sending them to

son mow m Georgia 1% siniAl lot

they don't understand it, especially the the) vvere removed from
The little 4-year.old who had the
smaller children Then he masturbates
and does all the things some retarded stroke al the Fulton Counts shelter had
been
brought there with her brother be
people have a tendency to do We had
cause their grandparents had allegedl)
three children like that at one time
been abusing them After the child's
rilo one wants Jeffrey His aunt can't
handle him anymore And the state says second stroke. the two were simply sent
that even though it has institutions for home

judges. lacking space in detention facil-

tins for mentally ill and retarded chil-

particularly

have lived out most of
the infants
their lives at the shelter, staying for

mental!) retarded pooplit for ylnw re.,

473-2300
429-7500
371-3300

efiwinnett

7524970
995-2100

Stokes "After all that, they were turned
back to the grandparents
Despite her close contact with chil.
dren who often confide in her. Donna
Lane, who directs the Gwinnett Count)
emergency. shelter, says judges rarely
ask for her input into whether a child
should be returned home or placed in
foster care "I have asked for that.- she
says "And I have not been invited
She recalls a 6-year-old child shy
arrived at the shelter with such severe
bruises "that you could see the strap
marks on that child In less than three
days the courts sent her home
"It makes me not sleep.at night wor
rying about these kids," Ms Lane says

111
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J.O. a baby unaccustomed to baby food, is offered adult

fare at the Fulton County Emergency Shelter. He en
lered (he shelter with burns on his arm, cheeks and

head "The parents got so many rights and the kids have
none," a child care worker complains.

Besides the f-leartbreak the children bring with them to the shelter,
they often leave under less than ideal circumstances. Shelter direc
tors complain that too often the courts and child protective ser.
vices workers are quick to return children to the same abusive
homes they were removed frorn.

111MIMINIOMMI

MEOW

gers. the child welfare agency has

's parents "The court always gives
them back It's like a losing battle The
pa,.ents got so man) rights and the kids

called to say that the baby is being re.
turned to his mother
According to Mr Stokes. police offi.

Parker's lap She's clipped his nails and

LeS5 than 30 minutes atter Ms Par.
ker discovered the pinholes in J 's

I

I cers are hoping the woman will file
criminal charges against her boyfriend

Ms Parker and the other child care

J

have none

JO is calm now as he sits on Ms
put cream on the burns that have not
had time to heal He's put his arms
around her neck and patted her on the

workers don't understand why the po.
tier don't go ahead and file the charges

head

themsches

ane

ANDY SHAW'S...

says

Wayne Stokes, director tithe Fulton

"The mother s not going to stay
away from that boyfriend.- Ms Williams
SayS

The women all chime in at once "If
they eon get a%zo) with this, then they'll

do it alain." says Christine L Oliver of

"You're going to lease me, baby,
rn %hat are )ou going to du" she
o him. dressing him to leave Sh:
pulls on his red socks "The next time
it's going to be worse Thts baby inn
not get to come back

Staff writer ()-nthia Durcanin com
(Minted to this article

shelter and a former pro football
player, cuddles a toddler. "There's
so many children and not enough
places for them to go." he says.
19
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Life at the 'Strickland Motel'
Officials Count On Marietta Housewife
to Take The Toughest Foster Children

By cyalbia Durtania
A 10.yearold boy with red curls and

'Most everyone wants the cute little girl that does a little curtsy. I
don't get any pleasure out of that type of child. I want a kid I can

freckles breezed into the room Skid.
ding to a stop, he wrapped his spindly

Dods Strickland
Foster mother

arms around Doris Strickland's middleaged frame, hugged her at the hips and
disappeared into another room
"While he's smiling at you. he's put

ting a knife in your back." Mrs Strick.
land cautioned
The comment is close to fact Doris

Strickland tells of the time when the
same boy held a butcher knife to his
tiny wrist and threatened to kill himself
"I said. 'Well, darling, blood never
scared me,'" Mrs Strickland recalled

'

The child then vowed to choke himself
"I told him it wouldn't work because
don't believe you have the guts le stand
The boy finally snapped.
the pain
"Well, I'll hire a done
Mrs Strickland brought the comersation to an end with. "That won't work

,

either, because you don't have any mon.
ey to hire anyone

.

At 56. Doris Strickland is no longer

rattled by suicide threats Nine years
aner she began, and after caring for
nearly 300 children. the Marietta house

wife has the distinction of being the
wcman officials ran count on to take
the toughest of tough foster children
into her homc.
Almost by default she is compensat
,

ing the state for its shortage of group
homes with her unofficial group home

Over the years. Mrs Strickland has
cared for as many as a dozen foster
children at a time, ranging in age froze
30 days to 17 years They've stayed anywhere from a day to seven years
Her selflessness and willingness to
belp others even as her own world is

crumbling around her have elevated
her to a high level of esteem among social workers
"She causes me to be uncomfortable
with myself because she makes me real.
sue she's action and a lot of us are just
words." said Diane Woods, director of
Juvenile Court services in Cobb County'

It was the 1979 death of her son.
Bill Jr, 26. in a crash of a small plane
that led her to become a foster parent

The death of her husband. Bill, in
January led Mrs Strickland recently to
take a break from foster care, and her
foster children were farmed out to vari .

been farmed out, a 14-yearold Vietnam

ous state institutions and shelters

homes the way some children go

ese boy who wasn't doing well at the
shelter where he was staying. she said

Among those who go through foster

Bill Strickland died of a heart at-

through tennis shoes, her name inspires

tack after rushing to the scene of an ac
cident involving Mark, one of the foster
children who remained with the family
aller he came of age
Amid her grief, she tended to Mark.
who was in a coma for Iwo months, and
continued to care for as many as 10 fos-

both fear and love Streetwise kids beg
not to be sent to Mrs Strickland's But
they often end up there because no one

ter children until early Me
Now she is back at it Last Friday.
after a break of just three weeks, she
reclaimed one of the children who had

Rules to Live By
Doris Strickland takes in the
toughest of foster children al her
home in Marietta. but one %es
step through her dooms, icy
live by her rules, and thost ;tiles
can be as tough as the rhildren

Punishment rules ranges from
suspension of television pm i.
leges to work in the garden Some
examples of her rules
No alcohol or drug use
No fighting
No cussing
No Ouy Osbourne
Clean up your own mess
Do your own dishes

Good grades. completing
chores and getting along are Pre .
requisites to dating
Prospective dales must pro-

duce a driver's license and proof

of insurrte
elevision and Atari privi.
leges hinge on chores

Homework hours must be

else will take them And alter they've
been there awhile, they usually want to
stay

She has suffered unintended blows
while mediating fights and taken a few

punches that were intended for her
Her charges have armed themselves
with knives while fighting over what to
watch on television, tried to burn her
house down, destroyed interior walls
and jammed the plumbing at a cost of
$2,000

"When I started. I had wall.tP wall
carpet without a spot Now I don't have
eny carpet left." she said

Her two most notoriously difficult
charges were Jacky ani Mark Today.
Jacky, 21. and Mark. 22, are permanent
members of her family

When Jacky amved at 15. he was
the "stroungiest, orneriest. get-next.to.
your.skin aggravating kid that ever existed," Mrs Strickland retailed "I used
to pay Mark to take him outside just to
get him away from me "

Mrs Strickland tamed the two the
way she tempers all of her problem
childrenwith work "One of the thing',
teenagers are afraid of, what scares
them to death, is work." she said
She once roused a group of teens at

6 a m and had them planting collard
grtens, peas and carrots until sunset
The few who tried to gel away got extra
work. "The next day the rules were fol

lowed to a T." t`e recalls

adhered to

Mrs Strickland believes that not
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Doris Strickland picks collard greens with two of her

they've worked that garden they love IL They refer to It

foster children. The gardening yields self-esteem as well
as vegetables, she says; "Those plants are theirs. Once

as our garden. our plan ts, our apple trees."

only vegetables bus sellesleem can be
cultivated in the garden "Those plants

a luxury the "Strickland Motel- cannot

are theirs Once they've worked that
garden they love it. They refer to it as

The children who call it home ar
rive in despair. their spints long ago
broken Gy incest, abuse or neglect

our garden. o: r plants. our apple
trees"
The strictest rule pertains to a musician "I do not allow Ozz) Osbourne
the house"
Come home drunk, and she calls the
cops Dating privileges must be earned
and prospective dates must produce a
drivers licerse and proof of insurance
before taking out one of Mrs Strick.
land's charges
The "Strickland Motel." as she calls
ii is not a fancy place Rules are posted
in crayon throughout the house, large

industrial-size containers of generic
food clutter the kitchen and most of the
children sleep in an attic that has been
converttd into a loft_ Air cOnditioning is

afford

Drugs and alcohol are often the crutches of their troubled childhood
Given a choice, Mrs Strickland will

always favor the tough foster kids
'Most everyone wants the cute little girl
that does a little curtsy I don't get an)
pleasure out of that type of child I want
a kid I can help"
Social workers say she works well
with troubled children because she understands their anger "They re mad be
cause the law conies and remove, them

from their house and the) didn't do
anything And the parents are allowed
to stay at home," Mrs Strickland said
At the same time. Mrs Strickland
acknowledges that most people don't
have the patience to do what she does

"It's not the mone) she said
She receives SRI a da) in room and

board for eath child and a one-time
cloth.ng allowance that vanes between
$150 and S300 depending on the age of
the child

"I can feed a child on SIP a da).
gise them baths. heat, the necessities of

life," she said But the state does noth
ing to cover recreational needs and the
destruction that follows when teens be.
such as the plumbing
come restless
debacle

Despite the man) diMculties of car

ing for so man) children. Mrs Strick
land knows she s the end of the hnc for
mans youths "I feel like if I don't do it
nobcidy else will

"These kids think that I'm fair But
I tell then, that's not true I'm not fair I
don't even try to be fair because thc
world is not fair. never was and never

will be"
21
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Longing for Home,
Longing for Family
brothers end sisters to the Clayton

ByJane 0. Hansen

County Department of Family and (nil,
dren Services Michael thinks he was
around 2 Social workers who knew him

Raft

Michael Steven Harmon was raised
by a cold and unforgiving parent.

say maybe 4

The kind who placed him with
strangers when he was just 4. then had
him locked up as a teenager The kind
who would meet him at school with his
life's belongings in a paper sack and the
news that another family wanted to "try

him out" The kind who never bought
the chtld a baseball glove or a school
picture because it cost too much The
kind who warned caring adults not to
shower love on Michael because he
might get attached And the kind who.
when he finally grew up and fathered a

child of his own, took that child from
him and gave it away. telling Michael
he was too dcmaged to make a fit par.
ent

Michael. 19. was raised in foster
care His parent Was the state of Georgia

along with thouToday Michael
stands as testament to
sands like him

a foster eare system that frequently
doesn't work It is a system Intended as
a temporary solution but one that too
often becomes permanent It is one that

is supposed to offer a haven to child
victims of physical and sexual abuse
but too often victimizes them further
In Georgia. the foster care crisis has
spawned living situations for children
that are sometimes worse than those re .

served for the state's prison convicts
With too few foster families for a growing number of abused and neglected
children, foster care for some Atlanta
children means sleeping cn floors at
lice-infested emergency shelters, the
latest dumping ground for the children

increasingly have difficulty finding foster parents for Perfect babies, let alone
damaged ones And in the face of AIDS
and the cocaine epidemic. the damaged
ones are on the rise
Of the 6.725 Georgia children in fos.
ter care as of last month, 76 pertent of

Them were there because they were
physically or sexually abused, neglected

or abandoned

in the majority of

cases by their parents

Once in foster care, many children
are victimized again According to the

abused are often emotionally bruised by-

a bureaucracy that bounces them from
home to home or from institution to in-

stitution
Raised in rejection, people such as
Michael lack self-esteem. have difficulty

forming trusting relationships, and
worse

"What you have is a situation where
we as taxpayers are incubating tomor
row's criminals in the name of saving

children." says Robert L Woodson.
president of the National Center for

children for up to 72 hours

the nation's jails as adults
"The problems are circular It's like
building a hurricane."

Other babies are being warehoused
sometimes by parents
who abandon them, sometimes by social
workers who have nowhere else to put
them
22

Atlanta's child welfare workers

separated from them

"Arfirst. I didn't know nobody." he
said in an interview earlier this year. "I
didn't know where I even came from
His first memory as a child is wish.
ing he had a family of his own "I had
families

of children who experience multiple
nu-yes before the age of 8 wind up in

in hospitals

ter care system. Michael was Initially

friends, you know

Neighborhood Enterprise in Washing.
ton, D.0 He estimates that 30 percent

for months and one retarded boy who
lived there almost a year A third of the
children were babies, sleeping two to
three in a crib

For many years, Michael didn't even
know he had brothers or sisters Like 40
percent of the children in Georgia's fos-

con .
sources. last year there were
firmed reports of children abused in
foster care One national study puts the
rate of abuse among foster children at
10 times that among children in the
general population
Those who are not physically

One recent night. the Fulton County
built to handle 30
Emergency Shelter
housed

no room

Georgia Department of Human Re.

nobody wants

86, Including some who have lived there

stored for years
His life's record
in Clayton County, then moved with Mi.
has been
chael to Gwinnett County
destroyed It is most counties' policy to
get rid of the records three years after a
child leaves their custody There's just

Michael's life has been such a
storm

'Didn't Know Where I

I'd see their

Michael has straight blond hair.
blue eyes and the words "love" and
"hate" tattooed across the backs of his
fingers The father of two children. he
looks like a child himself with the soft
peach fuzz of a boy at puberty When he
talks about being raised by the state, he
speaks softly and matter-of-facily He
does not complain about the only life
he's known

"Most of them was pretty good.- he
said of his many. foster parents, drag,
ging smoke Porn a Marlboro cigarette
Then he added. "It's just whoever wants
you gels you That's all it amounts to If
they' don't like you. they call up some
body and they come and get you and
take you somewhere else
One day. when he was about 8. a so

cial worker came to the elementary
school where Michael was a student He

was living al the lime with a family he
can't remember now, and she brought
his belontings to school in a never hag

As Michael malls. she told him that a
new couple "wants to try you out for the
weekend

It was during the Christmas holi
days, and the couple wanted to take Mi,

Came

to Minnesota wbere their family
From' chael
lived. He didn't want to go "I was cry

No one knows precisely how old Mi.
chael was when his mother, an alcohol.
.1c. gave custody of her son and his five

he recalled. They told their people that I was their son and everYthing
When they returned to Georgia. the
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couple gauc Michael back to the

l'ho didn't want me no more

lou're Not Famib
In most of Michael's homes he was
not the only foster child Sometimes he
shared a room with as many as six WI.
er children, and it was not unusual for
the orphans to be relegated to a sepa.
rate table from the family during meal.
times In one home. Michael and the

other foster children slept and ate in
the basement while the husband. wife
and their children lived upstairs
When he was about 4. he remem
bers sitting in a highchair most of the
night because he refused to eat a bowl
of coleslaw One foster mother, the one
he liked the least fed him tomato sandwiches three meals a day "I hate tomatoes now: he said

According to Michael. that same
woman broke the arm of another foster
child Jamie "She used to have a big of
paddle." Michael said "It was in the
summertime Jamie was about 12"
But whenever child welfare workers
visited the home to checy on the children. no one spoke up "Everybody was
scared to say anything We knew when
they left she was the same old person
According to the county. the woman
is no longer used as a foster mother Today Michael believes mos, of his foster
parents were in it for the money (The
state pays foster parents $10 a day for
each child they take

"You're not actually no family
You're there simply because they're
getting something for you." Michael
said "Kids don't know that The only
reason I know it now is because I look
back and I know what they did I didn't
hack then I MLA know why they was
treating me like that
The hardest thing was living up to
each family's expectations "See, when
you go into a home, these people already got their mind set on how they

want you to be." he said "I went to
some foster homes where all they want-

ed me to do was study books and stuff
like that I just didn't like going in there
because you didn't know nobody They.
just showed you where your room was
at It WAS like the Army or something

;

That was where you were stationed
You'd go to sleep at night and you
didn't know if somebody was going to
conic and get you at 3 in the morning

;

and bring you somewhere else

;

Baseball Unifiwm, School Pktures
By the time Michael was 11. he'd
been in at least seven foster homes, ac-

cording to Beverly S. Reid. one of Mi.
chael's former foster mothers and the

POCIt 4MOTO'Slat,

Michael Hannon, who spent years in foster homes, has two tattoos on his
hands: "love" 9n the left and "hate" on the right. Last month he began serw
ing a two-year prison sentence for breaking into a house and a car.
day at het house in Jonesboro County
social workers had made him leave his
dog. "Little Bit." at his last foster home
And he didn't understand why yet in.
other family he'd been Ir. ing with - a
had given
military man and his wife
him back to the county
"Michael was in a home that he had

as much food as you want, but don't

felt comlortable in." Mrs Read said
'But they were not comfortable with
Michael They were military. didn't
have any babies or their own They

him, and that we'd fight if they tned

wanted babies, which 90 percent or the

foster care parents want But rather
than sitting down and explaining that to
him the county just picked him up and

moved him What did that do for his
self.esteem' He felt that he'd done
something wrong He told me over and
over again. 'I didn't do anything wrong
I was good I tried real hard

When Mrs Read first got him. Mi.
chael lied a lot, particularly about the
food he foraged and ,iored in his room

"He'd get up from the table and take
biscuits and put them in his drawers,"
she said "I don't know what it is with
foster children, but they have this over .

take it to your room It was !briny until
you found a 10-day-old peanut butter
sandwich upstairs

That year at the Reads'. Michael
gained a full year and a half at school
"He was stable." Mrs Read said "He
knew we weren't going !co let them move
I

told him that. that I'd do everything
And it made a big difference"

At night she tucked him in kissed
him good night and told Michael she
loved him He told her he didn't believe
her

One of the happiest times of Mi
cheers childhood came that year when

he played on the baseball team "He
could run like the wind." Mrs Read
said "There Vas no one who could
catch him when he ran."

At first, the county Department of
Family and Children Services refused
to pay for his baseball glove and uniform

"I had a fight with them.'' she

said She eventually got them to pick up

the tab for the uniform "They didn't

angry.%ullen child who was doing poor

whelming desire to hide food Ask any
foster parent I guess they don't feel
they'll get enough And I would eel ag-

want him to have any stability like that
They gave the argument, 'What if we
have to move him"

ly in school He cried most of that first

gravated I'd say. 'Michael. you can have

LONGING Contmed on Pap* 24

only one he :till sees

When she got him Michael was in
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it wasn't like what ii ssas supposed to
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Read's Sc. did Mrs Pead -Yoe all

be

Michael cried the day he len Mrs

The Reads, who have their own
trucking business, also bought Michael
his first school picture School pictures
are an unallowable expense for foster
parents one that cannot be charged to
the state As a result. man) foster chil.
dren never get them
The team lost even game that sea.

son But Michael. a fifth-grader at the
time, didn't care "I was there. my hus
band was there." Mrs Read said -Yoe
were clapping and cheenng him on He
was doing something. and for the first
time in his life, he could show the other

kids that he had some place to call
home He didn't care that they lost, just
so he was a part of it"
The year and a half at ihe Reads'
was an oasis for Michael It ended when
his father came back into his life

cried." she said "My boys gave him
something. each one They were upset

Everybody was upset Michael had
mixed emotions He was happy about
his father, yet torn I told him I hoped
everything would work oul OK and to
keep trying in school

"I always told him that." she
laughed "He hated A"

just Didn't Care Anymore'
She didn't hear from him for almost

four years Michael lasted with his l'a
ther in Gwinnett County for six months
Then the fattier. ars alcoholic like Mi .

chael's mother, gave him back to the
counts'

After that. said Michael. "I just
didn't care anymore

Read believes the county.

For the next foir years. he was in
and out of trouble
stealing bicycles
and cars, skipping school and running

nagged Michael's father into taking his

away from foster homes Eventually he

Mrs

son back "I think they wero just tired
of messing with it'
always
Michael was ecstatic
wanted to be with my people." he said

'I'd see Beverly's family and every.
thing. and I'd wonder what it would be
like if my family was still together But

wound up serving time in the state's
youth prisons. called "youth develop.
ment centers He spent eight months
in the Augusta YDC after running away
from the Atlanta YDC
'There was nobody else in there for
running away," he said "They just run

out of places In put nip'

Liu enforcement officials reloi,.
ber Michael well -I wouldn't trust hin,
as far .as I could throw him said one
who wants to remain anonymous "He is

manipulative, not to be trusted and in
general. uses any means available to
further his own gain
Said another. "Michael brought on a
lot of the problems himself"
During his early teen years Michael

lived periodically with the Gwinneit
County probation officer assigned to
him A woman in her 30s. Patricia
Wheeler was arrested by Gwinnett
County police in 1082 and charged with
contnbuting to the delinquency of a mi .
nor after she and Michael were found

in bed together. according to law enforcement officials Michael said she
wanted to marry him He was 14 at the
time

"As I started getting older. I started
getting worse." he said "If she didn't
give me what I wanted. like money or

something. I'd hit her and stuff like
that I al* sys was getting in trouble
She let me do anything I wanted to do
Ms Wheeler was subsequently dis .
missed from her job because of her re,

lationship with Michael. law educe
ment officials said After the couple
spent some time in Florida Michael
said, she got fed up with his refusal to
marry her and bought him a Greyhound
bus ticket that got him as far as Tampa
He spent a week living in laundromais
befere he got enough money to return to
Alla nta

Michael's father hasn't gotten in
touch with him since he turned him
back over to Gwinnett social workers -I
don't blame him:' Michael said 'Deep
down I know he really loves me
He does see his mother In fact. said

Mrs Read. Michael lakes care of his
mother, a woman largely dependent on

drugs and Ilcohol, accordin, to Mrs
Read and Michael

"My mom, she ain't never had
nothin'." Michael said -She don't have
furniture 'A'hatever she's got. I gase
her She's Just pitiful. I love my mama
you know I always love my mama be
cause she's my mama She's throwed me

out whet I didn't have nowhere to go
before. You know, I was out on the
street She just don't understand what it
is."
It was Michael's parents who stood

7'4
aial

ioorrrry caavorrosiss

in the way of his ever being adopted
into a permanent home They did not
want to gise up their parental mins
and in Georgia. those rights Ire often
left intact even if a parent does nothing
aut send a birthday card once a year
Increasingly cntics say the rights of
some parents are being protected at the

Beverly S. Read. one of Michael Barmon's foster mothers and the only one he
still sew. says there 'is goodness in him. She blames many or his problems expense of their children Children
on the government's handling of such children.
such as Michael. who could hase been

-
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adopted V, hen he

informine hoo that he. (told oak helm
Into r,,
plated ll"r adtvion and (I
lite that hi. contact then. ',Who; **he

a Inddler are in

soot connoted to 'drill in foster can.

throughu

on, torredtise years

days

-I1 they would at least terminate
rights on the younger children. they
could save ',ves," said Mrs Read "Me

Mic!.ael appeared at the Clayton
Counts Ace on the fitlh das Officials
acknowledge that Michael was "ada
mani" about wanting to keep his baby

chael adopted al 3 would have stood a
chance

and asked then, how he . ould present
the adoption I; was told ne needed to
hire a lawyer to -legitimate" the child.
then Ale for cusiods
Michael eventually got enough money to hire a lawyer, married Carol and

Ironically. Congress passed the

.

Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare
Act in 1980 to cut back on the unneces .
sary placements of children in foster
, care Under the law, states must make

-reasonable efforts" to keep families

went to court last July to fight to get
their baby back, but their parental
rights were terminated The reasons
She has' guntarily surrendered her
nghts, it ad shown "no interest" in

( toget he r.

Now critIcs sty the law has gone
overboard, keeping families intact at
the expense of children's lives
Michael believes his life might nave
been different if he'd been adopted ear .

the child and had failed to make any at.
tempts to "legitimate" his babs

ly on. before he grew old enough that

his only goal in life was to find "my
people

"Yeah. I don't believe I'd be like I
am now." he said last winter, his head
; down as he sucked periodically on his
baby's paciller. "I don't believe I'd ever
;

been in jail. I believe I'd Jill be in
school and stuff like that. I don't be.
lieve I'd have tattoos You know. I probably would have been better off. but I'm

happy Right now, I'm hapoy Just nic,
Carol and my baby."

On that partieu!r day, Michael was
slouched on the living room couch at

, the home of Beverly Read's mother
Next to him sat his wife. Carol. a pretty

16.year.old with long brown hair and
freckles It was early in the morning.

Soec,a,

Carol Harmon In the hospital after
the birth or the Harmons' second
son. Joshua, who remains in his
mother's custody.

have to have it all to be productive -the decent jxb. the home for your fa m.
ily," Mrs Read says "And he gets dis
couraged, because he can't grasp it all
at the same time He waists ii so bad,
but it's out of his reach"
Carol's mother would like to keep
her daughter away from Michael Almost two years ago. when Carol was
pregnant with Michael's first child, her

mother put her in the custody of the

and Carol was dnnking a Coke and eat .
ing sour cream potato chips, in between
cigarettes.
Carol also spent time in foster care,
although unlike Michael. she was raised

Clayton County Department or Family
and Children Services. after Carol repeatedly skipped school and refused to
stay away from Michael. Two days be.

most of her life by her mother, not the
state. Both her parents have been in

placed in foster care.
She says social workers talked her

jail. her father for killing a man The

Inn- giving her baby up for adoption
She says they told her if she didn't. she
and her baby would be placed in separate foster homes So she agreed, and
under the effects of Deme.ol less than
24 hours after giving birth by Caesarean
section to a baby boy. Carol signed a re.

blood, and like recovering alrgiolics,

mother.
Under Georgia law, she had 10 days

Both Michael and Carol dropped
out of high school In the eighth grade.
Michael has worked periodically. but he

can't legally drive The couple would
like to live together with their baby, but

can't afford an apartment So Carol
lives with her mother and when he's
not in jail Michael lives with his, a
woman who spends most of the day in
bed, atcording to her son
" chael seems to think that you

officials with the Clayton Counts De.
partment of Family Lad Children Ser
the agency that had raised I if:
made mention nf the f-gi that
he and his wife came from an unstable

vices
chael

background and "have in fact been
raised in several foster homes
In courts around the country, paren.

tal rights are generally terminated only
atler it has been shown that a child cannot safely return home Although one of
the five indicators for such a situation
is "extreme parental disinterest." trade

.aIly the courts have terminated
nghts on this basis only in cases where
parents have abandoned their children

'Thousands or Michads'
Mrs Read was outraged, calling it

fort her baby was due. Carol was another example of how the foster care

last time Carol saw him was when she
visited Michael in jail last summer Ac.
cording to Carol, Michael was there (*or
dnving without a license
both
"My husband and my father
in jail." she mused
Trouble is in Michael's and Carol's
they have to work one day at a time so
slay away from IL Michael's been ar
rested at least Ave times since becom.
trig an adult al 18.
"What got me in trouble was people
I bung around with." Michael said

The couple's -youth and inexpere
ence" were also mentioned And finalls

lease abdicating her rights as the
to change her mind While she was in
the hospital. Michael rode a bicycle
more than 15 miles from Grant Park to
Clayton County to see Carol and the
baby. He'd been told if he didn't stay
away from Carol. he'd go to jail He nec .
er did see his baby.

Carol went directly from the hospi.
tal back into thv foster home She says
she told her foster mother during the
10-day period that she'd changed her
mind She wanted her baby back. But
the law says that has to be in writing
Caiol can barely read.
Carol had named Michael as the father. and the county wrote him a letter.

system had victimized Michael In a
scathing letter that was published in
The Clayton Sun. she traced Michael's
life

"Now this former bitter and distriistrtil child is a bitter and distrusti.d
adult." she wrote, "as beaten down and

sad.eyed as any abandoned animal
Where are the people tc, fight for his
cause' Just as we have citizens willing
to Aght for our abandoned and helpless
animals in our county, we need citizens
to fight for our Abandoned and helpless

children In our county Many or these
children are more in danger of being
abused or 'abandoned' by the sy.tem of
the Department of Family and Children

Services, Juvenile Court, etc.. than if
left to their own devices"
In a recent Intervivw. Anne T Plant.
director of the Clayton County Department of Family and Children Services,
agreed that children like Michael are

sometimes further victimized by the
state's foster care system

"There are thousands of Michaels
LONGING Continuo:1 on Pop 24
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From Pagr 2.5
out there." she said "Their own moth .
ers and daddies don't want them How
do we expect anyone else to" Unfortunately. they'll be the ones who will be
punished later on. rather than the people who did it to them."
In part because of their victimization. she said, Michael and Carol's child

is better off with a more stable family.
"Here we go with a couple that probebly can't take care of this child, not because of their unwillingners. but because they're victims So they raise that
child. and that child becomes a victim.
There's no solution"
Michael and Carol didn't know they
could appeal the court's ruling in Clayton County Even if they had known.
they don't have the money to hire another Isiwyer.

his next/urn sun, he math a siispli

naming him Joshua Michael has neser
seen him "He's supposed to be adopted
right now," he said "I can deal with

has some place to go "

pledge "I won't lel my son lis e the kind
of life I do." he said "My son always

that, you know. I mean, he's already
gone and everything If he's adopted
out. I can deal with that but I don't
be in no foster homes for
want him
the rest of his life."

For now, Michael not only can't afford to go back to school, he's afraid to
If he doesn't earn enough money to feed

Yet almost two years arszr his birth
the child remains In foster care. county
officials say they- are investigating the
possibility of placing the child with one
of Michael's relatives But it is a lengthy

give them people a chance to even say
I'm doing something wrong." he said
As he spoke, his baby cooed "I be.

process

Each day that passes puts the baby
at greater risk OS remaining forever in
foster care People want to adopt babies. particularly white ones. Few want
to adopt children
"It hurts me pretty bad that my son
is in there, you know." Michael said "I
think about it every day

Lest October. Michael and Carol

as a plump, brown-eyed child with
arown hair and a double chin "He's
such a happy fella," a county soci:l

had a second son His name is Joshua
According to Mrs Read. they have been
keeping up
taking good care of him
with his immunizations. 'There is goodness in him," she says of Michael "Ard

worker has said "His smile is so big. it
covers most of his face He is a delight

someday succeed, to someday make It"

Today their Arst-born is descrihnl

As Michael sat Iasi it inter

to behold
Michael and Carol had talked ahoul

there is a desperate need in him to

his baby, he's afraid the county will
sake him away too "I'm not going to

lieve I can make it if nobody messes
with me." he said "I just want to be
happy I want to get my own place and
work every day like normal people And
be happy"

Just Michael and Carol and their
baby

(Postscript On May 9, Michael Ste.
ven Harmon pleaded guilty to two sepa

rate charges for breaking into a house
and breaking into a man's Volkswagen
Ile was sentenced to serve two years in
prison and the remainder of a Ave-year
sentence on probation Last Wednesday

Michael was transferred from the Clay
ton County Jail In Lovejoy to the Georgic Industrial Institute at Alto where he
will remain for the duration of his prison term Carol is still canng for Joshua

Foster Care Population Keeps Growing
,

I

In 1980. the federal government
passed legislation aimed at reducing
the number of children in foster care
Despite aggressive efforts to comply
with the law. Georgia's foster care populabon ruse nearly 45 percent between
1984 and 1988

The reasons.

Abuse and neglect. Ir Georgia, repotts of child abuse and neglect jumped
to 39.100 in 1987, a 28 percent Increase
from the year before.

Urban housing crisis In metropot
Han Atlanta, as many as 3.000 children
are counted among the city's homeless.
and the number is growing, according to

Anita L Beaty executive diiector of the
Task Force for the Homeless

at Teenage pregnancy. Georgia has

the highest teenage pregnancy rate in
the South, with more than 11,000 teenage births in 1967

showing positive signs of drug addiction, mostly lo cocaine

AIDS Georgia ranks Ilth in the
nation in the number of AIDS-infected
children Currently. Grady is following
more than 100 babies who have been
exposed to the din ss and may or may

of them. Another 525 children were in
foster care institutions
Seventy-six percent of the chil-

dren in foster care in Georgia were
placed there because they had been

not get full-blown AIDS Many were

abused, neglected or abandoned by the

born to drug-addicted parents whose
needle sharing led to their own infer-

people responsible for their care An-

Bon of the disease

Among the renills
As of May 15, 8.200 children were

other 15 percent were placed there because their parents were in jail, mental-

ly ill or addicted to drugs The rest
were put there for such varied reasons

AS awaiting adoption, being without
guardians after the death of parents, or

A Foster Squeeze

needing supervision that parents no

The number of children in
Georgia's foster homes increased

longer could give them.

by 44 6 percent in the last Ave

The median length of time chi l
dren remain in foster care is 30 8

years, while the number of foster

Months.

homes increased by only 14.5
percent
Year

And the more recent speeters of

1984

Drugs. particularly the highly addictive cocaine and its derivative, crack
At Grady Memorial Hospital, the state's
'argest public hospital. the number of
drugaddicted babies has skyrocketed.

1965
1966
1987
1988

with more than 200 babies a month now

in foster homes In Georgia, but the state
had only 3,000 foster homes to take care

Children
4,448
5.375
5,440
5,880
8,430

Sows.: ewes DopotimeM
1104MtI

Homes
2,50b
2,588
2,621
2,896
2,863

NOMA

o ne average age of children In foster care In Georgia is 10.

Seventy-flve percent of the children leaving foster care are returned to
their parents or guardians Another 15
percent are placed with other relatives

Approximately 20 percent of the children who are returned to their patents
are back In foster cart within year

26

2
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Three eases of frustration, anger
Baby Returned to Parents

and Killed

By Jane 0. Hansen
r

Among Beverly Read's famil) photos

is a picture of two little boys sitting on
the lap of Santa Claus It was Christmas
1982 when Bobby Hendrick. bard> a
vear old. was safe and happs in the
'Jonesboro foster home of Mrs Read
and her family Less than two years lat.
er he was dead

Although it has been five years
since Bobby's death. Mrs Read and her

husband have not forgotten the little
boy with the large brown eyes and
"deep throaty laugh
"He was just a real bubbly. respon.
sive baby." Mrs Read recently recalled,

adding that he was forerer taking off
his clothes "Diapers, everything." she
laughed

Nor have they forgiven the child
welfare department, which they blame
for the child's death
For six months_ Bobby and his 2.

year.old brother had lived with the
Reads, placed there by the Clayton
County Department of Family and Chitdren Services atter their father. James

C Hendrick. had voluntarily put them
in foster care

Mrs Read says today that she
warned caseworkers not to return the
boys to their father until they had thoroughly investigated Hendrick's home
But caseworkers took the children any.
way. assuring her they would keep a

:

earh convicted of murder and sen

according to Debbie Hendrick's 4-year.
old daughter. it was not unusual for
Hendrick to pick up his baby boy and
close eye on Bobby and his brother
Several months later, the children smash him against the wall
were taken by their father and stepDoctors say that when his stepmoth.
mother. Debbie C Hendrick. to the lo- er brought him to Clayton General Hos.
cal health department, where staff pital in the early hours of Feb 8. 1984.
members noticed that the little boys' Bobby's skull was cracked from the top
bodies were covered with sores and left side of his head around to his neck
bruises, their heads had only patches of cavity in back. Mrs Hendrick told phyhair.
sicians Bobby had fallen out of bed.

Wnced to life in prison They will be eligible ri-,r parole consideration in three

partment. and Phil Woodward. a case-

worker, was dispatched to the Hen.

:

and his brother. Bobby was later murdered by his father and stepmother,

ity." But a police officer testified that

They called the child welfare de.

;

sok.,

A snapshot show; foster mother Beverly Read with Bobby Nendrkk (left)

dricks' trailer home
Mr Woodward would testify later
during the murder trial of Bobby's par.
that he considered the couple
ents
cooperative. found nothing unusual at
the home, and subsequently "closed his
notes" on the matter
During the trial. Robby's parents.
both 23. were described by the defense
attorney as "two young kids trying their
(Wilde)i to make ends meet and raise
Eds
an awesome responsibil.
thr

In addition to his fractured skull,
physicians noticed the toddler was cov-

ered with bruires, appeared malnour,
ished. was missing large clumps of hair
and had a misshapen arm. In all. they
found 25 injuries Among them, the doctors discovered that both of Bobby's
arms were broken They had been that
way for at least three weeks, left unat.
tended despite what the doctors said
would have been the baby's obvious
pain He was pronounced dead on Feb
10, 1964

A year later, the Hendricks were

years

Within weeks of Bobby's death. Mrs
Read wrote a series of angry letters, in

eluding one to Attorney General Mi
chael J. Bowers, asking him to investi.
gate the county child welfare agency
She would later take the stand at the

Hendricks' murder trial and criticize
the department for failing to protect
Bobby.

Shortly after the trial. the Reels'
only remaining foster child was re
turt..d to her natural mother. After six
years of having cared for more than 30
foster children and even adopting a
Child. the Reads have not been gisen
another foster child since.
"Beverly Read is a very caring per-

son," Anne T. Plant, director of the
Clayton Department of Family and Chil-

dren Services. recently said "She just
will not accept this agency as the legal
authority in these situations"
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Private Eye Hired To Fill the State's Shoe,:
did, according to the affidavit The case.
worker suggested the tear may have GC

took her to the pediatrician for a physi
cal. the doctor wrote in his records that

By Jam. 0. Hansen

5411nI,r

he suspected that the lesions on her

curred while the child's father was

In the South Georgia community of
Tifton. Harry Doss is the quiet. respect .
ed count% director of roads and public

buttocks were cigarette burns

straddling her on his knee
plaint Oct. 17, 1988. after a weekend vis-

works Be predicts that perception

"She was absolutely terrified of
men." Mrs_ Doss said "My husband
couldn't pick her up And she had these
godawful nightmares

nal grandparents, where her father also

could soon change
par.

For five years. the Dosses
ents of two gr '4' n children and a 15yeaold son t.ave been accepting fos.

ter children into their home Now
they've i red a private detective to help

lie of those children. sonic

prott

thing they say they've been forced to do
because of the local child welfare agen.

q's failure to do its job
The focus of their efforts is a little
girl who was abandoned by her parents

when she was 2 and brought to the
Dosses home on July 4, 1987. 4 the TM
County Department of Family and Chit.
dren Services

"She was the dirtiest child I'd ever
seen in my life." Charlotte Doss recent
ly recalled of the red.haired toddler 'I
bathed her three times that afternoon

The couple fell the little girl was
underweight for her age. and when they
s.

..wk

child was being removed from their
home and returned to her paternal
grandparents

The Dosse, were stunned and
promptly wrote a letter to Rodney Gni'
fin, director of the county Department
of Family and Children Services They
pointed out that only a year earlier. Mr
Byrd had been charged with the felony
of abusing his daughter. That charge is
still pending. according to Tift County
Distnct Attorney David E Perry.

ing Inappropriate sexual terminology
for her age.
According to an affidavit the Dosses

would give to a Supenor Court judge,
she ched continuously after one visit,
patting her diaper in front and saying,
"hurts right here
Finally. to convince the caseworker

"They had this father arrested for
cruelty to this child and now they've
gone and Put her back in the home."

that their fears were justified. Mrs

Mrs. Doss said

Doss says she staged a -before and af-

What particularly angers the Dosses
is that a Superior Court judge in neigh.
bonne Cook County had a year earlier

ter" diaper change in the caseworkers
presence Before the visit, the little girl
had no vaginal tear. After the visit she

.

4.,,

lived Shortly afterward, the
fare department notified them that thr

ther. Walter F Byrd. and began staging
visits between the two Alter one visit.
as they changed her diaper. the Dosses
noticed abrasions on her inner thighs
and a small tear between her anus and
vagina They also felt the child was us.

OW

....

it at the hone of the little girl's pater-

iheir concerns grew after the de.
partment found the child's natural fa.

., 41" :"

.

;

They registered their final com-

found the man an unfit parent for his

..fr

two older children based on the alleged
abuse of his younger child
Mr Griffin of the local child welfare
agency recently defended his casework

4.

ers' decision to return the little girl to
her grandparents' home "Th6 was not
a decision we arrived at overnight." he

,31

a,
:

said
study

"It was arrived at after careful

He described the grandparents as
"a very good. loving couple" who are li
nancially well.oft and well.respected in

stints
It I

the community.

.......miromlaw.

"It's our policy and philosophy to al.
ways try and keep children in some part

of their extended family if placement
with the natural parent is rot possible."
he said. "We worked verf hard to try to
minimise the disruptions in this child's
life."
Based in part on the Dosses' cont.
plaint, however, a Juvenile Court judge
has ordered that Mr. ByRI mose out of
his parents' home. The Dosses have
hired a detective to make sure he does
The court also granted Mr. Byrd vis .
nation privileges, but ordered that the
visits with his daughter be supervised
ointo atswvortomult

by his parents "They love their son,"
Mr GrifTin said of the grandparents

Harry Doss carries lumber to be cut into pieces for two foster children, who "But they understand they must protect
will use the wood for a school project. The DOSSel hasr hired a detective to their granddaughter, and they will be
very good at doing that"
try to protect another foster child removed from their care.

2u
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Children Sheltered

But Never for Long
fore three grand juries, finally urging

By Jane O. Hansen

jurors to subpoena the case file and get

ssef vom-,

a firsthand account or "the circus of

David Doss of Rome never wanted
to be the one who sued the child welfare agency. but he could find no one
else to do it.
"I said at the time. if I never do anything else in my life. I'm going to do everything I can to make sure this doecn't
happen to another child." he said

how this child has been treated
"When they got the file, only then did
they get behind the smokescreen." he
said.

The final grand jury called for a
state investigation, which was conduct
ed by the Carl Vinson Institute of Goy-

ernnient at the University of Georgia
The institute's report. according to Mr
Doss. "basically said child protective

What happened in Floyd County,
says Mr Doss, is beyond his comprehen-

sion Mr Doss is not a foster parent
Ralher he's a Floyd County commissioner who sells real estate for a living
and happens to be on the board of the
Open Door Home, a temporal) emergency shelier for abused and neglected
children
It was in this capacity that two years
ago he met a family of four children

ages 5. 3. 2 and 6 months Mr Doss
would later learn that the Floyd County

Department of Family and Children
Services had removed the children
from their home II times, usually substantiating abuse and neglect reports

ment for alleged 'gross negligence.'
and hurl her bottom." Mr Doss said
But doctors felt the story was incon-

sistent with the injuries In part because the child would not let them

discovered genital warts and a lacers.
lion at the opening of her vagina He

admitted her to the hospital for her

When they took them for a routine
physical. the doctor extracted a dc .

own safety.

have said, 'Look, the situation's not go
ing to get any better

!

has sued the child welfare depart-

through the shelter, Mr Doss said. they
were so filthy that shelter staff had to
throw their clothes into the dumpster

some caseworker's head and they- would

I

Floyd Commissioner S. David Doss

The last time the children came

"That's an awftil lot of times." Mr
Doss said "Al some point, you'd think
the light bulb would have turned on in

!

JOHNS y CRAW6 0450410

touch her. they suspected she had been
sexually molested and called child wel.
fare A Car iworker came to the hospital,
heard the physician's suspicions and re .
turned the child that day to her mother
Two days later. the mother brought
the child back into the emergency room
She was still bleeding. and this time. of
ter he anesthetized her. Dr. Jack Rogers

before returning them to their mother

.

services was in complete disarray that

caseworkers had little or no training
and were delivering below minimally

toyed cockroach from the ear of the 2.
year-old boy, who had been complaining
of an earache

Juvenile Court judge
That time.
ordered the chid welfare department
not to return the children to their moth.
er until the found a suitable living arrangement. At times the children had
slept it a car.
Despite the court order, the case.
worker appeared one day at the Open
Door Home and announced she was re .

turning the children to their mother "I
made the comment to the shelter director that if something happens to one of

those kids, and they're not where
they're supposed to be, the state's butt
aping to be in a sling." Mr Doss said
on March 25,
In less than 10 days
19117

the mother appeared at the

Floyd Medics! Center with her 3.year.
old daughter, who was bleeding from
her vagina

"The mother said she had fallen

"Based on my examination and on
the reports to me from my consultant. I

feel that it is medically certain this

acceptable standards of care. that they
continue to put kids at risk and morale
is low
As a result of that report a number
of child welfare Officials in the county

and regional offices were demoted
transferred or encouraged to take early

retirement Ms Price. whom Mr Doss
had hoped to have indicted on charges

of interfering with a criminal prosecu
lion. was promoted to senior
caseworker

Ms Price said recently that she
could not comment on the case and re .
ferred questions to Jim Burton. now the

county director He. too, refused to
comment

Dr Rogers said in general he has
found Ms Price and her colleagues to
be "very, very helpful" in "ease after
case" But he also said that lawsuits
such as Mr Doss's serve a purpose by
drawing attention to the problem
"Child abuse is the most datgerous
disease I see." he said "We see more
than
deaths from child abuse

child has been subjected to repeated
sexual abuse." Dr. Rogers wrote in a
letter to the child welfare agency "I am
available to test* to these findings in

meningitis

court"

costs nothing to send a child home, but

The letter sat at the Department of
Family and Children Services office for
more than a week before caseworker
Mignon Price took it to the police The
delay "outraged the detectives." said
Mr. Doss '1'he case is now nine or 10

the state picks up the tab for children
In foster care
"So the State says, you keep them al
home," he said "And that's why you get
these horror stories

days old."

anyone else lo do it, he filed suit. accus

According to Mr Doss, police off,cers never did find enough evidence to
file criminal charges against anyone,

ing officials of the Department of Fam
ily and Children Services of "gross neg.
ligence." The suit seeks unspecified
damages lobe placed In a trust fund for
the girl Mr Doss says he had no choice.
he has a bkby daughter of his own. "ty.

the four children are now in foster care.

"This whole thing Just outraged
me," said Mr. Dow "I couldn't believe
they would continue to put these kids at
risk after repeated. substantiated cases
of abuse and neglect"

In the months ahead, he went be.

Ultimately Mr Doss blames the fis.
cal bottom line for the state's readiness

to return children to violent homes It

In April, after falling to convince

ery time I looked Into that little girls
eyes. 1 taw my own kid." he said .11
just wasn't anything I was going to
drop"
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Children Often Wait 'Their
Turn' At Having Real Horne
White. chief of the state's adoption unit
from 1982 to 1986, stories such as Ms.
ehael's are all too common
"1 guess the pressing problem that's
1 facing Ihe adoption program now is M.

By Jane 0. Hansen
two'

flirt

One week after Michael was born,
his mother signed papers giving him up
for adoption At the time. Michael was
considered a normal, healthy black in
the kind of baby a waiting list of
rant

have children who are free who hale

remained free for a long time, bus
there's not an efficient system for re .
crusting families, studying them and

families would have been eager to

adopt if the Clarke County child welfare
agency had done its Job

It didn't. Rather it placed Michael
in foster care and virtually forgot about
him
Last sear, a caseworker rediscov.
ered Michael and took steps to find him
a permanent home. But it was too late.
After six years in foster care. Michael is
now considered mentally retarded, can
barely speak and is struggling to learn
sign language Today there is no family
wasting to adopt him

Michael is one of the victims of a
state adoption process plagued by bit
reaucratic inertia and too few resources
to match the children with the families
who want them

"The system is not working Chil.
dren are just sitting." said Kathryn H
Karp. whose catalog of children with
called "My Turn Now"
special needs
is one or the most successful tools in
Georgia for recruiting adoptive parents
"Most of the children who come into the
slate's care and need families are failed
by the system They could be placed in
neu families and be on with their lives,
and they're not
On any given day in Georgia, there
are close to 500 children in the state's
custody who are available for adoption
most because they were so severely

abused or neglected by their parents
that parental rights have been severed

ford to privately adopt an infant but
still want children
Yet families have waited three or
four years before the state places a
child with them Some give up in frus.
tration Others, such as Dr. Lytia Howard, are forced to go out of state

Several years ago. Dr Howard told
the Rillon County Department of Fam .
ily and Children Services that she was
interested in adopting two older black
children who are readily avail.
boys
able and among the hardest to place
After choosing a pair of brothers in
the "My Turn Now" book. she Was told
she couldn't have them The boy's need.
ed a father, caseworkers said, and she
was single
When she was turned down again
on another set of thildren she had iden.
Idled, she turned to other states Within
months, she was approved by Pennsyl.
vania's child welfare agency to adopt
Richt
the two children she has today
ard. 8. and Ryan. 6

"If there ere over 480 children in
Georgia who need homes, then you tell

me why it takes over two and a half

placing the children." she said
Jimmy. who has Down's syndrome
was available for adoption at birth, bus

a Richmond County caseworker as
sumed no one would want V, mentally
retarded baby
That assumption helped keep Jim-

my out of the adoption pool for eight
yearx When the county child welfare
department finally did publicize Jim.
my's case recently. it took only two
months before a family from Michigan
stepped forward in hopes of adopting
the child
But it may be too /ale At 9 years of
age. Jimmy' cannot speak he's not loslet.trained; he's barely learned to walk
Although the Michigan family has other
Down's syndrome children, the parents
did not feel they could handle Jimmy's
unique problems He's still waiting for a
family he can call his own
Ms Jackson.White blames the

slate's legislators for failing to make
children the priority they deserve to be
An increase in funding and staff would
go a long way toward finding hundreds
of children permanent homes, she says

"The Department of Family and
Children Services always takes the

years to process an adoption," said Dr
Howard. director of special programs
for Georgia Tech's College of Engineer.

blame," she said "But they are as con

ing.

makes them Everybody thinks children

No 'Efficient System for Placement

strained as the General Assembly
are being taken care or. end they're
noL"

Unlike th.: healthy white infants

Ms Karp, whose agency Is private

Forrest B Burson, the state's cur

who are in tr p demand, almost all the
state's adoptable children have special
nomning they are black clul.
needs
dren over 1 year; white children over 8;
children with mental, physical or erno .

but receives its space and some fUnding

rent head or adoption, says the situation

tional handicaps, or children with

three people in the state department's
central office to manually sift through
all the families on file and find a match
for each individual child According to
Ms Karp, the state has made efforts to
computerize the system for six years,
but it is still not up and running

brothers and sisters whom the state
wants to place as a group

Despite the children's special
needs, a growing number of adults want

to adopt them

older adults who are

surting their families later in life or
couples snd single adults who can't at
30

from the state, attributes the delays to
shoddy management and a lock of re.

sources Despite the waiting list of
nearly 500 children, there are only

According to Geraldine Jackson-

is not nearly as bad as ttese women
suggest. "We'vejnade so many changes
and come so far," he said

For one thing. Mr Burson says. the
numbers are misleading Rather than
500 children up for adoption -- a num
ber quoted not only by Ms Karp. but

also by the national Child Welfare
League of America and the depart
ment's own public relations office
Mr Burson says u more accurate tally is

about half that Adoptive homes have
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Richard Wright reads the newspaper while his wife,

ter b3f2 works at the table. The Wrights adopted four sip

Joyce, helps daughter Edna with homework and &ugh.

tem.

been identified for all but 253 children,
he says Legal proceedings have just not
been completed

And while a recent national study
by the Child Welfare League shows
there are more than 2,000 Georgia cou .
ples waiting to adopt a child
the

third highest number in the country -Mr Burson says these are people who
war a healthy while infant, what he
calls an "adoption fantasy"
"We just don't have healthy white
infants available for adoption in public
agencies." he said

Only 170 families are waiting for

ones they want, according to Mr Burson "Not all the families and not all the
children will match up." he said "A lc'
of the families say they want special
needs children, but when it gets down
to telling them what the specific needs
are, they say. 'I don't know it I can handle that

them

"I just don't believe that there's a
real commitment to placing children, be

they younger or older." said Paula E
Bonds of Atlanta, who adopted a child
from Illinois after becoming frustrated
in her attempts to get an older black

mother's parental rights, treeing the
children for adoption
For a total of six years, Angie was

shuttled between a haltdozen foster
homes, staying in between placements
at an emergency shelter in Rome.

The primary delay, however, has re .
sulted from the way the state traditionally has conducted home studies. Mr
Burson said. He says a new method for

She was in the process of being
adopted by one of her foster families
when authorities discovered her foster

making the evaluations, now being

perhaps for the entire two years she

phased in across the stale, should elleviate the problem soon

lived there.

special needs children, according to Mr

Burson Still, even those families wait,
sometimes for years before the agency
gets around to doing a home study on

ty Department of Family and Children
Services finally moved to terminate her

Homes, Shelters

Final Is a Famil,

Another bright spot is the success of
the "My Turn Now" catalog and WXIATV's "Wednesday's Child Both feature

children who want and need homes
Thanks to both programs, a few get
lucky and find homes They're children
like Angie

father had been sexually abusing Angie.

In the ensuing months, the state
sent Angie's picture to Ms Karp to be
listed in the "My Turn Now" catalog
When Mike Dobbins and his wife. Jane.
first saw Angie's picture and expressed

an loterest in adopting her, they were
told that both she and her sister were

tied up as witnesses in a child sys
abuse case and were unavailable for
adoption

The couple persisted, and in March

Al 6. Angie WAS so neglected by her

1987 Angie moved into the family's

child from Georgia Ms Bonds is regional counsel for the NAACP
Some parents are forced to wait be.

mother that She and her sister and

Adairsville home On Feb 12, 1988. she

brothers were removed from their home
and placed in foster care

years old

causelhe children available aren't the

Angie was 9 when the Ballow Coon-

became Angie Dobbins She WAS 12
WAIT Continued on Pogo 52
31
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One of the most pressing problems

Wait

contributing to the further abuse of

Front Page 31
that she had difficulty speaking. a
handicap that had put her behind in

j

"I think it had a tremendous impact
on them." Mrs. Wright said "It became
their goal to get back together."
While home for lunch one day. Mr
Wright Saw the girls featured on Channel 11's "Wednesday's Child" program
Both Mr. and Mrs Wright were on their
second marriages but eager for chit.
dren Recently they had begun talking
about adopting a child or two
"He called me at the office and was
real excited and said. 'I just saw sonic
klds that I think you should see." Mrs
Wright recalled.

rights, according to a growing number
of adoptive parents.

Angle's teeth had- deteriorated so badly

'

separate foster homes

fare system has been the amount of

time it takes to terminate parental

Because of her mother's neglect.

An 'Instant Mom'
"We need to set a limit on how long

School

"When she moved in with us. she
couldn't add 2 plus 2 witliout counting
up on her fingers." Mr Dobbins said
lo the "My Turn Now" catalog. An.
gie was described as "mildly mentally

we're going to try to keep a family to-

retarded
Immediately the couple bought a set
of flashcards and began working with
their daughter each evening At the end
of the school year. Angie brought home

don't shape up in a year. I think we

a report card with three A's. two B's
and a C The family celebrated at a
nearby iestaurant

"It changed her whole attitude
about school." Mr Dobbins said
Today at 14. Angie is an active girl
with hazel eyes, curly brown hair and a
penchant for roller-skating
But her life could hate started a lot
sooner, her father says From the time
Angie and her sister and brothers were
first placed in foster care, three years
elapsed before their mother was finally
given an ultimatum to give up her pa-

rental rights voluntarily or face the
child welfare agency in court.
For Angie's older sister, the dam:4e
by then had been done Today the 15-

eg

year-old remains in foster care after
spending eearly a year in a psychiatric
hospital

gether." said Joyce Wright of Atlanta. a
business analyst for Southern Company

Services and the adoptive mother of
four girls. "I think we place too much
emphasis on the natural parents ir they

should take those children then"
Life for her daughters was a
Charles Dickens tale before Mrs Wright
and her husband. Richard. Invited them
to become permanent members of their
family

their girls moved in. Patricia was 16.
Penny 12. and Edna and Lora. the

Their father had died when they twins. 10
"It was a real experience for me."
four older sisters with a mother who Mrs Wright said -I went from no chilwas neither capable nor desirous of dren to four children Instant mom
caring for them.

But she and her husband say the ad-

Initially, the oldest sister tried to
raise Us bei after a few weeks, she
core was too much to
decide,

justment for their children was far

handle

academically and emotionally, their

For five

she children lived in

greater Their years in the Toccoa home
had slowed them down enormously both
mother says

an isolated gro., home in Toccoa

"They were so secluded that they'
had really limited experiences and big
fundamentalist Baptist preacher who gaps in just life in general," she said
believed in strict corporal punishment
When she sent them into McDonand provided them with no formal edu- ald's with permission to get whatever
cation When their mother filed a peti- they wanted. "they didn't know how to

There they were under the tutelage of a

tion in court one day to get her children
back. the stale welfare agency discov-

eted their living conditions and took

do that." she said. "'They'd never been
to a restaurant."

Patricia has had the hardest time

LDS Social Services 939-2121

a pretty girl. today Patricia keeps to

Lutheran Ministries of Georgia 875-

herself and has trouble makin: friends
"You never hear her sitting around
giggling on the phone." her mother said
"She's not into clothes Sometimes I'll
tell her go on and be a teenager Most of
the children her age are carefree and
she is not carefree Probably never has
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Central Georgia
Bethany Christian Services, Macon
912'742.6964

Georgia Baptist Children's Homes

and Family Ministries. Meansville
881-

404567.8987

The New Beginning Adoption &

Christian Homes for Children Inc
425-8433

Counseling Agency'. Columbus 401561.
7954

East Georgia

Families First 8734016
Friends of Children Inc 256-2121

Family Counseling Center, CSRA

Georgia AGAPE Inc 432-0063

Georgia Baptist Children's Homes
and Family Ministries 463-3344

Homes for Children International
Inc 897-1766

Illlien Adoptions International 872-

Inc. Augusta 404738-9750
Southeast Georgia

Parent and Child Development Services, Savannah 912 232-2390
Southwest Georgia

Adoption

Services

Inc..

Paso

912850-2654

6787

' =t7

lengthy process of adoption By the lime

girls found difficult to give up AJIhough

, 6571

Jewish Family Services Inc

Children Services and began the

the children's mother, a role all four

vate agencies'

!

In May 1987. they contacted the DeKalb County Department of Family and

adjusting For years, she had served as

lf you are interEsted in adopting a
-special needs" child. vou can contact
your local Department of Family and
Children Services or call Ey Turn Now
in Atlanta at 894-3748 Othe; avenues
for adoption include the following pri-

;

,

were young. leaving the girls and their

Georgia Adopfon Agencies

Metro Atlanta
Catholic Sycial Services Inc

custody of them For the first time the
children were split apart and placed in

children once they enter the child wel-

873-

Open Door Adoption Agency Inc..

.=.01

Thomasville 9127286339

been

Because of the special needs of children such as these. families can receive
up to $228 a mOnth in government funds

for each adopted child. Some children
also quali4- for Medicaid coverage
The "My Turn Now" book is full of
children such as the Wrights', who despite their near.adult status do not want
to face adulthood alone.

"It's hard for a person that old to
decide they want to be adopted." firs
Vinght said "But Patricia very much
wanted to be adopted before she was
18 I guess she wanted to establish her
roots before she came of age."
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One 16yearold currently profiled
in -My Turn Noss" is a boy named Ston
ey A "caring young man with sparkling
blue eyes. Stoney has no major health
problems. nor physical limitations.- the

book says "He is depressed. though,
about his life situation and the fact that

'We need to set a limit on how long we're going to try to keep a
family together. I think we place too much emphasis on the natural
parents, ft they don't shape up in a year, I think we should take
those children then.'

Joyce Wright

he is in foster care. It is felt that Slone>
would be much less depressed if he had
some stability and permanence Is his
life." (Recently a family has expressed
interest in adopting Stoney i

Adoptive mother of four girls

youngsters The: both love bike nding
and are interestn1 in participating in
spoits TI, y are very attached to each
'Oun Is a Poottive Story'
other and are in need of a placement
The book itself is a sad commentary
together They are looking forward to
on the needs of hundreds of Georgia being adopted"
children Even Ms Karp finds the cataAlter three years of being profiled.
log a bit offensive

"It's like going shopping for a
child." she said. "But you can t beat
success, and if that's what it takes to

they recently asked to be removed from

the book According to Ms. Karp. '1'he
older one finally said. 'I will no longer
have my picture taken I will no longer
go on TV. What's wrong with us" (Since
then, a family has expressed interest in

children, they might realue there was a
place for them in their homes

Since moving in with the Wrights.
Patricia and her sisters have made
steady progress both al home and at
school. where the two older girls have
particularly had problems

"Ours is a positive story." Mrs

"delightful. engaging and outgoing

Ms Karp and Mr Burson agree that
if more families were exposed to these

Wright said "And it's the kind of story I
'hints people need to hear There are
lots
kids that people could work into
their lives, but they're afraid And I un
derstand that I'd just like to be able to
dispel some of their fears The truth is
our lives have been enriched by these
girls."

Michael

Eddie and Trekaris

Jimmy

place these children, you have to do it."

Some children don't understand
why no one offers to adopt them once
they're advertised. Eddie. 12, and his
brother. Trekaris. 8, are described as

adopting them

Children from the 'My Turn' Book
Michael was considered normal

and healthy when his mother surren
dered him for adoption when he was I
week old But the Clarke County child
welfare agency instead put him in vari .
ous foster homes, where he was virtually forgotten for six years Michael is

Eddie and Trekaris. outgoing
brothers who like spoils. spent three

Jimmy, who has Down's syn.
drome, was available for adoption at

years hoping someone would see their

birth, but a Richmond County casework
er assumed no one would want the men

picture in "My Turn Now- and adopt
them Finally, Eddie decided that he
and his brother would no longer be pho-

considered mentally retarded and is

tographed for the book, wondering in
exasperation. "What's wrong with us"
(Since then, a family has expressed in-

barely able to talk

terest in adopting them I

tally retarded baby Alter eight years in
foster care. Jimmy's chances for adoption have dwindled A Michigan couple

recently offered to adopt him then
changed their minds, deciding he had
too many problems for them to handle
13
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Sexual Molestation Trial Pits
6-Year-Old Against Stepfather
"li was definitely the worst expen.

By Jane 0. Hansen
Staff Wnsrr

ence I've ever had as an expert witness

The morning 6.year.old Matthew
was scheduled to testify against his
stepfather. he tried to comfort himself

eently said
Judge Crumbley said the admission

in the courtroom." Dr Alexander re
of hearsay would have been a violation
of state law. -Georgia law basically says

with "angel cards"
The cards were a device he 2nd his
33.year.old mother. Judy E Hanson,

had been using to prepare him for
,

court A.s he stood by his mother in the
living room, the little boy a tiny child

for his age with large brown eyes
shuffled through the cards, each depicting a virtue such as truth. honesty. cour .
age and justice.
"II was really sad." his mother said
recently. "He was very upset"

The little boy later took the stand
and did a lousy job of telling the jury
what his stepfather had allegedly done

to him According to Matthew and his
mother. Ronald Charm of Jonesboro
had repeatedly sexually molested him
anally raping the child and periodi.
cally putting sticks, beer bottles and his
adult hand in the little boy's anus
Tapes of the 1988 trial reveal that in

front of the judge and jury, the child
was nervous and distracted and. when
asked about bottles and anal sex. whis.
pered his response After three days of
testimony. the judge directed a verdict
of not guilty

Mr Chan calls the allegations absurd and says his former wife brain.

passed state law that permits such testimony. His mother's testimony was also
limited

The verdict was directed by' Judge

Joe C Crumbley, chief judge of the
Clayton County Superior Court, who
told the Jim the state had failed to
prove venue "beyond a reasonable
doubt" In court parlance, that means
Assistant District Attorney' Daniel J Cahill had failed to show that the alleged
cnme had been committed in Clayton
County

But under the law. "slight evidence

of venue is all you need.- Mr. Cahill
said recently "I thought that was the
least of my worries in that case"
Today, some jurors say' they were
stunned by the judge's abrupt decision
to end the tnal

-I was very disturbed when he
brought us back into the courtroom and
said there was no case," said Phillip C
Bohan. a regional director for Eastern
Airlines "I was appalled
Even if the judge had not directed a
verdict of not guilty. Mr Cahill says the

washed her child. Despite his acquittal,
he says today that he has been perma.
nently scarred by the charges
"I can't be damaged any' more than I
already have been." he said recently'
"It was scary You can't believe it's happening to you One morning you're mar-

state's case was weakened by the

ned with a wife and kid. and the nes!

al hearsay' exception for children in

thing you know this is happening"
But the case of Matthew goes beyond the separation of fact from fiction
in the face of sexual abuse allegations

1986 That exception allows the testimony of people to whom a child may' have
people such as Dr
disclosed abuse
Alexander. a licensed psychologist who

It offers an inside view of the trauma
that often permeates courtroom in
such cases Perhaps more than anything. Matthew's story underscores the

has treated several hundred sexually'
abused children in the last six years
She had begun seeing Matthew in

court's insensitivity to child witnesses
During the trial. Matthew was seat.

to the trial in April 1988 But jurors

judge's refasal to allow most hearsay
evidence, even though the prosecutor
and others contend state law permits
such testimony

Recognizing children's limitations.
the Georgia Legislature passed a gener.

June 1987 and continued seeing him up

would hear very little from Dr Alexan.
ed directly facing Mr Chant' His psy. der that day in Clayton County Supenor
chologist. Dr. Barrie Alexander
Court. Nor would they' get a fall report
an
expert in child molestation
was not from the Grady Memorial Hospital pedi.
allowed to tell the court what the little atrics resident who had examined the
boy had told her, despite a recently boy'.

that the hearsay exception can only
come in if the child is available on
cross-examination." he recently said
The child not only was available. he

testifted twice "He has to be available
for meaningful cross.esamination." the
judge said. /his child could not talk

Clash of Mother, Stepfather

Before she married Mr Chafin.
Judy Hanson had been married and di.

vorced twice Matthew's father was a

man she'd had an affair with They
were never married
In court, J. Dunham McAllister, her

husband's attorney, would ask her if
she'd ever used a vibrator for sexual
gratification Did she presently own
one' When did she last have one' The
questions had the intended effect

"I don't guess it had anything to do

with it, but it sure didn't look good."
said John H Roseberry, a juror
Ms Hanson is a small, thin. aracu .

late woman with the dark hair of her
son A registered nurse who often works

with terminally ill patients Ms Hanson
desenbes herself as overly trusting
Her former husband calls her "self.
"a paranoid schizo.
ish" and "crazy
phrenic and a sociopath "Until some .
body stops her. she's going to ruin more
lives." he said
In high school, she had chased Ron.

me Chen, a success.oriented intelli.
gent young man who sometimes arranged free band concerts at nursing
homes They married more than a decade later, just after Matthew had cele.
billed his second birthday
Ms Hanson says she became con .
eerned about her 4-year-old son in Octo.

ber 1986 when he walked into their
bathroom in Clayton County with a tube
of K.'S' jelly and told her it was for use

in one's anus She asked her husband
how the child would know such a thing.
he suggested he'd learned it si the doctor's, where anal temperatures were
usually taken

"I said OK, and let it drop." Ms

34
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itart,ort said Sesen months later she
volt to Alabama for a weeklong course
in polarity therapy. 3 therapeutic massage she has learned to help alleviate
the pain of some of her sicker patients.
In court. Mr. McAllister would ask a
number of questions about the therapy.

"The sphincter muscle has to relax to

insert something." he recently explained "If she teaches people to relax,
she is better equipped to get the proper

relaxation from that child than my
client"
While she was in Alabama. Ms. Han-

;

son left her son with friends There
: were things that worried her, she said.
One was that Matthew had been having
incrcoingly severe nightmares. Moth.
er was a sudden recollection that she
had always insisted doctors take his
temperature under his arm.
By week's end, she says, she was in

a panic -1 thought 1 Was crazy It was
just a gut feeling more than anything."
When she retuned home, she threw
open the door and confronted her husband "What the hell have you done to
my son?" she screamed "What the hell
, have you done to Matthew?"
It was one discussion she would be
allowed to relate to the jury. According
to Ms. Hanson, her husband stood up
: and responded. "No. you can't accuse

it

me of that I've been too careful.
swear I've never raped him "

'A Lot Happened to This Child'
In recounting the story today. she
says his response confirmed her fears

But members of her family did not at

first believe her They would later
change their minds Initially her parents "were fixing to lock me up." she
says. According to family members. Ms.
.

Hanson was not the most reliable or
stable person
But the boy's father and his wife say

they had also been concerned about
his violent out
Matthew's behavtor
bursts and his anxiety whenever they
changed their baby's diaper

"He'd hover over me. asking very
pointed questions." his stetmother said

recently. "Now thinking back on it, it
kills me."
Mr. Charm calls the allegations preposterous. "I was falsely accused, peri-

od," he said "What she (Ms Hanson)
has done is bogus All she did was lie I

didn't do anything

I

loved that child,

period, as if he was my own"
About a week later. as Matthew was
getting ready for bed. Ms. Hanson asked
him if his stepfather had ever hurt him
"Yes. Mommy. he put his hand and

bottles and other things in me," she
said he told her. She says she sat on the

bed and rocked him as the two cried "I
said. 'I'm so sorry. I'm so sorry I just

sat there and held him That's all I
could tko"

NICK ARROTCYSINI

Judy Manson and her son, Matthew, at home. The child's stepfather was ac
cused of molesting the boy, but was acquitted on a directed verdici
Ms Hanson said that a few dos af.
ter Matthew made his allegations, she
took her son to Grady Dr William Robert Smith would later testifY that Mat.
thew's "rectal sphincter was very lax
and allowed extremely easy passage",
that the muscle tone was decreased and

"abnormal" But he would not get to tell
the jury how it might have gotten that
way. Mr McAllister successRilly object.
ed at almost every turn

Mr Charm described the physician's testimony as ineffectual "The
doctor didn't so anything." he said
"Mildly dilated, big deal
The day atter she took Matthew to
Grady. Ms Hanson says, they went to
see Detective Hank J Derbyshire of the
Clayton County Police Department He
would be the only one permitted by the

judge to testify about what the child
had said to him

The testimony was graphic In a
meeting at the department. the detective said. Matthew had told lim that in
addition to anal intercourse. Mr Chen
had put sticks and beer bottles in his
anus

A man with six years of investigating more than 150 child molestation
eases, Detective Derbyshire said recent .
ly that the boy's description was too en

plicit. too detailed for a child that age
unless he'd had firsthand experience
Further, he said. Dr Smith. also expert
enced in child molestation cases, had

told him that the condition of the
child's anus was a clear sign of sexual
abuse.
1111AL Continued on Pam 36
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Trial
From Page 35
Abcat the some time, Ms Hanson
says. she also made an appointment for

Matthew to see Dr. Alexander, a psy:hologist in privste practice with Cliff
/alley Psychologists

"He said his dadc4. Ronnie. had

.

done things to hurt him. Dr. Alexander
recently said. "Using the anatomically
correct doll, he said Ronnie stuck his

,

hand in his bottom He said. 'It didn't

:

feel good and he made it hurt' Later he

pi more graphic."
In January 1988. Matthew told Dr.
Anderson that the defendant had
shoved a beer bottle up his anus and
snotty raped him, she said According to
the psychologist, the child walked into
her office one day and began drawing
pictures that he then asked her to corn.

pile in a book Because he was so
young. he asked her to write the titles
he gave to pictures
"He was drawing me pictures of the
; abuse," she said. "He drew pictures of a

beer bottle, hand. penis" She said he
also told her what title he wanted her
to give the book "What Happened to
. Me When Ronnie Was Doing Stuff' was
what he named it
"It was about as bad a ease of sowal abuse as I've seen. and I ve seen a lot
of cases." Dr Alexander said recently
'A lot happened to this child
;

But the jury would never hear the
title of the book or her expert opinion
about what had happened. Mr. McAllisthese drawler objected. arguing "
ings ... were obtained not in a sense of

let's find out what happened. but in a

'

sense of let's see what it will take to get

this child to say what we need for the
prosecution of this defendant

Snapshot of Ronald Chain, who was acquitted of charges of molesting his
stepson. "Nothing happened. That's w hy I got off," ha said later.

The judge would admit the book

.

into evidence. But he would agree that
the cover should be removed and the
words inside whited out because they
were in the psychologist's handwriting .
not the boy's. 11 was a decision that

ness, then to answer questions about
the alleged abuse. (This year. the Georgia Legislature abelished the competescy requirement for children.)

would deliver a critical bloc to the

'Flipped Out When He Sou Book'

state's Cast

As he testined. Matthew sat to the
right of the Judge, directly facing Mr.
Chant). who was about 10 feel away.
"He did OK in the competency hearing.
but he didn't do quite AS well in front of
the jury," Mr Cahill said "I had a hard
time focusing his attention Ho was netvous. not really listening to me. staring
at Mr Chafin. not really talking a lot.'
According to Mr. Cahill, it was the

Outside the courtroom. Matthew
held his mother's hand and stared at
the floor, his mother said "He wouldn't
talk," Ms. Hanson said "He just stayed
real doe, to me
But she was not allowed to go with
him into the courtroom because she
was a witness In the CM
"Be a big, brave boy." Mr Cahill recalls telling the child. usheriiig him to
the witness stand He was very seared.

changes in his book that upset the child

the prosecutor said.

the most "He flipped out when he saw

give me a hug." he said
Matthew was put on the stand twice.

And then when we brought it in, he was
really upset"
For Mr Cahill, it would be a turning

Mr Challn recalls a different sce- the book in court," Mr Cahill said "He
nario "I think he was wanting to come just wouldn't speak without the book
first to prove his competency as a wit36

point in the case "Twenty some hour,
of work went out the window." he said
"Somehow I think the defense knew It
would fluster him to have things whited
out."
Aceording,to audio tapes of the tn.
al. howver. Matthew did manage to say
a few things in court

"What is all of this here" Mr Ca
hill asked Matthew. showing him the
book

in what Ronnie dtd." ht said
in a high. little voice, adding. "Who took
the words away"

"Who made the pictures" Mr Ca.
hill asked him. "Did anyone ask you to

do this'
"Nu, I just wanted to." Matthew
said. "So I wouldn't have to tell arqbody Could show you Could shoa oll
them"
On crosoexamination, Mr McAffis .
fisnbroad on Pogo IS
e%
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1, Clayton County Judge Joe C.Crumbley said the state had
tailed to prove venue "beyond a reasonable doubt"-4hat

Is, that the alleged crime had been committed in the
county.

41111
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Defense attorney J. Dunham McAllIster's objections 'I felt sick about the case,' Daniel 3. Cahil:, assistant dis
limited the testimony of enert witnesses in the case.

4t,

"

trIct attorney in Clayton County, said after the trial.
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'When you get down to the
bottom line, you've got a child
who undcr the supervision of a
From Page .36
ter sought to prove that Matthew's mama Rnd a psychologist has
mother and the psychologist hari drawn a book and, as a result
coached him into doing the drawing,.
of that, says that he was
"This document that's been marked
as Si. who told you to draw some- touched in his private parts.
thing" he asked the child
We have no evidence whatso"I just wanted to draw something.'
ever that is admissible properly
Matthew replied
before this jury that says that the
"Listen very carefully." Mr McAllister said "Who told you to draw these defendant did anything.'
pictures"
J. Dunham McAllister
"I th sught of doing it
'When you first saw Dr Anderson.
you didn't do these drawings. did you'
"I don't think You'd have to ask my
mother
"Did your mother talk to you about
doing these drawings"
"I don't know I kind of forget real,

real qwck"
"So your mother talked to you alsuoi
the drawings. and then after she talked

to you about the drawings. You went
back to see Dr Anderson, is that rightr
"I think so"
Mr Cahill resumed questioning the
boy "Does Mr McAllister scare you"
"He doesn't look like Ronnie, so he
can't scare me.- he replied. adding.
-Thal shouldn't be whited out
"Referring to the picture, why do
you Nownr Mr Cahill asked
This is when he did it to me
"What is this right here" Mr Cahill
asked

"This was the bottle

"What is the bottle for"
Matthew whispered his response
"He stuck it m me.- the child said

"You have to tell us.- Mr Cahill
.

said "Did you tell somebody what this
bottle was for"
Silence

"Let's go to the next page Forget
about what was written on there Whose

hand is that"
"Ronnie
"Did that hand ever touch your
"Mm-hmm

"Where did it touch you"
Again the child whispered "Private

part"
Mr. Cahill flipped to the next page.

Defense attorney

you're going to say And a 5-year-old
child who's afraid of his mama's whipping and spanking will say whatever
she wants him to That's why when the
child got into the courtroom, he didn't
say much of anything It was a circus
and ii "as a farce.'
In court. Mr Cahill would have to
do somersaults to keep up with Mr
McAllister At one point. the 31-year-old
attorney, then only me year into his job
as a prosecutor, almost broke down in

ton 134,1

ou could to prou-

nesdlot

that the child %sac noi

01

side of Cloton Count:, he s.iid to NI/
Cahill "But I don't think thai has been
done beyond a reasonable doubt

It was over "I think most of us just
sat there with our eyes popped out
said Bobby R Cline, a juror

DePnse 'Did Better Job' Juror
As soon as the judge explained to
the jury what had happened. Mr Cahill
left the courtroom and took the rest of
the day off. "I felt sick about the case.'
he said

Many of the jurors would blame the
young. inexperienced prosecutor fur not
measuring up to the aggressice iacties

of his opponent. Mr McAlliJer -The
defendant's lawyer did a much better

job of presenting his case" said Mr ,
Roseberry

For his part. Mr McAllister defends
his client and the way the trial ua /. ban

dled "If I sound hostile, it bothers rne
when the state wants to take a child s
testimony
derstand

one that you can't esen un

and based upon that they
want to put an innocent man in jail for
20 years." he said recently

Mr McAllister maintains that the

tears

'At this point I am almost thoroughly confused." Mr Cahill told the lodge
"Everything I've said has been objected
to in this case

Not long after that. Mr. McAllister
for a directed verdict of

moved

exception to the hearsay rule, passed by
the Georgia Legislature thre;' years ago

is unconstitutional Asked how 24 other
states have enacted a similar hears0
exception with fey, if any challenges he
replied. "In my optnion, it's because the
public and the bar feel the Constitution

acquittal
is not as important as the outcry of
"When you get down to the bottom child abuse
line, you've got a child who under the
Mr Chafin is back !Ring in his
supervision of a mama and a psycholo- mother's home, working as a real estate
gist has drawn a book and, as a result of broker He says he wants to pul the pact

that, says that he was touched in his
private parts." he said "We have no ev-

idence whatsoever that is admissible
properly before this jury that says that
the defendant did anything"
One of the four grounds for his motion was lack of venue Mr Cahill or-

gued that circumstantial evidence
clearly had been provided Matthew
had testified that he. his mother snd
the defendant had lived together at his
grandmother's house (the house of Mr
Chafin's mother) Ms Hanson later provided the Clayton County address

behind him, but he hints he may take
further action against his former wife
"Anybody who knew me and who
knew what was going on knew it was ri
diculous." he said "Nothing happened

That's why I got oft If something hap
pened to that child. she's in charge of ii

It's not all over I'm rst finished with
her"
Today the jurors say the-, don't
know how they would have decided the
case, although seseral said they were
Convinced the boy had been molested
For Matthew, distaoce from the trial

"Can you tell them what that isr he
asked the boy It was a particularly

Ateording to a 1980 ruling by the
Georgia Supreme Court. "Venue is a

has helped, family members say The

graphic picture
"You tell 'em." Matthew said

question to be decided by the jury. and

its decision shall not be set aside as

Motion for Directed Verdict

It"

Mr Challn says today that his sop
son was brainwashed by his mother

But after a review of the court reporter's transcript. the judge decided

the bizarre tehavior "Now we're beginrung to see the sweet little boy again."
said his paternal grandmother
But the experience has left as mark
on them all. she said "It's nerse-chill
ing to me You just never feel that you
are going to be involved in anythIng like

"The child was coached," he said
"Think about coaching I tell you what

long as there is any evidence to support

venue had not been prosed

"I realize the state has done the

nightmares have stopped as has some of

this

se
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Rights of Kids, Adults
Clash Before the Bar
the act unless every child in a judirual
proceeding involving child abuse or ne
glect allegations was represented by a
guardian ad litem
Some critics blame the federal goy
ernment for failing to enforce child wet
fare laws Although the Children s Ru
reau of the 1)5 Department of Health
and Human Services is responsible for
Uss W. Wimp monitoring com, liance. "we rlo not loot,
Victint.wItness assistant at the guardian ad Mem part.- adinided
one federal official who asked not to be

By Jane 0. Hansen

The system is really organized
to protect the rights of defenCourt.
a
4In Atlanta Municipal
year old boy wzs recently ordered to dants, not children. Children
stand and tell a robed judge the line are special witnesses and spe
points of how his uncle had sexually
molested him Because the child Was so cial allowances must be made
snizIl he had to he lined onto a table. for them.'
martini°

pulling him eye to eye with the judge
and within arm's length of the accused
As he Mood on the table and nervously tried to answer attorneys ques
bons. the boy clutched the hand of Lisa
IV Wise, a viztim.mtness assistant.

named.

tern"

"1 air appalled by how children are

treated in this court." Ms Wise said
'The judge never should have allowed

it The public defender never should
have called this child to testify
In Georgia the abuse of children of.
ten extends into the courtroom, where
the rights of defendants run smack up
against ,ciely's duty to protect its children In the ttruggle. children Often

"They make it easy fur the statey to

someone other than the Prose-

whose sole
cutor or child's familypurpose is to represent tne best inter-

ests of the child LasI fiscal year. Georand accepted
gia was awarded
9354.622 in the special funds

not fulfill the full intent of the lao.said Kathryn IM Gannon. co.fouhder of
the Georgia CASA prograni and a for.
mer Fulton County foster care worker

Yet an Atlanta Journal.Constitution
conducted March
telephone sursey
16-24 and covering 77 of Georgia s 137
Superior Court judges -- revealed that

fewer Ihan a quarter of them were
aware of the law

lose

-Unless the Constitution is amer
ed, children can't be treated any differ-

ently lthan adults)," said J Dunham
McAllister. a Jonesboro lawyer who last
year successfully defended a man accused of sexually molesting his young

"I don't handle federal law," said

one Middle Georgia judge as

an

explanation
While most of the judges surveyed

(55) said they occasionally appointed
representatives for children, the majorstepson
ity- sald they did not do so on a routine
But crities charge there is a fundabasis "Where there are only allegations
mental flaw in the legal sy:siein when (of abuse), you're talking about spendthe victim is a child the failure to ac- ing millions of dollars.- said one metro
knowledge that children are inherently
unequal to adults and therefore need to Atlanta judge
To avoid the costly use of lawyers as
be treated differently
-The system is really organized to guardians ad Nem, all but three states
protect the rights of defendants, not rely to some degree on trained volun
called court.appointed
children." said Ms Wise. who is on loan leer cititens
to protect
to the city: from the Metropolitan Allan- special advocates ICASAsi
children whose interests in court are of
ta Crime Commission "Childrer, are
Geor; special witnesses and special allow. ten pitted against their parents'.
gia began a CASA program earlier this
ances must be made for them

In fact, a number of allowances
I have been enacted into state and federal law in recent years But around Georgia judges and prosecutors often don't
take advantage of them sometimes.
they're not even aware of them
:

'You're Talling...Millions'
Since art federal law has dictated
that any state receiving federal child
abuse and negiect funds must ensure
thai alf alleged child victims are repre.
sented in court by. a "guardian ad

()
irsaf

year. 'out so far only two Georgia judges

in Newton and Hall counties

use

the volunteer advocates
Georgia is, probably not alone in its

failure to abide by federal law on child
witnesses, say legal experts "It's very
unfortunate.- said Howard A Davidson,
director of the American Bar Association's National Legal Resource Center
for Child Advocacy and Protection in
Washington. D C.. "because it was a

clear intent of Congress that Males
should not receive any funding under

t

tI

Videotaping Used Infrequenti
Another reform used only sporadi
rally in Georgia's Court system is video
initially: hailed as a means for
taping

reducing the number of times a child

needs to tell his story Under a 1986 ex
ception to the state's hearsay law, out-

olcourt statements by children under
14 describing alleged abuse are admissible as evidence, as long as the child is

available to testis- and the statement
meets standards of reliability Georgia
is one of 36 states whose law allows vid.
eotaped testimony iffcrimmal cases

Again. the Journal,Constitution survey showed only occasional use of the
tool. with 72 percent of the judges say
nig videotapes were seldom if ever used

in their courtrooms or during pretrial
proceedings, although several indicated

they would allow them if prosecutors
asked

An exception is DeKalb County.
where a videotape is made of all alleged child molestation victims almost
immethately after they: report abuse,
then used throughout the proceedings
Not only is the child spared from hav-

ing to repeat his story a number of
hmes, but the videotape captures his
statement as close to the incident as
possible, prosecutors say

Without that fresh account, children
dragged through lengthy court proceed.
frig, are increasingly likely to forget the

details and chronoloa of events -- a
developmental disadvantage that can
RIGHTS Continued on P494 40
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children . the conflictino: low hat(
lidionship tly.'y often hose with their

From Page .39

"Children will bond to pretty hornble peoj.le in pretty horrible relationships." said Dr Leon A. Rosenberg a
child psychologist at Johns Hopkins

provide fodder for defense attorneys
once the case gets to trial

Children also may be subjected to
iniense pressure by family members to
retract their accusations With a videotape of the original statement. "even it

he recants the-testimony, it doesn't
mean you can't gel a conviction." said
Ju.enile Court Judge Virgil Costley 'Jr.,
of Newton County
Children must testiB once the case

gels to trial because of a defendant's
constitutional right to confront his ac.
cuser But al the preliminary hearing.
where lne goal is to determine wheTher

there is enough evidence to prs,..'cute
further, defendants have no guaranteed
right to confrontation
With the help of videotapes, prose .
cutors say the tapes make children into
better witnesses J Tom Morgan. assis .
tant district attorney in DeKalb County
and the states first prosecutor assigned
full time to child sex abuse cases, has

his child witnesses view their video.
tapes to refresh their memories. just as

adult witnesses prepare by reading
their signed statements
Sometimes ihe tapes aid in winning
convictions before the case ever gels to

trial Mr Morgan said that thanks largely to videotapes. his county now gels

confessions in 30 percent of its sex
abus: cases

Critics Cite Lack of Training
Perhaps no Georgia case has drama.

tired a child's plight in court as clearly
as that of Ed ft Dickey of Gwinnett
County. who was convicted last year of
sexually molesting his two o/der daughters The case jumped into the spotlight
when the judge jail,d one of the victims
for refus
an 18-year-old daughter
ing to testify against her father The accused remained free on bond

During the trial the 16-year-old
daughter's testimony prompted public
outrage when she first collapsed on the
stand and later was forced to undergo
questioning by her father, who exercised his right to cross-examme her
This case and others like it have
raised what child adsocates call yet another failure of the Georgia court sys .
tem the lack of training judges get in
cases that deal with children
Of the 12 hours of annual training
mandated for Georgia Superior Court
judges none is desoted to issues pertaining to children. such as their developmental /Wes. their reliability as wit
In the case of abused
nesses ot
.

an

.

abuser

University who specializes in child
abuse "They'll go out of their way to
defend the parent"
The insensitivity of some Georgia
judges to that kind of behavior leads to
injustice, child advocates say "Too of.
V.n they're sentencing children to an
abysmal life." said DIM Lane. executive director of the Georgia Residential
Child Care Association

Court Watchdog Groups Ads ocated

The best response to untrained
judges is to organize a court-watch
group such as Mothers Against
unk
Driving. said Patricia A. Toth. director
of the National Center for Prosecution
of Child Abuse in Alexandria. Va
"What seems to make the biggest
difference is if the local community in
which that judge sits becomes more in.
volved In the whole problem:. Ms Toth
said

Judge Costley says he wishes citizens would hold him as accountabm for

what he does with children's lives as
they do for how much of their tax money he spends on a new typewriter He
too advocates better training, not only
for judges but also for prosecutors and
other lc wyers involved In abuse and negleet cases

"I think most of them feel veil uncomfortable in these situations.- he
said l'hink about it A child is very dif
Nutt to examine And if you're going to
talk about very intimate situations such
as in a sex abuse case, a lc; of folks are
very uncomfortable talking about such

It nennier pw,ohle Fir hold
hi.arinp, ins nh in chuldrrn in hi,
chambers where he takes oll his rohe
right
and sits in his shirt sleeses
court

turn on some music.' he said "And ms

office rooks like a disaster so it look/

like a child's room In the wailing
room, he keeps a shelf full of dolls
stuffed animals and other toys to play
with
According to the newspaper nurse)
a number or Georgia judges 135i belime
changes should be made to alleviate the
pressure on child witnesses, including a

broader use of videotapes and closed.

circuit TV. and more informal court
procedures when children are involved
But almost 95 many judges (32o said
there was no need for change "I am

satisfied children are not being oppressed by the way the systeni is.- said
a central Georgia judge (The remaining
judges surveyed did not respond to the
question I

That divergence of opinion, said
Judge Costley. is one reason the state
needs to take a comprehensise look at
Its laws and procedures to see ir they
uphold society's mandate to protect Its
children
"I thInk we're going to find out that
they don't." he said
One statute that was examined this
year and Lossed out was the competenv:.

requIrement, an archaic rule that said
all children under 14 had to proye to
the court their competency as a witness

before their case could go to trial The
change was prompted by a case involsing a DeKalb County 4-year-old girl who
was raped so brutally that she required
seven hours of reconstructive surgery
Because she froze during the competen
cy healing her case never went before

a jury And the man accused or the

If You'd Like to Volunteer

crIme walked free
The new legislation, passed by this
year's General Assembly, leases the CP
cision of a child's credibiluty to the Jury
But even if judges were trained re-

The Court-Appointed Special
Adsocates program ICASM Is a
national program that uses

would remain at a distinct disadvantage
tn the courtroom. experts say

Intimacy"
Judge Costley is one who goes out of

his way to lessen a child's trauma in

trained volunteers to protect a

forms passed and children pen the le
gal protections already allowed they

"I think there still Is a feeling

child's best interests in court and
beyond Volunteers are used to
help investigate children's home
situations. Calm a child during the
trauma of a court hearing and follow the care after the court process to ensure that the child does
not get lost in foster care
If you are interested in voluft

among adults that children don't tell
the truth," said Mr Morgan "That's al.

nelp start a CASA program in

CoM., showed (hal when the allegations
were broken down. 6 percent were fide
uous reports made by adults while only
2 percent were false allegations made
by children.

',wing or if you would like to

your county. please contact Katie
rye Gannon 1378.60290 or Nicki
Vaughan t252.7968i in Atlanta

ways been the feeling, and these case;
are very' difficult to prosecute"
Yet, national studies show that de

luberately false allegations of sexual
abuse range between 2 percent and Ill
percent of the reports A 1963 study by
th: C Henry Kempe Center in Denser.
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An (Orr word son cko I hot j lol
ol kids %OD are dellhoratels k n ibot
aboted
Mk Toth said
hating bevi
Physical abuse cases are es en
tougher to prosecute because of -this
prevailing attitude in our society that
while it in wrong for a neighbor lo beat
the hell out of another neighbor it is
OK for an adult to beat the hell out of
his child. Mr Morgan said
Georgia conviction rates bear oul

ay.

.1k7FC0.:

the premise that prosecutors are proba

bh more willing and able to rootlet
adults who abuse children sexually
than adults who abuse children physi
call) Between 1985 to 1988 1.266 pen
ple spent at least sonic time in a Gem.

gia prison for a child sexual-abuse
related crime That compares with 230
who were sentenced to prison under

the slate s eruelt) to children felom
statute, according to an analysis of Department of Corrections records
.16,

4.0%.

s't "
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"Eierybot4 on the jury who's eter
had children can imagine whipping a
child to the point that someone else

'Everybody on the jury who's
ever had children can imagine
whipping a child to the point
that someone else would think
theyre abusing them. But
there's no way they can ever imagine having sex with a child."
Prosecutor David E. Perry

would think they're abusing them.- said

E Perry district attorney for the
Tilton Judicial Circuit "But there's no
Dav

way they can ever imagine hating sex
with a child
Prosecutors so thm often must go
tO MreIlles Io convince a Jury of Ihe
depravity of some adults In Albany.
an assistant district attorney re
rently staged a dramatic demonstration
to win a murder conviction against a
man charged with killing his 3.month
old son Under most state laNs, people
who beat their Children to death are not
charged with murder, which requires

proof of intent to kill. but rather with
the less serious felony of manslaughter

To prove intent the prosecutor
asked the pathologist who had autop.
sied the child to show the jury what the
man had done to kill his son
Holding a baby doll by its ankle,
the pathologist stood before the Jury
and began swinging it back and forth
violently smashing its head against the

waste stiticsossis
Juvenile CourtJudge Virgil Costley Jr. says the state should review its laws
and procedures to see if they uphold society's mandate to protect its chil.
dren. I

edge of a table

The jury wan convinced The defen

dm. 'ennis Shattell was convicted of
second-degree murder
41
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Delays, Fear Await
Most Child Witnesses
.011.

By Jane O. Hansen

writ

Atlanta Municipal Court offers a
magnifying glass for the problems chit.
dren face in court
In the city with probably the largest
number of abused :hildren in the stale.
children are routinely put on the stand

in preliminary proceedings In the
county with the greatest volume of
there Is no
Fulton
abuse cases
special unit in the district attorney's of.
lice to ensure that one prosecutor fol.
lows a case to its conclusion
Both practices fly In the face of the
American Bar Association's "Guidelines

41

for the Fair Treatment of Child Wit

a

nesses in Cases Where Child Abuse is
Alleged." which specifically recommend
the use of hearsay at pretrial hearings

and one prosecutor to follow a case
from beginning to end

NICK KAROKKSte

"Its part of the whole mentality."
said Kathryn Id Gannon. who helped

Lisa Wise talks with a girl who has waited hours to testify in a child abuse
ease in Atlanta Municipal Court. 'The environment here Is awful,just awhal

found Georgia CASA. a court advocacy
program "Children are just not a prior .

for anyone, let alone a child: says Ms. Wise, the court's Well npwitness assis
taut.

ity in this county"
Last year. more than 150 allegedly
abused children were required to testifY at preliminary hearings in Atlanta
Municipal Court
"There have been cases lin the At
tants courts) where we have seen chil.
dren as young as 4 take Ese stand at 10
at night and refuse to talk and the mag.

Istrate court judge throws it out." said
Assistant District Attorney J Tom Morgan of neighboring DeKalb County "We
tell city of Atlanta police who have jurisdiction in DeKalb County. forget this.
we do not want children from DeKalb
County to have to take the stand al Atlanta Municipal Court. We will take the
case straight to grand jury so that the

the child fell asleep in Ms Wise's arms
"I carried her up before the judge and
she was asleep and he reset the hearing

for a week." she said "The judge in .
strucled me to be sure the, child was
happy and fed the next time
When the toddler returned the neat
week, they endured another long wail
before the little girl and Ms Wise were

summoned for the hearing in the
judge's chambers

A police officer and a detective had
already testified that the child had told

them she'd been abused But in the

judge's chambers, the child froze First
she cried, then she fell asleep again in
Ms Wise's arms
judge will r" put that child up"
Despite her failure as a witness, the
At the sdy court, children some- case was bound over to St.perior Court
times wait for hours in a dimly lit hall
where adults accused of crimes mill for prosecution, but not before the pubabout, waiting for their own hearings. lic defender put on record that the
child cools( not testa). "1 mean we're
"This is a horrible building. the envi
ronmenl here is awful. just awful for talking about a baby.' Ms. Wise said
"It's so traumatic for these kids and so
anyone. let alone a child." said Lisa W
Wise. the court's victim-witness assis.
tam. Ms Wise often can be seen kneeling before a terrified child who is wait-

ing on a wooden bench outside the
courtrooms

.

Recently. she thed to comfort a 2.
year-old who was asked to testify about
alleged sexual abuse by her mother's
boyfriend After waiting for three hours.

42

unnecessary

Judge Clinton Deveaux. Atlanta's
chief Municipal Court judge, agrees
that children are not treated particular-

ly well in his court system. but he
blames it on an overloaded system and

ors, this child shouldn't tris to testi.
he said "Thal shout,' come from
the city' solicitors in conjunction with
the [Fulton County( D A 's office The
prosecutors quite frankly should make
a stronger rase
Judge Deseaux said child witnesses

would be better protected if the same
prosecutor handled a case from start (o
finish Ideally. he said. two or three
people in Fulton County District Attorney Lewis R. Slaton's office should be
assigned full time to children's cases
But Mr Slaton says the sheer num-

ber of the county's criminal cases
makes that impossible "We don't have
any extra people.' he said
The district attorney also is not con
vinced children should gel any spei ial
dispensation "Usually the rule of
thumb is they have to go through the
preliminary (hearing)." he said
"They're going to be examined anyway

Re said if the abuse has been par.
ticularly traumatic, sometimes an es .

ception is made "If they're a tender
age, we'll bring them straight to grand
jury." he said "If they're boys. we may

a lack of any prodding by Atlanta or

leave them over there (in Municipal

Fultm County prosecutors
"'There's no one saying. 'Your hon.

Court to testify) if the psychologist says
it's OK
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Who Pays the Piper?
Recent killings Make Caseworkers Liable But
Only if Abuse Victims Are in State C'ustody
By Jane 0. Hansen
And Tracy Thompson

For Joshua DeShaney and Kathy Jo
Taylor, childhood has been a Hobbesian
proposition nasty, brutish and short
Very short
Joshua was 5 when his enraged Wis-

'To hold an individual social
worker personally responsille
for somothing the system has
put upon her
either because
she's got too many cases or is
isn't
not adequately trained

consin father destroed most of his

fair.'

SO rth rt

brain in a beating Kathy Jo was 2 when
the result, her attorneys say, of abuse Today, both children are brain-damaged invalids who
County foster home

will never enjoy life outside hospital
walls

The two cases underscore what
nu., become the civil rights c.lovement
of the 1990s the protection ch children's
rights Mid like civil rights marchers 25
years ago children's adsocates are cre-

ating unprecedented tensions in the
law. raising questions that pit children
aga nit adults and famil) against government

In lawsuits recently before the U S
Supreme Court, advocates of these two
children asked if the U S Constitution
should have shielded Joshua and Kathy
Jo from the adults who left them in clan.
ger Should a child abuse sictim have
the nght to sue authorities who knew
the abuse was occurring and failed to

stop ir
The answer was yes and no
In Joshua's case. the Supreme Court

ruled Feb 22 that public officials could
not be sued even when their negligence
permits the abuse of a child Key to the
decision was the distinction made be
tweet a child already in the slate's custody and one simply monitored by chilJ
protective service workers
Joshua was not in the state's custody. Kathy Jo was Wisconsin casework.
ers had known for months that Joshua

was bete.: beaten, but did nothing
Gwinnett Conn). caseworkers had al.
ready plaNd Kathy Jo in a foster home
when she was injured, despite the fact
that she had relatives who wanted her
Less than Iwo weeks after the De.
Shaney ruling, the high court refused to

hear the Taylor case In doing so, the
court left intact a 1987 ruling by the
Ilth US Circuit Court of Appeals that
ease citizens the right to sue casework-

ers if children were injured or killed
while in Hie state's custody

Supreme Court hib in fact done has
pasted a sign on all child welfare agency bulletin boards that says 'Remote
said Don C
children al your own risk
Keenan. an Atlanta lawyer who repre.
se nts Kathy .'

Nesertheless Mr Keenan and other

Dr. Barbara Bruner

she lapsed into a coma in a Gwinnell

custody then they can be held liable
"When you !she the DeShanes and
Taylor decisions side by side w hal the

The effect of that ruling was to lift
the shroud of immunity that had preve
oust> protected most gosernment work.
ers from such suits It also means that
al least in the 11th Circuit, states and
might now
caseworkers themselves

be forced to pay damages in cases
where authorities have demonstrated a
pattern of indifference to signs of child
abuse

Kathy Jo's attorneys already are
proceeding with their lawsuit against
Georgia child welfare officials Similar
suits can be expected in Florida and Al-

abama. which are also In the jurisdiction of the Ilth Circuit And they could
potentially encompass more than child
protective services workers, pinning ha-

Wily charges on law enforcement offi
cers, firemen and others who provide
"protective services
Child welfare workers argue that to
take away the immunity that has shielded caseworkers from lawsuits could
cripple child protective services "If a
child isn't removed from the home and
something happens. the social worker is
blamed." said Joan Levy Zlotnik. a staff

director with the National Association

of Social Workers. "If a child is removed and after a thorough investiga-

tion it's found that nothing had happened. the worker is open Ito being
sued] for inappropriately removing the
child

Some legal experts say the two
court decisions could actually put chil-

dren al greater risk by discouraging
caseworkers from .ser taking custotb of
endangered children DeShaney says
caseworkers are safe from lawsuits as

long as their charges aren't In foster
care or in the state*s custody Taylor
says once they cross that line and take

child advocates maintain that a bad sy

tit" won't get better unless those who
run it are held accountable for their ae
lions or for their inactions
Esery day Dr Barbara Bruner ch.
rector of Grady Memorial Hospital s pcdiatric emerg-ncy clinic. sees the prod
ucts of child abuse Daily she sees what
she considers to be the products of bad
decisions
"These workers are going to do too
much sometimes or too little sometinies
and kids are going to die. or they're go-

ing to get harmed.- she saio "Rather
than say. 'We're the county we can't be

sued.' we should be aware there's a
problem out there"
Her solution county and slate gos
ernments should purchase malprattice
insurance "There should be a compensation law that takes care of the problems that arise because of neglect or
mistakes or whatever Then in clear
eases or incompetence, the coun4 Department of Family and Children Services -- not individual caseworkers
should be sued. Dr Bruner says
"To hold an individual social work
er personally responsible for somelhung
either
the system has put upon her
because she's got too many eel, or is
isn't fair." Dr
not adequately trained
Bruner said
But Mr Keenan says her suggestion .
while good, may be impractical No one

will purchase insurance that insites
lawsuits, he says In the meantime. Mr
Keenan says that complete immunity
sends a dangerous message to child
welfare workers

"II simply says. 'You dent hate to
ou
do your job.'" Mr Keenan said
don't have to follow the policies and
procedures, you can be neglectful. !,ou
You can cause loss
can be malicious
of life, you can cause quadriplegia and .
my friend, you are home free because

you hase got not one thing to worry
about
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Abused Children: No Voice,
No Vote, Not Much Hope
mals It is a felony in Georgia to kick a
police dog It's normally a misdemeanor
to kick a child
"People are very sensitive to the

By Jane 0. Hansen
Smir II elf,

When police arrived. the little girl
was still wearing socks soaked in her
mother's blood She had been cradled
in her mother's arms when her father
burst into IN ir DeNalb County home

suffering of animals, but they don't
seem to be as sensitive to the suffering
of children." says Nathern Bond of the
American Humane Association, the na .

and shot the woman dead

The father was later indicted on a

murder charge but plea.bargained
down to manslaughter. for which he was
convicted and sentenced to 12 years in
prison

The question in 1982 of what to do
identiwith his 3.year.old daughter
fied only as H.LT in court documents
was a simple one for Juvenile Court
Judge Edward D Wheeler He took one
the father s
look al the case history
stint in a Psychiatric hospital. the pat-

tern of vii.oce !hat had culminated in
and severed the
the death of hic wife
man's parental rights, freeing the child
to be adopted bt her aunt and uncle

The judge reasoned that the little
girl had suffered the ultimate deprivelion the violent death of her mother at
the hands of her father And to do any..
thing that could lead to the return of
the child to her father "would stretch
the bounds of justice beyond the break,
ing point

But in Georgia. you can kill your
child's mother and still be a wortht par.

em Al least, that's what the Georgia
Court of Appeals decided when it re,
tersed Judge Wheeler's ruling in No.
vember 1982 "Compelling facts are re .

quired to terminate parental rights."
the court ruled "There is no evidence
that appellant had ever abused. Injured
or failed to provide for his child"
The severing of 2 parent's right tc,
his child is clearly a weighty matter
But in too man> cases, it's not the pres.

which even today remains better known

year who were alreadt known to the

their parents to protect them And

system and under its "protective" wing
Accordi. ,. to child welfare experts,
many of those deaths could have been
prevented The reasons why the system
doesn't work are easily identifiable So
are some of the solutions, they say
Hut in Georgia there has been little
impetus for change Experts say that is
because children have few advocates.

other thati their parents And for

abused and neglected children, their
parents are often their enemies These
children don't vote They can't afford
good lawyers They don't contribute to
election campaigns

"Everything that happens in this
country is poweronented." sat's David
S Liederman. executive director of the
Child Welfare League of America "If
all kids have is a few people running
around saying 'This is terrible and we
ought to do something.' who gives a
damn' And that's a real problem"

In the halls of Georgia's Capitol this
year. lobbyists buttonholed legislators

and convinced them to pump in $140
million to relieve overcrowded condi.
lion: at the state's jails and prisons Attorneys for the imprisoned threatened
to Sue if something wasn't done

Yet less than five miles from the

child welfare experts It's the preserva.
lion of parents' rights to do whatever
thet want with their children
Georgia's child protective st stem
does not work Shielded bt confidential.
lit laws. the bureaucracy's :.dures are
withheld from a public that hears only
the occasional story of abuse and has
little idea of how encompassin the

Statehouse, children were sleeping on

problems hate become

expect to be treated more humanely

Yet, eien when painted in numbers
.

_

for its efforts to protect animals than
children "People assume children have
I

think there are many people who won't
believe that an adult would do this to a
child
That lack of sensitivity to children
is reflected in the value placed on the

people hired to protect them. sats
IDouglas G Greenwell, director of the
state Division of Family and Children
Services The slate's child protective
people who are es .
service workers
peeled to walk into the most unstable or
homes, make sophisticated judgmentc
about human nature and exercise enor,

earn
starting salaries of $20.000 Mier nine
years on the job, a worker with a mas-

mous control over families

ter's in social work makes about $25.500
less than a schoolteacher

Once on the lob. caseworkers get
two weeks of training to make decisions

that could alter a child's life Ttet're
given unmanageable caseloads of often

desperate families While the Child
Welfare League is about to propose na .

Frustration. Stress, Burnout

ervation of family that's at stake say

44

tion's first child protective agency..

More than
alone, the crisis is evident
19.000 confirmed reports of abuse end
neglect in 1987, 51 children dead last

the floors of the unregulated Fulton
Countt Emergency Shelter On some
nights during the session two to three
babies were crammed into single cribs

No one threatened to sue for those
children

Judging from the Leolature's re.
sponse Georgia's convicted felons can
than abused children So can some am
_

tional standards for caseworkers that
include caseloads of no more than 17
families. some Fulton County casework.
ers coy as many as 90

Spectrum of Services Needed
"I supervise a start' that feels much
frustration, high stress levels, burnout
and emotional exhaustion." wrote Mary
S Brown, director of the Crisp Count>

Department of Family and Children
Services, in a recent letter to state Sen
Pierre Howard M chairman of the Sen
ale Human Resources Committee. Mr
Howard says he has become alarmed at
the welfare system's paralysis in doing
Hs job

The coneern he heard from Mrs
Brown is a common refrain among child
welfare administrators. some of whoni
.

.
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h.ise ecn a turnover rale of 50 percent

or more in their staff during the last
tear Once caseworkers do decide a
'child is at risk, often they can't find the
5ervices they need to ensure a child's
safely

II

Federal and State laws dictate that
caseworkers must do everything possia worthy
ble to keep families intact
objective as long as children don't get
left behind in dangerous situations The
statistics sumest that too often they do
Caseworkers know what services could
minimize the danger. but too often they
say those services aren't available
Parents who physically abuse or ne .
glect their children are generally poor.
Among children from families earning

annual salaries of less than $15.000.
ph.ssit al neglect is 10 times higher. seri.
ous injuries are 12 times as frequent.

sexual abuse is live times greater, and
fatablies three times the number round
among higher income families, according to the federal government's 1988
study of the prevalence of child abuse

rat

and neglect.

A typical abuse scenario would Insoh e an unemployed father who starts

getting collection notices in the mail.
turns to drugs and eventually buckles
under the stress by beating his 3-monthold baby every time she cries

The first.line solution is not neceu

sarily to pluck that child from her
home, experts say Rather a spectrum
of services should be brought to bear
The father could benefit from )ob train-

JOHN SINNNSIO

A brother and sister peer out at their world. For some youngsters, that world
is a grim one, made so by abuse and compounded by a child welfare system
'hat may not protect them.

clothing. shelter." says Fulton County
Juvenile Court Judge Romae Powell
-That ought to be tried no more than
maker assigned to the family could as- two years And if they show no effort to
sist the parents in getting control of change after that. I think their parental
their finances and help walk them rights ought to tn. terminated The pa.
through the bureaucracy to get the food thetic thing is by the time we see the
stamps they qualify for
kid to terminate parental rights, that
In a New Haven. Conn program. child is so damaged and so hurt that
such services are offered by a team of even if he is adopted. he can't form
professionals who work with families in
relationships
their homes. Operated by Yale UniverThose seriously damard children
sity's Child Study Center. the program are the ones now entering the systeni in
is contracted by the child welfare de. droves Currently most caseworkers
partment to serve families it has identi- have Iwo choices of where to put chitfied as abusive or neglectful of chil- dren who can no longer stay with fam.
dren After three years. 115 percent of ily in emergency shelters, assuming
the children who otherwise would have
their county has one and it isn't already
been taken from their families have re- filled beyond capacity. or in foster ram.
mained safely at home
ilies. whose numbers cannot meet the

ing and drug counseling, the couple
from basic training in how to parent a
young and demanding infant A home.

.

"And it saves the state an enormous

amount of money." says Dr Albert J
Solnit $ child psychiatrist and Sterling
professor of pediatrics and psychiatry
al Vale

But there are some families that
can never be fixed -- many more in
Georgia than the state recognizes, if
;

child homicides are a measure
"Initially, all efforts should be made

I

to pour every resource that can be
par.
made available into that family
. (mime kills. yob training mental health
resources. education services. food.

ogist at Johns Hopkins University who
specializes in child abuse "It isn't always bad foster parents who grab the

phone and scream. 'Get him out of
here We need to move these kids slow.

ly back into the world of intimate rela.
tionships For them, a good group home
Is better than foster care

There's no mystery about what is
needed. says Mr Liedr-rman "We know
enough about the world of child welfare
to know what we ought to be doing But
there's no will
Like other slates. Georgia's legislators were quick to pass laws a few years
ago mandating that certain profession-

als report suspected child abuse and
neglect Yet the state failed to provide
the programs and people needed to
deal with them, according to child wel.

demand

fare workers and their supervisors
"It's kind of like when we deinstitu.

'No Will' to Improve the Syitem

tionalized mental health institutions.
then failed to provide the community
services." says Mr Howard "And now
everyone's wondering how we got so

A growing number of the children
are so disturbed that they need residen
lial treatment. which 15 almost non-exis

tent in Georgia Many of these children's problems are far more serious
than a foster family is trained to deal
with

"Some of these youngsters cannot
tolerate the elOSPHIPS5 of a family:' says

Dr Leon A. Rosenberg. a child psychol.

man) homeless people

To Os Georgia's child welfare syc
tern will clear4 cost money Failing to
fis it of course, could concettab4 cost
more Failing to fix it ma) mean over.
crowded Jails and pi isons that will be
MOPE Continued on Page 46
45
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should be an oierhaul of the

Hope

state responds to childreo's death,. The
Department uf Human Resources's own

records show that autopsies an, Ire

Frvni Page 45
assured of a steady clientele in the
years to come

According to the American Humane
Association, national studies show that
SS percent to 100 percent of the nation's
prison population are adults who were
abused or neglected as children
"Studies have indicated astounding
correlations between child abuse and
deviant behavior among violent juvenile
delinquents and among adults who had

committed violent crimes." wrote the
National Council of Juvenile and Fam.
ily Court Judges in a recent report that
recommends the overhaul of the na .
tion's child protective service system
"Most violent criminals have been se,
verely physically abused as .:-ildren
Child advocates argue that the kind

quently skipped. deaths of children under the department's protection are latitled as sudden infant death syndrome
at four times the national rate, and sun
picious deaths frequently go unheeded.
with no investigation
In 32 other states, child fatality re .
view teams regularly investigate suspi.
cious child deaths, including those of

any child already known to the child
welfare agency The teams are com
posed not Only of representatives from
the child welfare agency, but also from
the local public health department. po.
lice departme.A. district attorney's office and coroner's office

Around the country, these teams
have uncovered invaluable information.

tion's child welfare systems requires a

prompting new strategies for reform
Minnesota has learned that its caseworkers are inadequately trained and
that key players in the child protective

declaration of financial commitment
from the nation's president. its gover-

system have not been communicating
Los Angeles and other ethos' review

nors and its mayors

teams have begun to put together pro
files of families that are most likely to
injure their children They've learned
that the children at greatest risk of be.
tog killed are babies less than a year
frequently less than 1 month
old

of money that's needed to fix the na

Mr Liedennan points out that last
year the federal government allocated
$247 million for programs that help
keep children out of foster care Yet it
earmarked 840 billion to help bail out
the savings and loans institutions, with
plans to spend billions more in the next
decade.

But even if this state's governor and

Legislature decline to make a major
new financial commitment there are a
number of things they could do to protect children
At the top of the list, experts say

S that if Georgia were
Dr Duffel'
to create such teams stale child wel
fare nflieials would realize that cast'
workers need more objective criteria
for assessing the danger children are

in. deciding when to remose them from

their homes and when it is sale to re
turn them And prosecutors might conclude they need to devote the same
amount of zeal to physical abuse and
neglect as they now do to sexual abuse
"I think we are so caught up in sen
ual abuse for the moment that we have

forgotten why the child protective ser
vice system in this country was ever set

up." says Dr Richard D Krugman. executive director of the C Henry Kemp('

Center in Denver. "And that was for
physical abuse and deaths, plus we continue to neglect neglect

Lack of Data on Child Fatalitie,.
For the first time, slate officials
rould begin to define the parameters of
the child fatalities problem In Georgia .
no one knows how many children have

been beaten to death The dearth of
such data is national in scope

"The fact that the federal govern
ment hasn't made it a priority to try and
count these deaths is appalling." says
Dr *legman "If you call up the federal
government and ask how many Hondas

came into the United Stales this year
they will tell you to the Honda
Reviews of Georgia's dead children
and that they're often the children of
teenage parents who are poor. unem- would also underline what many see as
a
critical
need to put inedically trained
ployed and involved in drugs or alcohol
instead of elected coro.
examiners
"You start tying things down and ners In charge of death investigations
you require people to talk to each oth- Today, coroners need only base a high
er," says Dr Michael Durfee, a Los An- school education, and most have no
geles child psychialnst recently aP- medical training Yet they are emposi
Pointed to the Presidential Commission
on Child and Youth Fatalities.

ered to say how people died
Without higher standards for Geor.

gia's coroners, child fatality review
teams probab'y would be a wasted effort. "If the coroners system is lousy.
you can't build the system." says Dr
Durfee

Weaknesses in other points of the

*

sky

if.

system might also come to light
Experts say Georgia's teachers and
counselors need to be trained in reeve-

it

luting abused and neglected children.
then encouraged to work with child protettive service workers once they report

such cases Hospitals should be re
quired by state law to report all drugaddicted Infants to child protective ser.
vices, something they're currently not

( mg" pit
Iv"

A$

fit

r

required to do Physicians must be
more willing to report abuse and testify

in court about it, which they are often
reluctant to do. according to
prosecutors
s_
A1405 SNARP/510

A worker at the Fulton shelter helps a child from a troubled home feel more
secure at least for the moment.
41

Some argue that Georgia's Judges
also need mandatory. training in child
development and the signs of physical
and sexual abuse and neglect "There
are still many juuges who put the sane
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ANDy SHARP Ste

Phyllis Williams feeds two toddlers at the FL lion County

abused children. 'You hate to see the children like this.'

Emergency Shelter, which provides refuge to many

she says.

over keeping

Humane Association "They say. 'But
this father has a right to be with his

mores The public just doesn't knou

child I don't care if he is sexually abus .
ing her
Finally child advocates say legisla.
tors need to reconsider the entire area

Ultimately it is up to the community'
to ris the System. to make it
accountahle

of conftdeatiality, which they say is
used as often to protect the system's
failures from public scnitiny as it is to
protect children's lives

about them

'A Web of Sadrwss'
The problems of the child welfare
system go far beyond the capabilities of

death at the dinner table when he could

the Departments of Family and Children Services to solve l'here are a lot
of things that have to occur before we
can say we're winning the war." says
Gerald V Gouge. chief of the state's
child protective services unit. "One of
the things I'd like to see is for the Leg
islature to outlau corporal punishment
It would be a significant statement
Children are not objects to take out

the public was outnot stop crying
raged and demanded a more accouni
able system Embodied in new legisla.
lion is t4e notion that a child's safety
and individual rights must take priority

not likely to change quickly Those who
deal daily with mistreated chili...en say
they are hampered most by the public's

In death cases, particularly, child
advocates question whose interests are
sened by keeping those records pnvate

the child's The child is dead The
parents' They may be murderers
In the state or Washington. when de.

tails of the death of 3-year.old Eh
Creekmore at the hands or his father
he was beaten to
became knoun
I

family together
Georgia probably has its Eli Creek

tity of the family above the rights or the
child.- says Ms Bond of the American

your anger on

But attitudes toward .hildren are

unuillingness to believe that people do

horrible things to their children It s
one thing to see the statistics It's anoth
er to see the children's faces

In her book. "Orphans.- author El.
leen Simpson explains u hy for yean on
her way to work , she avoided visiting
the Hopewell Orphanage in NC% Jersey
even though she herself had grown up
an orphan

"There cal no missing this large
red brick building It stood naked in a
field, with neither trees nor shnibs to

soften Hs bulky outline Whenever I
passed it. I said to myself that the next
time I must go in and volunteer my pro

fessional services There was surely
something I could do for the children
But each time I made an excuse

-It was fear of being pulled by in
visible strings into a web of sadne,y
that made me accelerate rather than
slow down on the Hopewell road For
me, the children's eyes would have un
spoken messages 'You were more for
tunale than we are.' they would say Or,
more distressingly 'Take us with you
41
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What You Can Do to Help
Grad, Memorial Hospital
Volunteer Services Office, 5894360
Screened volunteers are used to hold. feed and play with
infants and children, some of whom have been abandoned to
crib" by furlive at the hospital Organizations can "adopt a
nishing a baby's crib with mobiles, toys. etc.

Volunteer Conlinators
for Famil, and Children Services
Each county Department of Family and Children Services
is supposed to have a volunteer coordinator to assist people

lens or how to establish a citizen review panel in a county
call Pamela Borne with the stale Administrative Office of the
Courts

Georgia Council
on Child Abuse, 870-6565
The council uses volunteers for a variety of activities, in .
eluding manning a telephone hot line 114306532.3206 for any
from
one in Georgia seeking information about child abuse
parents who may be abusers to citizens who wonder what thc
Indicators of abuse are

willing to volunteer their lime and money to help children

Agencies welcome donations to help send needy children to
camp. the circus. etc They are in constant need of diapers,
baby food canned and boxed goods for hungry families that
show up at their doorstep If the county department is unable
to help. call 656-4937

Foster Care Contacts
People who wish to be considered as foster parents
should call their local Department of Family and Children
Services The state foster care number is 894-4139

Adoption Contacts
People who wish to adopt a hard-to-place child in the
stateS custody can call My Turn Noss in Atlanta (894-3748i or

Concerned citizens interested in establishing an emergency shelter for abused and neglected children can contact lo.
cal county and city officials to explore the possibility

Court-watch Groups
Those interested in court-watch groups for abused and
patterned after Mothers Against Drunk
neglected children
can contact the National Center for the
Driving (MADD)
Prosecution of Child Alrise, located in Alexandria. Va (703)
739-0321

Georgia Alliance for Chiklren,
Richard McDevitt, 588-0708

call their local Department of Family and Children Services
The state adoption office number is 894-3376

Mr McDevitt is a professional child advocate who can offer a variety of suggestions to individuals who wish to see reforms in the states child welfare system

Court-Appointed Special
Advocates (CtS.4) program

Phone Numbers of Officials

This national program relies on volunteer Citizens trained
to folios; a child abuse victim's case through the court process and beyond CASAs help investigate children's home situations make ri.commendations for placement to the judge, sit
with children in the courtroom to calm their fears. and folios,
their case after disposition to make sure they don't drift in
foster care For more information can Kathryn Gannon at
3784029 or Nick! Vaughan at 252.7988 in Atlanta

Lisa L Wise, Victim.witness
Coordinator, 658.6392
Screened volunteers are needed to shepherd allegedly
abused or neglected children through preliminary proceedsitting with them as they
ings in Atlanta Municipal Court
wait and possibly accompanying them into the courtroom or

;

;

Gm Joe Frank Harris. 656-17'76
Attorney General Michael J Bowers. 656-4583
Commissioner James G Ledbetter. Department of Human
Resources, 656-5680

Douglas G Greenwell. DNA's Division of Family and Chil.
dren Services. 894-6386

Lt Gov Zell Miller. 636.5030
House Speaker Torn Murphy, 656-5020

Sen Terrell Starr. Senate Appropriations. 656-7596
Rep Lauren MrDonald. House Appropriations. 6565052
Sen Pierre Howard, Senate Human Resources. 6565110
Rep E M Childers, House Health and Ecolop. 656-5141
ReP Betty J Clark House Human Relations and Aging
Committee. 6565139

judge's chambers.

Call Your Legislator

Judicial Citizen
Rev ies Panels, 656-5171

To (Ind out who your legislators are, call your county vol
er registration office To locate them, call the Public informa-

Under federal law. the cases of all foster care children
must be reviewed every six months to ensure that the chil.
dren do not fall through the cracks The majority of Georgia
counties rely on internal reviews by local Department of
Family and Children Services But a growing number are in.
Ming volunteers to sit on the panels to offer an outside perspechve Currently. 29 counties involve citizens on these pan-

els For information on which counties do involve
V

Emergency Shelters

tion olTice of the House. 656-5082. or of the Senate. 656-0028

For Parents Who Need Help
For those parents who need help -- who are mistreating
the Georgia Council on
their children or fear they might
Child Abuse operates a 24-hour hot line All call are considered confidential The number is 1.8065323208
To report suspected child abuse or neglect call 894-2698

all
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State Leaders Urge Ramis
To Help Abused Youngsters
House-Senate Panel Proposed to Draft Measures
Mr Miller said he vi as struck t thy
tragedies the state's child protective
service workers face daily "I don't see

Thursday, June 15
By Jane 0. Hansen

SUFFER

she Sit met

THE CHILDREN

&ate government leaders
saying
abused and neglected children have re.
mained too long at the bottom of Geor.
have called this week
gia's priorities
for a number of reforms in the state's
child welfare system. including the reg.
ular investigation of suspicious deaths
and a greater financial commitment to
protective services.

On the heels of last week's publicaan At.
tants Journal.Constitution series on the

tion of "Suffer the Children'

failures of Georgia's child protective
system

Lt Gov Zell Miller said

Wednesday that he will recommend to
House Speaker Tom Murphy the cre

fOUOW UP

' "' '

be the state's confldentialit) statutes
Statehouse. the Fulton County Emer
gency Shelter is so overcrowded the
babies are sometimes crammed two and

three to a crib, and children often sleep
on the floor
"I am appalled by what is going on."

said Sen David Scott IDAllartai. who
proposed to Mr Miller the idea of a
joint committee

Sen. Pierre Howard. chairman of

ation of a joint House-Senate study
committee to draft legislation in time

the Senate Human Resources Commit.
tee, says he will propose a pa,lcage of
legislation this fall "The series pointed

for next years General Assembly
"It's really a shame that we have to

up graphically the need to make chil.

wait until the newspaper calls our at
tention to these problems as dramati.
catty as this before we do something."
said Mr. Miller. a candidate for gover.

Decatur). who is a candidate for lieu.

nor.

State officials. including Gov Joe
Frank Harris. said they were moved by

th' newspaper accounts nf children
wno have been abused by their parents.

lost in foster care or failed by often insensitive court and child welfare sy-s.
tems

"The newspapers articles threw a
glaring light on the atrocities visited
daily on innocent babies and children,"
Mr Harris said Wednesday "More often than not, these tiny helpless beings
are hurt, neglected. even killed by those
who bear them, father them, live with
them or who care for them I feel both a
tremendous sadness and a moral outrage that some In our society place such
little value on children and that the sys
tems designed and fbnded to protect
them so often do not work."
Mr. Harris said he anticipates that a
Nov 10 conference sponsored by the
governor's Commission on Children and

how they do it," he said "My heart goes
out to them
He said one of the primar) focuses
of the joint legislative committee should

dren and their concerns the top priorils
issue in Georgia." said Mr Howard (1).
tenant governor -It should be at the top
of the public agenda
Rep Johnny Isakson IR.Marietta),
who hopes to be the Republican Party's
gubernatorial nominee, said the Legislature needs to set standards for the re-

view and investigation of suspicious
deaths of children The series pointed
out that Georgia is one of 10 states not
keeping statistics of how man) children
are killed by their parents -. the No. 1
murderers of children under 5 Georgia
is one of 18 states with no child fatality
review team to investigate suspicious
deaths

"Any suspicious death or suspicious
injury of a child should be investigated
in the same way that it would be of an
adult." said Mr Isakson. House minor .
ity leader.
Children also need more protection
in court. said Mr lsakson, who last ses

sion introduced a bill establishing a

Youth will result in some concrete

statewide Court-Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) program The bill is in
committee Through the CASA program.

which many child advocates say are de
signed more to shield the system's fail.

ures from scrutiny than to protect children and families

"I think we need to reexamine
whether in some instances secrecy doe5,

more harm than it does good." Mr Mill.
er said "Il seems to me that greater
openness would also give us a better
handle on what we need to do
Sen. Roy Barnes ID.Mabletont another candidate for governor. said that
in adelition to relaxing confidentiality
statutes. Georgia's judges should be re
quired to get training in child development and child abuse symptoms

Mr Barnes said the newspaper series underscores that "the priorities of
the state's leaders have not caught up
with the actual needs of the people

"Our politics and legislation over
the years have been asphall.driven .
rather than driven by human services,
he said. "We dump ever)1hing into our

child welfare and social services net
work and expect them to solve all the
problems But when 0 comes time to
give them money. we don't do so"
Rep Lauren "Bubba" McDonald 111
Commerce), chairman of the House Ap.

propriations Comiittee and another
candidate for governor. said the recent
ly approved I.cent increase in the state
sales tax could finance some of the pro-

grams child welfare experts say the)
need to protect children
Mr. Murphy said Wednesday that he
had not read the newspaper series but
planned to do so Although the relation.
ship between the speaker and lieuten-

ant governor has been strained in re
cent years. Mr Miller said he would
work with Mr Murphy to create a joint
House and Senate committee

plans for improving the child welfare

children in Juvenile Court hearings

system.

would be assigned a special guardian to

"I'll get on the phone with him

"I believe this series will galvanize
the commitment to produce some real
action from the conference." he said
Among its findings, the newspaper

represent their interests Although federal law requires such guardians for
any child involved in an abuse or ne .
glect hearing, Georgia judges have rou
tinely failed to appoint them

about it, see what he wants to do." Mr

reporte6 that a few miles from the

'ye

Miller said, adding the committee
should be "started immediately
ready to take whatever steps are neces
sary to set it up
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Police Reopen Inquiry Into Deaths
Officials Question Mother's Accounts, Their Findings
mal report

dead when they got there A medical ex-

"I w-ouldn't hesitate to say that

aminer later wrote that she died of

Saturday..lan.
By Jane 0. [Jansen
skiff 54 Mer

there's a SO percent chance that this Iv
homicide.- he said
As eat.y as the second child's death.
Earl S Bowen. Mrs Je'inson's husband
at the time, told the Fulton County med-

"probable asphyxia" of "undetermined
cause

Mrs Johnson, 34, said last week that
she cries often over the loss of ter four
children A clerk at a convenience store
ical examiner he vvas suspicious On
I morning of Sept 25. 1977 The Fulton in Locust Grove south of Atlanta, she oafs confirm tkdi Mr Bowen and others
, County death certificate says he died of has remarried. moved into a new cam- told them skartly after Tibitha died that
sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS)
munity and worked hard to forget the each dee'.n was preceded by a marital
Three years later, another of Mar- past and make a new life for herself
dispute and Mr Bowen's departure
tha Ann Johnson's children died In her
"I think it was just bad luck.- Mrs
from the house
sleep Tibitha Janeel. 3 months old. also Johnson said of her children's deaths
"Each time, one of them would die
was listed as a victim of SIDS, accord- "There wasn't nothin' I wouldn't do for after I would leave." Mr Bowen said
ing to medical records
Mr Bowen. one ct Mrs Johnson's four
them
On Feb 15, 1981. Earl Wayne, 2 12.
Seven years alle; the death of Jen- husbands and the father of Tibitha and
became the third of Mrs. Johnson's chit- nyann. law enforcement and medical of- Earl Wayne, lived with her at the time
dren to die Cause of death. "seizure finals remain unconvinced that bad of the children's deaths
disorder of unknown etiology" After his luck caused the children's deaths
Atter Jennyann died. !he case was
funeral. Mrs Johnson's last surviving
Last week, following inquiries by looked into extensively but as myste
told
11-year-old Jennyann
child
nously
as the children died, officials in
her fathcc and a Fulton County social The Atlanta Journal-Constitution. Clay- Clayton and Fulton counties dropped
worlw that she was afraid to remain at ton County police reopened the investi .
gallon of the deaths as possible how- their investigations
hob!, with her mother.
"To me, there's a lot of unanswered
odes According to Maj Jerry Wayne
Social workers inteiviewed the ram- Robinson. Mrs Johnson is a suspect
questions." Mr Bowen said
ily but thought they had no legal instil).
Among them are why two departIn addition, the medical examiner
cation for removing the child F`olice
merits of Family and Children Services
and medical exaniiners investigated the who performed the autopsy on James 11 failed to follow up on Jennyann. why
years ago now says he may have been
deaths but found no proof of homicide
the Clayton County district attorney did
After a a hile. tbey all dropped their in- wrong in listing SIDS as the cause at not prosecute as police say they reconv
death Dr William It Anderson, today
vestigat ions.
an associate county medical examiner mended. and why the Clayton Count%
On Feb 21, 1982, Clayton Count: pocoroner did not conduct an inquest at.
lice found Jennyann dressed in a 'Lets in Naples, Fla . has requested all fcur ter receiving a medical examiner's reBoogie" T-shirt and lying face down on children's autopsy reports from Fulton
County and plans to issue a for- port marked. "suspicious, this 1I-year
a bed at her mother's home. She was

James William. a bubbly fair-haired

boy of 2, simply didn't wake up the

41
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Jennyann Wright, Earl Wayne Bowen and Tibitha Janjeel,Bowen, shown in a family portrait. All three dill-

dren, along with James William Taylor, died while
in the care of their mother, Martha Ann Johnson, right.

90

23
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Id ( a111,1,1,0! felhalt. i% the fount.
(mid le the town 1,, du. follomng de

On Feb 15, 1981, Earl Wayne.
2 1/2, became the third of Mrs
nn-tti arguments between the parents
officials say today that they had no Johnson's children to die.
proof of homicide, so they stopped Cause of death: 'seizure disorworking on the case Authorities say an .
other reason thu case fell through the der of unknown etiology.'
cracks was that the deaths occurred in

different jurisdictions Different polite
his second birthday when he died In
the 1970s, however, little was known

de,artments. different medical examin.
ers. different hospitals and different so .
cial senice agencies were involved, and

about the syndrome

Dr Anderson said that until a re .

few communicated

But those who worked on the case
have not forgotten it "This case was
one of the nightmares that a medical
examiner dreads." said Fulton Count)
medical examiner Saleh A. Zaki "It's
just about the worst case that l'se had
Because if these are murders. and we
failed to make that diagnosis, we failed
to do our job

'Question Mark on First Case'
Medical records show that James
or JW as he was called -Will,am
was a healthy. brown.eyed. blondhaired boy of almost 2 years the last
night his mother put him to bed
Earlier in the day. she and the man
she was living with and later marned

Earl Bowen

had gotten into an

cent telephone call from a reporter, he
had not known that the three other chil.

dren in the family had died Had he
known, he might have reviewed his own
findings sooner, he said

A little more than three years after
J W 's death. in November 1980 the cou
ple again had an argument that prompt.

ed Mr Bowen to stay with a friend
Stanley Holten By this time. the couple
had married
Mr Mullen recalled that Mrs Johnson (then Mrs Bowen) telephoned that

night looking for her husband "She
said. and I will never forget these words
as long as l live. 'If anything happens to

the daughter. it will be Earl's fault:
said Mr Holten. now a senior customer

service agent for Delta Air Lines in
Tampa. Fla

argument
"She always thought that I was run .

(Mrs Johnson said last week she

ning around and eser)thing" Mr Bow.
en. a driser for Marriott In-Flite Ser
vice said in a statement years later to
College Park police -All we done was
argue all the time, so (just decided that
I would go ahead and leave to keep it
away from the kids

In her statement to police at the
same time. Mrs Johnson -- then Martha
said that the next day
Ann Bowen

she got up as usual and started to fix
the toddlers breakfast
"He likes cereal or egg so I went in
there to get him to see which one he
wanted.- she said in her statement
"Then when I went tn there, around his

mouth was blue, and his hands He
would not neser move

Dr Anderson who was cosering for
Fulton County medical examiners on
weekends, performed the autopsy and
later signed the cause of death as SIDS.

an affliction that generally strikes
!

healthy babies and whose cause is un.

;

known But according to Dr Zaki. the
records show that Dr Anderson must

have hesitated before signing the cause
, of death
"There Was a question mark en the

never made such a call -I've never said

nothing like that about my kids." she
said That night. according to her state
ment to police. Mrs Johnson was taking
a shower when Tibitha stopped breath.
ing "The night she died. we found M &
MS on the bed." she said in her state.

ment She suggested that her toddler
son Earl Wayne. may' have fed them to

the infant "I don't know if he stuck
something in her mouth or not." she
said "Because when my oldest daugh.
ter came in there and told me that ITu
bithal was gasping for breath. I got out
as fast I could to Co in there to her Be.
cause I love my kids
The baby was dead on arrival at
South Fulton Hospital At the hospital
Mrs Johnson said her husband accused
her of having done something to the
child "He said he knew that the baby
was all right when he saw. her that ar
." she said hi her statement
ternoon
to police
'He said that I did something to it. I

told him ir I did not want them, why
would I carry them for nine months
Dr Zaki performed the autopsy and
called it a typical SIDS There were no
signs of At & Ms or any other obstruc.

something that was not
first ease
right." he said
The problem was the child's age
According to a recent national study on
the ine.dence of SIDS 90 percent of
SIDS deaths occur before the age of 6

lion A week later. Mr Bowen visited
Dr Zaki al his office "He said. *Dr

mo.iths. 98 percent before the first

said the deaths
about 2 years old
happened the next day that he threat.

Is, thday .11,W was one month short of

Zaki. I want to tell you something' Dr
'We had a child before
Zaki recalled
who died a couple of years ago And he
was also diagnosed as SIDS, and he was

reed hi. ttift. icat, her or h.- lett h. r
r),eioirm 10,1 (bat
Zakt said that we, ht 111,4 clut
that somettung might be %rent.
rnediately went back and reso wed his
autopsy and the one that had been done
on J lii -Once I did this I realired that

even the pathologist in the first case
had some doubts at the time that this
was SIDS I think because of the age."
he said

He remembers dis:ussing the case
with two of his investigators. to see if
they could collect any gore information
about the family or the circumstances
of the children's deaths But nothing
came of it

Dr Zaki saved a blood sample from

Tibitha He said he had a gut feeling
that it might be a good idea to hold onto
it

A Social Aorker's !Nightmare
i'Mayne as he was called. was like
a son to Vernon G Bowen the boy's un

de "I'll neser forget him." said Mr
Bowen. a grasedigger at the College
Park Cemetery where the children are
buried in a section called Babyland
"Yeah. I sure do miss him My brother .
he really took it hard I thought he was
fixing tn commit suicide
About three weeks before his death

medical records show that Wayne s
mother took him to the South Fulton
Hospital Emergency Room complaining
that the child might Have eaten some
rat poison
According to her husband_ the cou
ple had argued a couple of days earlier
and he had gone to stay with his older
brother

For the next few weeks Way ne s
mother took him back and forth is, the
hospital complaining that the boy was
having seizures

One night. Mr Mullen said she
called him, inquiring as to her hus,
band's whereabouts "She said

and

I

quote again. 'If anything happens to
Wove it is Earl's fault.' Mr Mullen
said -The same exact words A fire
went off in my brain

(Again. Mrs Johnson denied last
week that she ever made such a call
Immediately Mr Mullen called the Ful
ton County Department of Family and
Children Services, urging them to re
move Wayne and Jennyann from their
mother's home

A social worker there asked him if
Mrs Johnson Was abusing her children

"I said, 'No, she's not abusing them
she's killing them " a weeping Mr Hul
len said last week

That social worker. Vale ffrnson
remembers well the consersations with

Mr Mullen Like Dr Zaki she recalled
the case as the worst of her career
INQUIRY COntinued On Page 52
51
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daughter s arms betueen the house and

From Page 51
"I had gotten a call from this man
reporting that every time his friend left
his wife, one of the children would die."
. said Ms Henson. who now works as a
social wmker for De Kalb County

the hospital." she said "He wa, so lin
ber when I picked him up and took him
into the hospital, but 1 did not know
that he was dead

Three days later. Wayne was dc .
dared brain dead at Henrietta Egleslon
Hospital for Children, where he had

Aner Wayne died Mr Bowen and
his wife put their doorce proceeding,
on hold . and for awhile he moved hack
in with her Bol he says he felt uneasy

about leaving his stepdaughter. Jennyann. with her mother So he went to

been transferred

From the onset. Ms. Henson was Third Death Sets Ofilnquir)
suspicious about the lirst child's death.
The next day, Mr Mullen phoned
based on his age. "Sometimes I think
the medical examiners are quick to tag Ms. Henson in a rage. "I called and
said.
'I hope you are satisfied 'cause
babies as ISIDSI," she said recently.
you didn't do nothing. Another child has
At Mrs Johnson's home. Ms Henson
For a week Ms Henson didn't
played with Wayne and talked with the died
sleep. "I had left this baby in that

mother -The little bad 3.year-old

turned my pocketbook upside down and
wasted all my stuff on the floor." she re.

cattle, "IThe mother] handled that real

well She said. 'Don't do that Don't
throw Ms. Henson's things all over the
place I m sorry. Ms Henson
"So I left the child there. 1 stayed
with that woman a good two hours Be.
cause everything was so strange about

the case. I did not want to leave any
stone unturned I did not want to leave
a 3.year-old there who might aie And I
felt real comfortable when I left there,
that I had done the right thing
The next day, Mr. Mullen called Ms
Henson again, asking why she had left

Wayne with his mother Ms Henson
told him she knew what she was doing
and could no longer discuss the case
with him

"So here I am thinking I'm an ex.
pert and I had assessed it just right,"
Ms Henson said Two days later she got
a call from the hospital On Thursday

morning Feb 12. 1981, Mr Bowen
called and spoke to Wayne on the
phone The couple had remained sepa.
rated since shortly before Wayne's sei .
zures started "I hadn't talked to Ann
for about two weeks." he said.
He said he had been avoiding her
because he did not want her to know
that he had hired a lawyer and planned

to file for custody of Wayne "I was

scared of what she might have done if
she knew it." he said last week "It happened anyway It's a nightmare."
That morning, he said, it came out
during their phone conversation that he
was going to fight for his son.

"There wasn't nothing mentioned
about him having custody of the chil.
dren." Mrs Johnson said last week

Later that allernoon, Mr Bowen's
wife called htm at work and told him
that Wayne had had another seizure
and was very pale He left immediately
to meet her at the hospital
Mrs Johnson said in her statement
to police Lhat Jennyann held Wayne in
her arm las she sped to South Fulton

Hospital "But he had died in my

see her natural father, Bobby E Wright
"I felt that she would be safer with

him, because I didn't know what was
happening with my kids." he said "He
kept her for about three or four days.
then took her to Ann's mama's Then af
ter that. Ann just got her back
In hindsight, Mr Bowen, Mr Mullen
and Mr. Wright said they believe Jen
nyann knew something "I was talking to
her once about the kids passing away"

home." she said She even went to

Mr Bowen said "1 asked her did she

Wayne's funeral. During that time, one
physician called her at home, ranting
and raving and accusing her of failing

to do her job Ms Henson burned a

know something about what happened
to those kids She just pulled away got
real scared and I never could get her to
talk about it again

whole pan of pork chops as they talked

When she asked the physician
whether he would have agreed to go to
court and sign a petition saying Wayne's
seizures were due to abuse or neglect.

Her father also noticed that Jen.
nyann obviously was distressed
'About a month before she died." he

said. "I went to pick her up for one

weekend In the car. Jennyann told
about a dream in which her mother
he said no Without it, she said, the him
courts would have refused to let her was standing by her bed holding a pl.
take custody away from the mother
One problem with the case. said Dr

low over the girl's face

"She told me that she was very

afraid." Mr Wright said "1 should have
listened to her '
signs thal the children were being
Ms. Henson also recalled talking to
abused 'These are not battered chil.
dren." he said "And this is one of the Jennyann shortly after Wayne's death
worst problems of this case to me. that *The Illyear-old was scared to death."
she said "After the 3.year.old died. 1
they are not battered children"
went out there one day. and she says.
When Dr Zakt heard of the third 'Ms Henson, I don't want to stay here
child's death. he called it -the shock of Since all three children's deaths had
my life He immediately phoned the been recorded as natural. however. Ms
physicians at Egleston and asked them
Henson thought the couits would not
to retain tissues. "so that If there are grant the state custody of the child The
poisons involved, we can check for it." best she could do was informally ar .
he said "The idea of poisoning had to range for Jennyann to stay with a

Zaki, was that there were never any

be looked at carefully here
"And I talked to people in the crime

laboratory to look at the specimens
And I remember also calling the CDC
leational Centers for Disease Control),
After all this. I don't think we reached
any conclusion
By this time. the College Park Police

were called into the case. and Mrs.
Johnson was asked to conic In for
questioning
"I remember going over the autopsy

results with the medical examiner to
see if he could tell us if there was foul
play involved, and he just couldn't,"
said Cellege Park Police Chief W T.
Sheets, who was then a captain "When
you get a death like what we re talking

about. Ifs up to the medical examiner
to use evidence from the remains to
help us If he can't give us a definite
cause of death that would indicate foul
play, we have to keep investigating it. If
we turn up something. fine If we don't.
then we don't"

23

relative
Shortly after, the case was trans
(erred to the Clayton County Depart
ment of Family ahd Children Services.
because officials realized that the Bow.
en family was living in Clayton County.
not Fulton County
Ms Henson was taken off the case
oilmost exactly
On Feb 21. 1982
Clay.
one year after Wayne had died

ton County Patrolman G Lewis Turner
and Capt. Robert A. Brown were on the
morning watch when the call came in
around II p m
"We hadn't been on the road very
long when we got a sick call." recalled
Patrolman Turner They arrived at the
house before the emergency rescue
team did Patrolman Turner stayed out .
side with Mrs Johnson while Captain
Brown went Into the bedroom where
Jennyann lay face down on a bed. wear

ing white underpants and a white
T.shirt. She was dead at the scene_

I
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Mother Suspected of Killing 4
Children Charged in One Death
Tuesday, July 4
By Jane 0. Hansen

moved out of the house before each

cation for removing th7 child Polne

death

and medical examiners iniestigated the
deaths but found no proof of homicide
After a while, they all dropped their in

Pollee and medical examiners in-

Martha Ann Johnson. 34, suspected

vestigated the third and fourth children's deaths. but they could find no

of killing her four children one by one
over a five.year span. was arrested
Monday night and charged with the
murder of the eldest of them. 11-year-

conclusive evidenct, of foul play The
case war finally dropped not long afler
Jennyann's death Feb 21 1982. of
"probable asphyxia" of undetermined

old Jennyann Wright

Cause

Mrs Johnson was arrested al her
home by Hein County sheriffs depu.

The first to die. James William Tay.
lor. a bubbly. fairhaired boy of 2. sim
ply didn't wake up the morning of Sept
25 1977 The Fulton County death cer-

Staff Wn Ws

lies on a warranl issued in Clayton
County. according to a statement by
Clayton County police She was being
held without bond in the Clayton County Jail
"The case was reopened on Dec 20.
1988. as a result of inquiries by The At.

lanta Journal,Constitution." said Sgt
Ken Stewart. who led the investigation
A statement issued by the department
says. "The investigation has been ongoing since that time, culminating in today s arrest"
The children, whose ages ranged
from 3 months to II years. died mysteriously between 1977 and 1982 All four
deaths were preceded by an argument
between Mrs Johnson and her husband
at the time. Earl S. Bowen Mr. Bowen

tificate put it down to sudden infant
death syndrome (SIDS)

Three years later. Tibitha Janeel
Bowen. 3 months old, died in her sleep.
and that death also was listed as SIDS.
according to medical records
On Feb 15. 1981. Earl Wayne BOWen. 2 1.2. became the third of Mrs John.

son's children to die His death was
blamed on "seizure disorder of unknown etiolot,
After his funeral. Jennyann told her
father and a Fulton County social worie

er that she was afraid to remain at
home with her mother
Social workers interviewed the family but thought they had no legal Justin.

vestigations WS Johnson put the
deaths down to "bad luck
The case was assigned to Sargeant

Stewart. who said Monday night Mr,
Johnson's arrest was "the culmination
or an extensive and very meticulous in
vestigation

"This does nol close it.' said Ser.
geant Stewart "It jusi adds sonie thing,
to it I've got good information on two of
the four. and I'm not going to close the
case just because I have some informa
lion al this point
He refused to comment further hut
sources close to the iniestigation said
murder charges are likely to be added
soon in P.,e death ofJames William

Mrs Johnson has high blood pre,
sure and heart trouble, authorities said
and Henry County fir. department med
ical personnel accompanied deputies to
the woman's home

Clayton County District Attorney
Robert E Keller said Monday night that
the case probably would be presented
to the grand jury within two weeks

Mother Admits Killing 2 Children, Police Say
Thursday. July 6
By Jane 0. Hansen
sie si on,

Martha Ann Johnson has told police

that she killed two of her four children
by smothering them authorities said
Wednesday

Director Ronnie F Clackum of the
Clayton County Police Department and
Police Chief Walter T Sheets of College
Park confirmed Wednesday that several
hours before her arrest on Monday Mrs
Johnson, 34, confessed to killing 2.yearold James William Taylor and 11-yearold Jennyann Wright. her child,s n from
two previous marriages
The police officials refused to say
how Mrs Johnson allegedly smothered

the children, but others familiar with
the case said the large woman told Police she lay on top of them as they slept

'

to the grand jury today to seek murder

charges against Mrs Johnson in the
1982 death of Jennyann in the Febru-

ar) 1981 death of her 3.yearold son
Earl Wayne Bowen and in the 1980
death of her 3-month-old daughter, Tibitha Janeel Bowen Mr Clackum said
Mrs Johnson has confessed only to thr
deaths of Jennyann and James William
James William, who in 1977 was the
first of the four children to die, is a College Park case and is thus in the jurisdiction of Fulton County District Attorney Lewis Slaton, Mr Keller said
Authorities had become Kispicious
as early as Tibitha Janeel's death At
that time, they became aware that a dis

pule between Mrs Johnson and her
husband at the time. Earl S Bowen.
preceded both deaths and that Mr Bowen both times had left the house following the dispute

Clayton County District Attorney

Medical examiners at the time at

Hobert E filieller said he planned to go

tributed the deaths of both James Wil-

ham and Tibitha Janeel in sudden in
fant death symdrome (SIDS]
A number of agencies in Fulton and

Clayton counties investigated the twn
deaths Suspicion heightened when the
third child. Earl Wayne. died of "sei.
zure disorder of unknown etiololy fol
lowing another marital dispute
Subsequently-. police Ind child pro

tective service workers placed Jen
nyann with a relative, afler the child
said she was afraid to remain with her

mother But unknown to authorities.
Mrs Johnson got her daughter bach .
and on Feb 21, 1982. the 11-yearold
was foond face down on a bed in her
moth .r s home The cause of death wa,

"unexplained asphyxia." according to
autopsy reports

Although suspicious. police and
medical examiners dropped the case
not long afler Jennyann died say ing
they could find no evidence or home
ode
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Protecting the Children of Neglect
Sunday. June 11 The MlantaJournal.Constitution

The 2.yearold with cigarette burns covering his frail
body the hearold found bleeding from her vagina, the four
siblings who died mysteriously, one after another. before
caseworkers and medical examiners compared notes, mphciting their mother, the infant placed in the custody of a man
who bad brutally murdered her mother

If a child is taken from his parents, there may be no place

for him to go foster homes are so scare some children are
kept indefinitely in crowded emergency shelters. hospital: o,
homes where they are being abused Even then, red tape or
exalted respect for "parental rights" can keep them unas ail
able for adoption until they are too old or too scarred by
abuse to be readily adoptable

This inexcusably shabby treatment of Georgia children
often cloaked by -confidentiality' statutes that hase tended
to shield not children but parental and bureaucratic failure
erntions in a state that keeps no records on the number is all the more appalling in light of evidence that most violent
killed by their parents, that records suspicious deaths time,
criminals were abused as children
uously as sudden infant death syndrome at four times the na.
There's no mystery about what must be done The goner
banal rate. that ignores federal laws requiring the appointment of child advocates in court, that failed last year to nor and the Legislature can base a major impact by rewritin
pies ent the violent deaths of 51 youngsters it had placed in laws and reordering priorities that devalue children They
should fund parenting job.training and mental-health assis
"protectise- custody
If there was one theme running through Ms Hansen's lance for abusive parents and set time limits on -parental
rights- in order to free abused children for adoption
blistenng indictment of Georgia's child-welfare system. which
concluded Saturday, it was the complicity or indifference of
They should remove obstacles to adoption by single par
hundreds of agencies and individuals who might have made a
ents and lobby Congress to repeal unwieldy confidentiality
difference
laws They could provide malpractice insurance and higher
Laws that exalt "parental righte unreasonably over the salaries for child welfare workers and broaden the use of s id-

Ifs hard to dismiss these heart.wrenching images from

reporter Jane 0 Hansen's series "Suffer the Children" as ab-

rights of children to grow up free of beatings. sexual molesta.
bon or abandonment are scrupulously enforced in Georgia

Laws designed to protect children in court, and provide for
autopsies in suspicious deaths, are not
Child prolectise service workers, the first line of defense
against child abuse and the ones making life.ordeath deter.

minations about whether to remove children from their
homes. are poorly trained, paid less than first-year schoolteachers and under pressure to keep families together at all
costs if they act precipitously, they are personally vulnerable
to lawsuits

entaped testimony and child advocates in court

Localities should set up fatality review teams, a crucial
first step towards keeping child murders from going uncle
lected and unpunished Individuals can volunteer to be foster
parents, child advoeates or -court.watchers." monitorng the
actions of judges and prosecutors

It may not be possible to ensure that every child is loved
but it is the hallmark of a civilued society to protect those
scho are too young or infirm to protect themseftes It is in .
cumbent on Georgia to try It isn't eves doing that

Child Abuse: Blueprint for Reform
Monday. June II

The Atlanta Constitution

"We dump everything into our child welfare and social
services network and expect them to solve all the problems
But when it comes time to gise them money. we don't do so"
State Sen Roy Barnes (D.Mableton1

There could not be a more succinct summing-up of the

state's many failures with respect to the victims of child

,

abuse and negiett It has relegated to a fragmented and underfinanced array of agencies and Individuals responsibildeliberities for which it has had little enthusiasm itself
ately funneling dollars elsewhere, never asking the
consequences or its own neglect
The outrage with which Mr Barnes and others greeted
this newspaper's revelations of abuse and bureaucratic indifference suggest it was benign neglect Corrective legisla.
lion is already taking shape

But if it was ignorance rather than indifference, or
worse hostility, to the needs or abused and abandoned chil-

dren thar have kept them from reordenng their priorities.

the lawmakers have run out of excuses Reporter Jane 0
Hansen's shocking series. -Suffer the Children." was not
only an indictment of the system set up to protect children
but a blueprint for reform There is no mystery. about what
needs to be done
The General Assembly should

Repeal confidentiality statoles that make social work
ers or medical examiners skittish about shanng information
that could save children's lises
Set standards for the monitonng and investigation of
suspicious deaths

Require coroners to have medical training
Require judges to appoint child advocates in cases in.
volving abuse or neglect, and broaden the use of videotapes
in Court
Remove obstacles to adoption by single parents
Substantially increase allocations for parenting, job
training and mental.health assistance for abusive parents

Set time limits on "parental nghts" to free foster chil.
dren for adoption
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State Must Try to Protect
Youth, Despite Its Limits
ointment to today's sores Our role may
Sunday, June IB
Perspective seclion
By James G. Ledbetter
Sp.mi 0 Ihr lotonal,Consfautoon

The late Vice President Nubert H
Humphrey said. 'The moral test of gov.
ernment is how it treats those who are

the children.
those who are in the twilight of life
the aged. and those who are in the
the sick. the needy
shadows of life

in the dawn of life

and the handicapped

In the recent series. "Suffer the

the services that children deserve They
must exert their political will as strong

ly for children and families as they
have for building more prisons
State government must change to re .

Children:' Atlanta Journal.Constitution
reporter Jane 0 Hansen gave us a skit
tering look at those in the dawn of life
Georgia's children As the commis .
honer of the agency in state govervment charged with protecting children
and helping families in crisis, I am sad.

fleet current realities, and communities

dened by what these stones reveal

damage has already been done to a

The other sad truth I confront daily
is this The multifaceted problems faring children require more than much of

child. If more front-end assistance were
services such as
available to families
affordable day care. job training, parent
we might not have to re .
education
move a child in the first place
Even a cursory look at the inmates
In our prison system should tell us that
If we don't pay now as a society, we will

today a governmental structures are capable of delivering While poverty. child
abuse and human suffenng are nothing
new in human history, we are certainly

facing enormous problems today. We
are dealtng with an epidemic of drug
abuse. changes in family groupings.
shifting moral values and a violence-sat
urated culture
Two examples of how these changes
create new demands on the state.
In an estimated 25 percent of confirmed cases of child abuse, the abuser
Is a stepparent or boyfriend

Nationwide. 35 percent of child
maltreatment cases are related to pa.
rental drug abuse
As the human problems have escatailed. so have the demands for goverv-

ment to do somethIng Increasingly.
! people turn to the state to solve complea human problems No matter how
canng or rich the state may be. It alone
'

cannot stop parents from maltreating

their children, cannot atop children

; from having children, and cannot stop
people from shooting drugs into their
veins

While recognizing the limitations of
the state we cannot use this as an es .
cuse to continue to apply yesterday's

.

be limited by money or the intractabit
ity of humon beings. but that doesn't
mean we are powerless We. like other
stales. must continue to grapple with
how to do our job better
For children to be protected, concerned ciiitens must speak out to their
legislators on hehalf of those who cannot speak for themselves and demand

mes G Ledbetter i commissioner
of the Georgia Department of Human
Resturces;

must join hands to ensure that chitdren's needs become a priority We
must redirect our focus to prevention

rather than simply picking up the
pieces All too often, by the time the
state gets involved with a family. great

pay later How many inmates were
abused by their parents. how many re .
ceived inadequate education, how many

are illiterate' How many were raised
a poor parent at best.
by the state
and one which may be serving at a
feeder for the adult criminal justice
system^

Even if we act out of selfish motives

that is. provide early intervention
services to families to prevent them
from becoming a further burden on the
this is far better than taking no
stale
action at all
The Georgia Department of Human
Resources intends to take the following
actions:

Request funding for additional
child protective and placement services
(CPS) workers

2 Provide longer, more extensive
Raining to CPS workers

3 Provide longer, more extensive
training for foster parents
4 Reduce caseloads

5 Request funding for preventive
workers to help at-risk

services
families

6 Review confidentiality statutes
with legislative committees

Even if we act out of selfish
motives
that is. provide earty
intervention services to families
to prevent them from becoming
a further burden on the state
this is far better than taking
no action at all.

Ur
Finally, child maltreatment re
fleas each community's problems and

calls for concerted community response Some specific ways that local
citizens can get involved in child wet
fare include
"'Citizen review panels volunteen who monitor the progress or chit
dren in foster care and assist the state
with decisions about the child's future

Court.appointed special volun
teen who sene as advocates for abused
and neglected children

IChild abuse protocol teams
multidisciplinary groups that defirs the
roles of courts. the DHR and law enforcement in investigating child maitreatment reports

My belief is that change comes
about as a result of public demand and

involvement That is w iy I hope that
Ms Hansen's reporting will be a cata
lyst to unleash outrage at how poorly
our children are servep and a public
outcry. for improvemen I am gratified
that citizens are responding in such
from offering to bring
positive ways
toys to children's sheters. to volunteer.
Mg. to asking to bec.arne foster parents
and a tern .
It will be disappointing
ble message about the value we really
if,
when
the story
place on children
is off the front page. we fail to harress
the compassion and good will :nal citizens are showing.

In her recent book describing successful programs for disadvantaged
children, Lisbeth Schorr says. "Unshackled from the myth that nothing
works we can mobilize the political will
to reduce the number of children huri
by cruel beginnings By improving the
prospects of the least of us. we can as
sure a more productive. just and civil
nation for all of us"
We can But will we'
55
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LEITERS TO THE EDITOR
June 11-26

The Allanta Jou rnal.Cons(itution

abuse being inultcted by the other per.
3on And society as a whole must take
responsibility for what happens to the

the Children." I was filled with disbe.

children We must support increased
funding for the child-welfare system,

lief. anger. sadness

and support legislators and judges who

When reading the articles of "Suffer

'

Disbelief. because this society al
lows its children to be treated like objects of extermination Anger. because
the American judicial.system maintains
a policy that protests the nghts of abusive parents rather than the rights of
the innocent Sadness, because the chil-

les broken hearts and broker spirits
Sadly the plight of abasM and negi,:t
ed children in Georgia most probabl)
represents a too-common picture of
what is typical in this Countr)
LEE RIDGES HORTON
East Point

are advocates for the protection of
children
PkM ROBERDS
Mableton

I was appalled and heartbroken by
the series on child welfare in (',eorgia
As I sal reading the articles, I was out

Never before have I been made
aware of the atrocities children live

raged at the fate of the children Ian
pushing in shelters I was particularly

frotrated to learn of the limited re

and mental abuse and lack of family at-

with every day
Being your average. mid-201 "Yup-

tachment rarely become productive
members of our society Their futures

pie" (with a real desire to make a differencel. I sometimes forget the hornble things that can happen to people
But you have Inspired me to volunteer. and I have already started making

are available to assist these children
I would like t commend ihe erim

are bleak. and it simply becomes a
nous cycle
Now that the problem has been es
posed we must do more than feel sad.
we must take action

dren who are victims of this physical

JACA MARIA WILCOX
Atlanta

Your recent articles concerning
abused children the failure of the foster parent program and addicted in.
(ants rooked many feelings. mainly
sadness for the little ones and anger at
those responsible Know ing full well
that the problem will probably worsen.

calls to find the right place for me to
help
Please keep your oommitment to es .
posing these subjects we can no longer
Ignore. If you don't do it, who will'
EMILY WOODWARD-MACY
Mableton

As a caseworker le the fostercare
unit in DeKalb County, I feel it is crunal that the crisis in child welfare be
acknowledged and accepted as a cont.

munity concern and not just the prob.

are there any answers'
Being the father of a 16-month-old
son and having parents in a retirement
community has gisen me an opportunity

lem of overburdened and underfimired public agencies
If readers focus as much attention
on the Series's suggestions for public
support as on the tragic but true cases
reported the devaluation of children by
this society. can be ended How can we

to see how much joy a child can bring
to the elderly and how much love the
elderly can give in return Is there
wa) to bring these Iwo important seg-

justify spending billions on strategic
arms when our children remain

ments of our Population together for the
mutual love and bonding that they both
so dearly need'
ED McLAURIN
Marietta

defenseless'

"Suffer the Children" will be suc-

cessful if the public outrage generated
can be transformed into community involvement and Judicial and legislative

The situations resealed in "Suffer
the Children" were unbelievable, it is
hard to imagine that such atrocities
committed by abusive Parents can be
virtually ignored by the child.welfare
system of this state The laws concerning child abuse need to be more stringent. and they need to be enforced

reform.
LUCI AVERS'
Decatur

While I claim to speak for no one
else, I suspect there ire countless others who share the fhistrations. anger,
guilt and even shame at being part of a
system that is inherently designed to
fail the very ones it is purported to protect -- abused and neglected children

consistently

Just as important as protecting the
children and just as important as pros
ecuting the abusers the factors which
,

,

.

lead parents to abuse their children
need to be confronted The stress of

As teachers, child-care workers.
health professionals and others have

)arenting caused by being young and
poor could be tackled by lowering the
teen pregnancy rale This can be done
through education and an easier acressibilits ti birth control
Parents must stand up against the

the task of reporting suspected cases of

abuse, one can only wonder where it
will all lead

sources, both public and prisale that

tionally brase women and men who
struggle daily tn cope with the srorek of
abused and neglected helpless children
of our society
DIANE D Mt:RPHI
Riserdale

I hope the "Suffer the Children" se
nes touched the hearts of all your readers as deeply as it touched mine
Ironically stories ran simultaneous.
ly with the series concerning the uhammous approval of the Georgia Dome and

the opening of Underground Atlanta A

total of $210 million will be spent to
provide a beautiful new home fcr the
Falcons Approximately $142 million
was spent on Underground Atlanta

abused children should be so luck)
PHYLLIS LINDEBORG
Atlanta

The Medical Association of Georgia
esPeriallY applauds Jane 0 Hansen for
calling attention to Georgia's outdated
coroner system, which has allowed sun
picious deaths of abused children to go
undetected or unreported
it*cause our state does not require

county Coroners to possess medical
training or even to consult with physician in determining a sle,:.d s rause
of death, a number of ',/robable childabuse fatalities have -sen incorrectly.
shockingly, attribuP.d to sudden infant

death syndrome or other natural
Causes

We want to See this practice
stopped through reform of our coroner
system

While mosl of us do the best we can

with the resources available. it lends
little comfort to those with broken bod.

Y.- ---
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luxurious facility for dining, dancing
shopping and entertainment Imagine.
mort than 6350 Million spent ju. to
base a good time The neglected and

JOE L NETTLES
President
Medical Association of Georgia
Atlanta
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EXHIBIT IV

111._

J

JANE 0. HANSEN. 39, researched and wrote "Suffer The Children" over a period of
six months. Ms. Hansen reports on children's issues for The Atlanta JournalConstitution
and has been a stafT member since 1982. She graduated from the Columbia Universit)
Graduate School ofJournalism that year alter serving in the Carter White House. prepar.
ing issue briefings for the president's appearances away from Washington.

"Suffer The Children'' was supervised by special projects editor Hyde Post and

copyedited by Sharon Bailey Stair writer Ron Taylor assisted in the editing Photo coverediage %as coordinated 1) Rich Addicks. and layouts were designed by Paul Shea, news
tor for special projects
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EXHIBIT V

Iluusr tif Eeprreentatilvo
MARY MARGARET OLIVER

COMMITTEES'
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
JUDICIARY
TRANSPORTATION

Atlanta, tkiearsta

Remsen1411vc DIsItIcl 53
450 13444tur Towneemer
150 Eas1 Pones 04 Loon

04,44tur, Goa& 30030
Home (404) 377.5254

September 12, 1991

LEGISLATIVE OfFICE
Room 50IF

Log Islitive Med Building
Altanit Georgie 30334
T4I4phonc (404) 656-0177

The Honorable Wyche Fowler
c/o Chris Schepis
10 Park Place South
Suite 501
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
Dear Wyche:
I need to bring to your attention some continuing problems the

State of Georgia is having with current federal
Health and Human Services in relation
regulations governing child abuse reports.

to

Department of
confidentiality

As I am sure you are aware, there has been a great deal of
state public attention to Georgia's Department of Family and
Children Services management of child abuse records, and the
confidentiality of said records in relation to deceased children.
Jane Hanson's article "Suffer thy Children" concluded that
confidentiality regulations were used by the State, not to protect
children, but to protect the bureaucracy.

Following her articles, and following extensive hearings
conducted in 1989 by the Joint House-Senate Study Committee on
child protection issues, which I co-chaired, eicAt bills were
introduced and passed in the 19e! General Assembly Session,
including House Bill 1319, which am nded Georgia's confidentiality
The federal HHS oversight attorneys have questioned the
statute.
compliance of our House Bill 1319, and House Bill 289, passed in
the 1991 Session, which amended confidentiality provisions of
Chapter 5, Title 49 of the Georgia Code.

0
'4
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The Honorable Wyche Fowler
September 12, 1991
Page Two

It is my clear opinion that federal regulations in relation
internally
are
child abuse records
of
confidentiality
and
ineptly
drafted
in
relation
to
the
goal of
inconsistent,
In the attached correspondence I offer for
protecting children.
your review, it is clear that HHS is contending the confidentiality
What possible
regulations apply to children who are deceased.
interest could a dead child have in the records being confidential?
Rather, the confidentiality in such a case is clearly only used for
To the extent that
the benefit of someone other than the child.
that deceased child had siblings who were still subject to state
scrutiny and supervision, we made protections and provisions for
confidentiality.
to

I am very frustrated that I continue to use my time and energy
to referee a dispute between the federal government and federal and
state bureaucrats in relation to confidentiality interpretations.
The Georgia Press Association is constantly in the General Assembly

I personally believe that more
advocating for more openness.
openness of the state's treatment of abused children, with the
protections and the law in relation to non-identity of individual
children and protection of their families, is an important social
The federal government, HHS, and its interpretation of
policy.
Georgia's new confidentiality statutes, is only serving to hold
back progress in protecting abused children.
am attaching for your consideration the most recent
I
documents I have received in relation to HHS inquiry of the state's
statutes that were passed in the 1990-1991 General Assembly that
I would appreciate any assistance you may be able :o
I authored.
provide in this area.
Thank you.

Mary Margaret Oliver
HMCo-1r

Enclosures
cc?

Doug Greenwell
Valerie Hepburn
Deborah Elovich
Jane Hanson

2 1,i

Peter Crifield,
Barbara Levitas
Lydia Jackson
Georgia Council on Child Abuse
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How will we know
of kids' silent pain?
Jeannie was 9 when her school teach.
er first noticed something was wrong The
child smelled bad, often came to school
hungry and eventually cnnfided she was
worried about her 6.year-old sister, Charlene, also dirty and unfed. Jeannie warvied, she told the teacher, hecause her
mother partied with men who scar:d her.
Jeannie asked the teacher for help,
and that Blairsville teacuer did her hest.
For more than a year, the woman called
the local child welfare department to say
she believed these children were living in
danger. As Jeannie's concerns grew and
nothing seemed to be happening, the
teacher would call thP department and
k what they were tioing in response.
"I'n; sorry." they watild tell her. "We can .
not tell you because of confidentiality."
We i:annot tell you whether the child exists.

Jeannie didn't exist for long. Eventu.
ally one al those men who scared her also
raped her, stabbed her and dumped her

into the river, all as her little sister
wal ched

As the teacher told this story two years
agn to a ronmful of Georgia legislators, I
thought tom incredible it was that I'd nester heard or read about the murder of
.leanine Thal no one hod heard of this
eluld until she was dead.

We hear of the children that die
Bitt nn one ever hears of these chil
Men until they are dead. And now the
lederal government doesn't Want us to
hear about them ever.
After that Blairsville teacher told her
story. after legislatnrs had heard enough
of sod) stories. they relaxed the code of
untolentoilit hecallst., in the words of
Zell Miller, "this sect ecy in
then It t
some instances does more harm than
wood."

I hey fixed the law so OW welfare'
workers could tell someone like thalline
teacher what action they were takint, so
she could he part of the protective net
surrnunding a child And they agreed
that when a child dies suspiciously, you
or I have the right to ask whether anyone
ver investigated for child abuse. And if
so. n hat did they find' And if they found
abuse. i

Now the federal government says
that new Georgia law goes too far In a
reniarkable in its
remarkable debate
bureaurim lc nitpicking --- the federal
government announced late last week
that it will cut on more than S7S0,000 in
child abuse funds to Georgia if the coddentiality statute isn't tightened hack up.
Cut off the funds used to train the child
protective services workers who make
life and death deeisimis in children's
lives. The funds that will pay for the
state's first cnniptiterized system to
track child abusers. The funds that will
pay far the state's new fatality review
teams that are finally beginning to Owestigate suspicious children's deaths.

Confidentiality takes life of its own
All hecause the reds don't think you
or I should ask about the circumstances
surrounding a child's death. A child
whnse own parent may have contributed
to her death. A child who has no one but
us to care and demand that government
do a better job.
Conlidentrility 'Nis intended to protect families privacy and safeguard the
anonymity of those reporting abuse. But
it's taken on a life of its own, surrounding
the system in a shroud of secrecy that al.
lows gnvernment to nperate undetected
and without acceuntahility.
Privacy rights, the feds now tell us,
extend to dead children as well as live
ones. Fortunately, Attorney General
Mike Bowers and Commissioner of Hu.
man Resources Jim Ledbetter and Ga.
11,1p. Mary Margaret Oliver seem to be
digging in their heels on this one. Afterall, whose privacy is being protected
here? Certainly not the child's The child
is dead The parents% They may be responsible for the death.
"Rather the cnnfidentiality in such a
case is clearly only used for the benefit
of someone other than the child," Ms. Oliver wrote last week to U.S. Sen. Wyche
Fowler in a request for help.
Jeannie died at the hands of a man
who frightened her Hut her d.ath could
have been prevented. She died here in
Georgia, unheralded and forgotten, because the system failed her Because we
never asked why, until it was too late. Be.
cause we just didn't know

THE ATLANTA CONSTITUTION
**a** TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 24, 1991

inne bringing criminal

charges The olea here was to infuse a
httle accountability min a system im1/111110 from if
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September 27, 1991

The Honorable Louie w. Sullivan
Secretary, Depart:lent of Health and Human Sorvicen
200 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201
Deer Louis:

I would like to bring to your attention my deep concern
the
over the on-going dispute involving the State of Georgia and
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HMS) regarding the
confidentiality of child abuse records.
As you may know, the Georgia General Assembly passed
legislation in its 1991 session which would ease the
confidentiality regulations governing child abuse reports.
The Reqlon /V office of HHS concluded last week that two of the
recencly-passed confidentiality laws were not in compliance with
HHS regulations governing the use of federal child abuse
prevention funds currently used by the state.
Louis, I believe we both agree that protecting the children
However, it seems
is the foremost purpose of child abuse laws.
clear that tighter confidentiality laws may not be serving the
interests and safety of abused children, which is the objective
Furthermore, it appears that
of the federal program in question.
the HHS regulations involved in this dispute aro being
interpreted inconsistently at different times in different
places.
I encourage you to read the enclosed article from Tuesday'a
Atlanta_ConstitUtion. which describes the grave implications of
in addition, I have enclosed a letter
this ruling in Georgia.
and certain relevent attachments from State Rep, Mary Margaret
Oliver to Senator Fowler which further explain this matter.

I look forward to hearing your views on this matter.
Si cerely,

Sam Nunn

Enclosures

21.
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Vec'ci
1441 *IC AtTAAV OF NIALTN AND WAIAN SEA Vac
Wallowers. 1).C. HMI

Tne Noncrable Sas NUM
UMited States Senate
Iteningten, D.C. aollo-6030
Deer Sam:

Dam is in response to your letter expressing concern regarding a
conflict between Georgia statutes and federal regulations with
respect to the disciosure of confidential information contained
to child abuse end neglect records.
.

In order tO-be (Weirdo for a Baic State grant'under the Child
abuse Prevention and Trelitment Act (the Aft), a State Oast, among
othor things. provide for 'methods to preserve the confidentiality
of all records in order to protect tne rights of the child and
ths child's parents or guardians (42 U.S.C. leation 6104a(b)(4)).
whs Department of Itselth and HUM Services' (the Department)
permit
isplesenting regulations at 43 C.P.R. Motion
'tatos tO authorise disclosure of reports and recorda concerning
ohiLd abuse or neglect to several categories or persona and
agencies. A copy of the regulation ia enclosed.

Its issue with respect to Georgia concerned emotion 49-5-41fa)(0)
of Chapter 6 of Title 49 of the Official Code of Georgie
Annotated which vomits release of inforsation about the tatus
and results.ot an investigation to "Ca)ny adult roguesting
information regarding inVeitigatiOns by the (impartment Of a
governsental child protective agency regarding a deceased child
when su011 person opacities the identity of the obild. rhe
Federal regulations do not provide Mit mush disclosure. .
The itE08111 slimed by this proVision of the Georgia law aro not
limited to the preservation of the privacy at a deceased Child.
the federal mit requires that a State provide Methods to preserve
the confidentiality of all records in order to protaCt not only
tits rights of the child bUt aleo the rights of the child's
'wefts or guardians, including their right to privacy. sy
permdtting the release of information to any adult merely on ths
basis of that person's ability to provide the nom of a deceased
child, that provision of the Ceorgia statute does not provide the
safeguards required by the federal Act and.regulations.
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Page 2 - The Honorable UM Nunn
We understand that this provision vas enrct.d by the Georgia
General Assembly in am effort to rempond to criticism that the
Stets mod the tionfidontielity provisions to block investigation.
by the media Into the atate's handling of child abuse and neglect
cases. noseves, the federal regulations do not authorise States
to Melt much bread awe.. to child *buss and AOIllect record..
Vs believe that ths oenfidentiality requirements of the "Lot ere
clearly intended te protest ssiiween end their families from
indiscriminate disclosure of inforsation and that the
D epartment's rogalations inglementing those requirement. continue
to be eggrogriate. Hanover, the regulation, do permit
disclosure tar lam enforcement purposes and to State official.
with wessight funotions.

oentliet batmen the Giorgio statutes and the federal
requiremmegs wee resolvod when the Director of the aeorgia
Division of renilly and Childran Services invoiced a statutory
savings disuse that ollovod the State to follow its prior policy,
thereby oommlying with /*local reguireaentsi
2 want to immure you
sporsoiats your interest in this program.
that tics osqartuent 'Is committed to eemieting the stats of
Osergio in its efforts to improve and strengthen child abuse
lent prevention and treatment programs. Please elso be
and
that the Departssnt is'ettemptiog to Administer its
oemdidostiality regUletions, on a national basis, ao fairly
mad uniforaly as pomeible. A similar letter hs$ boon sent to
Senator Hyena fowler, IN.
Sinoirely

tfuls V. $üULvsn, n.D.

IM03.0OUVB

11.
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Chairman OWENS. Thank you.

I want to thank you in particular for doing a tremendous

amount of work that can be very useful to us. My staff will take a
very close look at this and make it a high priority, I assure you.
We do appreciate it.
I also would understand if you have to leave before we continue.
There is a vote on now, and I'll have to recess for a few minutes.
All of you have waited patiently. I hope you don't mind waiting for
a little while longer when I return to complete the hearing.
[Recess.]

Chairman OWENS. Please take your seats.

Again, we'd like to thank the members of Panel Three for waiting so patiently.

Dr. Susan Wells.
Ms WELLS. Thank you, and good afternoon.
I am Susan Wells, Director of Research for the American Bar Association's Center on Children and the Law.

My testimony today relates to a project we had that was funded
by the Robert Weld johnson Foundation, conducted in cooperation
with the American Academy of Pediatrics. This project was funded
in 1989 to help States and localities in their response to child fatalities.
The views I express today, however, are my own, and result from
20 years' experience in child welfare, starting back in 1972, as a

child welfare worker. They do not represent the policies of the
American Bar Association or the American Academy of Pediatrics.
As a result of inter-agency involvement, child death review
teams serve multiple purposes that are in the public interest. Locally, they protect surviving children remaining in the home and
seek to track deaths to protect any future unborn children in the
family. In addition, at the local and State levels, teams are used to

hold agencies accountable for the services that they provide.
Finally, the team also serves Ile common good through its public
health mission. By gathering data regarding occurrence, causes,
and circumstances of child deaths, the aggregated data over time
will point the way to new prevention efforts.
The success of these teams hinges on the cooperation between
the participating agencies, and I know this is something we've
talked a lot about today.
To this end, it is imperative that the members of a .! interagency teams have the freedom to share information with one another; that teachers, that social workers, that medical T. ersonnel all
be active members of the teams and be able to share information.
This can only occur, I think, if that information is safe from persons outside the team.
To protect that information, we have drafted some sample legis-

lation. My colleague, Sarah Kaplan, who is with me today, has
made at least two recommendations: one, that teams not be regarded as open public meetings; and two, that identifying information

about children and families not be released to the public in any circumstances.
Although these provisions are not entirely popular, they are necessary to maintain the integrity of team functioning. The right to
privacy is fundamental in ensuring treatment, for example, in drug
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treatment, alcohol treatment, not to mention child abuse and neglect.

In addition, the variability of the child protective service agency
to protect children rests on their ability to maintah_ confidential
records over time. If these records are not confidential, their very
existence may be threatened.
These provisions do not prohibit team members from gaining the
same information discussed in the team in the ordinary course of

thi ir investigative duties. In addition, once an arrest has been

made, all legislation pertaining to public nature of arrest and trial
records will prevail, with reference to the information collected by
law enforcement or the prosecuting attorney.
Likewise, depending on the State, birth certificates, death certificates, and results of medical examiner coroner investigations are
commonly public records.

Ensuring accountability of public agencies does not arise from
holding them to account on individual cases, no matter how vivid
or shocking. Rather, it follows from a systematic accumulation of
data over time that indicates how agencies are functioning, who
they are serving, the degree to which they are meeting their mandates.

This data informs us only in the aggregate over many cases, over
time. Child protective services is one of the few positions of public

responsibility in this country that can rise and fall on the public
report of one case, no matter how that agency has functioned for
thousands of other children served.

To protect against the politicization of protective services, it is
critical to institute mechanisms of quality assurance, mechanisms
of accountability and sound management, and to put leadership in

the hands of those most well trained to do the job, rather than

those with the best connecLions.
Every election year all over this country, child protective service
agencies dismantle and reorganize their structures, their goals, and
their methods because a new governor is elected.

Our recommendations, therefore, are twofold. First, I'd like to

review what could be done at the State level 1.,o eNpond more effectively to child fatalities; and second, I'd like to address the methods

by which the members of the subcommittee may serve these purposes.

First, each State should develop plans for response to child

death; for example, regarding the conduct of investigation, interagency notification, mandatory autopsiesa critical issue, and

services to surviving children in the home.
Further, in conducting coordinated investigations, treatment
planning and review, inter-agency teams should be allowed immediate access to all agency records pertaining to the case including,
for example, mental health, medical, child protective services, coroner and medical examiner's findings. It's amazing how much this
varies from State to State.

In one State, I actually heard a medical examiner say that his

recordsthat he couldn't release information, which in many
States is commonly public.
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share inThe wording should not limit the agencies which may
identifying
information. In addition, there should be nn release of
outside
the
team.
formation discussed in the team to persons
legislation
At the Federal level, legislators should review Federal legislation,
regarding access records; for example, drug and alcohol
and neglect,
educational legislation. Confidentiality and child abusebecause
there
biggest
problem
in
these
teams,
I don't think, is the
information
and
regulation
to
share
this
is some permission in the
teams.
to pull together multi-disciplinary
on people's
But there is other Federal legislation which impactsteams.
ability to share information, and to cooperate with the
purview of
In additionI think it would perhaps nv6 be in the medical
exthis subcommitteewe have to look at the coroner and organized
aminer system in this country. I think it is not centrally
and in a bit of a shambles.
Additional funding should be provided to States to provide trainsystems
ing at the local level, to enhance coordinated investigation
abuse
and nechild
fatalities
and
child
with specific reference to
system
result
problems
in
the
child
welfare
glect in general. Many
without reqmandate
to
protect
all
children,
from the broad public
uisite funds to support the mandate.
agencies
Any additional requirements of the State and local
funding
makes
must be supported by funding. To mandate without
the dollar just even that much less.
the AdThe National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect and
leadership
Families
should
take
a
ministration for Children and
enhancement of
role hi evaluating, mandating, and facilitating the
services
nationally.
management of child protective
of funding,
While many system problems may result from lack
management.
there is another problem, and the problem is one of
We need more effective systems of accountability.
problem of too
So, if you are going to talk about, for example, thethrow the baby
much paperwork, the issueit's important not to
out with the bath water. It's important that agencies be accountable for the work that they do, the children they serve, and how
they do it.
sufficient use of technology in
I think what we are lacking isdoesn't
have to sit down and fill
human services, so that a worker
be enout 15 forms. If they enter a client's name once, it should
hard.
So I
tered everywhere. A computer can do that. It's not thatinformation
think there are steps that we can take tr maintain the
and to reduce the paperwork.
would be to faThen the recommendations for the subcommittee Child Abuse
reviewing
not
only
the
cilitate team development by
legislation
Prevention and Treatment Act, but also other Federal
information
for
permission
to
share
and regulations pertaining to
and
review.
the purposes of supporting investigation, treatment,
legislation with corSupport any additional mandates in Federal
and local efresponding funding. Ease the burden of funding State
variety
of Federal
forts through examining fynding streams of the facilitate cooperaagencies which deal with abuse and neglect, and level.
tive inter-agency funding of projects at the Federal Tr sk Force on
I can tell you anecdotally that the Inter-Agency massive work.
Child Abuse and Neglect is really undertaking some
2 5 bo
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They a a tasking themselves to look more closely at how they can
coopere te in dealing with child abuse and neglect, but there is no
funding attachM to this.
So every time you turn, for example, to an agency such as the
Center for Disease Control and say, now, you should be responsible
for kee ping the data. It makes perfect sense that they should for
example in child deaths, keep a national death registry. I'm all for
it. I'm trying to work on that myself.
The problem is that if they don't have the additional funding to

do it, it just becomes one more thing they have to do, and they
have to determine where they are going to make their priorities.
Sometimes, by creating joint funding streams, we can cooperatewe can accomplish a lot with a little bit of money from several ageacies. To ensure increased agency responsibility, target
agency management, quality assurance, ongning state-of-the-art

program evaluation and public reporting of thet,e findings.
In closing, I'd like to encourage the members of the subcommittee and the public in general to use the vivid, dramat:c, and important work of the media in a way that will be enabling to those who
are charged with the protection of our children.
Rather than allowing public accusation of persons not yet accorded due process of law, focus instead on holding agencies accounta-

ble through the entirety of their work. One mechanism through
which this may be promoted is child death review teams. Thank

you for asking me to speak here today.
{The prepared statement of Susan Wells, Ph.D. followsj
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Mister Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: I am Susan Wells, Director
of Research for the American Bar Association's Center on Children and the Law. The
Center is a program of the ABA's Young Lawyers Division and has worked on behalf of
children since 1978. My testimony today relates to my work as director of a Robert
Wood Johuzon Foundation project conducted by the Center in cooperation with the
American Academy of Pediatrics. This project was funded in 1989 to offer technical
assistance to states and localities to aid them in more effectively responding to, and
ultimately preventing, child maltreatment fatalities. The views I express are my own and
result from twenty years experience in the field of child welfare, beginning as a child
welfare worker in 1972. My comments do not represent the official policies of the
American Bar Association or the American Academy of Pediatrics.

Child maltreatnwnt fatalities have become the center of increasing public concern
in recent years. Child deaths due to abuse and neglect are dramatic reminders to all of
us of the horror that many children experience every day, and are defenseless to prevent.
Recent reports have suggested alarming increases in homicide statistics in some age
groups. For example. according to a January article in USA Today, FBI statistics on
homicides of children under the age of one have doubled since 1973 (from 134 in 1973
to 264 in 1990).' Yet, these numbers tell only one small part of the story. In a recent
study by Dr.s Kivlahan and Ewigman of 360 injury deaths in Missouri front 1983-1986,
the authors reported that, while official statistics attributed 29 percent of the injury
deaths to child abuse and neglect, intensive record reviews revealed that the actual
percentage attributable to child maltreatment was 62 percent.' A study of all child
deaths in Massachusetts in 1985 revealed, similarly, that deaths attributable to injury,
and particularly those due to homicide, were undercounted.' These findings are also
repeated in other studies.'

Undercounting of child maltreatment fatalities is a critical problem. We do not
know how many children actually die frotn abuse and neglect each year, nor do we know
the actual circumstances of many of these deaths. As a result, our prevention efforts are
bound to be less than adequate. The problems that itnpede our recognition of child
maltreatment deaths include, for example, problems in: 1) accuracy of original diagnoses
of the child's condition; 2) absence of autopsies; 3) lack of sufficient autopsy; 4) lack of
death scene investigations and 5) lack of coordination in investigation. To give just one
example, a 1990 survey of child protective services in the United States conducted by our
project revealed that 59 percent of the responding states (42 out of 51 potential
respondents, including the District of Columbia) had only informal policies or
pftredures for coordinating child abuse investigations. Further, in a recent community
survey regarding response to reports of child abuse and neglect, many respondents were
not aware of the written agreements that did exist.
Child death review teams have been established across the country to more
effectively deal with the tragedy of child deaths. The widespread interest in these teams
was preceded by the establishment of the Los Angeles County Death Review Team in
1979 and by the thorough work in New York City (funded, in part, by the National
Center on Child Abuse and Neglect) anti Teus in the early 1980's. These projects
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sought to more accurately record and report the number of children who were dying, the
circumstances of their deaths, and the ways in which the community, including child
protective services, could more effectively respond to, and prevent, tragedy.
Child death review committees are formed for a variety of purposes. Some focus
on identifying breakdowns in agency services designed to protect children, while others
seek to more effectively determine the cause of suspicious deaths and accurately identify
those due to maltreatment. Ideally, child death review teams will more accurately
identify: 1) causes of death for children under 18; 2) circumstances surrounding, and
contributing to, preventable deaths; and 3) needed changes in legislation, policy and
practice. Through achieving these objectives, the teams will work toward establishing
preventive and interventive mechanisms that will reduce child fatalities.
Our 1991 survey of child death review teams yielded 48 responses from the states
and the District of Columbia. Of those responding, only 17 states reported that they
had death review teams that ineet regularly at the state level. Sixteen states also
reported local teams which meet regularly. Of the states which reported teams that
meet regularly to review child deaths, three are supported by legislation mandating child
death review teams. Since the survey was conducted, at least three other states have
also passed legislation mandating child death review teams. The six states which
currently have legislation mandating teams are: Georgia, Minnesota, Missouri, North
Carolina, Cklahoma and Oregon.

Child death review teams may be organized locally or on the state levet Some
teams meet regularly, while others convene as needed. On both the state and local level,
there are two major models of fatality review committees: intra-agency and inter/multiagency. Intra-agenry committees, which may also be multi-disciplinary, are often formed
primarily for internal review purposes. They usually are composed of representatives
from the various units within the agency providing services to families with children.
While these committees can be quite effective in identifying and prescribing solutions for
problems in one agency, their utility is obviously limited to that one agency. Interagency problems, such as a lack of effective coordination and duplication of efforts,
cannot be addressed through teams of this type.
Inter.agency, multi-disciplinary death review committees have a broader structure
and purpose. At a minimum, these committees usually include representatives from the
following agencies: child welfare/child protective services (CPS); law enforcement;
public health; medical examiner/coroner; a pediatrician or forensic pathologist; and the
local prosecutor. Additional members may include representatives of the school system,
probation/parole, SIDS groups, mental health, and others. Some teams also include
representatives from the governor's office or a standing legislative committee concerned
with children. This often facilitates the introduction of new legislation or policy to
improve system responsiveness.
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Of the 17 states reporting state teams which meet regularly, only 10 included
members from more than one agency. Thirteen states also reported at least one locality
in their state that had inter-agency teams which meet regularly to review child deaths,
Since the survey was conducted, several other states have pasl,ed legislation, issued
executive orders, or met to form state death review teams. These include, for example,
Missouri, New Hampshire, North Carolina, and Oklahoma.
State teams commonly review systemic problems, make rec..iomendations
regarding needed policy or legislafive changes, and attempt to promote better
communication among agencies in the child protective system. Ihi. may include both
public and private agencies.) They may review all child deaths or only selected deaths,
,%isrerriatically conduct
but they often do their work retrospectively. Thgt is thev
C:';orado revws
the review several months after the death (e
,,e( months later)
in order to ensure that as much information P.:, poi- able is available and thro iie
serve two tnajor purposes.
investigation has been completed. The5f..- .etrospective
tictfy trends in cause of
One is to accumulate complete (lair vcr time which
H,itter ev.duate the
death and further inform prev.n,,..e efforts. The othr- t
involvement of all commun;I: agencies in order to id iit. any gaps Ur problems in
service delivery to childrt r. and their families.

Local child 0 ath rc,.;w teams often wm prospective:v. While this breakdown is
ruk, 1c-41 teams will often meet or telecea':,re:ice within 24 hours of
not a hard and
a child's death. Jr, they rnay estAfOi-sh monthly meetings at wricki they review the deaths
of the previd,,s month, Ice ;rtniz ra touch by tc4hone to maca7,e speciff: issues as they
focus on invetigatii, ri.amrs and inter-agcucy coordination.
arise. Th'e teams tem:
in the investigation
The gort:.. are to ensui, that all pertinent inaydion is 1,..4; ;
.....nri'd,;Tes to the findings.
and to .iinsure that rat'. agency having knowlede- pc!
.ei....4ation
a-:.xils and iatetagency
In addition, local te .ms mav r.lir.,:ss and 4':
agrr ..ments to ad:;iress reportir.g,
ogation, ana review t.i
titres. Inter.agency
assists r..:.cor.,te ?ro:Friri., of fatahties and
acc.:ss to availa'ale iinormancai
$tnlirigs.
int roved protection of survi%

inter-agem, nvolvement, c v f.r. eview teams serve multiple
As a 'Twit
purposes the are in the pit'0,. it! , rest. Locally. It. v i.:41.0. surviving children
.imainin in the home and sei.°I. to track deatk dr,i.i. ;u,y flitufe children born to
cy.;orcement purposes, ensuring
ile family. In adchtion. in scvae caws they servt
that peisons responsqrle for . child's death be hekt axonntable for it. In addition, at
1.-ai/ and state levels, train r ;we used to hold ngendes accountable for the services
en.mon good through its public health
13y gatheriag data tegardttig the oecv;rence, causes, and circunntances of child
deathb the aggrtg.,ted dlta, ova t;tn,..,
poa the way to new prevention efforts.

y praciie. f inally, the reax alsc ser.es tt

While thr

)et Ewen ..n..»igh rime to evaluate the effectivene....s of these
a great deni of ::"Mhusiasm for the depee to whi,.h this
elatively inxpeirive itervention can tnipact law, policy and practict'. 'tt ,:se reports are
ne.s

telms, self seportf.

5.ipported by sun e!,- findin, tht indicate that few teams meet less often than originally
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planned, and many meet more often. The following table lists the results attributable to
team functioning as reported in the 50 state survey.
NEW INITIATIVES RESULTING FROM

CHILD DEATH REVIEW TEAMS
TF.AMS REPORTED

LOCAL
N=16
New regulations
New protocols
Other new procedures
Improved inter-agency
cooperation
More accurate i.d. of
cause of death
More agency intervention with family
More prosecution of
homicides
I egislation
Other prevent. efforts

STME
N=I7

INTER-AGENCY TEAMS
STATE
LOCAL
N=10
r=13
0
2

0
3

4

4

U

2

9

7

8

5

5

3

4

4

3

2

2

0

2

0

4

2

3

1

2

1

2

The success of these teams hinges on cooperation between the participating
agencies. To this end it is imperative that the members of inter-agency teams have the
freedom to share information with one another, This can only occur if case specific
identifying information shared within the team is protected from release to persons
outside the team. Sample legislation resulting from our Child Maltreatment Fatalities
Project6 and drafted by my colleague, Sarah Kaplan, requires that the review team be
medical, mental health,
provided with information that includes but is not limited
parole
or
probation
and protective
law enforcement, medical examiner or coroner,
services information. Where necessary, adjustments to related laws may be made to
coincide with the death review team legislation. Another, larger issue however, pertains
information.
to the role of Federal legislation and regulations in prohibiting sharing of
This is true not only for protective services, but also for educational institutions and drug

and alcohol treatment centers.

To protect the information once it has been discuss-d in the meeting, several
mechanisms are recommended. The first is that the teams shall be closed to the public
and not subject to any open meetings law when individual cases are discussed. In
addition, information identifying a deceased child, a family member, guardian or
caretaker of a deceased child, or an alleged or suspected perpetrator of abuse or neglect
in the
may not be publicly disclosed. All information and records acquired by the team
be
kept
confidential
and
exempt
from
exercise of its purpoft and duties are to
includes statistical compilations of
disclosure. Information that may be released publicly
data and reports which do not contain any information that would allow identification of
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individual cases. Finally, team m mbers are prohibited from disclosing information
gained in the team and are protected from questioning in civil or criminal proceedings
regarding what has transpired in the team meeting.
While these provisions may appear to be stringent, they are necessary to maintain
the integrity of team functioning. What team member would be fully disclosing if he or
she expected to see the information in the newspaper the next day? Further, these
provisions of the Sample Legislation do not prohibit team members from gaining the
same informatic discussed in the team in the ordinary course of their professional or
investigative duties. In addition, once an arrest has been made, all legislation pertaining
to the public nature of arrest and trial records will prevail with reference to that
information collected by law enforcement or the prosecuting attorney. Likewise,
depending on the state, birth certificates, death certificates and results of medical
examiner/coroner investigations are commonly public records.

Ensuring accountability of public agencies does not arise from holding them to
account on individual cases, no matter how vivid or shocking. Rather, it follows from s
systematic accumulation of data over time that indicates how agencies are functioning,
who they are serving, and the degree to which they are meeting their mandates. This
data informs us only in the aggrer,ate, over many cases and over time. Child protective
services is one of the few positions of public responsibility in this country that can rise
and fall on t'-.e public report of one case, no matter how the agency has functioned for
the thousands of other children served. To proteet against the politicization of
protective services, it is critical to institute mechanisms of quality assurance, mechanisms
of accountability and sound management, and to put leadership in the hands of those
most well trained to do the job, rather than those with the best connections. Every
election year all over this country, child protective services agencies dismantle and
reorganize their structures, goals, and methods because a new governor was elected.
Our recommendations, therefore, are two-fold. First, I would like to review what
can be done at the state level to respond more effectively to child fatalities. Second, I
will address the methods by which the members of the Subcommittee may serve these
purposes, either through the Child Abuse Prevention, Adoption and Family Service Act
or other federal legislation,
Next Steps in Responding to Child Fatalities:

I) Each state should develop plans for response to child deaths regarding: a)
conduct of investigation; b) referrals regarding inter-agency notification, with particular
reference to ensuring an investigation b the medical/examiner or coroner in all
unexpected oi unexplained deaths; c) mandatory autopsies of children under the age of
two and preferably under the age of five; d) services to surviving children in the home;
and e) the role of the juvenile and family court in protecting surviving children. These
plans may include changes in legislation, regulation or agency policy.
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2) Further, in conducting coordinated investigations, treatment planning, and
review, inter-agency teams should be allowed immediate access to all agency records
pertaining to the case, including, for example, mental health, medical, child protective
services, coroner's or medical examiner's findings. The wording should not limit the
agencies which may share information. In addition, there should be no release of
identifying information discussed in the team to persons outside the team.
3) At the federal level, legislators should review federal legislation regarding
access to records, e.g., drug and alcohol treatment records and school/educational
records. In addition, federal attention should turn to the study of the coroner/medical
examiner system nationally, to determine ways in which federal law can impact positively
on these systems to ensure appropriate notification, investigation, and the conduct of
thorough autopsies.

4) Additional funding should be provided to the states to provide training at the
local level to enhance coordinated investigation systems with specific reference to child
fatalities and child abuse and neglect in general. Many problem^ in the child welfare
system result from a broad public mandate to protect all children, without the requisite
funds to support the mandate. Any additional requirements of the state and local
agencies must be supported by funding.

5) The National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect and the Administration for
Children and Families should take a leadership role in evaluating, mandating and
facilitating the enhuncement of management of child protective service agencies
nationally. While, as noted above, many system problems result from insufficient funds
to meet the demand for services, at the national, state, and local levels; it is apparent
that more effective systems of accountability and management can be instituted. These
systems will ensure public accountability and enhance the agency's ability to ...,erve
children at risk.
Recommendations for the Subcommittee:

1) Facilitate team development by reviewing not only the Child Abuse Prevention
and Treatment Act, but also other federal legislation and regulations pertaining to
permission to share information for the purposes of supporting investigation, treatment
and review.
2) Support any additional mandates in federal legislation with corresponding

additional finding.
3) Ease the burden of funding state and local efforts through examining funding
streams of the variety of fedcral agencies which deal with abuse and neglect and
facilitate cooperative inter-agency funding of projects at the federal level.
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4) To ensure increased agency responsibility, target agency management, quality
assurance, ongoing state-of-the-art program evaluation, and public reporting of these
findings.
In closing, I would like to encourage the members of the Subcommittee and the
public in general to use the vivid, dramatic and important work of the media in a way
that will be enabling to those who are charged with the protectioa of our children.
Rather than allowing public accusation of persons not yet accorded the due process of
law, focus instead on holding agencies accountable through the entirety of their work.
One mechanism through which this may be promoted is child death review teams.

'Thank you for asking me to speak to you today. If there is anything further that I
or my colleagues can do to be of assistance, we would be pleased to work with you on
this or related topics.
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Chairman OWENS. Thank you.

Representative Oliver, is it an exaggeration for us to begin to
make the case for your argument by saying that other children will
die if we don't take those steps?
Ms. OLIVER. I do not believe that's an exaggeration.

Chairman OWENS. The accountability you are talking about,
however, is an accountability of more than just the workers of the
Social Services Department. You are really challenging the accountability of the State. Am I correct?
Ms. OLIVER. That's correct, and the accountability of the taxpay-

ers, also. My challenge is not only to politicians, it's also to the

entire society that we live in.
This struggle that we have on a State level to absorb the Federal
mandates, to tax our citizens to pay for the Federal mandates without the necessary resources, is causing a difficult, difficult economic debate.
We, as a society, must face the reality that funding of the prevention issues that you heard about today is absolutely critical or
we are going to continue to have children die repeatedly while in
State custody, while in the State services.
Confidentiality is one of the barriers to greater accountability,
and the child fatality review team approach which, in Georgia, we
enacted in 1990we spent a lot of time on that legislative effort
talking about the inter-disciplinary exchange of information, and
set that out fully in our statutory framework.
These issues very much go together.
Chairman OWENS. I think all of you were here when Congressman Good ling read the testimony of the first witness. The issues he
raised were primarily related to children who were still alive.
Would you say that once the child has died, that those argu-

ments regardless ofwe won't get into detail as to how you

counter those arguments with better administrative structures
automatically, most of those considers
but once a child hE
ations go out?
A serious matter has occurred, the child has died, and the threat
to disruption of the family and a number of other things he raised
are no longer there.

Ms. OLIVER. That's absolutely correct.

You can look at that question as a policy question in terms of,
again, the accountability of the bureaucrats and what our taxpayers must know for them to become involved in the solution.
Or you can look at it more narrowly, sometimes as I do as a
lawyer, as who owns the privacy rights of a child who's deceased. I
think that is a State by State case law analysis.
We have Georgia case law that says, in effectthat implies in
effectit states almost directly that a decreased child's privacy
rights are analyzed very differently than that of a child who is
alive.
Chairman OWENS. Dr. Durfee.
Dr. DURFEE. If I might add, in some ways, things get worse when

a child dies, because agencies that are mandated to protect children say that's no longer our responsibility. We don't protect children who are dead, and unless someone can identify siblings, that's
no longer our case.
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People that deal with criminal justice issues of homicide say
that's not homicide, that was a family problem. It's child abuse.
Then the cases are lost at the Federal, State, and local level between the criminal justice and human service issue, each one
making some frightening assumptions that the other one is responsible.

It does sCeln to me that some things c.hange when a child dies.
But, it would seem to me to be a sad comment if when a child dies,
we then say we can and will talk to each other, but that we require
that death before that action.

What I'm seeing with the teams nationallyand there's 50 to
100 teams that I'm followingis they may begin with a fairly

narrow focus of fatal child abuse, but the connections that are built
in the team then spread on to everything else.
The teams themselves are either doing inspirational work or creating criminal acts, depending on how you want to read the confidentiality statutes.
But I would not want to see us focus on confidentially as being

an issue simply for dead children. It is also an issue for children
who are alive, and I would agree with Dr. Wells' comments that we
need to preserve confidentiality.

I'm a child psychiatrist. I work in public health. We have VD
records. There are special records with HIV infections, but I don't
think that keeps us from talking to each other. My personal sense
is the reason records are not shared is not so much a legal issue. It
falls more in my field of child psychiatry.
It has to do with personal anxiety of people who don't want their

work to be observed. If they can and do that,and Georgia has

been an inspiration to all of us in implementing the program there.
They do it very well.
I've been a consultant and been to Georgia several times in implementing the program there, and I'm impressed. If you take most

of the people who are on or near the line and hand them a tool,
they will work with it.

The major resistance does not come from line staff who don't
want their work so public, it comes from middle and senior management. The exceptions are notable with middle and aenior management, particularly those who have been on the line and appreciate the dilemma of a worker who has touched and cared for a child
and the child is dead, and the worker ends up blaming himself for
the rest of his life.

Dr. WELLS. I would say, though, that it seems that we are talking
about two different things here when we talk about confidentiality.
One is the inter-disciplinary cooperation. I think that is absolutely critical, and I don't think you'd find an argument against it here
today.

Chairman OWENS. I was about to raise the question about interdisciplinary cooperation among professions who will be thrown together repeatedly. With the same set of professionals, with no ob-

jective outside personnel, is there a danger of cronyism or back
scratching and horse trading there? Do you think that there ought
to be some way to avoid that?
Dr. WELLS. I think maybe Dr. Durfee could speak to that.
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Dr. DURFEE. I will tell you that with our teamand it was 1978
when we beganyou take some people who feel the pain of the
line experience, and there is some cronyism and back scratching
that takes place within agencies, within senior management, but

the team doesn't do that.
We may move to protect our agencies and associations over a
population of problems, but you take an individual dead child, and
we have had the experience repeatedly of someone pondering
whether their records are secret, and using what is an unfortunate
opening, we say that the baby's dead. Are you telling me you are
not going to talk to me?
The multi-agency structure interferes with the cronyism. There
are some teams, nationally, that will have someone from a child
abuse council, child advocate, someone labeled "private citizen."
Those teams have made that choice and the team has worked well.
I would not want to encourage the thought that public employees
are innately evil, and private citizens are Innately noble.
My sense is that the teams that are going to have the most problems with team cooperation are those teams that came from political appointments and people who were put on the teams because
they happen to be able to connect to people who are prominent.
When those appointments are put in to oversight an agency, they
come in, perhaps meaning well, but they, at least occasionally, are
more than hazardous.
I think the accountability for the team comes in the reports, and
there are reports from L.A. County, Colorado, and Oregon, and
we'll be expecting one from North Carolina fairly soon.
Actually, there have been some reports historically from New
York City, and some of the work that at that time was very timely
in the mid-1980s--those reports can keep an agency accountable in
the same way that you can monitor a school with math and reading levels. You don't need to have someone monitoring the classroom video tape to make sure the teacher is behaving.
Ms. OLIVER. We, in Georgia, have 159 counties. It's way too
many. It obviously represents a lot of small communities that are
organized, and our child fatality review teams are organized by
county.

I want to agree very strongly with Dr. Durfee. People who are on

the linethe individual sheriffs officer that had to go into the
1

home and find the body, the individual case worker, the individual
teacherthose people in small and medium and large communities
have a shared experience, and I believe want to help and work together well.
I strongly believe it is the middle and upper level management,
though, the highly paid, staff-protective individuals who are slowing the process down.
10r. Horn and I spoke briefly as he was leaving. I wi nted to challenge him a little bit on some of my positions and theories. He was
taking the position in one way with me that, well, the regulations
allow all this sharing now.
If it does, if that ib accurate, then why do we have a constant,
senior level direction of no, you can't, no, you can't; no you can't?
Why isn't the affirmative statement going out that you must share,
you must enlist that teacher to help, you must enlist that park and
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recreation supervisor to help you. That affirmative leadership, to
expand the team is not being carried out.
I also want to agree with Dr. Wells in connection with the protection of those documents togetherthe team ethic.
I found that the team ethic works, and that there are rules that
you can adopt for those teams about what is shared and what is
not to help those individuals who are extremely highly motivated
work well together.

Chairman OWENS. Dr. Wells, did I hear you correctly dismiss
medical examiners as a group, as not being very efficient?
Dr. WELLS. No, no, no, the systemyou've got medical examiners
in some States which have marvelous systems. North Carolina has
a very admirable medical examiner system.

In other States, you have coroner systems. In some cases, they

work very well. The coroners may also be the sheriffs, for example,

and they have an investigative capacity and they carry it out in a

very orderly fashion.
In other places, they may have no experience of any sort having
anything to do with investigation, medicine, or whatever. They are
elected or they are chosen.
Chairman OWENS. These people would end up being a part of the
team, though, wouldn't they?
Dr. WELLS. Yes, but what I'm saying is, the only reason I brought

that up is that the system, nationwide, has no order. It would be
very nice if we had a medical examiner system in every State in
the country. That would be very nice.
Chairman OWENS. If we had some minimum standards.
Dr. WELLS. That's right.

But I did want to make one other point. I think that our panel
member who is not here today might have wanted to add something to this. That's where my concern lies.
That is that, as I was saying earlier, the confidentiality issue is
two issues. There is the inter-agency team, which I think is supported.

But the release of identifying information to the public is,

I

records, much less medical recorls, drug treatment records.

I

think, not helpful. It is not helpful for people seeking treatment; it
is not helpful for the maintenance of confidential child welfare
would be very cautious in thinking along those lines.
Chairman OWENS. You also mentioned technology as being one

way to reduce the paperwork. I thought of that early in the day
when the testimonies were being given about paperwork.

On the other hand, confidentiality becomes a little more of a

problem, unless your experience as a lawyer can tell us that there
are systems that have been developed to maintain confidentiality,
even when you have computerized records.

Di. WELLS. I'm sorry, I didn't mean to mislead you. I'm not an
attorney. I'm a social worker and a researcher. But I come from
the American Bar Association. They believe in multi-disciplinary
teams.
Chairman OWENS. All right, in your setting, in your contact with

the lawyers, are the lawyers convinced that they have systems
which can maintain confidentiality, even when it is computerized?
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Dr. WELLS. The confidentiality thing, I think, is a big issue with
computers. AB we have seen over the past years, when the Depart-

ment of Defense computers can be accessed, we have a bit of a
problem as far as computer security goes. I think folks are working
perfect at
on that all the time. But I don't think that it is any less right
now
think
it
is
any
less
secure
this point than paper. I don't
than paper.
Chairman OWENS. How many States and localities were you able
to involve in your project?

Dr. WELLS. Oh, gee, we had over 20. We have been traveling won-

ders this year. We have been to Georgia. We have been to North
Carolina. That was before I moved down there. We have been to
Nebraska, Maine, Arizona, Oklahomadid we go to Oklahomawe
wrotewe talked to Oklahoma.

Chairman OWENS. You had a comment?
Ms. OLIVER. I've also been chairing this session in our General
Assembly legislative effort in relation to open records.

We have past due legislation in relation to computer access and
confidentiality. All of this is very timely. The States are struggling
with this.
I feel that there are tools to manage these new sets of technological problems. It's just a task-oriented, detailed, tedious kind of legislative and policy analysis that you are very familiar with, but it's
doable and it's being done.
Chairman OWENS. I'm always very impressed with the analysis

that credit companies give you in great detail at the end of the

year. My wife never wants me to see hers.
[Laughter.]
Chairman OWENS. I yield to Mr. Ballenger for questions.
Mr. BALLENGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and, again, I apologize to Ms. Oliver and Dr. Durfee for having wasted your time and
mine by going over there.
first
I would like, if I may, to ask the three of you if you heard,
by
the
of all, Congressman Good ling's reading of the program
I
think,
is
her
young lady that couldn't come. Lesley Wimberly,
name.
to
There was an area in that discussion that I don't think it had
of
redo with dead children. It had to do with the confidentiality
porting child abuse where the person that reports it doesn't have to
give his name.
of
In other words, there could be a substantial amount of misuse
sheet
when
he
handed
us
this
the progrp in. I think that's what,
here, was the purpose of his question.
different ball
I just wondered, in the examinationI realize it's aliving
and the

game when the child is dead. But if the child is
family is reported for child abuse, does confidentialityis it involved in such a way that the accused abuser has really no defense?
Ms. OLIVER. I'll start. This is a tough set of discussions and
issues. I did hear the Congressman, and I'm familiar with the
VOCAL group. That's an acronym for a group that's active nationally.
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We struggle, on our State level, with a competing set of interests.
It's my judgment in looking at these close, difficult policy questions
that the reporter of child abuse should never be named.

I think that there is a chilling effect if that reporter of child

abusewe mandate child abuse reporting in Georgia, as they do, I
think in every State. Therefore, we mandate that that person act. I
think we owe that person confidentiality.
We have just gone to, in part of our package of legislation, computer registration of child abuse investigative reportshow they'll
go into the computer, how a person will be entitled to get his name
out of the computer, what protections are involved.
As long nq we mandate that every child abuse report must be in-

vestigated, and that's what we, by State law, mandated, we do

spend, I think, approximately 50 percent of our State resources investigating cases tnat are unfound.ed or unconfirmed.
I accept that responsibility as someone who levies taxes. I think

that we must do that. I think that we can do a better job of it. I
think that we can do a quicker, more efficient analysis so that the
computer entry is never made that this case is under investigation.
We, in Georgia, say that it will not be entered if it is unfounded.

It will be entered in another way if it's unconfirmed. So we are
struggling with these issues. We are.

I think, though, that I must support the nonidentity of the in-

former, one; and two, the mandatory investigation of all calls, even

though we know that as a practical matter, many of these calls

don't relate to real abuse.
Dr. DURFEE. Let me disagree a little bit with that last sentence
and agree with most of the rest of it.
I don't think we know that most reports do not involve abuse.
We get real sloppy with distinguishing between unfounded and unsubstantiated.
The most common response to reported child abuse in California,
and I assume nationally, is either to do nothing or make a phone
call to someone who is involved with the family or make a single
visit with parents or the kids and ask questions.
Cases not being substantiated. It may be that the investigation
didn't show anything, but that doesn't mean it wasn't there.
My personal sense is, if we took it on as a project, and we randomly took whatever number of cases we had to take, so that as a
group, we decide that 100 of them are mismanaged, we would find
a wuple of cases that were over-reaction, once the family gets in
the system and once you get in, it can be hard to get out.
We may find a couple of cases where people don't like their sonin-law, and so they've made a report to an agency, or in divorce
custody cases, people are making aliegations about something that
has not happened,
But well over 90 percent of the cases will not be mismanaged due
to an unnecessary assault on parents. They will be absolutely gloriously and incredibly mismanaged due to an under-reaction to protect ch ild ren.

This is a very polarized argument. There are fools and poets on
both sides. I am a child advocate on my side of the fence. There are

people that say children never lie. I am impressed that children
most certainly do lie. My children lie. But young children don't lie
t)
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with the skill that older children do, that adolescents do, that parents do.
But to step on the other side and say, gee, this is interfering in
the innately noble institutior of the American family and we need
to protect that institution; we are out of balance, and our balance
is clearly to the side of adults.
It is clearly to the side of affluent adults, and clearly to the sideI
of Caucasian males, or upper middle class with graduate degrees.
am one of them and I find it more than a bit embarrassing.
My oldest son is a real tornado. I've been in and out of the hospital with him, with a series of things, including a basal or skull fracture when he ran a bicycle into a wall. You can take my word for
it, I didn't do it. At any rate, he is stronger than I am now.
I am very impressed that my medical colleagues never asked me
a question. Some of that had to do with the time. In the 1960s, we
didn't know much about child abuse. We were still infatuated with
the 1950's television model of a family.

But we do need to pursue the cases. There is not a giant plot
against the American family in the industry that is advocating for
children. There are fools, but it is not an organized plot.
I personally resent the tone of some of the comments, perhaps
including those of the first speaker. That testimony suggests that
our dilemma is a failure to protect parents and that we are abusing
parents. I don't think that exponentially; our abuse is of children.
Mr. BALLENGER. If I may, I think if you read her testimony, the
young lady's, I think she just said, let's not overdo it. I'm not sure
Dr. DURFEE. I didn't need to go to graduate school to sense the
I may well be
fact that I am not dispassionate at this moment.
whoever
wrote that if I
overstating things, and I will apologize to

that

have overstated my, argument.

Mr. BALLENGER. No problem. I don't know

the lady, so

Dr. DURFEE. Well, it is important that I become accurate and objective. I represent something. I need not be foolish and say, forget
confidentiality?, we've got to protect kids.
I need to play out a very reasonedwhat would seem to be aI
middle ground in these arguments, because somewhat by default,
am a major decision maker in this process. So is Congress.
I think it's historic, if we look at legislation that addresses families. On almost anything, the protection does not go to children.
When it does, it does not go to babies. When it does, it does not go
to minority poor babies.
Black babies in this country die at more than twive the rate ofI
white babies, from all causes, quite possibly includ: ng homicide.
don't think we piece that out. To ignore that is a comment on our
.as
failure to concern ourselves with peo. 'a that we have identified
not quite of the standard of pc?rson we areadults, upper middle

class, more of the T.V. sitcom prototype.
Also, I would put in the groups that are being ignored, children
with disabilities. We have child abuse councils in L.A. County that
address the African-American community, the Latino community,
the Asian-Pacific community. We've just started a child abuse
council for the deaf community. We have a very strong task fore,
looking at people with disabilities.
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The picture that comes to most people's minds with child abuse
is a dewy-eyed toddler or elementary school age child IN'th a bruise

on the face. It does not come to mind a child in a wheelchair that
is receiving abuse and neglect from either family or professional
care takers.

Mr. BALLENGER. Let me just say, you weren't in North Carolina

at the time, and I don't know if they still have the coroner system
in Georgia, but it took us 6 years of a heavy fight to do away with
the coroner system consisting of mostly funeral directors. Everybody seemed to have a funeral director as your coroner, so we
really didn't have a medical examiner system.
It took quite a fight to get all of them, and they are all politicians. I don't know how many funeral directors you have in the
Georgia legislature, but we had quite a few in the North Carolina
legislature. They were defending themselves to the death.
Ms. OLIVER. I think we have six.
[Laughter.]
Ms. OLIVER. Th coroner is elected in the 159 counties of Georgia.

The only qualification to serve is that they be 21 years old.
Mr. BALLENGER. Yes.

Ms. OLIVER. We have created a regional medical examiner
system through the GBI, but the on-the-ground conflict between
the old-time coroner and the modern GBI is being carried out. Part
of our package was medical examiner legislation 2 years ago. It's a
very tough political fight.
Mr. BALLENGER Thank you, Mr. Chairman,

Chairman OWENS. Thank you for your patience. Your testimunies, of course, will be studied very closely. We may be in touch
with additional questions. Thank you again for coming.
The subcommittee hearing now is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:33 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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I

to begin my statement by thanking Congressman

would

Owens aad other membrs of the House Select Committee on Education
for extending thin opportunity to re to provide input for the reauthori7ation of the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act.
name is Joyce N.
center

Thomas and

I

My

am President and co-founder of the

for Child Protection and

Family Support

located

on

the

Southeast side of the District of Columbia. The Center for Child
Protection and Family Support

1987, The Center sets forth as its primary goal to

established in

address the
families.

critical

needs

critical
seek

We

yrofessionals

a non-profit agency which was

is

to

through

issues

of

empower

vulnerable

children and
communities and

families,

variety of services which

a

in child welfare.

their

focus

the
on

We provide client-centered

programs which includes an array of community-based activities for

children and families.

Our mission

is

to

insure the healthy

growth and development of all children but more specifically those

cisadvantaged children whom often have no voice

in

the social/

economic or political arenas.

In the wake of a growing number of issues which affect the

families in this America, none has proved as dawaging and even
fatal

to our children as child abuse and neglect.

As had been

documented by those who have testified before this House Select
Committee on Education, as well as recent studies, there are more

than two million children nationwide who have experienced brutal
devastation and harm as the result of maltreatment.
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In addition,
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each year an est-._mated 2,000 children are known to have died as the

result of such abuse or neglect (Family Vioience

19901. (\lthough

the National Commission on Children reported that,"this is a good

time to be a child," for the over two million children who will
fall victim to child abuse or neglect each year

the time is not

so good,

Despite the apparent concern for the welfare of (air childrEI,

their futuiP remains uncertain, Systems of care designed to serve
the best

interest of the child have foiled to even define such

interest, resulting in a nation of children abused and neglected by
the

very

system of

addition, due

care

which

purports

to

protek-t

them.

In

to disproportionate representation of Olildron of

.color in such system who are three times more likely to spend an
entire lifetime in care, large numbers of children of color become
dependent on such systems, For them, the future is even more dismal
because a process of protection, such as Child Protective Services,

which fails to meet the needs of the

"average child in care",

is

unable to meet the unique needs of children of color.

Many scholars indicate cultural, social and political factors

which result

in children of color being over reported such

discriminatory reporting practices,

as

use of non-random samples.

lower socioeconomic conditions among ethnir minority groups, and

culturally different child-rearing practices among these groups.
Furthermore, many studies indicate that these children and their
families receive different service treatment than children from the
dominant culture. Of particular concern are findings which indicate
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that children of color are more likely than white children to be
removed from their families and that the type of care they receive
is

related

to

perceived

according

potential

to

race.

These

children are more likely to experience "foster care drift" (Close,

SW;

Stehno,1982,

VCPN

l98ti).

If

trends

in

prcportional

representation continue without simultaneous changes

in service

approaches for these populations, our system of protective service,

which is already suffering sever( stress, will no longer be able to
function.

According to a recent study conducted by School of Social Worl

of the University of North Carolina,
decision-making
,states

in

in

1980 the iterature on

child abuse and neglect

had developed

systematic

criteria

indicated that
for

assessing

few

child

maltreatment. Professionals making these decisions exercised a high

level of discretion and autonomy in decision-making llipsky,1980).

Subsequent work on decision making indicated that worker decisions
are inconsistent and are influenced by their background, experience

and other factors (Stein,1984). Currently states are using risk
assessment protocols in the assessment of abuse and neglect.

The purpose of this statement of record,

is to make specific

recommendations for modification in the language of the Child Abuse

Prevention and Treatment

Act

that will

spell

out

the

states'

reonsibility for providing services in a culturally competent
mann-!r for all children.

In addition, this statement is intended

to provide some recommendations for strategies and approaches for
assurance of a cultural competency system of care,
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Given

the

large

number of children

cultural and ethnic minorities in

and

families who

are

the child abuse and neglect

system (African-Americans, Hispanics, Native Americans, Asians)1
there is compelling justification

insure that states

for CAPTA

provide a culturally competent system of care. Thought many states

have express a great deal of concern about this issue, it is time
to move beyond words.

As we seek to intervene more effectively in

cases of child abuse and neglect. Consideration must be given to
the diversity of different ethnic groups - family structural and
dynamical differences as well

growth and

development.

community with a

as the djfferential influepoes

This

will

provide

the

,71

profes.lional

culturally competent and specific model of care

which can more effectively address the needs of children of color.
.Experts in

the

field have documented that by considering such

differences will potentially improve the quality of decision-making
and understanding, thus resulting in a more efficient and effective
use of resources.

Culturally competent workers are more likely to

address the actual needs of the child and less likely to be blinded

by their personal biases. A cultairelly competent system of care
also insures that the agencies polic'eA, procedures and regulations

are consistent with the cultural dynamics of the population to be
served.

Through direct experience and documentation in the literat

we know that a culturally competent system of care is one in which

culture is accepted and embraced at

all

levels of care.

This

includes the evaluation of relationships within and actoss cultural

lines, identification of the cultural differences and the effects
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such

differences

have

individual

on

functioning,

family

iind

expanding our knowledge base and the modification ot our models of

service delivery to deal with culturally spoulfic needs,

lt

of

is strongly recommended that slates incorporate the issue
competence

cultural

family

assessment

to

rights.

Likewise,

every

at

preservation and

and

intake
of

terinination

diversity

cultural

or

issues

from

level

risk

parental
be

should

considered by states when establishing child fatality teams - the
development

of which was outlined by others who have testified

before the House Select Committee.
the

Recent research has emphasized

compe?ent

importance of culturally

approaches

delivery as one way of maximizing service effects

in

service

to minority

populations, This framework emphasizes both the equity of services

provided and the appropriateness of the efforts made to
families and their children.
services

providers

families

in

order

must
to

One underlying assumption

understand
make

the

dynamics

the

most

salient

of

reunite
is

that

minority

interventions

(Williams,19S91.

Using

the

April

25,

19S8

PL

100-294

as

a

guide,

we

are

recommending the following changes in the 1992 reauthorization:

pg.105

Section 6

...causes,
(A) Research cto read>
prevention, identification, treatment
and ,:ultural distinctions of child
abuse...

(B)...appropriate, effective and
culturally sensitive investigative,
administrative.,,
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child support, cultural
diversity, handicaps and various
other...

pg.I09

Section 7

(C)
(I)

to provide culturally specific
instruction in methods of
protecting children...
or

who work with children of
color and handicaps...

* For the purpose of these proposed changes, "culture" is
dofined as the integrated pattern of human behavior that includes

thoughts, communications, actions, customs, beliefs, values, and
institutions of a racial, ethnic, religious, or social group.

In

other words, cultural competence is the state of being capahle'of
functioning in the context of cultural differences.

"Children of

color" refers to the ethnic and cultural groups who are the focus
of the People of Color Leadership Institute project. These include
African-Americans, Asians/Pacific Islanders, Hispanics, and Native
Americans.

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES:1

As we begin to even think about a more effective system of
care for the prevention of child abuse and neglect in an effort to

reduce the

incidence of abuse and minimize the period of

time

children and families remain in care, policy makers, professionals,
and other protective service workers must be open to understanding,

respecting and valuing cultural differences,
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Overc-oming cultural ignorance which creates harriers to care

rimilies of color

for children and

the

necessitates

need

for

proteetive sernce workers to be in,.,:ndated to learn how to express

the information needed for the prevention of ahu si and neglect in
a

families

to

processes.

At

empower various

will

manner which

renew

these

efforts

cultures of children

within

own

their

my'.

Ailtural

the same time, we must begin to draw upon members of

these various cultures and experts in the field to inform us as to
the diverse culturally specific client needs, obstacles to care and
the various dynamtes within thoir culture which effects interaction

within the dominant culture.

As we begin

te develop a culturally competent system, our

major goal should he that access to the communities
opened,

there will

be fewer barriers to care and clients

become more responsive supportive services.
better

able

to

will be more

interpret

behavior,

6

if

Professionals will be

provide

more

competent

treatment, and more effective decisions with the best interest of
the child in mind.

SYSTEMS ACCOUNTABILITY

Cultural competence as a model of service delivery encompasses

the development of an entire system o: care addressing

cultural

competency needs and issues on a number of different levels.

In

Protective Services, cultural competency is not. merely a matter of

definition or rmareness on an academic level;

failure to become

culturally competent interferes dith and often times invalidates

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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the extent to which a worker can identify, act ttp,111 and follow up
on

allegations

competence grips

abuhe.

of

In

addition,

very ability of

the

a

system

cultural

of

lack

a

to

effectively

develop and actuate strategies of intervention and prevention of
in Inc FRONTLINE documentary

child abuse and neglect. For example,

film. "Who Killed Adam Mann," it was obvious that. the entire system

of care was incapable of meeting the seods of this African-American
The

family.

re.inlfiration

appro.ch

po,rly

ass

intervention strate:!ics were narroi, and insufficient,

understood,

and agency

Adam Mann's death

policies for case manaii,vment were problematic,

ww, a result of both inadequate parentina and an inadequale system
of care.

Unfor'una

ly only lint pareats were held accountable- the

system will continued unchanged and more ehildren such as Adam Mann

.will be potentially "at-risk" for in appropriate services.

Defining abuse and
centrili
int

importance

and

negle,:t

a

is

logically

critical

any

precedes

dence, etiology, or treatment" iMartio 1978).

issuri,

"one or

discussion

of

Unintelligible

interpretations or culturPAly spe_tfir behaviors within families of

color

affects

developing

every

treatment

facet

of

modalities

reporting
and

incidence

concepts,

or

abune,

initiating data

collection and research strategie:,, and concc-ptualization of policy

and legislative efforts to combat abuse and neglect,

According to 1111 horbin, professionals in this field must
learn

to

understand

the

"protective"

"exacerbating" factors within vartous groups

Factors

verser::

the

fatiilies of color.

Further, we must recognize Lhe continuum or behAvinrs as well as
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the variabilities of responses to situntions in our environment.

Work

by

Diane

of

English

the

University

of

Washington,

indicates that there are several risk Factors which have cultural
Implications.

These include issues of adl'quate medical care, lack

or qoperv;sion,

levet:4 of cooperation witli authorities, parental

skIlls and knowledge of child development. toe (litld's role in the

family and the parent child relationshp,

fhe

layk of knowledge

about various ci;Itural differences on each or these decision making

levels serves as a hinderance to effectIve service delivery and
The fact

care of children of color.

liwit

almost

one-third of

,Aiild-protection cases concern families or ehildren or colr.
culturally determined child-rearing prrictices necessitate

for a culturally competent system of car,
system of protection for these child en is,
abuse

and

neglect--

abuse

of

power

and

with

Llw need

Without such,

the

in essence, a system of
neglect

of

available

resources by w!,ich one can become culturally competent.

In sut..mary,

the issue of developing a culturally competent

system of care within the field of child abuse and neglect is one

of assessment and systems improvement. As professionals, service
proviCers and policy makers must evaluate their activities with the
same honesty that is expected of the clients. The tendency to focus

on individual clients' and families' deficits and pathologies by
the system distorts an understanding of the (wises and effects of
child abuse and neglect.
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HEARING OF US HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES SUBCOMMITTEE ON
SELECT EDUCATION REGARDING NATIONAL CENTER
ON CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT

February 27, 1992
TESTIMONY OF JANIE D. FIELDS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
CHILDREN'S TRUST FUND OF TEXAS COUNCIL
As executive director of the Children's Trir I Fund cA Texas Council, I
appreciate the opportunity to present this testimony regarding the tragedy of child
abuse and neglect In the United States.

The Children's Trust Fund of Texas and its nine-member governing Council
were establisned by the Texas Legislature in 1985 to address the tragedy of child
abuse and neglect by focusing on prevention. Prevention is an approach that is
efficient and cost-effective in money, time, and energy and results in avoiding
needless human suffering. Along with education and public awareness, prevention
programs encourage all citizens to be advocates for children and youth.
In May 1991, the 72nd Texas Legislature zipproved legislation to establish
CTF as a state agency with the official name: Chhdren's Trust Fund of Texas
Council. The primary purpose of the change to agency status was to establish a
clear focus on prevention of child abuse and neglect in the State of Texas.
A future in which children are free of threats to their physical and emotional
well-being is a vision shared by CTF and its funded programs and child advocates
throughout We state. The common goal is to prevent child abuse and neglect by
offering services which strengthen parents, children, and families.
WHAT IS PREVENTION?
Primary prevention services are available to the .:ommunity at lel ge or to
families to keep child abuse and/or neglect from occurring. The key features of
primary prevention are:
offered to ail members of a population and voluntary
attempts to influence societal forces which have an impact on
parents and children
seeks to promote positive family functioning rather than to just
prevent problems
Examples of primary prevention programs include, but are not limited to,
educational programs in schools, parenting and prenatal educational and/or
support classes, public awareness announceme As, etc.
Secondary prevention is taking measures to keep child abuse and neglect
frorn occurring after certain warning signals have appeared. The key features of
secondary prevention are:
offered to a pre-defined group of individuals at risk of child abuse
and neglect and voluntary
more focus on problems than primary prevention
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seeks to prevent future parenting problems by focusing on the
particular stresses of Identified parents or caretakers
Examples of secondary prevention programs include, but are net limited to,
support programs for adolescent parents, programs for parents of infants or
children with developmental problems, and programs for families with identifiable
stresses.
Treatment programs, sometimes called tertiaty prevention, are no'l within
the mandate of the Children's Trust Fund of Texas. Such programs offer services
to parents identified as having abused or neglected their children and services to
the abused and neglected children.

Let me offer a few examples of the primary and secondary prevention
program success stories since CTF began providing seed money for such
community-based programs.
Recovering Parents was a designed as a pilot protect for persons who had
been in alcohol or drug addition recovery for at least six months and their
spouses. It offered support and education in parenting and nurturing skills to
these parents at risk of abuse and neglect. The success of this program was
recognized locally and nationally with a volunteer or the year award for the
coordinator. Since CTF funding ended, the program has continued under the
auspices of the Texas Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse and has been
promoted statewide.
Graridparents Outreach responds to the needs of parents and their
latchkey children in the San Antonio area with a program staffed by senior
volunteers and grandparents. Grandparents Outreach offers an example of the
excellent community support which programs have received JPck in the Box
donated a van for the program to use in transporting the children from their
schools to the Outreach centers. For her work, Grandparents Outreach founder
and director Lou Ann Freas received President Bush's 350th "Daily Point of Light"
commendation,
Protect 61-IAPPE (Supporting Healthy and Positive Parente; Efforts) is a
program of the Association ior Retarded Citizens In Austin, Its goal is to reduce
the isolation experienced by mentally retarded and/or developmentally disabled
parents and their children and to increase their exposure to healthy family
relationships through the development of a curriculum to be offered stateMde.
Growing Uo In Arlington program provides a comprehensive education and
awareness activities providing educational tools for parents and school personnel,
equipping children with skills to prevent victimization and establishing support
networks for children and families in the school and community,
Healthy Beginninos in Denton County assists low-income pregnant teens at
risk of being Inadequate or abusive parents. With the program established with
CTF seed monies, a $250,000 federal grant was received for continuation of the
program atter CTF funding onds. The program's director stated that Denton
County would not have received federal funding nor have a prenatal clinic had it
not been for the initial investment by CTF.
Practical Parent Education programs in cooperation with the Texas
Association of School Boards are providing services in five school districts in the
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Rlo Grande Valley--Hidalgo, La Feria, La Joya, Lyford, and Mission. With just
$10,000 each or less, these programs have been able to use the available dollars
effectively to serve a large number of families,
Another cooperative project, with the Texas Agricultural Extension Service,
is Eatners for Par-nting. This program, active in almost all counties, strengthened
families and reduced the risk of child abuse through parenting education and
established a parenting curriculum library to be available through county extension
agents. County agents served as facilitators for the parenting coalitions in their
communities, Its parenting coalition services will be continuing with a grant from
the Texas Department of Health.
The Assertive Parenting Program at Houston's SHAPE Community Center
focused on black single parents to reduce the risk of child abuse. In a letter
notifying CTF that the center could support the program in Its third year without
CTF funding, the board of directors said, "Because of your two years of support,
we were able to educate parents, establish networks within the community, and
build parent support groups. But most important of them all, we were able to have
a positive impact on the consciousness toward child abuse and neglect within
Houston's Third Ward."
A Prevention Program for Working Parents jointly sponsored by Texas
Instruments and Dallas Community College provided parenting seminars during
lunch hours arid developed a companion curriculum. Atter just one year of
funding, the program chose to be independent. Their letter stated, 'We feel that
the program is a success because of the start-up funds from the Children's Trust
Fund."
Letters of gratitude from grantees and parents are positive feedback about
programs, but CTF requires an extensive evaluation program focusing on defining
and monitoring program performance to determine if a program is meeting its
stated goals. Each grantee must include a performance evaluation component in
its program. We are proud that the evaluation system we developed has been
used as a model for other organizations and children's trust funds in other states.

We recognize the critical need for treatmclt services and dollars; howe'vr,
if we had a substantial increase in prevention dollars, we would have both
economic savings and future positive contributions from healthy children and
families.

We are investing huge amounts of money to treat our problems. We are
investing little to prevent them. The funding which NCANN provides enables us to
have a significant impact on child abuse prevention in Texas. Simply put, we are
talking about a program that works. In light of the impact that child abuse has on
our society, I sugges; that the $4.75 million for the Federal Challenge Grant is a
minimum investment the federal government is making in trying to prevent this
massive problem.
Few investments are ultimately more important in this country than investing
in the lives of our children. Few investments in the lives of our children are paying
higher ultimate dividends than investments in child abuse prevention programs
through the Children's Trust Funds across this nation. I urge this Congress to act
now without your leadership and vision the consequences and the social cost
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will continue to escalate.
The National Center on Cni Id Abuse and Neglect is providing a vital
network of assistance and resources that is filtering out into the hands of people
who care and have the knowleage to prcivent children's lives from shattering. It is
more c 'ten impossible to put the, fragments back together to form a healthy adult.
Child abuse creates not just the lone tragedy of an individual life ruined, but the
greater tragedy of other individuals--even society itself-victimized In its wake. Tk at
is why I recommend supporting the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglecli
because child abuse is indoed a national problem and preventing it is a national
responsibility.
I appreciate the opportunity to present this testimony to this committee and
wish you the best In your endeavors. I would be happy to answer any questions
and can be contacted at my office 512/458-1281.
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CHILDREN'S TRUST FUND OF TEXAS COUNCIL

MISSION
The Children's Trust Fund represents the commitment Texas has made to
lead to way in setting policy and in offering resources to prevent child aboe and
negledt. The Children's Trust Fund Council believes:
Prevention of child abuse is crucial to the health of our sorAety
because it protects our most precious natural resource,
Prevention comes from awareness of the existence and
consequences of the problem, knowledge of how child abuse and ueglect can be
prevented, and understanding of what an individual can do to make a difference.
Social attitudes and practices that tolerate and even promote
violence toward children will change only when public and private sector
prevention policies are established and prevention programs are implemented.
GOALS

The goal of the Children's Trust Fund of Texas is to reduce child abuse and
neglect through funding assistance to community-level prevention programs in all
areas of the State.
Major program objectives are to:
develop public awareness
enhance knowledge
promote use of volunteers
facilitate essential services and
encourage development of public and private sector policies and
programs to prevent child abuse and neglect.
Within these broad areas are long-range goals adopted by the Council:
Parenting education--to ensure that all Texans have access to parenting
education at the local level.
Ethni,7 diversity--to support cultural traditions and strengths which foster
positive child growth and development in an ethnically diverse state.
Research--to promote cooperative research efforts that identify, assess,
and evaluate approaches that enhance the capabilities of individuals to parent
effectively.
Advocacy--to provide information and recommendations to decision
mAkeqs regarding policies which strengthen the support systems for children,
youth, and families.
Community prevention programs--to provide initial funding am: technical
assistance to programs wnich prevent abuse and neglect of children and yous..
Collaboration--to ongage communities, government, education, and
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business support in collaborative efforts which enable all children to reach full
potential.

36 PROGRAMS RECEIVE CTF SUPPORT

In fiscal year 1991, 36 child abuse and neglect prevention programs
received Children's Trust Fund grants totaling $944,781 to provide services to
Texas parents and children. In response to the requirement to obtain at least 20
percent of the grant amount in local cash or in-kind matching funds, approximately
$408,000 in matching funds was provided by businesses, organizations, and
individuals. The total amount of non-state dollars came very close to equaling the
state dollar investment. In fiscal year 1992, because of the SO% match required,
the total of non-state dollars is expected to exceed state dollars. Taken in total,
these dollars are still minuscule in comparison to the dollars directed toward
treatment services.
During the year, the programs reported services to almost 16,000 children
and families. The hours contributed by volunteers are a critical component of
program success. Volunteers donated 51,482 hours to the programs, representing
a dollar value of $207,472, based on minimum wage.
The Children's Trust Fund commitment to collaborative efforts to prevent
chicl abuse and neglect continued in fiscal year 1931. CTI, awarded over
$230,000 to suppor' the activities of these cooperative demonstration projects.
These efforts reached approximately 70,000 children and 51,000 families.
CTF-funded program activities have been enhanced by participation in the
VISTA program (Volunteers in Service to America) In CTF programs. The use of
these volunteers in local human service agencios strengthen :. programs, people,
and communities in efforts to serve low-income families and children. This VISTA
effort, the largest in Texas, has provided about 27 volunteers for 10 projects, as
well as the CIF state office. In all sites, volunteers are stretching their capabilities,
learning new skills, and supporting staff and agencies in their prevention efforts.
To support these local prevention initiativesle federal ACTION agency provides
approximately $191,000 in annual stipends to the VISTAs.
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